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The console that defines a 
world class recording facility 

"If Room With A View's technical staff were to design a console based on the wishes of its clients, they would have come up 
with the SSL 9000 J. The most comprehensive automation and the purest sound have finally been combined in one console." 

Alessandro Cecconi • Owner • Room With A View • New York 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford OX5 1RU, England • Tel: +44 (1865) 842300 Fax: +44 ( 1865) 842118 

Paris + 33 ( 1) 34 60 46 66 • Milan +39 (2) 262 24956• Tokyo +81 (3) 54 74 11 44 • New York + 1 (212) 315 1111 • Los Angeles 41 (213) 463 4444 • Toronto + 1 (416) 431 9131 • Singapore +65 285 9300 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com 
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ACTIVE M ONITOR SERIES 
Perspect e. Monitoring 

a Pros And Their Tannoys.. 

e 
,‘•  

àgo, Leonardo da Vinci 

brought art and science together to 

create beautiful images using his 

knowledge of engineering, physics, 

geometry and perspective. • His 

images were so clearly rendered, 

so precisely represented, that the 

mechanisms he drew then could 

be recreated today. • Da Vinci main-

tained that the artist had to use the 

methods of science, and the scientist 

the tools of art. • Now, five hundred 

years later, Tannoy once again blends 

science and art to deliver the world's 

most advanced monitoring systems. 

render the musical image created by 

the top recording engineers and 

producers. • The AMS monitors are 

technically uncompromised 

designs, combining hand-selected 

models of Tannoy's exceptional 

Dual Concentric' drivers, with 

the finest quality electronics 

design and construction. 

• Beginning with the precise 

phase coherent drive units, the 

AMS series builds on Tannoy's 

unrivaled reputation for accurate 

imaging perspective. • Active 

monitors provide unparalleled 

dealkilerr. 

am am mu- iiipsia mu qualm am ma amilt111111r 

ick Guzauski, Producer • credits include: 
Mariah Carey • Eric Clapton • Barbara Streisand 
• Bryan Adams • Michael Bolton • Boyz to Men 
;1 have relied on Tannoy point source Dual Concentric 
udspeakers for several years. Their resolution of time 
• d space put them in a league of their own. Now with 
• advantage of state of the art filtering and amplifica-
tion, the overall precision of the image and critical 
amping factor makes them an unbeatable 
• on at an rice." À - 

• Through the exacting application 

of science, the AMS monitors provide 

the accurate perspective to clearly 

low frequency accuracy, due to 

the extremely low impedance 

coupling of the amplifier and 

drive units, and the elimina-

tion of parasitic passive crossover 

elements. • Precise tailoring of 

the active filter elements allow 

matching of production 

tolerances to within 0.25dB, 

guaranteeing superb stereo 

imaging. • The amplifiers use 

aero-space tolerance components 

and design, with the components 

selected for their sonic qualities 

as much as their reliability. 

• The amplifiers are truly 

unlimited in performance to 

ensure tl\at there is no coloration of 

dynamics clue to over-protective 

protectionidrcuitry. 

I-I E A R 
BELIEVE 

• These are studio monitors designed 

to step aside and let you inside the 

musical perspective. 

oe Chiccarelli, Produce 
credits include: 

Tori Amos • Frank Zappa 
American Music Club 
Cracker • Dog's Eye View 

"It's the first time I've used a 
near field monitor 
where I felt like there 
wasn't any glass 
between the control 
room and the artist. , 
The transparency and 
.phase coherency of the 
midrange allows you 

11111 I. "  to move a microphone 
a quarter of an inch 
and truly hear the dif-
ference, a remarkable 
41chievement." - 

1111 1111 1111111 
' • 

photo courtesy ot Royoltone stud. 

• All of the specifications and hype 

in the world cannot replace a real life 

encounter with the Tannoy Active 

Monitor Series. 

• We guarantee that 

your smile will be 

bigger than the 

Mona Lisa's, and 

your art—who knows— 

even more famous! 

Wet 
lewt4 

1 
TannoyITGI North America0300 Gage Avenue, Unit 1 ' Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2611 2C8 .519 745 1158 * Fax: 519 745 2364 • Web site: http:Iltoww.tannoy.com 
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We ritaile the console"! 

- "I just sold mu/ Mackie 8-bus and purchased the new Ghost console. The 
difference is amazing. The Ghost is the warmest sounding board I've ever used. 
- Mike Perkin (The lab Recording Studio, Emmaus, Pa) 

, "I replaced a console that was more than 3 tines the price, and got a 
quieter, more transiment, and sweeter scurdir console! Pdg console feel, 
with an amazing price! - Kurt Bevers, Psowne11 Sound, Oregon-

"An incredibly musical console, ultra flexible with a real usable EQ. It is absolutely the 

best sounding project studio board that I've heard". - Howard Givens, Spotted Peccary Studios." 

"I lave the desi,, the 1.)Q is just marvellous. Ghost is the best 8 
bus recording desi, on the market." - lee nbJyn, Engineer. 

_•"alllivtuinitizer..nh.eannddelsi,n g, flexible routing, great Scundcratt Licund. 

Recording 

•  "I use the Ghost for several radio shows doing live performances. T.he a Engineer, g , aliP  StIlin dio;aL 

in 5 minutes! Doing dance stuff is one, doing live stuff is another. lilt I use only one board 
both of them, The Soundcraft Ghost." Barney Broomer, Sonic One Rotterdam. 1br 

• Use of operation and the 
narrate in-line inpxts for my synthesizers and samplers is why I purchased the Soundczatt Ghost console." 
- says President of Saban Entertainment and producer of Mighty Dibrphin Paœr Rangers Styli levy. 

41 "It sounds great and the 4 is very precise which sakes it vezy ng to use am other studio." - Phil Kelsey ieasy to pin-point the irequencies I need to limit 
(Remixbigineer) 
on. Ghost enables ne to finish ndaBs on the le at bone, without hav 

• "The console is very user-friendly and is constructed so well that it can 
easily withstand the rigors of even the most hectic of production schedules. 

- Corey Dissin, Producer at Paul Turner Productions. 

"Both nwself and cur Production Director Jeff Thomas used the 

console for PowerStation and were equally very, very impressed. For 
the money, the console is fantastically versatile, has good headroom 

and a very impressive EQ." - Alex Iakey (Engineer for PowerStation) 

•  "I didn't know how userhl mute groups could be and how good the EQ had t be until we 

used the Soundcrait Ghost." - Steraan Windey, La Linea Musicproductions b.v.b).a., Belgium. 

'el.""1111111M1111111111111111111.111111111 
"Let us know what you think about the Soundcraft Ghost by visiting our web site at 

http://www.soundcraft.com or via e-mail to info@soundcraft.com" 

SOUNDCRAFT, HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD., CRANBORNE HOLI9E CRANBORfs.E RD 

POTTERS BAR, HERTFORDSHIRE, EN6 3IN, UK.TEL 644 (0)1707 665000 FAX +-44 itipi 707 660742 
SOUNDCRAFT US. BARMAN PRO NORTH AMERICA INC., AIR PARK BUSINESS CENTER 12 1449, DONELSON PIKE 

NASHVILLE, TN 37217, USA. TEL: I-615-399-2199 FAX: I-615-367-9046 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

e Soundcraft 
H A Harman International Company 
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Cover: Electric Lady Studios, 
New York City, legendary home 
of Jimi Hendrix, recently installed 
a one-of-a-kind purple 80-input 
SSL 9000J into the Purple Haze 
Room, originally designed in 
1983 by Brett Thoeny of BOTO 
Design. Chief technical director 
for the renovation was Jim Gillis. 
The 17x27-fact control room fea-
tures custom Augspurger moni-
tors with TAD components and 
an endless. supply of outboard 
gear. The first audio through 
the board was producer Eddie 
Kramer playing back Hendrix 
tracks from the upcoming remas-
tered releases on MCA. accord-
ing to studio manager Mary 
Campbell. Photo: Julian Jaime. 
Inset Photo: Paul Natkin. 
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Open up. 
And say ahhh... 

Then say hello to Roland's new JV-2080 

Synthesizer Module. It's the latest evolution in the 

world's most popular line of sound modules. 

With 8 expansion slots, the JV-2080 sets a new 

standard for user-expandability, giving you access to 

,à_e I fully expanded. To 

11  x--Ch. elp you take ad-
, 

ntage of all these 

classic Roland 

sounds, we've 

added the Patch 

• 

USE I? 

Mime 

The large I CD and Patch Finder make it easy 
to locate and audition any patch in seconds 

4 e.11.1 . 

ir 
•1141", 111, I .;.r.e, 144 

r 
;11 

t. 
OK ; Hot-

CO2CHErTRL; 

Finder s° you can hear and audition only strings 

when you need strings, separate your basses from 

your brasses, and quickly locate any QQyQrite 

internal or expansion ' atetes. 

Once yoru'v 

selected those per 

fect patches, th 

JV-2080's 64 vole 

3 simultaneou 

insert effects an. stereo outputs provt e a ex e 

production environment that just may leave you 

speechless. So check out the JV-2080 at your local 

Roland dealer. And to audition the full line of 

Roland Expansion Boards, call (800)386-7575 ext. 

753 to get our Expansion Board demo CD ($ 5.00). 

Chances are, you won't stay silent long. 

Use 3 insert effects simultaneously, each with 40 
effects selections in addition to reverb and chorus. 

„,. 

I 1) Roland® 
JV-2080 Synthesizer Module 
Roland Corrcraiion U.S., 7200 Ihnhin.on 
Los Angeles, C4 90040 (213)685-514f 
Roland Canaan MoNic Ltd.. 5480 Parlarmd  

Richmond, 3.C. V6V 2M4 (604)270-6626 

Cornet.Sermc'e: GO ROLAND 
Fax-Back Liformation: (213 685-5141, ext. 271 
(Doc. 410162) http://www.robsccs.com 
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STAFF 

FROM THE EDITOR 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MDM 
Ten years ago, Akai was completing the development of its prototype 
A-DAM (Akai Digital Audio Multitrack) recorder, which was unveiled to a 
few insiders at the New York AES in 1987. Priced at $35,000 and housed in 
an 80-pound, seven-rackspace chassis, the 12-track (expandable to 24 or 36 
tracks) A-DAM was crude by today's standards, but it initiated the concept of 
modular recording. In 1989, Yamaha debuted its DMR8, a 20-bit 8/16/24-
track system priced from $34,000. 

On January 18, 1991, Alesis showed its original ADAT 8-track, priced at a 
then-astounding $3,995. Suddenly, all the rules had changed: With a 24-track 
digital system falling to $11,985, -inch analog 8-track sales came to a virtual 
standstill. By 1992, other affordable digital multitracks surfaced from Tascam 
(DA-88) and Fostex (RD-8), followed by Sony and Panasonic models in later 
years. Soon, modular digital multitrack became the accepted term for this 
new genre of technology. 

As the first ADATs were delivered to retailers, SPARS recommended that 
record labels abandon the ADD, DDD, etc., codes on CD releases. Did low-
cost digital threaten the allure of a DDD sticker? 

Today, tens of thousands of MDMs later, the market has matured: Alesis 
went upscale with its ADAT-XT. Tascam went downmarket with the low-cost 
DA-38. Fostex dropped out of the MDM race, in favor of low-cost disk 
recorders. So with numerous 8-track disk systems available—stand-alone and 
workstation—in every price category, have we seen the last of tape-based 
MDMs? 

Hardly. Three new MDMs have debuted in the last six weeks. Profiled on 
page 154, the Alesis Meridian and Studer V-Eight are the first ADAT Type II 
(20-bit) recorders. Both feature onboard synchronization, XLR interfacing and 
a robust, fast transport. Unveiled at NAB, the $5,999 Tascam DA-98 (more on 
this later) is a 16-bit machine designed for audio post, with built-in 
SMPTE/MIDI sync, dither switching, LCD status display screen, film pull-
up/down adjust and confidence monitoring. 

And MDM sales continue to grow, fueled by a massive user base, combo 
disk-based/MDM systems and the economy of videotape as a recording 
medium. S-VHS and 8mm tapes have a potential storage of 3 GB, are 
available everywhere, are easily removable and are priced around $ 10. In 
contrast, low-cost disks—such as the Iomega Jaz—cost about $100, have 
one-third the capacity and won't be found at Walgreen's at midnight. I have a 
feeling that MDM recording will be with us for some time to come. 

Happy birthday, MDM. Here's to ten more. 

George Petersen 
Editor 
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Play back Ampex 499 and all you 

hear is serious sound. 

More audio professionals choose 

Quantegy than any other tape in 

the world. With the lowest distortion, 

widest dynamic range and highest 

output, Ampex 499 is the most 

audibly superior tape in the industry. 

Play back the quality. 

41;31k 
GLUM TEGY 

Engineering Excellence 

te1.800/752-0732 • fax 800/628•0535 • www.quantegy.com 
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WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

Cuiu xT 
MARK IV AUDIO NOW EVI 

Greenwich Street Capital Partners an-
nounced it has completed the purchasc 
of Buchanan, Mich.-based Mark I\ 
Audio. The company will now be called 
EVI Audio. The formation of EVI comes 
nearly a year after Mark IV Industries an-
nounced its intention to sell the audio 
division and focus on its industrial and 
automotive markets. 

"This association with Greenwich 
brings a positive conclusion to months 
of speculation, and it promises exciting 
developments for the company and its 
customers," says EVI Audio president 
Bob Pabst. Brands under EVI Audio in-
clude Altec-Lansing, Electro-Voice, DDA, 
Dynacord, Gauss, Klark Teknik, Merlin, 
Midas, lIniversitv Sound and Vega. 

LEXICON, STEINBERG FORM 

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE 

Lexicon Inc., based in Bedford, Mass.. 
and Steinberg (Chatsworth, Calif.) an-
nounced a technology agreement: Lexi-
con will support Steinberg's Cubase 
VST" software with its recently intro-
duced Lexicon Studio'," a line of hard-
ware components for computer-based 
audio production systems. The joint an-
nouncement was made by Bob Rear-
don, director of product management, 
Lexicon desktop products; and Manfred 
Rump, Steinberg's general manager. 

TELEX, GREENWICH PARTNERS 

SIGN AGREEMENT 

Telex Communications Group Inc. 
(Minneapolis) announced it has entered 
into a recapitalization agreement and 
plan of merger with Greenwich II LLC 
and GST Acquisition Corp., affiliates of 
Greenwich Street Capital Partners Inc. 
The transaction, under which Green-
wich Street will purchase the majority of 
outstanding Telex shares, is valued at 
$375 million. 

"This transaction concludes the 
board's efforts to maximize value and 
provide liquidity for its shareholders," 
says John L. Hale, Telex chairman, pres-
ident and CEO. "Telex will continue to 
have the necessary resources to pursue 
its growth strategy, including acquisi-
tions, new product development and 
international expansion." 

ATI ACQUIRES 

UPTOWN AUTOMATION 

Audio Iuvs Internati(mal, I ased in Co-
lumbia. MD, recently acquired Uptown 
Automation Systems Inc. The purchase 
reflects the confidence of All manage 
ment in the future of high-end live 
sound mixing consoles and the expand-
ing market for automation technology in 
live sound environments. Says AT! pres-
ident Larry Droppa, "The potential syn-
ergy of our two firms working together 
seemed obvious. Our purchase of Up-
town will make that synergy a reality." 

Uptown Automation Systems has 
moved its operations and manufacturing 
to ATI's facilities. "Uptown has a large 
customer base," adds Droppa, "which 
we intend to continue to support and 

expand. We're very excited about the 
plans for developing new designs and 
products, which result from the merging 
of our collective strengths." 

LIQUID AUDIO, PROGRESSIVE 

NETWORKS JOIN FORCES 

Liquid Audio of Redwood City, Calif., 
entered into a technology partnership 
with Progressive Networks. Under the 
agreement, Liquid Audio will enable its 
music software products to support the 
RealMedia open standard delivery plat-
form for multimedia over the Internet. 

"Liquid Audio's support for the Real-
Media platform is a significant step to-
ward building an open environment for 
Internet audio," says Progressive Net-
works president Bruce Jacobsen. "Liq-

uid Audio is showing leadership in 
music commerce applications, making 
them an invaluable partner for the 
music industry." 

MR. HOLLAND'S OPUS 

FOUNDATION ESTABLISHED 

In›pired his work on tile 1995 movie 
Mr. Holland's Opus, Grammy Award-
winning composer Michael Kamen has 
established the Mr. Holland's Opus 
Foundation to help improve declining 
school music programs nationwide. The 
foundation has already received contri-
butions from major corporations and or-
ganizations including Apple Computer 
and BMI; and new instruments have 
been donated by manufacturers such as 
Pearl Corporation. Yamaha and Avedis 
Zildjian Cc). The foundation is also ac-
cepting used instrument donations from 
the general public; drop sites are being 
established throughout the U.S. For 
more information, contact Gillian Bay-

low, executive director, at 818/760-7349 
or visit www.mhoptts.org. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

H'.\1 is hosting its Biz/Tech 97 confer-
ence this month. from May 16-18, in 
New York City. The conference brings 
together industry leaders and business 
innovators to present attendees with 
new strategies to manage growth in 
today's complex audio business. For 
more information, call SPARS at 561/ 
641-6648. 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 

INDUSTRY TEES OFF FOR N.I.P. 
The Second Annual Mix L.A. Open 
will be held on Monday, June 16 at 
the Brookside Golf Course in 
Pasadena, Calif. The popular event 
provides an opportunity for the 
audio community to get together in 
a relaxed, social atmosphere. This 
year's honorary chairman is engi-
neer/producer Ed Cherney. 

Proceeds from the tournament 
will be distributed to Hearing Is 
Priceless (H.I.P.), co-founded by the 

House Ear Institute and Mix maga-
zine and other beneficiaries of the 
Mix Foundation for Excellence in 
Audio. 

Confirmed sponsors include Ale-
sis Corporation, Ocean Way, Record 
Plant, Audio-Technica, Euphonix, 
Group One and Tape Specialties. A 
limited number of sponsorships and 
individual spots are still available. 
For more information, contact tour-
nament director Terry Lowe at 310/ 
207-8222. 
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INTRODUCING THE LIBRA MUSIC CONSOLE 

A NATURAL 

The seventh sound wave has 

arrived. Libra is the new digital 

console from AMS Neve, with a 

straight ahead musical bias. 

Fully automated and entirely 

digital, Libra takes the maestro 

features of its six predecessors and 

adds phenomenal musical ability, 

at a midrange price. 

Worldclass technology designed 

and configured by those who write 

the digital score. 

Sounds like you've got to have 

a demo. 

AMS  
NEVE 

ANS NEVE plc • UK HEAD OFFICE TEL: 44 (0) 1282 457011 FAX: 44 (0) 1282 417282 • GERMANY TEL: 49 (0) 6131 46282 FAX: 49 (0) 6131 42702 

USA HOLLYWOOD, CA. TEL: ( 213) 461 6383 FAX: (213) 461 1620 • NEW YORK, NY TEL: ( 212) 949 2324 FAX: (212) 450 7339 

CANADA RUPERT NEVE INC., TORONTO TEL: (416) 365 3363 FAX: (416) 365 1044 • e-mail: enquiry@ams-neve.com http:liwww.ams-neve.com 
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WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

INDUSTRY N 
EVI Audio (formerly Mark IV Audio), 
based in Buchanan, MI, appointed 
Martin Conn as director of sales and 
marketing, digital products; Tom 
Anderson as national sales manag-
er, EVI Audio Canada; and Scott 
Schneider as market development 
manager, commercial sound prod-
ucts...Lucasfilm Ltd., in San Rafael, 
CA, hired Kurt Schwenk as director 
of professional THX operations... 
Novato, CA-based Sonic Solutions 
opened a European sales office, 
headed by Kirk Paulsen. Sonic So-
lutions Europe, located in London, 
will service Middle Eastern, African 
and European regions...Sue Imhoff 
was named vice president of mar-
keting and Kip Garlow was named 
vice president of sales at Cakewalk 
Music Software, based in Water-
town, MA... Beyerdynamic (Farm-
ingdale, NY) appointed John 
Cardone as applications specialist. 
In other beyerdynamic news, Rick 
Brown of Great Lakes Audio was 
named sales representative of the 
year, rep firm Full Compass Systems 
was given an award for outstanding 
sales performance and Michael 
Tremain of Marketing Concepts 
earned an award for most im-
proved territory...Stage Accompany 
(Hoorn, The Netherlands) an-
nounced it is back in business after 
a short technical bankruptcy fol-
lowing a hostile takeover threat by 
an American company. Stage Ac-
company celebrated its 20th an-
niversary last month.. james Murray 
was brought onboard as manager 
of market development at Eastern 
Acoustic Works in Whitinsville, MA. 
In other EAW news, A&T Trade Inc. 
was appointed exclusive distributor 
to Russia, and World Marketing As-
sociates was named EAW's exclu-
sive representative for eastern 
Europe...TC Electronic Inc. has a 
new address: 790-H Hampshire 
Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361; 
phone 805/373-1828; fax 805/379-
2648... Meyer Sound, in Berkeley, 
CA, named Dan Khanna as vice 

OTES 
president of operations, Lisa Van 
Cleef as director of communica-
tions, José Rivera as director of 
worldwide customer service, Mike 
Mann as European sales and mar-
keting manager and Erica Eusebio 
as media relations manager...Ala-
chua, FL-based Sabine Inc. hired 
Bob McPeek as export manager and 
Chris Gilmartin as sales and cus-
tomer service representative... 
Liquid Audio, headquartered in 
Redwood City, CA, brought on-
board Stephen Klein as vice presi-
dent of marketing and Bill Woods 
as marketing communications man-
ager. In other Liquid Audio news, 
the Monster Music record label, a 
division of Monster Cable Products 
Inc. (South San Francisco, CA) will 
use Liquid Audio's products to de-
liver CD-quality, copyright-protect-
ed music over the Internet...Nagra 
USA expanded its office in Cashville 
to accommodate Canorus Inc., for-
merly located in Acton, MA...Matt 
Welty joined Millburn, NJ-based 
Zero International as national sales 
manager...Natalie Stocker was pro-
moted to the position of associate at 
Keith Hatschek and Associates in 
San Francisco...Brisbane, CA-based 
Power Technology appointed Audio 
Associates, Ricky Brown Sales, Rick 
Parent Sales and Sirius Sales & Mar-
keting as its newest sales represen-
tative firms.. The Media Resource 
Group, in Cleveland, TN, an-
nounced plans to move to new, ex-
panded production facilities, 
designed by the Russ Berger Design 
Group (Dallas)...Bardy Hayes joined 
International Sales Inc. in San Diego 
as account manager... Thorburn 
Associates (San Francisco) added 
Christopher D. Thompson and 
Christine L. Lundquist to its consult-
ing/design team...Singapore-based 
EASTWEST Communications was 
recently incorporated as EASTWEST 
Public Relations Pte Ltd...Sennheis-
er (Old Lyme, CT) appointed Elrep 
Sales Co. and Taub Sales Inc. as its 
newest rep firms. 

-FROM PAGE 10, CURRENT 

This year's SHOWBIZ Expo fea-
tures more than 500 exhibiting compa-
nies, and is expected to attract more 
than 20,000 participants from the fea-
ture film, broadcast and theatrical pro-
duction community. The show takes 
place June 13-15, at the Los Angeles 
Convention Center. Phone 800/840-
5688 or visit www.showbizexpo.com 
for details. 

The ninth annual Pro Audio & Light 
Asia show will take place in Singapore, 
from July 14-16, at the World Trade 
Center. This year several new events are 
planned, such as the PALA DJ competi-
tion, lighting shoot-out showcase and 
live performances by local and interna-
tional artists. For more information, call 
65/227-0688. 

NEW WEB SITES 
Beartracks Recording's home page, at 
www.beartracks.com, includes facility 
information, lodging and the studio 
newsletter. 

Visit Cox Audio's home page at 
www.cwd-net.com/vdosc to find infor-
mation on V-DOSC and ACRS loud-
speaker systems. 

Equi-Tech's site, at www.equitech. 
corn, features product information, 
white papers and a "Studio of the 
Month." 

The Francis Manzella Design Ltd. 
home page, at www.fmdesign.com, has 
information on current projects, client 
references plus studio photos. 

Giles Communications offers public 
relations for musical and high-tech 
companies; visit the home page at 
www.giles.com. 

Grace Design's new home page fea-
tures general product information, tech-
nical data and a dealer list. Visit www. 
gracedesign.com/pre. 

The Rolls/Bellari home page, at 
www.xmission.com/-rollsrfx, features 
information on Rolls and Bellari prod-
ucts, news and dealer information. 

CORRICTION 
In the International Update section of 
April Mix, the facility spotlight on Stu-
dio 52 included some errors. One of 
the engineers is named Rowan Jarl; 
the studio releases three Nu Music 
samplers per year; and Studio B also 
includes 24 tracks of Alesis ADAT. • 

CHECK OUT THIS MONTH'S 
MIX ONLINE! 

http://wwwanixinag.com 
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THE EVOLUTION OF AUDIO 

1 

1 e 
t.1. 1 

In addition to being a sound designer for the Hollywood 
Bowl Joseph Magee records and mixes for film, and in 1995 

received a Gr minatio' n as a producerletzgineer. 
fr-Air 

_4( 

Joseph Magee, a sound designer 
for the Hollywood Bowl, insists 
upon the precision German 

engineering of the MD 421 II. 
"It's faster, more open and 

transpar'ent, yet it retains the 
timbre of the MD 421." 

The superb directionality and 
freedom from distortion to more 
than 175dI3 SPL provide the 

versatility and control to capture 
every performance. And its 
renown ruged îonstruction 
secures your tment. The 
MD 421 ll is to even closer 
tolerances to c &illy deliver 
the classic Seileeiser sound. 

Contact your dealer for a 
personal demonstration 

or call us directly. 

NHEIZER 

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL:860-434-9190 FAB:860-434-1759. CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100, BURBANK, CA 91505 • TEL: 818-845-7366 FAX: 818-845-7140 

MEXICO: PALENQUE NO.663, COL. NARVARTE, 03600 MEXICO, D.F. MEXICO • TEL: 525-605-7686 FAX. 525-605-6473 • CANADA:221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE-CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 • TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426.-3953 
World Wide Web: rittp://www.sennheiserusa.com 

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany 
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1 Vil CIRCUITRY FOR 
ULTRA-LOW NOISE 

AND 7,ROSSTALK. A fancy 
new name for the same 
old circuitry? Nope. VLZ 

(Very Low Impedance) is a 
Mackie innovation based 
on solid scientific 
principles. Through the 

careful deployment of 
high operating current 

and low resistor values 

at c-itical points in our 

consoles, thermal noise & 

crosstalk are dramatically 

reduced. Open up all the 

channels, subs and 

masters on an 5•13us 
console and compare 

what you hear (or rather 
don't hear) with any 

13rard X console. And 
because VLZ 

circuitry needs 
loads of high 

current, we ship 

a humongous, 220-Watt 
power supply with every 
Bobbie & 24•E expander. 

7 REASONS TO BUY OUR 
TO MIX MORE CREATIVELY, 

IT EXPANDS ALONG WITH YOUR 
NEEDS AND BUDGET. You'd be 

surprised just how many bebue 
console setups like the one below are 
currently in use. Out you don't have 
to start out this way. Start out 
with a 2448 or 32.8 and then grow 
your bebue console 24 channels at a 
time with our 24•E add-on modules. 
1, 2 or even 3 of'em connect in 
minutes. They come with their own 
220-watt power supply; optional 
meter bridges are available. 

43 3-
if 1,14.74. 

IMPECCABLE MIC PREAMPS. A 
console can have motorized 

doaffammers and an optional MIDI 
espresso attachment, but if the mic 
preamps aren't good, you don't have 
a fully-useful production board. Our 
discrete prearnps with large-emitter-
geometry transistors have won a 
critical acclaim for their exceptional 
headroom, low noise (-129.56113m 
E.LN.) & freedom from coloration. VIZ 
circuitry in the preamp section also 
reduces crosstalk. 

THIS CONSOLE JUST PLAIN 
SOUNDS GOOD. Sure, you may 

be able to buy a brand X console for 
less. Out you end up with a console 
that sounds like...well...a 13rand X 
console. Granted, we're getting into a 
prutty subjective ama here.. . but we 
have tall mounds of 5•13us warranty 
carde that rave about our consoles' 
"clarity" "sonic purity" "sweet sound," 
"transparency" "lack of coloration" 
and a lot of other superlatives we 
wish we'd thought of first. 

• 
Aptette• orosek..: WifeliMMe ••• 

e;:e.;:;/..el:eË,-/-e4.: -/W.‘ • à JFP2?"7  
L -1.17/1:1.71S12131:12-12-1;1:-.71;1.:=1;1:7i;I:71;11.irIi3, 

7 MAC' B WINDOWS' 95-
BASED AUTOMATION 

THAT'S RELIABLE, PROVEN AND 
AFFORDABLE. Along with 
affordable digital multi-
track recorders, the Mackie 
5•Bus has made it 
possible to do world-class 
productions on a modest 
budget. Out until now, Sig 
Studios have still had one 
remalning and unattainable 
creative "secret weapon"... 
computerized level 
automation. That's why we 
developed the UltraMix" 
Universal Automation 
System. It gives you fully 
editable and recallable 

Above. 24.E 24-ch. expander with optional 
M13•E meter bridge and stand. 

control of 
input, 

channel and 
master levels — 

plus features not 
found on even the 

most expensive 
proprietary Mega-

Console automation 
systems. Equally 

important, it doesn't 
degrade sound quality, introduce 
zipper noise or cause audible 
"stepping." UltraMix is currently 
being used to mix network television 
music themes and on several major 
album projects — by seasoned 
engineers who grew up on big 
Automation Systems. Their verdict 
is that UltraMix is a serious 
automation solution — stable, 
reliable and frankly easier to use 
than more expensive systems. The 
basic system controls 34 channels 

and can be 
expanded to 
as many as 
128 channels. 
UltraMix Proni 
software, for 
030/040 & 
Power PC 
Macintoshes 
and PCs 
(Windows' 
95 required), 
includes a wealth 
of features like 
editable fader 
curves, built-in leve 
display, up to eight 
subgroups, 5MPTE time code 
display, event editor with 
pop-up faders, optional 
control of outboard effects 
devices, and the ability to play 
Standard MIDI files from within 
the program. 

Above. 32.8 with optional MD•32 
meter bridge and stand. 

UltraMix'" includes the Ultra-34 
Interface, UltraPilot Control er and 
software for $2797 suggested U.5.. 
retail. Macintosh. or Windows. 95-
compatible PC not included. 

Sme 



MIS CONSOLE... AND 2 TIPS ON HOW 
'.FFICIENTLY AND, WELL, MORE FUNLY: 

6 

aPROFESSIONALS REALLY USE 
THEM. The members of Boyz II 

Men could have afforded any console 
they wanted for their studio's second 
room. They chose an 80-input 8,013us 
setup with 102 channels of 
Ultra /Ole.' automation. In the 
studios of artists as diverse as k.d. 
langl, Yes, Oueensryche, Aerosmith, 
Lee Roy Parnell, E3ryan Adams, Carlos 
Santana, Whitney Houston, Eric 
Clapton & U2 our consoles really are 
used to make great music. 

11113 

_key: 
• 
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IDS HACKIE OESIEWS 
ALL RIGHTS MUNK 

Above: 24•E 24-ch. expander with optional 
Mei•E meter bridge and stand. 

WHAT ULTRAovIIX AUTOMATION 
CAN DO FOR YOU: 

• Hone a complicated mix one 
track at a time with every fader 
move recorded 
• Clone your best fader moves and 
use them in other places in the mix 
• Automute unused sections of your 
tape tracks or noisy MI01 sound 
modules 
• Via automated mute or fader cuts, 
make a composite mix ("comp track") from the 
best moments of several tracks of the same 
vocal or instrument 
• Save mixes for recall and editing at any time 
(great for mixes with music beds or "donuts") 
• Make six voice-over versions of a jingle mix — 
and then easily make the inevitable nitpicky 
client changes three days later 
• Step up to big-league 
automation without 
breaking the bank! 

e WIDE MID RANGE El Whether you're tracking or mixing, 
equalization is one of your most 
important creative tools. Mackie's 
f3•Bus consoles feature extremely-wide-

bandwidth peaking E0 that can be 
used to achieve effects that simply 
aren't possible with narrower E0. Most 
Brand X midrange Eas have a fixed 
bandwidth of about 2 octaves (blue 
graph at right). You can sweep it up & 
down the frequency spectrum, but the 
"sharpness" of the E0 curve is always 
the same. This kind of E0 is good for 
some purposes... but if you've worked 

Above: The SideCar. 
matching 8•Bue 
equipment rack. 

LEGENDARY 
RELIABILITY. 

One of those factors 
you probably don't think 
much about — until your 
console goes down in the 
middle of a critical late-
night session. E3uilt with 
pride in Woodinville, WA USA, 
Mackie f3•E3us consoles have 
an enviable three-year track 

record for enduring continuous, 
round-the-clock use 
and abuse. 

Woodinville • ViA • 98072 • USA • V00/898-3211 t.•206/487-4377 • e-mail 
Outside the HAt.. 20E/487-4333 ‘..• 208/485-1152 • Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing 
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with it before you know 
its too drastic and 
localized for gentle 
changes in overall tonal 
coloration. 

The 8.0bus' true 
parametric 
Mid lets you 

spread th 
band-
width 
out to 
as mue 

as 3 octaves (red curves 
above). That extra octave 
of Width" gives you a 
whole new creative pal 

• Poetic license k- pplied for. 

Mention in this ad denotes usa 
only, as reported to Mackie Deeig 
and is in no way intended to 
constitute official endorsement 
the artiste or groups listed. 



THE FAST LANE 

WIRE WE ALL HERE? 
TWISTED THOUGHTS ON A CLEAN IMAGE 

Wire. No, sir; don't like it. 
My experience has been 
that wire is a lot like dat-

ing a super-beautiful model: some-
thing everybody acts like they 
want so that you think it's some-
thing you need—something that 
looks straight enough on the out-
side but may be in fact totally 
twisted on the inside. I've certainly 
experienced both in my past, and 
it always ends up the same—you 
eventually get to the point of want-
ing to unplug them. 
Now this is not a sexist state-

ment. It is merely an observation 
that slick, smooth, attractive outer 
skins may well hide twisted, dan-
gerous insides. That's all. I also 
want to point out that when I refer 
to a "model," I mean any model or 
model-like person—female, male 
or any of the 14 other sexes avail-
able in today's brave, new, mod-
em, open-minded world. 

ILLUSTRATION NATHAN )TA 

And all that twisted intro is just 
one example of twisted values that 
nobody can explain. If you are cu-
rious and would like to catch a 
demo of this twist, just turn on your 
TV. You will see that sex is strictly 
forbidden, while in one short hour 
you can easily catch a good 50 
ways to torture, maim, cripple and 
murder (including gratuitous use of 
wire) for land, money, power or 
even the very same sex that you 
can't see on that very same TV. 

Wondering how I am going to 
pull this column together after such 
an extreme side trip into the time-
honored art of soap boxing? Let's 
see. We have two themes I have to 
glue together: television and twist-
ed values. And what I really want 
to talk about is wire. But I think I 
can take yet one more side trip 
first... 

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

A month ago, I got DSS be-
cause a friend with ears of gold 
told me that the audio quality was 
actually acceptably good, as op-
posed to the horrendous crushed 
mush from the local cable provider 
in my area (some of you may re-
member the column I did on how 
had MTV sounded). He was right. 
And all these years I just knew in 
my heart that "stereo" meant there 
were two channels of audio with 
different material on each. I re-
membered reading that some-
where when I was a kid. But in all 
these years of watching "stereo" 
cable TV, I could never be really 
sure that I had experienced real 2-
channel audio (kind of like those 
dreams that are in color, but very, 
very muted color). 

Well, it is real stereo after all, 
and it never was MTV sending out 
that horribly smashed and slurred 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 226 
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ELF'" is a trademark of Long/Wicke,sham Labs. Time-Align is a trademark of 
• rge CvctPMS me 

Bag End 
Time-Align' 

Gems 

The Bag End Quartz, Crystal and 

Sapphire combine the fidelity and 

efficiency of the ELF' and Time-

Align technologies to bring studio 

quality sound to the concert 
venue. The low frequency exten-
sion and unprecedented sound 

quality offered by the ELF' tech-
nology is even more incredible 
when the small size of the Quartz 
4 x 18" enclosure is revealed. The 

Crystal and Sapphire offer highly 

directive Time-Align mid/hi sys-

tems designed for smooth 

arrayable coverage, bringing point 
source clusters to their physical 
limits. Call us for the details. 

BAG END Loudspeakers 
P.O. Box 488 
Barrington, Illinois 
60011 USA 
Voice 847 382 4550 
Fax 847 382 4551 
Internet info@bagend.com 

• 



INSIDER AUDIO 

SUMMER READING 
LESSONS FROM THE BIRTH OF ELECTRIC MUSIC AND TELEVISION 

-
11- read a lot of hooks over the summer. I know that makes me 

tragically un-hip and old-fash-
ioned, but until they come up with 
a laptop you can read in bright sun-
shine and then leave open, upside 
down, on top of a blanket on a 
sandy beach, and a few minutes 
later drip salt water and ice cream 
all over it, all the time not worrying 
about whether you'll ever be able 
to use it again, I'll stick with books. 
A formal summer reading list, 

however, is not my style. I know 

other people who compile those, 
and they never get more than a 
couple of items into the list before 
they get totally distracted by some-
thing else, like life, and so in 
September they end up mad at 
themselves. 

Since I don't need to find any 
more reasons to get mad at myself 
(I do that enough already), I use a 
different method for choosing 
hooks, one which relies more on 
serendipity. Just before I'm about 
to go away on vacation, I visit my 
local library and see what's new. 
Then I go to a huge used book-
store in my neighborhood and 
browse for an hour or two. I occa-
sionally end up with some real 
turkeys (sometimes you really 
can't judge a book by its cover), 
but I've also found some gems 
that, had I found them when they 
were new, I would have missed 
because I would have been way 
too cheap to pay for them. Last 

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

• 

year, for example, I bought "expe-
rienced" copies of Fred Dannen's 
stunning indictment of the record 
industry, Hit Men, in which we 

learn that disco not only sucked, it 
snorted; Abbie Hoffman's touching 
(really!) autobiography, Soon to Be 
a Major Motion Picture, which 
answers the age-old questions, 
"Did Pete Townshend really sock 
Abbie in the mouth onstage at 
Woodstock?" and "Did Abbie and 
Grace Slick really plan to spike the 
punch with LSD at a Nixon White 
House Party?"; a collection of Art 
Buchwald essays from the post-
Watergate years, which are still 
tremendously funny and totally rel-
evant; and a replacement for my 
20-years-lost copy of Jerome Agel's 
The Making of Kuhrick's 2001, 
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[If 

Uven il you've never heard of Event (possible—especially if your last naine is van Winkle), 
you already know us very well. Because Event is made up of folks who've been major 

players in the music and audio industries for a long, long time. Folks who've designed and 
manufactured some very highly respected and innovative pieces of gear—some 
of which you may very wel own (all the cool people do). 
We founded Event on the principal that "the customer is precious." That 

means we make only those products that our customers want, need, and can 
afford. Products that provide access to new levels of musical expression. 
Products that put high-end, professional tools in the hands of us mere mortals. 
(That's right. We use the gear we make, so we build the stuff that we want in 
our own setups.) 
We began our business with the microphones and speakers you see pictured 

on this page. Thanks to you—and to the kind support of the industry at large—these 
products have been tremendously successful. We want to give our heartfelt thanks to all 
of you who have bought a set of our speakers or a RODE' microphone. We hope you've 
gotten as much pleasure out of using them as we have. 

...is just getting 
started. And now. u. 
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...the EVENT you've beer 
LAYLA: 
CARD, CABLE, FRONT AND BACK PANEL 
$999 

Affordable Digital 
Recording Hardware 
Iiitroducing our new family of cross-platform PCI-
based multitrack audio 
recording systems, designed 
by digital audio gurus and 
Event's strategic partner, 
ecno Corporation. Our 
proudest offering: Layla by 
ecHoTM, a rack-mount audio 
interface with eight balanced 
analog inputs, ten balanced 
analog outputs (ins and outs 
are all simultaneously 
accessible), digital I/O, a 24-
bit signal path, massive on-
board DSP, word clock (for 
sync and expansion), MIDI, 
and much, much more—all 
for an amazingly low $999. 

Or meet Gina by ecHoTM: 
two analog inputs and eight 
analog outputs (all 20-bit, of 
course), digital I/O, and on-
board 24-bit DSP. Appreciate 
clean design? So do we. 

That's why all of the audio 
connections on Gina are pro-
quality 1/4" jacks mounted 
in a rugged breakout box. 
Appreciate reasonable 
pricing? Gina's $499 tag is 
sure to make you smile. 

If you only need two 
analog inputs and eight 
analog outputs (again, all 20-
bit!), on-board DSP, and a 
breakout box loaded with 
RCA audio connectors, then 
say hello to Darla by 
ectio"—priced to fit just 
about anyone's budget at 
only $349. (No, that's not a 
misprint.) 

All three systems are 
compatible with audio 
recording and editing 
software applications that 
"talk to" the Microsoft 
Windows 95 .WAV device 
driver—which means you 

don't have to give up your 
favorite software in order to 
take advantage of the 
fantastic sound quality that 
Layla, Gina, and Darla offer. 
You can, for example (with 
full apologies to all of the fine 
software programs we're 
unintentionally leaving out), 
run Cakewalk Software's 
Cakewalk Pro AudioTM. Or 
Steinberg's Cubase Audio' 
and WaveLabTM. Or Emagic's 
Logic Audio". Or Innovative 
Quality Software's SAW 
PlusTM. Or Some Foundry's 
Sound Forge'. Or 
Syntrillium Software's Cool 
Edit ProTM. (In fact, a custom 
version of Cool Edit Pro 
comes with each Layla, Gina, 
and Darla system, so you can 
be up and running even if 
you don't already own 
multitrack recording 

software.) Plug-ins? You 
bet. Including perennial 
favorites from Waves and 
Arboretum Systems. 

And since getting up 
and running is half the 
battle (a battle we firmly 
believe you shouldn't have 
to fight) all three systems 
are true Plug and Play" 
compliant. We even give 
you a utilities disk that 
examines your system 
before installation, so you 
know exactly what 
performance you'll be able 
to achieve. 

Don't worry. We 
haven't forgotten our Mac-
based friends. Our 
PowerPGcompatible 
systems (same hardware, 
new drivers) are coming 
this sununer. Prepare to 
be stunned. 

Precision 
Monitoring 
Systems 
Ritilding on the techno-
1-) logical innovations that 
arose from the 20/20bas 
development, our intrepid 
engineers, messieurs Kelly 
and Dick, set out to create an 
active monitoring system 
that would be a perfect 
complement to the digital 
audio workstation 
environment. Requirements: 
small footprint, reference-
quality frequency response, 
non-fatiguing to the ears 
over long periods of use, 
magnetically shielded, and 
way cool looks (!). The 
result: the Tria" 
Triamplified Workstation 
Monitoring System. This 
integrated three-piece 
system comprises a floor-
mounted VLF (Very Low 
Frequency) driver housed in 
a cabinet that is also home to 
five separate power 
amplifiers, active crossovers, 
and a full set of calibrated 
trim and level controls, plus 

RODE Nil 
Large Diaphragm 
Condenser Microphon 

Hot on the heels of the 
awesomely successful 

NT2 comes the NT1, a 
true large diaphragm 
condenser microphone. 
Like its predecessor, the 
NT1 boasts low-noise 
transformerless FET 
circuitry, and features the 
highest quality components. 
With a 1" gold-sputtered 
diaphragm inside a proprie-
tary shock-mounting system, 
a unique head design that 
provides both durability and 
pop filtering (while remaining 
acoustically transparent), and 
a wide dynamic range that 
makes the mie ideal for use in 
a wide variety of applications, 
the NT1 is destined to 
become a fixture in the 
modern project and pro-
fessional studio. And at only 
$499, it's just plain scary. 



waiting for. 
o biamplified satellite 
eakers, each with a 5-1/4" 
ly-propylene driver and 1" 
odymium soft dome high 
.quency driver. 
What's truly remarkable 

that the biamplified 
tellite speakers reproduce 
Ktuencies down to an 
credible 55Hz, so the 
tener experiences full-
rige sound when positioned 
the near field environment 
iat is, sitting in front of a 
.mputer screen). With the 
ldition of the VLF, the 
stem response reaches 
twn to 35Hz, resulting in 

full bandwidth audio 
reproduction that is as 
accurate, precise, and 
pleasing to the ear as our 
award-winning 20/20bas 
system. You simply must 
hear Tria to believe it. Even 
then, you may not believe 
the price: $849. (Yes, that's 
for the entire system.) 

The 20/20pT" is a direct 
field monitor designed to 
provide an affordable 
pathway into the world of 
powered speakers. Utilizing 
the proven 20/20 design, the 
system comprises a 20/20 
cabinet with two full-range 
100 watt power amplifiers— 
one of the amps drives the 
powered cabinet, the other 

drives a passive 20/20 
satellite. The resulting sonic 
clarity is exactly what you'd 
expect from a system 
bearing the 20/20 name: 
extended low frequency 
response, exceptionally clear 
midrange, and sparkling 
high end. What does this 
kind of audio quality cost? 
A low, low $599 per pair. 

As with all of our active 
monitoring systems, the 
Tria and 20/20p offer 
continuously variable high 
and low frequency trim 
controls, input gain controls, 
balanced inputs with 
combination 1/4"/XLR 
connectors, and full 
magnetic shielding. 

EMP-1 Microphone Preamplifier 

W hat better to comple-
ment a RODE Classic, 

NT2, or NT1, than a custom 
microphone preamp that 
combines superior sonic 
performance with the 
features demanded by today's 
studio professionals? (Okay, 
we admit the thing sounds 
pretty amazing with other 
brands of tnics as well.) First 
off, you should know that the 
EMP-1T" Microphone 
Preamplifier was designed 

$799 

SW-1 Speaker Switcher 
Bet you were almost going 

to pass over this part. 
After all, a speaker switcher 
isn't exactly the most exciting 
product in the world. But the 
SW-1"' Speaker Switcher 
delivers breakthrough 
performance and functionality, 
thanks to the clever 
engineering of Peter Madnick, 
who has long been a fixture in 
high-end audio equipment 
design. (He's actually pretty 
scary, possessing serious 
chops in both the analog and 
digital domains.) 

What makes the SW-1 
unique among switchers is 

20/20p BACK PANEL 

r 
LIM 

by engineering wizard Peter 
Madnick. Why is that 
important? Because, in 
Peter's own inimitable words, 
it means that the unit features 
a transformerless design 
utilizing a common-mode 
choke input !translation: 
RF interference is virtually 
eliminated], a superior 
differential input [translation: 
EM interference is 
suppressed], and servo-
controlled DC to maintain 

zero DC offset [translation: 
There are no distortion-
inducing capacitors]. Ahem. 
Thank you for those fascinat-
ing explanations, Peter. 

Put in terms the rest of 
might have a chance relating 
to: The EMP-1 offers ultra 
low noise operation, 
selectable phase, low cut 
filtering, phantom power, 

fiECTUIlICS 

its ability to simultaneously 
handle both active and 
passive monitoring systems. 
Of the six pairs of speakers 
that can be connected, up to 
three sets can be active. 
Switching among them is as 
easy as pressing a front-panel 
button. Or use the included 
remote control so you never 
have to leave the sweet spot 
when switching. Naturally, 
the audio path is beautifully 
transparent and the switching 
noiseless. There is one thing 
about the SW-1 that we 
haven't quite figured out: If 
you own a pair of Event 
monitors, why would you 
have any other speakers that 
you needed to switch to? 

a line output (for running 
directly into Layla, perhaps?), 
and an internal power 
supply—all in a downright 
sexy little box. Now, what 
does all that mean? It means 
that the EMP-1 is a mic pre 
worthy of your finest 
microphones. (Don't let its 
low $299 price tag fool you. 
This preamp is the real thing.) 

We're Event Electronics. 
Thanks for taking the 

time to see what we're about. 
We hope you like what we're 
doing; please let us know. 
We'd love to hear from you. 

For more detailed information 
on any of our products—and for 

amusing photos of prominent members of our 
industry caught in embarrassing situations—visit 
our Web site, vimv.eventl.com. Or e-mail us directly 
at info@eventl.com. Literature on specific products 
may be obtained by calling 805-566-7777, ext. 555. 

Specifications and features are subject W change. 
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which is not only a comprehensive 
primer on state-of-the-art film tech-
niques of the late '60s, but also in-
cludes full instructions for using the 
zero-gravity toilet. 

Another way I get books is the 
time-honored custom, practiced by 
journalists the world over, of collecting 
freebies from publishing companies. I 
get offered lots of these, but the major-

ity of them are pretty boring. They tend 
to have titles like How to Make Million$ 
on the World Wide Web (includesfloppy 

disk), or Record, Master Muss, Package, 
Offlribute, and Collect Royalties on Your 
Own Platinum Gramny-Winning 
Record, or Everything You Need to 
Know About Studio Design ( in 24 
Fact-Filled Color Pages!). Journalists 
know that Sturgeon's Law, named 
after sci-fi writer Theodore Sturgeon, 
which states—I paraphrase here—that 

99% of everything is ca-ca, is very much 
alive and well in the publishing busi-
ness. (The only place it isn't, by the 
way, is on the Internet, and that's only 
because those "9"s need to be carried 
out at least three more decimal 
places—but that's another column.) 

In the past few months, however, 
three new books have been sent to me 

by their publishers that would definite-
ly make it onto my summer reading 
list, if I had one. They're entertaining, 
enlightening, well-written and well-or-
ganized. I highly recommend them for 
anyone with even a tangential interest 
in the subject matter—and I'm sure 
most of you have more than that. I'll 
talk about two of them this month and 
save the third, a "multimedia" experi-
ence in the best sense of the word, for 
next month. 

Electronic music, contrary to some 
people's beliefs, did not instantly spring 

into being the day that Yamaha re-
leased the DX7, or even, for those 
whose memories go back a little further 
than that, the day that Switched-On 
Bach was released. It's actually been an 
entire century since composers started 
using electronics to stretch their sonic 

vocabularies. The stories of the com-
posers, engineers, physicists and mar-
keteers who were responsible for the 
electronic music medium—both their 

successes and failures—is fascinating. 
And you won't find a better re-telling of 
that story than Electric Sound, by Joel 
Chadabe, published by Prentice Hall. 

Chadabe is a pioneering composer 
who was making music with computers 
back when all most of us knew about 
computers was that they screwed up 

our bank statements. For a while, he 
ran a company called Intelligent Music, 

which brought to market some of the 
first algorithmic composition programs 
for personal computers and MIDI syn-
thesizers. Today he manages the Elec-
tronic Music Foundation, a resource 
center for distributing books and 
recordings of important historical and 
present-day electronic music, and he is 
on the faculty at the State University of 
New York at Albany. I've known Chad-
abe and his work for a long time. I've 
always known him to be a talented mu-

sician and technologist, with a well-de-
veloped sense of history, but it's a 

pleasant surprise to also find that he 
writes very engagingly. 

His story starts exactly a century 
ago: 1897 was the year that Thaddeus 
Cahill took out his first patent on an 
electronic musical instrument, the Tel-
harmonium, which synthesized music 
using dynamos and "broadcast" it to 
subscribers over telephone lines 
(which also makes Cahill, as Chadabe 
points out, the inventor of Muzak'). 
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RP533 Studio Tube Multi-Processor $700 
• Transformer Balanced Input 
• Tube Preamp with +48 Volt Phantom Power 
• Compressor/Limiter with Side Chain access 
and Bypass 
• Tube Sonic Exciter for frequency spectrum 
enhancement 
• Analog Metering - switchable in the circuit path 

RP583 Studio Tube Compressor/Limiter $700 
• Smooth, natural tube compression 
• Side Chain for direct detector circuit access 
• Versatile uses: 

From vocals and program material 
to instrument compression 

Turn your next recording project from a golden prospect 
to solid platinum with Bellari's new RP533 Studio Tube 
Multi- Processor, and the RP583 Studio Tube Compressor 
Limiter. See the entire Bellari line of tube equipment: 

• RP220 Dual Tube Mic Preamp 

• RP282a Dual Tube Compressor/Limiter 

• RP562 Stereo Tube Sonic Exciter 

• RP520 Studio Tube Mic Preamp 

• ADB3b Stereo Tube Direct Box 

• MP110 DIRECT DRIVE Mic Preamp 

e AA l/ten 

5143 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 

(801) 263-9053 • FAX (801) 263-9068 
• V, \\ ‘1.NIlliSsi011.00111/—Milsrk 
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Introducing the newest in this 

lineage,the DTR-8S PRO-DAT 

Machine. With features and 

specifications that could only come 

from a company that's been there, 

again and again. 

Audition a DTR-8S today and 

compare our sonics to the best that's 

out there, then compare the price. 

With the DTR-8S, we're certain 

you'll find you're on the right track. 

High Quality A/D and DIA Converters 

48 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 32 kHz Sampling Rates 

Input Monitoring of Digital and Analog Inputs 

Active Balanced Input and Outputs on XLRs 

AES/EBU and S/PDIF Digital I/O 

300 Times Play Speed Search to TOC Marks on Tape 

Alphanumeric Program Naming for Easy Locate 

Mt Supplied with Wireless Remote and Rack- Mount Kit 

No SCMS 

0 TAR I S e_ 
Internet: Milt: Ihnveotarl.corn 

Otan i Corporation USA Phone: ( 415) 341-5900 Fax: ( 415) 341-7200 
L.A. Sales: (818) 972-3687 S.E. Sales: (615) 255-6080 
The Otani logo is a registered trademark of Otani Corporation. 
© Copyright 1996 Otani Corporation 
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Four years later he had a prototype, 
and six years after that an instrument 
was installed in a theater in midtown 
Manhattan, and Rossini overtures 
were coursing through the streets of 
Gotham. But soon thereafter Cahill ran 
into trouble with his delivery platform, 
his subscription hase faltered, compe-
tition reared its head, and the whole 
enterprise fell apart in 1914. (Why 
does this sound so familiar?) 

The stories of the Theremin, the 
Electronic Sackbut, the Mixturtrautoni-
urn and the RCA Mark II synthesizer 
are equally fascinating and equally in-
structive. Chadabe also goes into detail 
about the evolution of tape music, live 
performance with electronics, comput-
er music, the replacement of analog 
with digital electronics, MIDI, automat-
ed composition and human-machine 
interaction. The story of electronic 
music involved hundreds of people, 
working in a dozen or more different 
countries. Chadabe does an admirable 
job of tracking the often-parallel paths 
of these explorers and placing them in 
context. Most impressive is how he 
manages to balance the technical, artis-

tic, commercial and human aspects of 
the development of the various tech-
nologies so that we can see everything 
in a broad perspective. 

He organizes the book not by 
chronology or geography, but by the 
type of music that was being created, 
and so each chapter examines the de-
velopment of a particular sub-genre 
over time. It doesn't always work, in 
that there's just too much overlap be-
tween the different categories to make 
the distinctions stick, but it's probably 
as good an approach as any. And it's 
fascinating to see the variety of disci-
plines and philosophical schools that 
found a home in the new medium. 

I've been fascinated by this field 
since I was a teenager, and so I found 

a lot of old friends in Electric Sound, 
but I also found a lot of names, stories 
and connections I didn't know and 
was delighted to discover. All of the 
important figures are here, from Oskar 
Sala, Pierre Henry, Karlheinz Stock-
hausen, John Cage and Edgard Varèse, 
to Robert Moog and John Chowning, 
to Max Mathews, Tod Machover and 
Peter Gabriel. Although I knew that 
Greek composer Iannis Xenakis start-
ed his career as a civil engineer and ar-

SEE what you 
- introducing electrolumi 

DK-Audio MSD200 Master Stereo Display combines a 

Phasemeter, Audio Vector Oscilloscope, and Peak Program 

Meter in a compact (7" x 5" x 1.7") easy-to-use unit. 

It provides an astounding 160 viewing angle and is easy to read 
even in adverse lighting conditions. 

The MSD200 Audio Meter provides a fast crystal-clear graphical overview of the entire audio 
signal, making it a superior and more versatile solution for mixing than traditional meters. 
Electroluminescent screen technology provides unprecedented clarity and sharpness - even 
from across a large control room. Menu-guided access to all functions makes the MSD-200 
easy to use. Software upgradable features can be added via PC. 

PHASE METER 

Displays the average phase relationship between 
two audio signals. The visual indicator clearly 
displays mono, stereo and reverse phase on a 

AUDIO VECTOR OSCILLOSCOPE 

Illustrates the audio signal in the M-S domain on 
the two axes provided. 

FAST FOUMER TRANSFORNI SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

The Fast Fourier Transform .\ naly7Cf Option is an 
ideal tool for analyzing frequency, distortion and 

noise components across the Audible bandwidth. 

PEAK PROGRAM METER & ADJUSTABLE SCALES 

Indicates the level of the audio signal for each 
channel. You can select between Flying Peak, Peak 
Hold and Fast Peak plus six internationally 

standardized scales. Reference levels can be set 
individually for the two channels. 

OVERLOAD INDICATORS 

Bright red LEDs above each PPM immediately 
indicate if your signal is in overload. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Built-in signal generator offers a choice of user-

definable noise waveforms for spectral alignment. 

chitect, I never realized he worked for 
the brilliant French architect Le Cor-
busier. Moreover, the Philips pavilion 
at the 1958 World's Fair (a shell in the 
shape of a cow's stomach, which in-
spired Varèse's seminal Poème Elec-
tronique) for which Le Corbusier is 
always given credit, was primarily de-
signed by Xenakis. 

Some of the anecdotes Chadabe has 
dug up are priceless. We can all take in-
spiration from the story of how Morton 
Subotnick and Ramon Sender got 
equipment for their San Francisco Tape 
Center in 1963: They bought the inven-
tory of a burned-out hi-fi store from the 
insurance company, paying for it with 
a bad check, and sold off enough of 
what they didn't need to cover the 
check before it bounced, leaving them 
with a bunch of free stuff, some of 
which worked. Another prophetic tale 
has California composer Pauline Oliv-
ems walking into her studio one morn-
ing after Don Buchla had just installed 
his very first synthesizer there, and her 
technician had been up all night pro-
gramming it to play "Yankee Doodle." 
Says the technician, after she turns the 
power on and it starts to play, "She 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 228 
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GL4000's CLASS OFFERS YOU 

Moe F.O.H. or 10 mix monitor plus live recording 

Level Trim subgroup XLR outputs 

Mar Solo in Place with Quick Solo 

WM Matrix to Aux link 

4 Band full sweep EQ with 'Q' switching 

IMF Sys-link Expandability and Expander Modules 

4 Stereo Input Channels with Width Control 

Redefining Performance.. 
at a price you can afford 

ALLEN 

HEATH 
ALLEN & HEATH USA • 8760 South Sandy Parkway • Sandy, Utah 84070 

Tel: ( 801) 568 7660 • Fax: ( 801) 568 7662 • http://www.allen-heath.com 
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atter another. In tact, Lexicon processing is heard 

on more than So% (4 all recordings, broadcast, 

and tilm soundtracks. 

From innovative ettects tor the performing musician 

to sophisticated digital processing tor recording and 

ture the highest 

post-production, world-class 

tacilities rely on Lexicon tor 

the most advanced technology 

in digital signal processing. 

each product, trom the 

powertul new MPX i to the 

legendary 48oL, embodies 

Lexicon's commitment to you, 

the audio probessional — to manutac-

quality audio gear tor your most 

demanding applications and to continue to develop 

cost-elective upgrades to protect your investment. 

When your clients depend on you, depend on Lexicon. 

Heard In All The Right Places 

Lexicon. Inc 3 Oak Park. Redford. 111 cr7;. i44s. Tel: 617/260 0300 lax 6i 7/2C 0490 f Ala:I. IrlbOrPleXICell co::: 
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ffiltlIPG IT UP WITH 

BY 

MARK 

KOEHLER 

BY 
RICK 

CLARK 
In the October 1995 issue of 

Mix, several of the music indus-
try's top producers and mixers dis-

cussed what it takes to create a 
recording that sounds great on the radio 

yet at the same time maintains enough 
sonic integrity to sound good on an average 

consumer home sound system. 
After the article appeared, a number of read-

ers suggested that it would be helpful to hear 
from the radio end. After all, who is better quali-
fied to offer insight on how to make a record sound 
truly great for broadcast? To discover how artists, 
mixers and producers can avoid having their records 
"remixed" by the processing chain in today's highly 
competitive radio market, Mix contacted a group of 
station engineers and broadcast signal processing de-
signers, all highly regarded in their respective fields. 

DONN WIRRIBACH 
When Mix began hunting down recommendations for 
experts with hands-on knowledge of broadcast signal 
processing, one name that kept getting mentioned 
was Donn Werrbach, VP of engineering for Aphex. 
Werrbach has overseen the development of such 
classic Aphex products as The Compellor, The 
Dominator and Digicorder, each regarded as 
standard processing devices for broadcasters. 
Before Werrbach worked for Aphex, he 
spent a number of years as a successful 

contract broadcast engineer for a num-
ber of radio stations in Hawaii. 

"Absolute fidelity is not the 
most pressing concern for most 

broadcasters," says Wer-
rbach. "A lot of the 

broadcast en-

gineers 
would like to strive 
for the best fidelity and 
so on, but they are not al-
lowed to by the station owners. 
The station owners will usually say, 
'Smash it and get it up in the face of the 
listener.' This is especially true if you have 
drive-time car radio listeners being the bulk 
of your commercial audience. Since there is a 
lot of background noise in cars, the station just 
smashes the audio to keep things at the same 
level at all times, so that the listener doesn't have to 
fight with the volume all the time. 

you back it next to a song that is all midrange-y, the 
listener gets irritated and feels that there is something 
wrong with the radio station. To combat that, most 
broadcasters re-equali7P the music in order to get them 
all to average around the same spectral or tonal bal-
ance of frequencies. That is done by what is called a 
multiband audio processor. Almost every FM station 
has one of one sort or another. They will break up 
the audio frequency spectrum from three to...typi-
cally four or five bands of frequencies and run them 
through individual compression and then add it 
back together. So what it will do is, if you have a 
song that is really heavy on the bass and no high 
end and dark-sounding, it will tend to bring up 
the high end and knock down the low end 
and balance it back out. If you are exces-
sively bright and real tinny, with no bot-
tom end, it will bring up the bottom 
end and throw some punch in it for 
you. This re-equalization is what 
most of the record producers 
are hearing on their 
music, that either 
they like or 
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it back out. If you are excessively bright 
and real tinny, with no bottom end, it 
will bring up the bottom end and throw 
some punch in it for you. This re-equal-
ization is what most of the record pro-
ducers are hearing on their music, that 
either they like or don't like. A lot of 
times this multibancl compression actu-
ally enhances the song on the air be-
cause it does something to the mix that 
just can't be done in a studio very easily 
with conventional audio equipment. 

"I have heard lots of people say that 
they wished that they could get that 
radio sound on tape. On the other 
hand, I have heard people say, 'God, I 
wish I could hear it the way I made it!' 
Sometimes it is a good thing, and some-
times it is a had thing, hut it is there. 
You have to expect it. 

"To me, one of the most annoying 
things about CDs is that there isn't a 
standard reference level for the loud-
ness, of where the average level of the 
signal should he. With digital, every-
body records so that they don't go over 
the top on the peak, but that doesn't ad-
dress how fat their recording is—that is. 
how loud it is below that peak reading. 
On an analog system, there is basically 
a reference level for the average, and 
the desire is to keep enough headroom 
to accommodate any peaks that come 
along. With digital, it is a whole differ-
ent attitude. They don't use VU meters. 
So all of these records corne out at dif-
ferent levels, and the audio processors 
at radio stations are doing a lot of work 
to segue from one CD track to the next. 
There could he a 6dB difference in the 
average level. 

"If you record really hot to digital, 
you are going to have to smash all of 
the peaks out of your signal. You may 
get a really fat sound, and it may be the 
sound that you want for your kind of 
music, but if you are doing it just to 
make the music louder because you 
think it will play louder on the radio, 
you could be very wrong. 

"I think you are better off sticking 
with average ordinary standards. Don't 
try to make your record sound louder. 
I've heard some people say that, as hard 
as they have tried to punch up their 
stuff, it gets lower and lower and lower 
on the radio. I say, 'Just give the damn 
audio processor at the radio station 

some peaks.' Let it see them, because it 
computes what it is doing based on the 
waveform that it sees. If it sees some-
thing that is all fat and topped off al-
ready, it may just push it down in the 
mud, because it already thinks it is too 
compressed. If it sees something that is 
real open and has lots of dynamic 
range, it will squeeze the heck out of it. 

"Usually, the broadcast processor on 
the air can do a fairly nice job of 
squeezing. You would almost rather let 
it do the job, rather than you do it. I 
have heard the opposite, and some 
people would rather do it and not have 
the station have to do it. I have found 
that the hest thing that you can do is he 
kind of moderate— go in there and do 
a little bit of peak control. The last thing 
you want is to have most of your 
record—let's say on a peak meter— 
looking at like -20 dB, and then sud-
denly you have some 'zeros' up there. 
Some really kick-ass toms, or something 
that can bite your ear off might sound 
great on your home stereo, but on radio 
it will poke a hole in the loudness of 
the signal because it is going to have to 
gain-reduce on that sudden 20dB peak, 
and the whole level is going to he 
knocked down 20 dB for a few in-
stances around that hole. So you want 
to keep those peaks down and under 
control. 

"I would say that the optimum for 
radio is to have the peaks in a range of 
around 10 dB and then keep your aver-
age level as consistent as you can, but 
not using a lot of compression to do it. 
You just do it by doing a good mix. 

"There are a few other tricks to mak-
ing a mix sound good on the air, like 
using general compression on some of 
the tracks. It is usually better to com-
press an individual track than to com-
press the whole mix, because most 
compressors will hear the artifacts of it 
on a whole mix. By doing that, it'll help 
to keep that track clown a little bit more 
constant on the air." 

ANDY LAIRD 
1).illas-based Heritage Media Corp. is 
one of the broadcast industry's most 
successful companies, with stations 
spread from New York to Oregon. VP 
of engineering Andy Laird, an expert on 
radio signal processing, fine-tunes the 
signals and sonic characteristic of the 
company's many formats, which run the 
gamut from nostalgia and smooth jazz 
to modem rock. AOR, AC and country. 

"There is a big push by several com-
panies to change the way music is dis-
tributed to radio stations," he says. "The 
way this is getting started is that there is 
always a fight for a radio station to have 
the breaking songs ahead of your com-
petitor, and it is a nightmare for record 
companies to avoid playing favoritism. 
Let's say that Garth Brooks has a new 
song, and program directors will as-
sume that, 'Hey, I've got to be the first 
one on my block to have it.' There is a 
new movement from certain people 
that is aggressively selling music distri-
bution in real time at 128 kilobits per 
second. Now these people may think 
that 16-bit audio is a problem, but take 
16 bits down to 128 kilobits! The pro-
ducer who thinks that his music is get-
ting stepped on badly by broadcasters 
hasn't heard anything till that stuff starts 
getting on the air. I understand the need 
to distribute product at the identical 
time to a bunch of radio stations, hut 
don't stop there. If I could make any 
statement to the music industry, it is to 
make sure that the stations still get a 
high-quality disc. 

"I would also say that they should 
pressure the distributing company to 
have at least 256-kilobit distribution. 
Now, the ISDN non-real-time systems 
are 256. DG Systems and Digital Courier 
are bit-rate-reduced systems, but they 
are at least 256 kilobits. The company 
that is fighting 256 and wants it at 128, 
which is half the bandwidth, is also the 
one that is aggressively trying to convert 
the music distribution to their system. A 
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The well-trained ears at E-mu Systems hear many amazing sounds. And some of 
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• Tempo based phase locked stereo Time Compression 
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• Graphic wave form editing 
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number of us broadcasters, directors of 
engineering and vice-presidents, have 
really put the pressure on them, when 
they were not offering anything greater 
than 128 kilobits. We told them we 
wouldn't allow the hardware to be in-
stalled in our stations. We have gotten 
them to redesign the system so that it 
can be used at 256. Now the important 
thing is that the music distributors use it 
at 256. 

"The transcoding issue of digital bit 
rate reduction has become a big issue 
in broadcasting. There really is no 
agreed-upon industry standard. There 
are at least three different forms of cod-
ing going on out there, and it is not sur-
prising to go into a station that has all 
three doing something here in this 
room and using a different one some-
where else. On top of that, sometimes 
it is required that you build some kind 
of coding scheme into your microwave, 
just lw the nature of the path that re-
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quires it to be digitized. 
"You might have a Musicam-deliv-

ered piece of music that is stored in 
apt-X and transmitted out to the trans-
mitter, and then another coding at that 
stage. Anything that keeps the CD un-
bit-rate-reduced-16-bit—coming to the 
station is going to have a positive effect 
on the sound. Personally, I was thrilled 
that Sony MiniDisc didn't take off. 

"If I could put on my editorial hat, it 
is to make people aware that this is hap-
pening. This is a third entity in the mix 
that affects the quality of music on the 
air. This isn't the broadcaster or the 
music producer. We should insist on a 
minimum of 256 kilobits-256 kilobits is 
more rugged-sounding (than linear 16-
bit sound), and while that could be 
more acceptable on a more short-term 
basis of a few days, I would think that it 
would be a real loss to the music indus-
try to not get the CDs out to the stations. 

"Let's say we have three country 
stations in a city, and all three of them 
get Garth Brooks at the exact same 
time through the digital distribution 
service. They will all sound equally 
had. Who loses in the long run? It's 
Garth Brooks who loses, and the 
broadcaster who continues to use that 

Erfi • dffli 
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bit-rate-reduced version also." 

CHARLES ADAMS 
Charles Adams has worked at Circuit 
Research Labs, one of the leading 
names in the field of signal processing 
design and manufacture, for the past 20 
years and is currently the company's en-
gineering manager. 

"The issue of the 75-microsecond 
pre-emphasis curve is one that the FM 

Don't try to 

overcompress 

things in the 

studio. It is like 

garbage in and 

garbage out. 

Charles Adams 
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broadcaster has to deal with," Adams 
says. "If you have modem, synthesized-
sounding music coming from the 
recording studio that has already been 
EQ'd and hyped-sounding on the CD, 
and then you put another boost of high 
frequencies on it, which is required by 
the FCC for transmission, then all of a 
sudden you find yourself exceeding 
your modulation limits in a big way. 
The 75-microsecond pre-emphasis 
curve can easily add 17 dB of boost at 
15 kHz. The job of the station's process-
ing is to try to push that curve back 
down again, without sounding like it is 
doing it, and without the station sound-
ing like it is overmodulating. 

"Let's say that someone really 
cranked up 8 kHz. The processor has to 
pull that hack down again to keep the 
station from overmodulating. Some-
times that is what you may hear. It is a 
kind of a pull-back or ducking effect. If 
somebody has used the limiter at the 

studio to really increase the energy level 
in the high frequencies, it is just going 
to aggravate the situation at the radio 
station even more. 

"There are other things that studios 
and producers pay no attention to 
whatsoever. They are not in a mind-set 
to think about what the processing is 
trying to do. The signal processing is 
trying to build up the average RMS en-
ergy level to the greatest extent that it 
can. One of the things that can really 
bother an audio processor is having the 
signal coming into it as asymmetrical. 
For instance, there are some CDs that I 
play quite often, where the singing 
voice is way asymmetrical. If there is 
some way that I could get to the voice 
without worrying about the music—if I 
could just get to the voice, premix and 
make it more symmetrical, then there 
would be less destruction to the overall 
music later on in the audio processor. 

"I am talking about the symmetry of 
the voltage of the signal. Look at the 
signal on an oscilloscope and watch 
how far up positive and how far down 
negative the voltage goes. In some 
recordings, it may go up two volts pos-
itive and down half a volt negative. 
When the processor sees this, it ends up 

working too hard on the positive side. 
As a result, all of the music suffers, and 
the voice suffers. When the processor 
works hard on the voice, it tends to 
work hard on the music, too. You then 
end up with more distortion than you 
would have otherwise. 

"What we try to do on the process-
ing end is come up with some way of 
scrambling up the phase on the audio, 
so that no matter what you put into it, 
the voltage is fairly symmetrical. Keep 
in mind what we are trying to do: We 
are trying to deviate the FM carrier. We 
are trying to swing that FM carrier to 
+100 percent and -100 percent modula-
tion as much as we can and as much of 
the time as we can to optimize the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio of the station. If you 
give us an asymmetrical signal that may 
go + 100 percent on the positive side, 
but is only -20 percent on the minus 
side, the processor goes ahead and tries 
to push that on out. It does so at the ex-
pense of the positive side. It creates 
more distortion than you would have 
had, if you...had some way of making 
the audio more symmetrical to begin 
with. 

"I'm not sure that anybody anywhere 
pays any real attention to this at all in 
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the studio. They probably have no me-
ters or instruments to tell them if some-
thing is asymmetrical or not. So it is 
pretty much left up to the broadcast 
audio processor guys, later on, to try to 
figure out how to fix it. 

"The only other thing would be to 
try to make the audio as natural and as 
dynamic as possible. Don't try to over-
compress things in the studio. It is like 
garbage in and garbage out. With audio 
processing, if it is garbage in, it is a lot 
more garbage out. 

"Most audio processing is multiband 
for broadcast stations, so if there are dis-
tortions in the low frequencies—lots of 
rich harmonic distortion—the process-
ing tends to boost that even higher in 

that digital broadcasting is going to be 
a hit, with the bit-rate reduction and the 
like," he says. "We still have more water 
to go under the bridge before we make 
a decision on that. I think that the hand-
writing is on the wall, and there is a lot 
of concern that not only will a lot of 
people employ this bit-rate-reduced dig-
ital material, but they will also start mix-
ing it with other digital systems of 
processing, as well. So it will be bit-re-
duced using one technique, and then it 
will be retransmitted to the consumer 
using yet another technique. The tech-
niques are generally not compatible 
with each other, and what you will end 
up with on the listener's end is some-
thing that is fairly low-quality. 

"I haven't seen a broadcast system 
yet that proposed to use linear ( 16- or 
20-bit, CD-quality) audio, because of 
the bandwidth that it would take on the 
radio channel. This is really a form of 
data compression, and what that com-
pression really looks for are periods of 

There is a lot of concern that 

not only will a lot of people employ this 

bit-rate-reduced digital material, but they 

will also start mixing it with other digital 

systems of processing, as well. 

Stan Salek 

gain., because the bands get processed 
separately. They have a different 
amount of gain in each band, so what 
can happen is you can increase the 
amount of perceived distortion in the 
audio, just from what was in the original 
source content. I find that the audio that 
our processor handles the best is the 
audio that has the least done to it. As 
dynamic as possible is good, and it will 
actually come out sounding pretty dy-
namic later on." 

STAN SALEK 

Stan Salek s senior engineer for Ham-
mett & Edison Consulting Engineers, a 
firm that works in the radio and televi-
sion broadcast industries. Salek has 
been at H&E for five years. Previous to 
that, he was a director of radio engi-
neering for the National Association of 
Broadcasters and also worked with 
Charles Adams at CRL. 

"Personally, I'm not completely sold 

silence or audio signals that are masked 
by other audio signals. 

"There is a system called Musicam, 
and part of the operation of that system 
is that it would look for quiet sounds 
that were masked by louder sounds. It 
would remove the quiet ones from the 
coding process. When you are all done, 
you end up with what they say is 
roughly equivalent to what the human 
ear hears. For people who have done 
A/B comparisons of linear and audio 
encoders, I think that some of them are 
quite convincing, but it really depends 
on the programming material." 

Rick Clark, a Nashville-based produc-
er, would like to thank the following 
individuals, who were extremely gen-
erous in sharing information: Chuck 
Adams, Andy Laird, Stan Salek and 
Donn Werrbach. Thanks also to 
Richard Faith, David Hodge and Jack 
Otterson for further assistance. 
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Virtua(lly no competition). 

Starting at $39,500, the Virtua Digital Console is in a class all its own. 
The Soundtracs Virtua has signaled the beginning of 

a new era in digital consoles. 
For audio engineers, digital consoles have made the 

seamless integration of complex and diverse audio and 
video equipment possible, while achieving a high quality 
audio mix at breakneck speed. But what has been a distant 
luxury for some, has suddenly become an affordable reality. 

The Virtua integrates a vast array of analog and digi-
tal studio devices, allowing them to be processed, bussed, 

compared and mixed in an intuitive, fast, and flexible 
manner, which shortens the production process. And 
with specs like rapid format configuration, instant para-
meter recall and dynamic and snapshot automation, the 
Virtua is everything you want in a digital console—at 
less than half the cost of the competition. 

We think once you've done your homework you'll agree 
that Virtua is at the head of the digital console class regard-
less of its price. At $39,500, it is simply in a class all its own. 

SOUNDTRACS 
Phone: (516) 393-8520 • email: soundtracs@korgusa.com 

Soundtracs products are fully supported and marketed in the United States by Korg USA, Inc. © 1996 Soundtracs USA, 316 South Service Road, Melville, NY 11747-3201 
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And Other Truths About 13-Bus Recording Consoles 

Get Back Jack. Get Real. 
Have yot.. ever seen a pro-studio recording engineer mess 

with the cables on a console? 04 course not. That's why 
true recording consoles have their jacks in back. Look at 
any console in any serious studio. Truth is, once the 
console is installed there's no need to change the setup. 
Like the TASCAM M2600nAKII — the next-generation 8-bus. 
Available in 16, 24 and 32 input models, it looks clean, 
sounds sweet and works the way you want it to. 

All Your AUXes. All The Time. 
With 6 AUXes (2 are stereo), the TASCAM M2600mKII has 
more AUXes than any other console in its class. But the 
best part is — you can use all six — all the time. No other 
console in its price range can make that claim. That means 
you can use more effects, set up multiple independent 
stereo headphone mixes and have more flexibility. No 
limitations. And no repatching. 

Get Out! Direct or With 
The Group. 
A true sign of a recording console is direct/group switching. 
That's what makes recording with the TASCAM M2600mKII 
so smooth. Think about it. Send any signal direct to tape 
or disk by pressing one button. Or, send a group of signals 
direct to tipe or disk just as easily — no patching here! 
You'll never have to crawl around or mess with your cables 

again. Spend more time recording and less time figuring 
out how. 

The Features Demanded 
by Pros. 
The M2600m1.11 has everything a great recording console 
should have — and more. It's an In Line configuration with 
flip switches. And you get your choice of balanced 
(+4dBm) and unbalanced tape ins arid outs. Phantom 
power (48V) switchable in banks of 8 channels. And an 
optional multi-process meter bridge so you can keep your 
eyes on the board — and not your recorder. Plus, a semi-
parametric split EQ on every channel and it's ready for 
automation using any of a number of third party packages. 

11> 

Maximum 
Headroom 

Increased range of mic amp trim 
control down to OdB accommodates 
+4 signals without using the pad-
improves signal to noise ratio. 

Double Reinforced 
Dual-Ground System 

Wide ground line patterns on the PCB, 
extremely heavy gauge wiring, and 
enhanced electronics yields greeter 

headroom and improved sound quality. 

Watch it. Do Those Switches 
and Knobs Wiggle? 
Before you buy an 8-bus console check out the quality. 
Knobs and switches that wiggle are going to be a problem. 
For example, check out the contro s and faders of the 
M2600mK11. No play, no wiggling. You can feel the quality. 
Feel those smooth long throw 100mm faders Clean. And 
check out the ergonomics. Even the largest fingers will fit 
between the knobs. Try that on others! 

Use A Solid Heavyweight. 
TASCAM has built more recording consoles than any other 
manufacturer in the world. We know how to build a quality 
product that will last. The M2600mx11 is a solid console. You 
can feel the difference just trying to lift it. Just compare it 
to the less serious lightweights on the market. Plus il comes 
with an extra heavy external power supply that delivers 
more headroom than anything else ir its class. Just what 
you expect from the leader in multitrack recording. 

Get Smart. SmartSwitchear" 
The difference is in the design. This is a serious console. Take 
a look and you'll notice the design touches 
that distinguish the M2600mKII as the 
next-generation 8-bus console. Like 
TASCAM's exclusive self canceling and 
two-tone SmartSwitches — for protection 
from redundant operations and visual 
confirmation of all button positions at a 
glance. Quite a hassle on others! 

Great Sound. 
The Next-Generation 8-Bus. 
The real truth about a recording console is sound. With 
Absolute Sound TransparercynA, high-end mic pre-amps, 
ultra low—noise circuitry, and high-output op amps, the 
M2600mKII is amazingly quiet, absolutely transparent and 
perhaps the best sounding console under $20,000. And 
starting at only $3,199, it's truly the sound decision for a 
next-generation 8-bus recording console. Put it on your 
shopping list today. 

te 
Dedicated Semi Modular Component 

Indicator Lights Construction 

Each SOLO and MUTE switch includes 
individual indicator lights so you are 

assured of their postion at all times. No 
second guessing. 

A more expensive. higher quality semi-
modular design with 8-chann4 modular 

sections makes the 
M.-2600mli ea,:ier to sewice. 
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111.111111"e Four Top Professionals Talk 

Gear and oveee,3-e Techniques 

by Rick Clark • Mixing is a lot more than merely throwing up 

tracks and getting a balance. Even though it involves a certain 

amount of technical expertise, great mixing is truly an art form. 

The best mixing engineers are the ones who can tap into the 

creative essence of the moments captured on tape, and then 

synthesize them into something larger than the individual 

tracks suggest. Even today with the "help" of automation 

and the importance of effects, a mixer's intuitive sense of 

balance is still his or her most valuable tool. 

ILLUSTRATION BY SHANNON ABBEY 
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Mix interviewed four top mixers, 
each with his own expertise and vision, 
for this applications forum on mixing. 
We'd like to thank Chuck Ainley, Bill 
Schnee, Tom Tucker and Matt Wallace 
for being generous with their knowl-
edge and time, and Jack Joseph Puig 
and Pam Morrison of House of Blues 
and Scream Recorders for their valuable 
direction. 

BILL SCHNEE 

Bill Schnee is one of the recording 
world's most respected engineer/ 
mixer/producers. Since his start, work-
ing on Three Dog Night's classic Suit-
able for Framing under the tutelage of 
Richie Podolor, Schnee has gone on to 
enjoy a hugely successful career that 
has included over 55 Gold records, 33 
Platinum projects and 50 Top 20 sin-
gles. Schnee has worked with Barbra 
Streisand, Carly Simon, the Pointer Sis-
ters, Chicago, Whitney Houston, Dire 
Straits, Amy Grant and Neil Diamond. 
Artists who have benefited from 
Schnee's production touch include Boz 
Scaggs, Huey Lewis & The News and 
Pablo Cruise. Schnee has been nomi-
nated eight times for the Best Engi-
neered Recording Grammy, and has 
won two, for Steely Dan's Aja and 
Gaucho. 

"When I get a tape to mix, I usually 
ask for a rough mix to 'see' where the 
producer and/or artist thinks the song 
belongs. Unless they want a completely 
fresh approach, this helps me save time 
in getting the mix going. 

"People usually hire a 'mixing engi-
neer' for the specific talent he brings to 
the mix, and therefore I never feel shy 
in offering my ideas—musical and oth-
erwise. The amount of creative input I 
personally feel I should give to a mix 
varies with the type of music being 
mixed. With a jazz record, I start with 
the basic assumption that what is on 
tape is the record they want—not a lot 
of effects, etc. But with a pop or R&B 
record, I feel I have a lot more freedom 
to try different effects, rearrangement 
ideas or whatever, as long as whatever 
experimenting that takes place doesn't 
cause one to lose sight of the overall 
picture. Too many times, in a compli-
cated mix with a lot of experimenta-
tion, the musical 'forest' is lost for a 
bunch of effect- or idea-driven 'trees!' 

"Even though I've always felt engi-

neers should have at least a basic 
knowledge of electronics, I truly feel 
mixing is a right-brain function. Like 
the musician doing a solo where he 
needs to forget all the technique he's 
spent years trying to develop so he can 
give an inspired performance, so 
should an engineer feel, and not think, 
his way through a mix. 

"I love getting a tape where every-
thing is organized and ready to go. I 
have never liked the concept of 'fixing 
it in the mix.' I would just as soon not 
have to fix things that could or should 
have been dealt with during the record-
ing process, and save my energy for 
more creative efforts. Of course there 
are certain situations that are best left to 
be dealt with during the mix. My rule 
of thumb is one, if it ain't broke, don't 
fix it! Two, if it is broke, try to fix it be-
fore you mix it! Of course there are 
times when the kick or snare should be 
replaced or augmented, and I'm grate-
ful for the Forat F16 at those times. 
Then there are times when I'll try run-
ning a track through a guitar amp or 
head to change the sound radically. 
These kinds of creative efforts are 
where I would like to spend mixing 
time instead of fixing problems—or 
comping vocals for that matter! 

"I grew up sonically in the world of 
hi-fi; tubes and such. As a result, I've al-
ways gravitated towards consoles that 
are more transparent—open, natural 
top end—and have good, punchy bot-
tom. I suppose in this category you find 
old Neves, API and Focusrite, although 
I constantly found myself going for stu-
dios with one-off custom-made con-
soles with minimal electronics in them. 

"When I committed to opening my 
own studio [161/2 years ago], I decided a 
console of this type was a must. I de-
signed the console with Toby Foster 
and Steve Haselton. It uses discrete am-
plifiers and tube mic preamps and bus 
amps. Since every amplifier, even resis-

Since every amplifier 

component in the 

audio chain acts like a 

piece of gauze through 

which you listen, my 

philosophy is less 

gives more. 

—Bill Schnee 

tor or capacitor, in the audio chain acts 
like a piece of gauze through which 
you listen, my philosophy is less gives 
more. I would rather have to make 
extra patches or find a more creative 
way of accomplishing a certain signal 
flow for events that take place 10 per-
cent of the time in exchange for less 
electronics that you listen through 100 
percent of the time. What does any of 
this 'sonic purity' have to do with get-
ting great mixes? Very little, to be sure. 
But since this kind of fidelity is so hard 
to capture and so easy to lose, I would 
rather not have to fight the console to 
get it. Note that in many types of music 
or various situations you might not 
want extended fidelity, but it's much 
easier to 'throw it away' when unwant-
ed than to get it, when desired, if it's 
not there. 

"My console has GML automation, 
which, for me, is a necessary evil! I say 
necessary because with 48 tracks or 
more of music and only two hands, 
there's a need. I say evil because I 
much prefer to do all the mixing my-
self—in real time. In fact, one of my fa-
vorite things to do is live-to-2-track (or 
direct-to-disc in the old days) where 
you have to mix or 'perform' on the 
spot. I don't like having to need to use 
automation, but in most cases, I'm 
afraid I do. The good news of automa-
tion is how it allows you to perfect sub-
tleties in a mix. The had news is there 
aren't as many last minute 'right brain' 
moves or accidents in a mix—aka 
spontaneity! As a result, I usually get 
the mix to a reasonable state before I 
even turn the automation on [most of 
the EQ, effects and reverbs set]. Then I 
fine tune with the computer. When 
mixing, I love to find or create dynam-
ics in various parts of the song for 
added impact. The automation definite-
ly lets me do more of this more pre-
cisely, but hopefully not at the expense 
of spontaneity. 

"The big monitors in my room are 
the same ones at The Mastering Lab—a 
custom system with an EV tweeter, 
Altec midrange horn, and Utah 
woofers. However, what I use mostly 
for mixing are modified [by Steve 
Haselton and Doug Sax] Tannoy Golds 
[10- inch]. I use a modified Yamaha 
2200 power amp, which Doug Sax 
found to match up great with the Tan-
noys. I don't mix at any fixed level. 
Rather, I vary the level throughout the 
day, and never very high. I decided 
years ago to ensure longevity in my ca-
reer by not blowing my ears out! Be-
sides, if I monitor at reasonable levels, 
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Your expensive monitors aren't 
worth two bits... 

if your power amp can't control them. 
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then there's someplace to go if I want a 
hyped playback." 

MATT WALLACE 

In ilk \\ oilci ot modern or alternative 
pop and rock, Matt Wallace has scored 
significant success with artists like 
School of Fish, Paul Westerberg, Dime 
Store Hoodlums, Red Five, Satchel, 
Dog's Eye View and Sun Catcher, as 
well as The Replacements' Don't Tell a 

Soul, which featured the band's biggest 
hit "I'll Be You." Wallace's biggest suc-
cess, however, came with Faith No 
More, whose 1989 album The Real 
Thing went Platinum. 

"For me, when the concept of build-
ing a mix is mentioned, my approach 
tends to be backwards from some of 
the folks I know who do a lot of mix-
ing. I tend to start from the vocal and 
the guitar and kind of build down to 
the drums, instead of starting from the 
drums and building up. For me, most 
songs tend to 'live' between the voice 
and an acoustic or electric guitar, or 
some kind of keyboard. 

EM'S Highest Rating for Audio Quality — Five Stars 

DSP• Fr Professional Processing for the PC 

t last there is an intuitive 

interface that lets you create 

world class audio effects on 
the PC. DSP•FX combines the 

power and quality of 32-bit 

floating point processing, with 

the ease and clarity of a truly 

interactive graphical interface. 

Use W .F.\ to turn any 

Windows PC into a professional 
quality, stand-alone effects 

processor. Use our new 

software to link DSP•FX with 

your Digital Audio Workstation 

and create real-time, stereo 

effects on the fly! 

Win•FX 

and DsP•FX work 

seamlessly with Cakewalk 

Pro Audio, SAW Plus, Emagic Logic 

Audio, Sound Forge, Samplitude 

and WaveLab just 

to name a few. 

DSP • FX 

Bring the power of 

DSP•FX to your studio. 

Call us today or visit 

www.dsnfx.com 
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The voice is really the 
reason we listen to 

most songs. I try to get 

it to sound really 

great, and then build 

around it. 

Matt Wallace 

"As I build the voice, guitars and 
keyboards, or whatever, I will get the 
balances set, and then I'll mute the lead 
vocal and listen to the play between 
the instruments to make sure that the 
EQs are right, and that sort of thing. To 
me, it has been easy to get the drums 
to sound good or big. In the past, if I 
got things sounding good and massive 
from the drums up, it might be like, 
'Where does the voice fit?' The problem 
I had building a mix up from the drums 
was that you'd find yourself EQ'ing the 
voice to be heard in the mix, instead of 
EQ'ing the voice to sound wonderful. I 
think that's slightly backwards. The 
voice is really the reason we listen to 
most songs. I try and get it to sound re-
ally great, and then build around it. 

"I've had a lot of success in the past 
mixing with a lot of compression, but 
over the years, I've learned to use less 
and less stereo bus compression. Stereo 
bus compression can be like an instant 
shot of heroin. You can push it on, and 
all of a sudden, it is like 'Wow, this mix 
sounds like the radio.' The problem 
with that is that it tends to not force me 
to focus on what is or is not working in 
a mix. If you put enough compression 
on it, you can pretty much make any-
thing kind of stand up and work. 

"You can actually start fighting com-
pression in a mix, because you get to a 
point where you've got to turn up your 
voice a little louder, and you push the 
voice up, and suddenly the compres-
sion from the kick or the entire mix will 
start to suck it down. It really opened 
my eyes when I was mixing. One day 
while I was mixing, I thought, 'What 
the hell—I'll turn the compression off.' 
My mix sounded horrendous. It was 
like, 'Oh my God! What's going on 
here?' It was really unbalanced. 

"Now, I may mix for six or eight 
hours, and once I really feel that the 
mix is in its place, I'll say, 'Okay, now 
with the addition of minimal compres-
sion, it should actually help and give 
things that extra sheen or gloss that 
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remodel your  
studio 
NEW 

Pro Tools 4.0 
from Digidesign® 

diidijri 

More professionals use Pro Tools than 
all other workstations combined. Why? 
Because Pro Tools provides powerful features for 
recording, editing, mixing, and mastering. With 
up to 48 tracks of record and 64 channels of digital 
and analog I/O, Pro Tools has become an industry 
standard with unsurpassed price performance. 

Patch in your favorite gear from Apogee, dbx, Dolby, 
Drawmer, Focusrite, Lexicon, and t.c. electronic, 
— or expand Pro Tools' capabilities with software 
Plug- Ins from these companies and 100 others. 

And now Pro Tools 4.0 has arrived. 
Among the dozens of new features are: 

• THE MOST POWERFUL MIX 

AUTOMATION IN THE WORLD 
AT ANY PRICE 

• PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL VIDEO 

• MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING TOOLS 

• EDITING—DURING—PLAYBACK 

• LOOP RECORDING 

• SPEED, SPEED, SPEED — POWERMAC 

NATIVE! 

Whether you're using Pro Tools Ill, Project, 
Audiomedia, or PowerMix systems, you can 
rest assured that Digidesign's new Pro Tools 4.0 
software will take you to new heights in 
creativity and productivity. 

To remodel your studio with Pro Tools 4.0 or 
any of Digidesign's audio solutions for music, 
post, multimedia, and radio broadcast, call 
1-800-333-2137 ext 283. And ask 
about our free Pro Tools video. 

Pro Tools. 
The Perfect Fit for 
Your Audio Needs. 

A Division of Avid Technology, Inc. 

©1997 Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology, Inc. All features :and specifications subject to change without notice. Audiomedia. Digidesigit Pro Tools, Pro Tools Project and Pro Tools PinverAlix are 

trademarks or registered trademarks Digidesign Avid Technology. Inc. Apogee, dhx.. 1)olby'. Drawmer. Focusiite'. Lexicon. and i.e. electronic* are trademarks or register,' trademarks of their respective owners. 
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kind of glues everything together.' It 
has certainly made me work a lot hard-
er as a mixer, and try to make things 
work on a more organic level. At that 
point, compression is kind of the icing 
on the cake, instead of the main spice 
or ingredient. 

"Conceptually, the major questions 
in starting a mix are: What am I going 
for? Am I going for something that is 
loose and slightly sloppy, or am I going 
for something really polished and hi-fi? 
Or do I want lo-fi? What kind of feeling 
do I want the listener to have at the 
end of the day? Should it be very to-
gether and tight and well-performed 
and mixed, or should it be a little more 
organic-sounding? Should the listener 
be impressed with the technical 
prowess of the musicians, or should 
people be moved to tears by the feel-
ing of the performance? All those things 
are in the forefront of my mind. You 
can mix a song any number of ways. 
You can bring things to the forefront 
that will draw you in, or things to the 

forefront that are really aggressive and 
impressive. It really depends on where 
you are going with it. 

"I also have a theory that a good 
mix really isn't necessarily the same as 
a perfectly balanced or EQ'd mix. It's 
really all about the emotion and feeling. 
For the most part, I think that perfect 
mixes can be boring. I like it when 
things are slightly odd or interesting or 
flawed. When it gets down to it, with 
all of the equipment that we have these 
days—with automated mixes and de-
lays, Harmonizers and putting things in 
Pro Tools—you can actually create a 
technically perfect recording and mix 
pretty much with anyone off the street. 
But does it actually move someone, 
and is it something that is a little 
unique? 

"When you listen to some of those 
Jimi Hendrix mixes, there are phase 
anomalies, where you can barely hear 
the drums at all. Everything is swim-
ming in the mix, and occasionally the 
tom toms will jump out of nowhere. 
From a rhythmic technical perspective, 
they are horrible, but from an emotion-
al spiritual place, they are outstanding. 
You listen to that stuff and go, 'Oh 
God, I must be on some awesome drug 

here. What this guy is putting across 
has got me in his sway.' An emotional 
mix can enable me to remove myself as 
a professional and say, 'Maybe for five 
minutes, I've forgotten about my bills 
and life and everything.' When I actu-
ally get an emotional response, I want 
to go jump in my car and go buy that 
record and listen to it a million times. 
It's just wonderful, and that is what it is 
all about, whether I am speaking as a 
fan, or as a professional." 

TOM TUCKER 

Since 1990, Tom Tucker has engi-
neered and mixed five Prince albums, 
including Emancipation, The Gold Ex-
perience, and the hit singles "The Most 
Beautiful Girl In The World" and 
"Betcha By Golly Wow." Other artist 
credits include George Benson, Brand 
New Heavies, Kid Jonny Lang, Mavis 
Staples, Nona Gaye, Boz Scaggs, Sergio 
Mendes, Phil Upchurch, Joe Sample, 
Ricky Peterson, Mayte, Big Head Todd 
& The Monsters, Trip Shakespeare and 
The Rainmakers. His tracking and mix-
ing work can also be heard on the 1993 
film Hoop Dreams. 

"It's important to stay in the tune 
when you're mixing, and never kid 

Throughout the world, John Oram 
is known as 'the Father of British EQ'. 
It's no surprise, Vox amps, Trident con-
soles and Martin guitar Pre-amps have 
taken John Oram's EQ and circuit 
design philosophy to every corner of 
the globe. Experience the warm, 
Vintage sound of Oram Sonics. You 
can enjoy that classic 'Brit' EQ and take 
advantage of a board full of serious 
I'vlic-pre's ana my's that are as good as 
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"ADVERTISEMENT" 

name. Enhanced by ultra low-noise 
characteristics and the reliability of SMT 
(Surface Mount Technology). 

The clear philosophy behind the 
Series 24 is to provide an upgrade path 
for those studios who have outgrown, 
or become dissatisfied with, their bud-
get consoles but can't afford the leap 
to the top-end models. The console 
provides a good selection of features 
in a well-laid-out format. but above all 
alsc-srç n ciiinlitv cd sicyrril ruith enfrinn-

\ \ 

rable with the best. You might expect 
to find this much functionality on a 
desk at this price, but not with this 
much attention to detail and pride in 
its audio specs and performance. 

Every other console manufactur-
er is going to have to start scram-
bling to find their rightful place in 
between these audio extremes - and 
all the solutions are not going to 
necessarily he digital. English EQ, 
whic.h wí rirerliet will nr&vnil pven 

"I believe that Audio design 
need not be compromised. 
I have endeavoured to produce 
the ultimate range of anologue 
products - the discerning user, 
I know will hear the difference". 
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The world's finest recording studios 

choose KODAK CD-R Media for high 

performance and unsurpassed 

reliability. Wise choice. Kodak 

is the world's leading 

manufacturer of 

CD-R media.* 

KODAK CD-R Media 

with INFOGUARD feature 

a gold reflector and stable 

phthalocyanine gold recording 

layer that assure pristine sound 

reproduction and stability in a variety 

of environments—from control rooms to car 

stereos. The rugged INFOGUARD coating resists scratchcs and common 

handling mishaps, making our media the ideal choice lor"one-offs"and short runs. 

With a shelf life of over 200 years, KODAK CD-R Media are great fo: archiving sound 

elements or masters.Plus,an optional bar coce makes disc tracking fast and efficient. 

And our media come in a range of configurations—jewel case, bulk pack, 

custom silk screen, and printable— giving you tie flexibility to package and 

present your discs however you choose. 

For more information on KODAK CD-R Media or arty of Kodak's full laie of recording 

products, including high-speed CD writers and compalible third- party software, 

call 1-800-814-1333. 

Kodak: The World's Leading Manufacturer of CD-R Media.' 

KODAK Recording Products • 6677 Santa Monica Blvd. • Hollywood, CA 90038 • 1-800-814-1333 • www.kodak.com 
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yourself. ' Is this magic? Do I have 
goose humps, yet?' If I'm not getting 
goose bumps, then I should ask, 'What 
is wrong?' I try to keep it exciting, and 
sometimes that means starting over or 
regrouping. I guess the biggest lesson 
I've learned is not to get carried away 
on any one thing. If the snare drum is 
driving me nuts, and I find that is all I 
can think about. then I may blow the 
whole mix. 

"I very much like to put in a long 
clay, like 12 hours, and then leave the 
mix up and come in with a real fresh 
head in the morning. I want to make 
sure that I'm not kidding myself about 
there being magic there. You can't 
make a performance be magical if it 
isn't there in the tracks. That is some-
thing that all young engineers should 
know. I quit trying to do that years ago. 
You can enhance things in a mix, but I 
learned that you have to work with 
quality people, or you may just be kid-
ding yourself. 

"Particularly in R&B, the groove it-

self should be magical. By that, I mean 
that the groove should be hook-y, be-
fore you even hear a single note of thu 
song. I look to put all of that together, 
so that it is all meshing together very 
well. Paul Peterson [bassist for the artist 
formerly known as Prince] plays a five-
string that really growls around 40Hz, 
which is really nice. EAFKAP1 became 
fond of that, so between the Moog 
basses and the five-string basses being 
able to get the real deep thing going 
on, I don't think there is a record that 
I've done in the last five to six years 
that doesn't have a lot of 40Hz on it, for 
example. 

"In the old days, we couldn't do 
that, because they couldn't cut it on 
vinyl. Now with CDs, we don't have to 
he afraid of bottom end, and I really 
like to pound that on. I limit it pretty 
heavily going in with tube limiters, like 
the Summit, and then, in the mixing 
process, I like to use the Neve 33609, 
which I hit pretty hard. I am also very 
fond of Avalon EQ. It's very common 
for me to use Pultec or GML on the 
program, but the Avalon stuff is just un-
believable. It's 50 volt bipolar and it 
goes down to 18Hz, and it has the high 
frequencies up to 25kHz, so you can 

Particularly in R&B, 
the groove itself 

should be magical. 
It should be hook-y 

before you 
even hear a single 
note of the song. 

Tom Tucker 

put a lot of air on the top and really get 
the bottom to be big, too. 

"My technique of equalization is 
normally subtractive. I begin my mix-
ing with subtractive EQ. It is less 
phasey to do that as well, vs. additive 
EQ. It's a little more difficult technique, 
but once you learn it, you can build 
holes in the musical spectrum, all the 
way from 1,500Hz, down to 150Hz, 
opening those areas for the other in-
struments to speak through. I think it's 
very typical that the lower midrange is 
the "mud" area. Oftentimes, keyboards, 
like Rhodes sounds, are all lower 
midrange. By opening the window in 

TWO WILL GET YOU EIGHT 
This math only works with the new 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer from ATI, the folks 

who brought you PARAGON. Not only do you get 8 of the best sounding mic-

preamplifiers available, you get 8 adjustable peak limiters and a versatile 8x2 mixer 
with metering. All of this power in a single rack space, and for under $2000.* 

Hard to believe? Ask your local ATI dealer for a demonstration and you'll see 
how all this adds up. 
' in.rp Si 899 

9017-C Mendenhall Court • Columbia, MD 21045 • 800-642-8063 • fax 410-381-5025 • www.audiotoys.com 
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Play Mode 

1111 Pitch Control 
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OPTION 

OPENZLOSE 
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Auto Space 

Auto Cue 

Jog/Shuttle Wheel 

rofessional audio applications require professional tools—particularly in demanding digital studio 

environments. The Denon DN-C680 CD player is engineered to praMe the ultimate in flexibility 

and performance for broadcast and post production facilities. Offerini a'multitude of features, including 

programmable play mode, jog/shuttle wheel, auto edit, auto space and optional SM1J kit, the 

DN-C680 provides the optimum solution for programmable CD playback. 

Denon Electronics Division ofIknon Corporation (USA), 222 New Rd., Parsippin \ I ( ro5•1 (201) 5-5-10 
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the other instruments, the vocals can 
speak through there. 

"I love the really great-sounding 
EQs, like the API, the old Neves and 
Pultecs. If I use any additive EQs, it is 
usually that. If I want something to be 

crunchy, I use SSL EQs, like for drums. 
However, I use a couple of different 
EQs for the bottom. I will use the SSL 
EQ in the 80 to 150Hz range, because 

it's kind of punchy, and then for the 
deeper stuff, where I really want the 

subs to be pure, I will go to an Avalon 
or Pultec. The API is very clean and 

pristine. It can get harsh, though. If 
something is already a little harsh, I 
might opt to add the Neve for the addi-
tive EQ, or a Pultec, which has a very 
soft top. 

"I don't gate anything while I record 
it. You can really screw things up. It re-
ally bothers me when anybody does 
that if I have to mix something. I pretty 

much always use Drawmer gates, like 
on the toms and snare, kick, when I am 
mixing, because they are frequency-se-

lective. If I am in a studio that doesn't 
have Drawmers, I will use Kepex, hut I 
will key them off of an EQ, so that they 
are frequency-selective. That is very crit-
ical. Toms will ring and put a rumble 
through everything. It's like a big low-
grade cloud, so the gating process is 
real important in the mixdown situation. 

"If I have any say over the master-
ing, and I know that it is going to go to 
radio, I probably will ask that some of 
the real deep low end get knifed off, 

just because it isn't going to translate, 
and so that it won't grab it too hard. I 
think for radio, if it sounds a little 
crunchy, it's better. I go for a very even, 
natural sonic spectrum. The kick drum, 
the snare and the bass, and the lead 
vocal are probably all at equal levels. 
Those particular instruments won't get 
in the way of a lead vocal either. The 
lead vocal can feel really loud, and 
those things will not clobber the vocal, 
in terms of hearing the lyrics." 

CHUCK AINLEY 

George Strait, Vince Gill, Reba McEn-
tire, Tricia Yearwood, Wynonna and 
the cream of Nashville's biggest Plat-
inum country stars have made use of 
Chuck Ainley's engineering and mixing 

You are never going 

to really find that place 

where the mix is going 

to be good by getting 

into the automation 

early and riding 

everything. 

—Chuck Ainley 

skills. Ainley's most notable non-coun-
try work includes Dire Straits' 11 mil-
lion-selling On Every Street and Mark 
Knopfler's moody, dynamic 1996 solo 
effort, Golden Heart. 

"I've been an SSL guy for many 
years, just because I prefer the work 
surface. For me, it's an easier desk to 
get around. Generally, if I have a 

choice, I will jump on the new SSL 
9000 desk, which is amazing-sounding. 

I think SSL has really gotten around 
their shortcomings sonically, with the 
9000. You can make older SSLs sound 
good, too. I carry an awful lot of out-

board equipment, like old vintage Neve 

"The AirBand on the EQ3 adds a sparkle and a 

shine that in todays music sounds modern." 
Dave Pensado. Grammy Winning Engineer 

• • • . • - 
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0111 Praise From fiecordirrig  Pros. 
Phil Ramone: 

Grammy 
award-winning 
producer of 
Billy Joel, 
Frank Sinatra, 

Barbra Streisand and 
others. 

"The 028 is a serious 
invention, a real break-
through in technology 
given its size and what it 
can do sonically. The con-
sole plays back warm— 
I'm very impressed." 

Tom Jung: 
President of 
DMP Records: 
Credits: DMP 
Big Band 
-Glenn Miller 

Project" and "Carved in 
Stone." 

"We have been using the 
028 to record and mix our 
new big band surround 
sound CD& When you 
consider all the power and 
flexibility you get for the 
money, it is truly amazing." 

The Yamaha 02R Digital 
Recording Console is a break-
though product at a breakthrough 
price. For less than $1-0,000, 02B 
is the only recording system the 
gives you all of these 'eatures: 

• 44 Channels; digital I/O for 
ADAT, Tascam and AES/EBU 
products 
• Automation and instant recall 

of ALL mix settings 
• Integrated dynamics and 

effects processors 

Roger Nichols: 
Grammy award-
winning record-
ing engineer, 
producer of 
Steely Dan, 

Rickie Lee Jones, Rosanne 
Cash, etc. 

"With the 02Rs' total reset 
of all parameters, I can 
automate levels, pan, E0 
and external effects sends. 
After I've determined the 
set-up, I can hit GO and 
walk away to listen. The 
automation does it all." 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

©1997 Yamaha Corporation of America, Pro Audio Products, (800) 937-7171 Ext. 650 or visit us at www.yarnaha.com. RO. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milrter Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1S 3Ri (416) 298-1311. 

Frank Filipetti: 

2 Recording engineer for 
James Taylor, 
Carly Simon, 
Marc Cohn, 

and ethers. 

"I really like the A/O con-
verters on the 028. They 
sound very musical, and 
not at all harsh. I give very 
high marks to the E0; it 
gave me everything I need-
ed for tracking." 

ci3 1) 

The Yamaha 03D, available 
in lae spring of 1997, provides 
all Íg thy 02R's features in a 26 
input package with a smaller 
footprint and a smaller price— 
less then $4000. The 030 also 
gives you digital aux sends, 
surround sound, and control 
of external digital products—like 
hard disk recorders— directly 
from thy console. 

Hans Zimmer/Media 
Ventures: 
Oscar winning 
film composer; 
The Lion King 
and Rain Man 

and others. 

"We've put 02Rs into every 
room at Media Ventures. It's 
become the essential piece of 
audio gear for all of us. There 
are now no less than 16 02Rs 
scattered among the facility 
which are being used on such 
projects as Chicago Hope 
(CBS) and The Profiler (NBC)." 

Att. 
call YAMAHA 

SMART MIXING 



modules and other tube gear and 
things that I can patch in, if I want that 
kind of thing, like on bass drum or 
bass, and bypass some of the stages of 
the SSL. 

"Regardless, when it gets down to 
the radio, who is going to tell the dif-
ference between desks anyhow? I'm 
trying to make the best-sounding 

record possible, but at the same time, if 
the desk is going to interfere with my 
creative process in mixing a record, 
that's going to show up on the mix, 
more than the sonic differences be-
tween the desks at that stage. 

"We ultimately have to go to CD, 
and let's face it, that is a limiting factor 
until they decide to make CDs sound 
better. I've actually been mixing a lot to 
half-inch analog or, if I have to go to 
digital, I'll mix through this specific Pa-
cific Microsonics HDCD processor at 
20-bit. It's pretty amazing-sounding. 
Also, if you have the decoder, it's really 
amazing—it sounds like analog coming 

IN THE MARKET FOR 

TASCAM 
STUDIO 
GEAR? 

MAKE THE RIGHT CALL! 
Nobody in the music business has been building premium quality equipment for the pro and home project 

studio longer than TASCAM. Musicians have come to depend on their products for dependability, as well as 
affordability. And today, the company continues its tradition of innovation with products like the superb new 
DA-38 Digital Multitrack, the M-2600 MKII Recording Console and the DA-30 MKII DAT Recorder. 

Fact is, nobody in the industry knows 
TASCAM products better than we do here 
at Sweetwater Sound. More than 100,000 
musicians around the world already 
choose us for all their hardware and soft-
ware needs. Shouldn't you be one of them? 
Give us a try! We're willing to bet you'll 
be a Sweetwater customer for life. 

Sweetwater offers products from the very best names in the music 
business plus personalized service from our superbly qualified sales 
engineers and the finest technical support in the entire industry! 

(219)4324176 
FAX: (219) 432-1758 
5335 BASS ROAD 
FT. WAYNE, IN 46808 
:iiesi eetwater.com 

http://www.sweetwater.com 

back. I'll actually just mix through a 
half-inch machine and go straight out 
of it, into the Pacific Microsonics, and 
then into the Sony 9000. Going through 
the analog machine kind of gives you 
that analog character, and it will also 
eat up some of your transients, and you 
can get a little bit hotter level. You're 
getting it straight off the re-pro head, 
right to the digital machine. That is one 
of the tricks. 

"I go to the Sony 9000, that will 
store 20-bit. There are other media that 
will store 20-bit, but I tend to believe 
that the Sony has the least error correc-
tion going on. It's a real solid medium; 
it's going to stay there. I trust it. I never 
have had any trouble with it. The 9000 
is a recorder in itself. You could go 
straight into the 9000, but I don't really 
care for its A/D converters. The Pacific 
Microsonics, besides being an A/D con-
verter, is also a processor that encodes 
HDCD information. Basically, I am not 
all that technical about what it's doing, 
but it's sampling at a very high sam-
pling rate at 20-bit. It's encoding that on 
the Sony. What happens is you come 
back out of the Sony through the Pacif-
ic Microsonics, and you can convert 
that 20-bit sampling rate down to 16-bit 
44.1. But it has an encoding process to 
where, if you have the de-coder, you 
can get back your original 20-bit infor-
mation, though it is also compatible, so 
that you can play it on a regular 16-bit 
machine. 

"Basically, a lot of this gets right 
down to finances, of course. It is ex-
pensive to rent all of this gear for a pro-
ject. A lot of record companies are 
insisting on it, but some artists don't 
have that kind of budget. 

"I try and stay out of the automation 
as long as possible, until I know in my 
mind the rides that I am going to do on 
the instruments. Maybe I haven't yet 
practiced them, but I know intuitively 
that the guitars are going to have to 
come up there and this and that. I like 
to have everything sitting in a place 
where the track really works already, 
without having to do rides. That's what 
tells you, 'Do I need to compress things 
more? Do I need to get some of the 
compression off of things?' Until you 
can get everything to work, it's best 
without riding things. You are never 
going to really find that place where 
the mix is going to be good by getting 
into the automation early and riding 
everything." 

Rick Clark is a Nashville-based writer, 
musician and producer. 
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Hafler PROFESSIONAL 

-At Spotted Peccary Stuc los. 

we have found no other ampli-

fier that even comes close to 

the Hafler Transanova fon its 

depth-of-field and definition. 

smoothness and clarity, and 

warmth and musicality. Tine 

Hafler Trans•nova is 

understatedly outstanding in 

a class of its own." 

Howard Givens 

Spotted Peccary Studios 

Nona Hendryx 

Recording Artist 

Producer 

Free Records 

's 

'My mixes stort m the 

basement....Tlats where 

the bottorr end lives. And 

then, all of o sudden like 

magic. the st_n cornes up 

and the top endl is born. 

'Hager Amplifies are Fat 

from the bcttarr up!'" 

Gary Lux 

qecording Engineer/ 

-P rod ucer 

Gary uses 3 TrDns•nova 

DIABLO. ?SOS's 

le! 

Another Hit! New. Mo Jazz 

release " Ir the Zone" 

Waymam Tisdale 

Recording A-tist 

lliafler Amps: 

Mpre powerpl 

than a 2 dcy 

old diaper!" 

Carlene Scovill 

with favorite 

engineer, 

producer, dad. 

Robert 

IMusiCanvas. SAG 

Inc., Eldon's Boy 

Records 

"The new Trans6nova. regardless 

of power rating, out perfionms any 

other amplifier in :he indLstry.' 

Michael Jones. Conservatory cf 

Recording Arts and Sciances 

"Real world trciniirg cn industny 

standard eau prrerit Meer 

Transonova. the only amplifier 

in our rocks." 

Kirt R. Hamm, Presiaent 

Conservatory Pf Reco-cling Arts 

and Scier ces 

HAFLER PROFESSIONAL, A BP,'ISION OF ROrKFORD CORPORNION • TEMPE, ARIZONA 85281 USA 
1-800-366,1619 • INTERNATICiNAL EAX 602-967-8132 • IN CANADA, CONTACT CABLE TEK 604-942-1001 
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Audi 
Eaucanon, 
in Brief 

So you want to land a job in that 

glamorous industry, the recording 

biz. You're dying to break in, and 

you're ready to take the important 

first step— learning the ropes. 

Or maybe you're already in the industry and you'd like 
to advance your career by enhancing your skills or learning 
some new technology. Maybe you're considering a career 
change. Or perhaps you're just feeling nostalgic for your 
old slide rule. At any rate, audio school is on your horizon. 

There's only one problem. Okay, two problems: time 
and money. How do you train for your dream job without 
giving up your current one? What do you do when you 
want to go to school but you're not realistically able to 
move across the country, or invest years of your life—and 
tens of thousands of dollars—in an audio education? 

Well, there are hundreds of programs out there de-
signed just for you. Whether you have an hour, a summer 
or a semester to spare, short-term audio programs can pro-
vide a comprehensive, sometimes intense, hands-on learn-

ing experience tailored to your schedule and pocketbook. 
They offer good ways to expand your knowledge in a par-
ticular area or explore a topic without committing a great 

SHORT-TERM 

PROGRAMS 

TO ENHANCE 

CAREER 

OPTIONS 

deal of time and money—a realistic 
option for many working profession-
als. There are plenty of classes offered 
at night or on weekends, and many 
schools even offer scholarships and fi-
nancial aid packages. Classes can be 
found at training centers, colleges and 
sometimes local studios. Also, many 
manufacturers sponsor educational 
events. Read on for a small sampling 

of the recording programs you can take this weekend, this 

summer and beyond... 
For 25 years, Synergetic Audio Concepts has been spon-

soring live sound seminars in various cities nationwide. 
Topics covered in the Week of Audio Education five-day 
series include basic concepts of sound reinforcement, sys-
tem design and ways to maximize an existing sound sys-
tem. Advanced training places an emphasis on the role of 
the computer as a design, measurement and operational 
tool. Other upcoming Syn-Aud-Con events include work-
shops on loudspeaker design, grounding and shielding is-
sues. For schedules, locations and registration fees, contact 
Syn-Aud-Con: 8780 Rufing Road, Greenville, IN 47124; 
800/796-2831; schedule details and extensive program in-
formation can be downloaded from the Syn-Aud-Con Web 
site at www.synaudcon.com. 

CCRMA, Stanford University's Center for Computer Re-
search in Music and Acoustics holds annual summer work-

BY SARAH JONES 

ILLUSTRATIONS: PAUL MOCH 
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shops in various advanced subjects. 
This year's workshops, held from June 
through August, include: Audio & Hap-
tic Components of Virtual Reality De-
sign (June 16-27), Computers in Music 
Scholarship (June 16-27), Interactive 
Composition and Performance with 
Computers (July 7-18), and Digital Sig-
nal Processing for Audio: Spectral and 
Physical Models (August 11-22). 
CCRMA is also offering a three-part se-
ries on algorithmic composition and 
sound synthesis in Lisp, running 
through July and August. Workshop 

fees range from $400 to $1,500. An an-
nual concert of new music by CCRMA 
composers will take place on July 24. 
Contact CCRMA, Department of Music, 
Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 
94305-8180; 415/723-4971. For inform-
tion about research and composition 
projects currently under way at 
CCRMA, visit http://ccrma-www.stan-
ford.edu/overview. 

The Banff Centre for the Arts, in the 
heart of the Canadian Rockies, is de-
signed for experienced professionals 
seeking career development. The cen-
tre offers many music and sound pro-
grams this year, each approximately 
two months long. Two work-study pro-
grams are offered: The Audio Associates 
program, June 2 through August 15, Oc-
tober 2 through December 17 and Janu-
ary 5 through March 27 (1998), is an 
advanced program involving CD pro-
duction, co-production with theater and 
media/visual arts, research and experi-
mentation. Recent guest faculty include 
John Eargle and André White. The 

Audio Assistants program (dates same 
as the Associates program) is a residen-
cy for those interested in gaining funda-
mental audio engineering knowledge. 
Assistants work with Associates while 
learning equipment and software oper-
ations, and eventually engineer their 
own projects. An Audio Product Devel-
opment Residency, offered June 9 
through August 8, October 6 through 
December 12 and January 12 through 
March 20 ( 1998) are designed to help 
professional artists develop viable audio 
products, including master tape produc-
tion. Program fees are $315 per week, 
plus room and board. Contact the Banff 
Centre for the Arts. Office of the Regis-
trar, Box 1020 Station 28, 107 Tunnel 
Mountain Drive, Banff, Alberta TOL OCO; 
403/762-6180; or visit www.hanffcen-
tre.ab.ca/registrar/index.html. 

The Edgar Stanton Audio Recording 
Institute at the Aspen Music Festival and 
School is an intensive four-week, full 
time seminar taking place June 11 to 

July 17. The workshop provides a broad 
overview of recording fundamentals 
through class lectures and hands-on ses-
sions in which participants assist in 
recording daily concerts and rehearsals 
of the Aspen Music Festival ensembles, 
including symphonic orchestras, cham-
ber ensembles, opera/choral groups 

and new music/computer music en-
sembles. Topics discussed in lectures 
may include the recording chain, elec-
tro-acoustics, psychoacoustics, micro-
phone theory, live mixing techniques, 
SMPTE and synchronization. For appli-
cation information or a complete cata-
log, write Aspen Music School, 2 Music 
School Road, Aspen, CO 81611; or call 
970/925-3254. 

Maybe you're ready to attend school, 
but you're miles from the nearest uni-
versity, workshop or seminar. You 
might consider the University of Col-
orado at Denver's online Music Industry 
Studies Certification Program, the 
newest addition to the many online 
course offerings in the university's Ex-

tended Studies Program. One of the first 
programs of its kind, the curriculum 
consists of seven courses, including In-
troduction to the Music Business, Fun-
damentals of Commercial Music and 
Publishing and Promotion. Here's how 

THERE ARE HUNDREDS 

OF PROGRAMS OUT 

THERE DESIGNED JUST 

FOR YOU. WHETHER YOU 

HAVE AN HOUR, 

A SUMMER OR A 

SEMESTER TO SPARE, 

SHORT-TERM AUDIO 

PROGRAMS CAN PROVIDE 

A COMPREHENSIVE, 

SOMETIMES INTENSE, 

HANDS-ON LEARNING 

EXPERIENCE TAILORED TO 

YOUR SCHEDULE AND 

POCKETBOOK. 

it works: Once enrolled, students are 

given a password to log onto the cours-
es, which are taught by industry profes-
sionals from all over the country. They 
then participate in scheduled chat 
groups and threaded discussions, simi-
lar to round table discussions, commu-
nicate via e-mail and are given links to 
sites (ASCAP pages, for example) that 
will provide additional information. 
Teachers also provide RealAudio and 
video lectures for download; and exams 
and projects are assigned. Classes are 
offered on a semester basis, and are for 
university credit. For more information, 
check out www.cuonline.edu or call 
Maureen Schlenker, program coordina-
tor, at 303/556-5961 or 888/535-4490. 

If you're new to the recording indus-
try, you may be looking for a way to 
jump in and get some practical experi-
ence right away. Jimi Petulla, president 
of the The Career Connection, says his 
program was designed to solve the age-
old problem of "no experience, no 
job—no job, no experience." In the 
Recording Connection program (a Radio 
Connection program is offered for those 
looking for careers in radio), students 

who pass an admission interview are 
enrolled in an on-the-job training pro-
gram in which a student is assigned one-
on-one to a mentor at a recording 
facility. A percentage of the $4,950 tu-
ition goes to the mentor (usually a chief 
engineer or studio owner), who is re-
quired to take the individual through the 
Recording Connection's audio course 
outline and evaluate his/her progress 
through periodic testing—insurance that 
the student will recieve audio (not cof-
fee machine) training in the studio. Stu-
dents can arrange to intern days, nights 
or weekends, depending on studio 
scheduling. Instructional text and tapes 
are included in the tuition, and all 
Recording Connection graduates receive 
seven years of job placement assistance. 
For more information, call 800/800-9581; 

write Recording Connection, 8033 Sun-
set Blvd. *4042, Hollywood, CA 90046; 
or visit www.sna.com/musichiz. 

The Recording Workshop in Chilli-
cothe, Ohio teaches the creative op-
eration of professional recording equip-
ment, through combination of lectures 
and in-studio experience. A variety of 
programs are offered, ranging from 40 
hour, one-week classes to a 200-hour, 
five-week course. The core program, 
Recording Engineering and Music Pro-
duction ( five weeks), is the most com-
prehensive, starting with the basics and 
moving through operation of consoles, 
tape machines, microphones and signal 
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The answer is: The blanket 
will degrade sound quality. 
The so pled BOSS effect 
(Blanket Over Sound Sys-
tern can also be achieved 
without the blanket, but is 
nevertheless an undesircble 
effect. Often times, when 
the blanket isn't present 
anc the PA still sounds bad, 
the culprit is none other 
than the system's grapi-ic 
EQ! 

Synetrix is making a ccuple 
of new concert sound 
quality graphics that 'Nil 
blow the blanket of your PA! 

The details: 

e Constant Q equalizers exhib,t 
swperior feedback cc rirtrol charace.ris-
ti.:s, but don't all souni the same.. 
Filters mLst combine wi:h minimum 
ripble to achieve prod : able fre-
quency respc nse_. Q mast. be opti-
rnized to limit. interactim between 
ad acent bands. Our filters exhibit tie 
ve--y best combination: of minimum 
ripple ani maximum selectivity. 
The graphs to the right viere mace 
wi:h all faders at maximum boos:, 
rot a typical setting, but a test that 
can immediately pinpoirt an 
equalizer's problems. The ripple. from 
the well Known brand X is not hard 
ta hear! The Symetrix graphics rot. 
orly look better on paper, they 
sound significantly better! - 

C THD+Naise (1kHz at +4dBu. eq 
in, all bands flat) is <0.002%. A very 
iimportant spec in any EQ, it can only 
be acheived with me::a.lous design 
and exacting craftsmanship. 

S Precision grounded center 
detent metal shaft faders. Two, 
mportant concepts: 1) The center 
ietent means that when a fade, is in 
the center (grounded.) position 
filter contributes zero noise. 2) Metal 
shaft, faders operate mcre smoothly 
and reliably' over time. They co:st a lot 
more than plastic ones foLnd 
compet ng units, tut we believe that 
without them you don't have a 
professional EQ. 

531E 
GRA.HIC 
E OUA.IZER 

532 E 
GRAPHIC 
EQUALIZER 
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Symetrix 531E0 O Brand X EQ 

Variable low and high art filters. 
Visible woofer cone movement is the 
result of subsonic audio passing 
through your system. Our variable low 
cut filter stabilizes your speaker voice 
coils without sacrifycing low end audio. 
Ultrasonic audio destroys horns The 
531E and 532E variable hi cut filter 
removes the high frequencies you can't 
hear, and saves you money at the 
same time 

The two position range control 
switches the 31 graphic faders 
between a standard -I-1-12dB range 
and a high resolution range. 

Large high contrast knobs and 
crisp graphics. A feature we know 
you'll appreciate late at night when 
you're really tired. (Many EQ's don't 
even have knobs on their faders!) 

• Servo controlled output 
stages eliminate large electrolytic 
caps from the output. The result is 
zero DC output offset, a low 3db 
rolloff point (6Hz), and the elimina-
tion of output loading effects. 

• LED input level ladder. An EQ's 
dynamic range spec can only be 
achieved when the incoming signal is 
properly adjusted. With the 531E and 
532E input signals are set precisely 
where they need to be. Dynamic 
range of over 112dB is assured. 

• We've got more features: internal 
power supply, failsafe relay bypass, CE 
compliance, XLR and 1/4" connectors, 
high tolerance multi dialectric film 
capacitors (resulting in low sensitivity 
to temperature changes), and many 
more. We can't go further here, but if 
you call us we'd love to. 

Specs can tell you a lot, but the 
sound is everything. Give our 
single channel 531E or dual chan-
nel 532E a try and we're sure you'll 
agree that these EQ's can indeed 
blow the blanket off your PA! 

O etrix 
Lynnwood, WA, USA 

TEL (800)288-8855 / (206)787-3222 
FAX (206)787-3211 

WWW.SYMETRIXAUDIO.COM 
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processing equipment. Also included is 
hands-on work in music recording, mix-
ing and editing. In addition to the main 
program, The Recording Workshop of-
fers a one-week Studio Maintenance 
and Troubleshooting program (40 
hours), a one-week Advanced Record-
ing Engineering and Music Production 
option (60 hours), and the five-day 
NewTech computer-based Audio Pro-
duction program (36 hours). Tuition 
ranges from $395 to $ 1,990; enrollment 
is ongoing. Internship/job placement as-
sistance is included. To find out more, 
write 455 Massieville Rd., Chillicothe, 
OH 45601; phone 800/848-9900; or visit 
www.brightnet/-workshop. 

The California Recording Institute in 
San Francisco offers hands-on recording 
classes in recording facilities (real and 
virtual), using The Virtual Mixer, an an-
imated conceptual interface used to 
demonstrate various styles of mixes that 
can he created with common studio 
equipment. The complete recording arts 
and technology program ($6,800) runs 
three nights a week (occasional Satur-
days) from January through September; 
a three-month compressed version 
($6,800) runs five days a week. Students 
may also opt for individual introductory 

classes (starting at $45), including mix-
ing seminars, live sound classes and Pro 
Tools workshops. The California 
Recording Institute is at 1137 Howard 
Street, San Francisco, CA; call 800/9000-
MIX or visit www.hooked.net/users/ 
virtmixr. 

Maybe you have more time to invest 
in coursework. The Los Angeles Record-
ing Workshop offers 600-hour Recording 
Engineer and Audio/Video Production 
Technician programs ($6,700), each 
spread over 15, 20 or 30 weeks. The 
Recording Engineer program is geared 
toward providing comprehensive hands-
on training in all recording procedures, 
from equipment preparation to setup to 
mixdown. Also covered are hard disk 
editing, Pro Tools operation and audio-
for-video post. The Audio/Video Pro-
duction Technician program combines 
the first 300 hours of the Recording En-
gineer program with the workshop's 
300-11our Video Operator program to 

I 9 9 7 
EDITORS' 
CHOICE 

got meek? 

provide training for a position as record-
ing engineer or video editor. For more 
information, contact the registration of-
fice, 5278 Lankershim Blvd., North Hol-
lywood, CA 91601; 818/763-7400; 
www.village.ios.com/-larw. 

If you're looking for a music-based 
education, the Musicians Institute offers 
its newest program, the Recording Insti-
tute of Technology. The RIT Journey-
man program lasts six months and is 
split into two 300-hour quarters, in 
which students work with Los Angeles 
musicians, engineers and producers in 
a studio environment. Music develop-
ment comprises about one-third of the 
program, with emphasis on instrumen-
tal instruction, ensemble playing, music 
theory and keyboard/synthesizer train-
ing. The majority of time is spent learn-
ing recording theory and techniques, 
including electronics, acoustics, lab 
work and practical recording, including 
digital editing and live recording. Musi-
cians Institute,1655 McCadden Place, 
Hollywood, CA 90028; call 800/255-
PLAY or visit www.mi.edu/mw2. 

Music Tech, the Musician's Training 
Center, offers a three-semester program, 
each unit lasting 13 weeks. Students can 
chooso from two majors. Recording En-

Gulp down a Joemeek and give 

your tracks raw aggressive 

kick butt impact only a Meek 

can give. Praised by the press, 

demanded by the professionals 

and sought after for its extreme 

vintage sound. Starting at just 

S499.99, you can easily dunk a 

Meek into your studio and feel 

the power. 

Own a piece of history for yourself 

JOEMEEK 
Classic photo- optical compressors 

Exclusively Distributed By: FMI 23773 Madison Street Torrance, California 90505 d!1-, 310 373 9129 • facsimile 310 373 4714 
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Buzz Recording is one of Manhattan's busiest high end 

commercial post houses. Their creative approach to audio 

can be heard in national TV ads from Pepsi, Bud Light and 

Pizza Hut. In order to keep up with the demand for their 

work they installed a Euphonix digital-control console in 

Studio B. For high end audio post, nothing beats 

Euphonix sound quality, creative signal 

proce,:sing, and blazing speed. 

If you want to catch the Euphonix 

buzz call the office nearest you. 

Headquarters 

(Palo Alto, West US) 

220 Portage Avenue 
Palo Alto CA 94306 

Tel: (415) 855 0400 

Fax (415) 855 0410 

h y c 
wwubuu.,,, 

!Los Angeles 

(West US & Intl) 

11112 Ventura Blvd 
Studio City CA 91604 

Tel: (818) 766 1666 

I Fax (818) 766 3401 

- 

The Euphonix isovery musical console It has a nice, warm sotrnd that is 

absolutely great," says Mike Marinelli, mixing manager for Buzz. "We love the ease 

of operation of this console. We needed something that was going to be installed 

and put to use right away, and with the fast learning curve of the Euphonix, that 

is exactly what we got." Marinelli continues, "Because Buzz is a sound 

design atmosphere rather than strictly a mixing room, it is important 

to have everything online - synthesizers, DAW's, mic inputs, effects 

New YoTk 

(East US) 

2 West 45th St Suite 605 
New York NY 10036 

Tel: (212) 302 0696 

Fax: (212) 302 0797 

processors, etc. Everything is normalled in, which means we can 

quickly change from the Synclavier to Macintosh sound cards tc 

synth modules in just seconds. " 

pictured: Jul Mizumachi, sound designer and 
post specialist, Buzz Inc. 

Nashville 

(Central US) 

1102 17th Ave Suite 202 
Nashville TN 37212 

Tel: (615) 327 2933 

Fax: (615) 327 3306 

London 

(Europe) 

6 Bergh., Mews, Blythe Rd 
London W14 01111 

Tel: (171) 602 4575 

Fax: (171) 603 6775 

E..., • ay y  - 
-g 

r r,r1t. 

»nix 
«r-

Web site: httpwwww.euphonix.com 

SPECTRAL . EUPNONIX CCWIPANY 
Suppliers of digital audio workstations 

• 

Toll Free: 800 407 5832 Web site, http.//www.spectralinc.com 

.14. ma'am. 



gineer or Production. Both offer MIDI 
coursework, digital editing, theory and 
business training. Each student is guar-
anteed at least 200 hours of lab time in 
the eight-room recording complex, in 
addition to time at local studios. Contact 
Music Tech, 304 Washington Ave. North, 
Minneapolis, MN 55401; 612/338-0175; 
www.musictech.com. 

The Institute of Audio Research in 
New York City's Greenwich Village of-
fers a 900-hour Recording, Engineering 
and Production (REP) program. The REP 
course is designed to provide the com-
bination of technical training and hands-
on experience necessary for an 
entry-level position as an audio engi-
neer. The program consists of about 525 
hours of theoretical instruction and 375 
in practical instruction, and can be com-
pleted in nine months (full time) or 15 
months (part time). Classes include 
work in electronics, acoustics, circuit 
construction/wiring, music business, 
recording and mixing techniques, sound 
reinforcement, and MIDI, synthesis and 
computers. Intern placement assistance 
begins before students graduate, and job 
placement assistance is ongoing. For 
more information, contact JAR at 64 Uni-
versity Place, New York, NY 10003; 

212/777-8550. 
Many colleges and universities offer 

certificate programs in various areas of 
the industry. If you're the fast-paced 
type, you might be interested in 
Berldee's Full Credit Summer Program, 
where students can complete an entire 
semester of Berldee's first-year curricu-
lum in just 12 weeks. Classes include 
music theory, ear training, harmony, ar-
ranging, instrumental/vocal labs and 
private instruction. Students may also at-
tend visiting artist clinics, with access to 
Berklee's Career Resource Center, li-
brary and learning center. For those 
looking for a more moderate course this 
summer, the school offers many short 
seminars including a music production 
workshop (July 18-20, $375/$325 for 
Berklee alumni), a weekend of inten-
sive workshops covering many areas of 
music production technology, such as 
synthesizer programming, desktop digi-
tal audio, multitrack recording tech-

niques, computers in music, and se-
quencing and MIDI production. Berklee 
College of Music Special Programs Of-
fice: 1140 Boylston Street Box 13; 
Boston, MA 02215-3693; call 617/747-
2245 or visit www.berklee.edu. 

San Francisco State University's 24-
unit Music/Recording Industry Academ-
ic Certificate program is designed for 
those wanting to break into the record-
ing industry, or for industry profession-
als looking for a career change or 
upgrade. "Our premise," says program 
director Mary Pieratt, "is that no matter 
what role you intend to play in popular 
music, you need to understand how the 
whole business works." The program 
offers an education in all aspects of the 
music industry, from recording tech-
niques to artist management to legal is-
sues. Classes are taught by working 
industry professionals, mostly at night; 
costs run around $120 per unit. For in-
formation, contact the San Francisco 
State University College of Extended 
Learning, 425 Market Street, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94105; phone 800/987-7700 or 
visit www.cel.sfsu.edu. 

Sarah Jones is an assistant editor at 
Mix. 

Distributed and supported by: 

TUBE-TECH LCA 2B 

STEREO COMPRESSOR 

AND LIMITER 

Tube-Tech stands for uncompromised 

Danish design philosophy and craftman-

ship. True to its heritage, the LCA 2B 

Stereo Compressor and Limiter has 100% 

transformer coupled circuitry and tubes 

that deliver the unmistakable sound of 

high quality vintage equipment. 

The LCA 213 is a two channel unit with 

independent compressor and limiter for 

each channel. It boasts the best technical 

specifications such as a Frequency 

Response of 5 Hz to 50 kHz and a Noise 

Level of less than -85 dBu. 

Tube-Tech...in a class by themselves. For 

a dealer near you, call I -888-4WARMTH. 

TC Electronic Inc., 705-A Lakefield Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361 Phone: (805) 373-1828 Fax (805) 379-2648 Email: tcus@tcelectronic.com 
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WWW: http://www.tcelectronic.com 
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Thousands of project studios equipped with ADAT or 

DA-88 digital recorders are discovering that recording 

direct, through on of the Focusrite Reds, enables 

recording quality the equal of the world's fmest studios. 

Each of the Reds featured here 

include the premier outboard 

microphone preamplifier, 

the classic Rupert Neve - 

designed Focusrite Mic-Pre. 

Transformer coupled for opti-

mum impedance matching, 

this classic delivers all the per-

formance of your chosen 

microphone direct to the 

recorder (RED 8) or via a sub-

sequent processing stage. 

Recording direct with opti-

mised signal level, is clearly 

superior to tracking through a 

mixer, the performance of 

which is compromised by the 

design budlget 

Each of these Reds enables 

you to match the level to the 

recorder, getting the best per-

formance from the A-D con-

verter, without compromise. 

RED 6 combines the classic 

mic-pre with the equally classic 

Focusrite EQ: High and low pass 

filters, high and low frequency 

shelving controls and two para-

metric mid bands. Also featured 

are balanced line input VU meter-

ing and output fader. $2,995* 

RED 7; is similar, but features 

dynamic control instead of EQ. 

The mic-pre is followed by a com-

pressor, (identical to the TEC Award 

winning RED 3) and a de-esser 

/exciter stage. This is the best 

vocal front end in the business ( in 

our humble opinion!). S2,995* 

‘RED e simply provides two 
channels of the Focusrite mic-pre. 

If you've never had the chance to 

use one, you'll be amazed when 

you do! Your microphone wdl 

reveal hidden tonal Et dynamic 

qualities whether it's a condenser, 

ribbon or dynamic. $2,495* 

*Suggested retail price. 

The Red Range - World Class. 

Focusrite 
RED RANGE 

Made in the United Kingdom by: Focus rite Audio Engineering Ltd 2 Boume End Business Centre, Boume End, Bucks, SL8 5AS England. Tel: +44 1628 819456 Fax: +44 1628 819443 
I ate nn, rl irke n 



The Vail Cliburn 

Van Cliburn, age 23, in a New York City ticker-tope 

parade celebrating his triumphant return from Moscow in 

1958 as the winner of the first Tchaikovsky Competition. 

l
lhe evolution of recording technology 
over the past 30 years has made it almost 
the noon in popular music for artists to 

be comfortable and competent on "both sides 
of the glass." But in the world of classical 
music, it is far less common to find an active 
performer who is also a producer, editor and 
engineer. For concert pianist José Feghali, 
however, the technical and creative are a nat-
ural combination, the synthesis of two long-



Co 

time interests into one career. It is particularly fining, then, 
that Feghali's current project is producing a nine-CD ret-
rospective series of live performances from the Van 
Cliburn International Piano Competition, an event in 
which he was the top medalist in 1985. 

Since winning the dlibum competition, Feghali has ap-
peared in more than 400 performances, including con-
certs with orchestras such as the Berlin Philharmonic, the 
London Symphony, and, in the United Stales, with the 
symphony orchestras of Saint Louis, Pittsburgh, Detroit, 

BY PHILIP DE LANCIE 

José 
Feghali 
Assembles 

30 Years of 

Classical 
Piano 

Houston, Dallas, Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Atlanta, Bal-
timore and the National Symphony. Feghali has appeared 
in recitas at Carnegie Hall and the Kennedy Center, as 
well as in major concert halls in Europe, Canada, Hong 
Kong and Latin America. He also regularly collaborates 
in chamber music performances, induding recent and up-
coming recitals with flutist James Galway. 

Feghali's first recording, an album of music inspired 
by dance, was released by Koss Classics in the fall of 
1993; the production of that project marked the begin-
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VISIT OUR WEB SITE: http://www.acousticalsolutions.com 
- 

Sound and 
Noise Control 
Products with 

Solutions 

CALL FOR 

A FREE CATALOG 

AND SAMPLE 

1- 800 - 782- 5742 

ar. 

t•( 

ACOUSTICAL 
SOLUTIONS 
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fling of his interest in digital editing. 
He currently has two additional albums 
scheduled for release on Virgin Clas-
sics: a performance of the Tchaikovsky 
Piano Concerto No.1 in B-flat minor 
with the Philharmonia Orchestra of 
London and an all-Chopin solo recital 
album. 

Born in Brazil, Feghali now lives in 
Fort Worth, Texas, where he is artist-in-
residence at Texas Christian University, 
host of the Van Cliburn Foundation 
archives. Feghali's project involves 
screening material from the archives, 
transferring the material onto his SADiE 
hard-disk editing system, enhancing 
and assembling the program, and 
preparing the Exabyte masters to send 
to the replication plant. To find out 
more about Feghali's experiences with 
the project, as well as his double-life in 
classical music, I spoke with him at his 
Texas home. 



about systems that would do 20-bit 
editing_ And for IBM PC compatibles, 
the system of choice that was recom-
mended to me by just about every-
body was SADiE. So I got in touch 
with Jeff Boggs of SADiE about the 
system, and he sent me some 
brochures. Just then I got busy concer-
tizing and never bought the system. 
When this project came up, I decid-

ed that trying to do it on the 56K card 
just wouldn't cut it, and I also wanted 
to do all the analog-to-digital conver-
sions to 20-bit. So I got in touch with 
Jeff again, and when I told him about 
the project, he offered to loan me the 
system to use for this project, which 
was extremely nice. The system in-
cluded an Exabyte drive and a Yama-
ha CD-R. The Version 3.0 software 
was under development, so I got a 
new beta version of the software 
every couple of weeks. After having 
used that system to produce the first 
three CDs, I bought my own, and I'm 
continuing with that system. 
Give me an overview of the Van 
Cliburn Competition series that you 
are producing. 
This year is going to be the tenth Van 
Cliburn International Piano Competi-
tion. The Van Cliburn Foundation de-
cided to issue on CD a retrospective 
set of performances that were record-
ed live during the competition. These 
performances go hack to 1962. They 
have material from all nine previous 
competitions: '62, '66, '69, '73, 77, '81, 
'85, '89 and '93. The CDs will include 
performances by the gold, silver and 
bronze medalists from most of these 
nine competitions. 
What is the overall structure of the 
competition itself? 

5 

5o 

The competition takes place in several 
rounds: a preliminary round, a semifi-
nal round and a final round. I think this 
year they have around 130 entrants. 
The entrants come to certain cities 
around the world and perform, either 
on videotape or in front of a jury. Out 
of these applicants, roughly 32 are cho-
sen to come and actually participate in 
the competition. Those 32 pianists from 
all over the world will then come to 

Van Cliburn, as the winner of 
the first Tchaikovsky Competition, later helped 
establish the Van Cliburn International Piano 

Competition, first held in 1962. 

Fort Worth from May 23 through June 
8, where they will perform for a differ-
ent jury. 

There are two recitals where they 
perform for about 25 to 30 minutes 
each. Around 12 people are chosen to 
go to the semifinal round. They will 
each perform a full-length solo recital, 

60 to 70 minutes of music, plus a 
chamber music performance with 
the Tokyo String Quartet. Six are 
then chosen to go to the final 
round, where they will perform two 
concertos with the Fort Worth Sym-
phony Orchestra. Normally, one is 
a chamber concerto, like a 
Beethoven or Mozart or Haydn, 
and one is a romantic or modem 
concerto— Brahms, Chopin, Rach-
maninoff or Prokofiev or something 
like that. 
So there is a vast amount of mater-
ial from over the years. 
Exactly. Now, for some of the com-
petitions, unfortunately, we did not 
have all the material, because in the 
early days, sometimes they would 
not record everything. And some of 
the material has disappeared over 

the years. But we ended up with mate-
rial from all the medalists from every 
competition, with the exception of 
1966, where we have recordings only 
of the winner. 
Where Ls all this material stored? 
Texas Christian University, which is the 
venue where the competition takes 
place, are the keepers of the Cliburn 
Foundation archives. 
What condition did you find the mate-
rial in when you first went to the 
archives? 
A lot of the tapes were full-track 
mono, some of them were quarter-
track at n ips, some were half-track at 
7A'  ips, and some were half-track at 15 
ips. A lot of the tapes from the '70s 
and '80s would not play properly and 
had to be baked. Some were sticking 
to the heads, squeaking, all those 
kinds of problems. Most of them had 
been baked already, because the 
archives had previously had them tran-
scribed, but the early mono tapes had 
not been transferred properly. They 
could not find a full-track mono ma-
chine, so they transcribed them on a 2-
track, and the quality is not as good as 
on the masters. Also, I wanted to do as 
much as possible in the 20-bit domain, 
which was one of the advantages of 
using SADiE, and then master it down 
to 16-bit with the Apogee UV22 
process. So I retranscribed all those 
mono tapes, and when I came to the 
1970s and '80s, some of the tapes 
would not play. 

It took me about two-and-a-half 
months to devise other ways of playing 
some of those tapes. There was one 
reel that was only half used, and I 
spliced up the unused part. I baked it 
at 110 degrees, 120 and 132, and it still 
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did not want to play back properly on 
the machines I had access to. Using an 
old Tascam tape deck I found in a 
pawn shop, I started experimenting 
with lubricants, which is something that 
most people very much caution 
against. I tried everything I could think 
of—Teflon powder, graphite, chalk, 
whatever—and, of course, most of this 
stuff would just gum up the tape. Then 
I came up with the idea of using sili-
cone. Most of the silicone products out 
there seem to have a lot of petroleum 
propellants in them that could pos-
sibly damage the tape, but I found 
an electrical grade silicone spray 
that is extremely fine and appears 
to use butane and propane as pro-
pellants, which evaporate extreme-
ly quickly. 

Before treating the tape, I 
recorded something on it and then 
recorded that tape onto SADiE. I 
then treated the tape, and played it 
back 30 times or so, comparing the 
output levels to the original un-
treated take stored on SADiE. 
SADiE has a resolution down to 
one-hundredth of a dB, so I hoped 
to tell if the silicone was getting be-
tween the tape and the head and 
causing any degradation of the sound 
It ended up that in some places I got 
1.5 to 2 dB more output after the treat-
ment than before, probably because the 
buildup of material shedding from the 
untreated tape onto the heads had been 
pushing the tape away from them. 

This showed me that the silicone 
process could work, so I went ahead 
and treated the five tapes that had not 
played back properly before, and all of 
them worked fine after the treatment, 
with no squeaking and negligible shed-
ding. There was no silicone buildup on 
the heads or rollers, either. This was 
about six months ago. I periodically go 
back and check the tapes, and they 
haven't disintegrated yet. 
Were there any other problems with 
the archived material? 
The problem I am having right now is 
with my year, 1985. Those were record-
ed to U-matic and Beta tapes in the Fl 
format. A lot of those tapes have al-
ready developed dropouts. I am mak-
ing multiple passes and hoping that the 
dropouts are in different places each 
time. I have four different Beta ma-
chines that I am trying; two are con-
sumer and two are the Sony 
industrial-type decks. 
I am using the Fl right now, which 

has only analog out, to listen to the ma-
terial. For the transfer, I am going to 

use one of the converters that has a 
digital output. SADiE has a feature for 
correcting the split-second offset be-
tween channels that some of those EIAJ 
format processors have. Then I can edit 
the pieces into place. 

From 1989 and 1993, all the perfor-
mances are on DAT. Those are playing 
back fine so far. A couple of the 1989 
tapes have dropouts, but I have four 
DAT machines, so if a tape does not 
play on one it will hopefully play back 
on another. 

Beethoven Sonatas performed by Van Cliburn, 

one of many recordings Cliburn made during 

his career of yearly world tours 

and rigorous performance sessions. 

How many hours of material did you 
listen to in order to pick the program 
for the CDs? 
I did about 96 hours of listening. That 
was only the medalists—first, second 
and third place. Sometimes I would lis-
ten to the digital archive tapes and 
there were problems, so I would have 
to go listen to the originals. For in-
stance, since the mono tapes were tran-
scribed in dual-track, sometimes there 
was "panning" going from the right to 
left channel and back again, and listen-
ing in mono could create phasing prob-
lems. So, if I couldn't tell from these 
copies whether the technical quality 
was good enough, I would go to the 
mono originals, which sounded totally 
different and generally much better 
than the transfers. 
What was your setup for doing the 
transfers? 
We had an Ampex ART-700 deck at 
KTCU, the radio station at the universi-
ty. I used it for the 7V2 ips full-track 
mono tapes. For n and 15 ips, I used 
an Otan MX-5050, because it is switch-
able between half-track and quarter-
track. From the decks, I went into the 

Apogee AD-1000 at 20-bit, and then 
into SADiE at 20-bit. That is basically the 
chain, except that sometimes I had to 
use noise reduction. Some of the 2-track 
tapes were Dolby B and some were 
Dolby A, but most of them were dbx. 
What was the setup for the SADiE itself? 
I was using a Pentium 90, and the 
SADiE X-Act card and the XS card. I 
was using mostly the digital card, be-
cause for A-to-D and D-to-A I was 
using the Apogee units. 
What was your process of working 

with the SADiE system? 
There was little editing to do within 
selections because we wanted to 
keep the performances live. Basical-
ly, I just had to put the material to-
gether. Aside from playing the tapes, 
the most difficult part was the de-
noising and level adjustments. 
SADiE 3.0 has available a new 
CEDAR De-Noise plug-in, which 
was a godsend because there was a 
lot of noise in some of the old tapes. 
There used to be a fairly loud inter-
mittent bass rumble in the hall that 
came from the air-conditioning sys-
tem. I was using my B&W 802s for 
monitoring, and with those speakers 
you could hear this rumble very 

clearly whenever the air conditioning 
was on. 

With the CEDAR De-Noise, you can 
sample the noise and then run the pro-
gram through, and you can manually 
change the curve if you want to and lis-
ten to the results in real time. And even 
though at that time I was using a Beta 
version, it worked extremely well. I was 
able to get both the tape hiss on the pro-
gram that was not dbx-encoded and the 
hall noises by sampling in between 
pieces where you hear only the noise it-
self. I was able to get the noises at least 
80 percent obliterated, so I was very im-
pressed. If I had not used the De-Noise 
software, the quality of the project 
would not be anywhere near as good. 
How do you prep the materialfor final 
delivery? 
I put it onto an Exabyte PQ master 
and on CD-R to send to the record 
company. SADiE does the PQ coding 
virtually automatically. Once you have 
put on the playlist where you want the 
piece to begin and where you want it 
to end, it automatically creates a PQ 
sequence. You can set it up in five 
minutes, it's so easy to do. And you 
can also send it to a CD-R, and it will 
use the PQ coding as track coding. I 
got a Yamaha CD burner, the 4x ex-
ternal one, and the recording process 
is controlled directly by SADiE. You 
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don't need any additional software. 
SADiE has its own SCSI bus, and that 
controls the CD recorder. 
Who decided which of the perfor-
mances to use on the CD, and what cri-
teria were used? 
I did, in consultation with the Clibum 
Foundation and the record company— 
VAI (Video Artists International)—and 
also in consultation with many of the 
performers. I wanted as many people 
as possible to be happy. That sounds 
like an impossible task, but we actually 
managed to get most people quite 
happy with the selections. 

The criterion was first and foremost 
an artistic one: how good the perfor-
mance was. Sometimes, since these are 
live performances, there were accidents. 
But it was amazing to me, considering 
that these were young pianists playing 
under a lot of pressure in a major com-
petition, how few of those there were. I 
ended up with much more material than 
needed to create the CDs. As a matter of 
fact, I realized as soon as I started that 
the original plan of producing three CDs 
just wouldn't do it. Most of the pieces 
are quite long, and we wouldn't be able 
to include all the available medalists 
from the nine competitions. So I went 
back to VAI and Richard Rodzinski, the 
executive director of the Clibum Foun-
dation, and said, "This is not going to 
work out, we need more CDs." They de-
cided to expand the project to nine CDs 
in a series that will be released over 
time. We are starting the series with an 
entire CD of Steven De Groote, the gold 
medalist of the 1977 competition, who 
died in 1989. That CD and the 1969 and 
1977 CDs are done, and I am now 
working on the other years. 
It sounds like you've been through 
quite an array of challenges in order 
to bring this whole project together. 
It has been such a wonderful project to 
do, because we are talking about a 
major competition and some perform-
ers who are major artists today, people 
like Radu Lupu, Christina Ortiz, Alexan-
der Toradze and Vladimir Viardo. You 
are talking about people who are out 
there, and these are performances from 
their youth, from many years ago. And 
Landreth Auditorium, where the com-
petition takes place, is a fantastic hall for 
piano, absolutely marvelous. So both 
from a historical perspective and from 
the excitement of working with these 
live performances, it has been an ex-
tremely exciting project for me. 

Phil De Lancie is a mastering engineer 
at Fantasy Studios, Berkeley, Calif 
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IN THE 
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GREATER METRO MARKET 

here are countless thousands of 

people who spend their entire lives in 

Manhattan without once leaving the is-

land, including, no doubt, one or two 

musicians and recording professionals. 

But if they were willing to travel a bit, they 

would find that the regions around the 

city—Upstate New York, Fairfield County 

in Connecticut, Long Island and Jersey 

(unless you want to be taken for rube, al-
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Beartracks Studios 

Water Music Studios 
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Above: Carriage House Studios main room with live room and large 

control room. Right (L o R): Hector Rodriguez, Johnny Montagnese, 

owner; Narada Michael Walden; Diana Ross and David Frazier 

Bears ville Studios 

Cheap Trick at Pie Studios in New York 

(L to R): owner Perry Margouleff, Tpm 

Petersson, Rick Nielson producer Steve 

Albini, Bun E. Carlos, Robin Zander and 

George Fullan, assistant engineer. 
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Joel Bluestein, owner of Dreamland Recording 

UPSTATE NEW YORK 

STATE OF MIND 

The eastern side of the Hudson is pep-
pered with the homes—and home stu-
dios—of many of New York's leading 
producers, engineers, label chiefs and 
artists, including Phil Ramone, Mick 
Guzauski, Tommy Mottola and Mariah 
Carey. But it's the west shore that's 
home to the Upstate region's classic 
studios: Bearsville, Beartracks and 
Dreamland. 

Bearsville, in Woodstock, is the pio-
neer studio in the Upstate region and 
was one of the first residential recording 
facilities in the U.S. Founded in 1969 by 
the late Albert Grossman, Bearsville 
is now owned by his widow, Sally. 
Bearsville has three studios equipped 
with a Neve 8088 (originally from Ram-
port, The Who's first studio), an SSL 
6056 E/G and an API Legacy with Fly-
ing Faders automation. A fourth facility 
is a large rehearsal space. 

Studio manager Mark McKenna re-
ports a mix of international and nation-
al business, with what he calls a histor-
ical emphasis on alternative music; re-
cent clients include Butthole Surfers, 
Sugar Cubes, 10,000 Maniacs and Blues 
Traveler. "The self-contained setting is 
attractive to self-contained acts," he 
says, "as well as to new artists. Man-
agers and A&R people feel they can 
keep a new artist better focused in a 
setting like this, hut still have them close 
enough to New York to recharge their 
batteries." Accommodations for up to 
eight people are included in the day 
rates, which range from $2,500 for Stu-
dio A to $ 1,850 for The Barn. Those 
rates have gone up "marginally," says 
McKenna. "It doesn't matter how far or 

close you are to New York City, the 
economics of the studio business affect 
you everywhere." However, he adds, 
the two-hour drive is a perfect balance 
of distance and proximity. "We can get 
anything you need up here in two 
hours," he says. "But you're still in a 
very different place from the streets of 
New York." 

Beartracks, founded in 1984, has 
one of only nine Focusrite consoles on 
the planet—and the only one in the 
States equipped with Flying Faders au-
tomation—in one of its two rooms; the 
second room houses a Trident 80B 
and is used primarily for overdubs. 
Like most large studios in the region, 
Beartracks now offers accommoda-
tions as part of its $ 1,750-per-day rate. 
Studio manager Chris Bubacz says that 
Beartracks has changed its marketing 
tack from attempting to lure city-based 
clients to focusing more on the grow-
ing number of producers in the area, 
like Barry Eastman ( Anita Baker, 
Brandy, Jeffrey Osborne) and Frank 
Filipetti, who split their time between 
Upstate and the city. 

"Playing the market of trying to 
bring the city up here didn't prove ter-
ribly successful," says Bubacz, saying 
that it might have something to do 
with New York's increasing urban 
hase of music. "The R&B and pop 
A&R people don't want to leave their 
offices to listen to mixes; the rock 
guys—their bands are here for six to 
eight weeks at a time—seem more in-
clined to hang out," he observes. One 
remedy is the pending installation of 
ISDN lines, which the regional NYNEX 
office tells Bubacz they can do—but 
not quite yet. " It's very frustrating wait-
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ing for them to get their act together," 
he says. "You'd think we were on the 
moon." 

Still, he says, Beartracks has been 

able to inch its rates up over the year 
in the wake of studio upgrades and the 

increasing affluence of the region's pro-
ducers and engineers. "There's three 
reasons people come up here," he 
notes. "The equipment—some people 
just love the Focusrite; the location, 
since not everyone who comes to the 
East Coast wants to work in Manhattan; 
and third, that everything works here. 
Our chief of maintenance, Doug 
Oberkirker, used to be the maintenance 

tech at Hit Factory, and now he lives 
next door to us." 

At Dreamland, where the former 
church-turned-tracking r(xmn turned 100 
years old last year, owner Joel Bluestein 
says the single-room studio has been a 
favorite of many alternative acts and 
their producers, including The Lemon-
heads, Juliana Hatfield and locally 
based producer Wally Gage'. "There's 

been a big Boston connection through 
here in recent years," Bluestein says. 
"It's been very producer-driven in terms 
of who chooses the studio to do the 
record in." 

Dreamland, which moved to its 
present location in 1986, has a vintage 

48-input API discrete board with Stud-
er A820 and Otan i MTR-90 analog mul-

titracks, and rents for around $ 1,500 
per day. The growth of regional, inde-
pendent recordings has made the 
question of whether Upstate studios 
are alternatives to Manhattan studios 
less of an issue—" if it ever was one," 
amplifies Bluestein. "They come here 
because of what's here. We have the 

old API and things like a Mellotron. In 
New York, all those things are rentals, 
when you can find them." 

Bluestein states that business has 
been tighter in recent months—some-
thing that his regional colleagues also 

acknowledge—due mainly to an off 
year in the music business in general, 
which has led to a tightening of the 
record labels' practices regarding 
things like purchase orders and book-
ing deposits. "We're all seeing the 
backlash from a had [sales] year, with 
a tightening of both budgets and atti-
tudes," he says. "When a label calls to 
book a project, they're reluctant to 
issue a P.O. or give a deposit or even 
pay until more than 30 days after com-
pletion. They're asking us to be their 

bank. That may work in the big city, 
but it puts an incredible strain on our 
cash flow. And it's been happening 

more so in the last six months. Twice a 
year, we end up holding the bag on a 
project, which is a major deal for a sin-
gle-room facility." 

AS THEY SAY IT, "LON GUYLAND" 
1.1,11g Nand s zl narro‘‘ ›, tlii) ()I land 
that is home to two New York bor-
oughs—Queens and Brooklyn. But 
once you cross the line into Nassau, a 
third of the way down the L.I. Express-
way, you've entered another zone of 
life, where the teased hair competes 
with the tresses seen along the Jersey 
Shore, and a place—adjacent Suffolk 
County—with the nation's highest-paid 
police force. The studios tend to cluster 

near the city line, from the affluent 
North Shore near Glen Cove to the 
picket-fenced tracts of Hempstead. 

Pie Studios owner Perry Margouleff 
has had a lifelong sideline of ferreting 
out, collecting and reselling vintage 
guitars and amps to celebrities and 
well-heeled just-plain-Joes. Nearly four 
years ago, when Margouleff built his 

vision of the classic late-'60s British 
studio in Glen Cove, he included an 
all-discrete, personally modified Neve 
8078 with 32 API EQs and 72 inputs of 
GML automation. The vintage appeal 
of the studio, which rents for a card 
rate of $ 1,750 per day, has found a 

niche among artists and producers, 
vintage and otherwise, including Joan 
Osborne (who recorded parts of her 

Grammy-nominated debut record 
there with producer Rich Chertoff) and 
comeback kids Cheap Trick. 

"Long Island is a good compromise 
location," says Margouleff, a Glen Cove 
native who had tried studio ownership 
several years earlier with less success. "I 
might have a wider range of clients if I 

was in the city, but I wouldn't be able to 
pursue the same level of equipment be-
cause so much money would be going 
into Manhattan overhead. I feel con-
nected to the city's music scene, but the 
clients here come from all over. The 
vibe here is based on equipment and at-
titude; it's not location-dependent." 

It can be argued that the closer a stu-
dio gets to Manhattan, the less relevant 

Manhattan seems to be. Tiki Recording, 
one of the island's studios with the 
longest history ( it was started in 1979) 
has a -very diverse" client base, accord-
ing to studio manager Inge Jannen. The 

three rooms—two Trident TSM consoles 
and a MIDI pre-production room—host 
the area's own multicultural mix of 
urban, rock and regional commercial 
production. "There's a lot of indepen-

dent bands that don't want to go into 
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Tiki Cont ro: Room A with Tiny Tim, Joe Ism, Fred Guarino (studio owner) and Inge Jannen 

(studio marager) in 1995 

the city," says Jannen. "And sometimes 
we get people who are playing at [large 
live music venue] Westbury who want a 
fast overdub as they're passing through 
the area." 

The studio, built into a house and 
currently at the tail end of a two-year 
renovation, shares the densely packed 
North Shore area with Pie Studios and 
Cove City Sound, but Jannen says each 
studio seems to have attracted its own 
set of clients based on each facility's 
personality. "This is the real homey 
place that's family-mn," she says. "It all 
depends on the kind of studio person-
ality you're looking for." To bolster the 
studio's $75-an-hour rates, Tiki added 
mastering in 1996, mn by longtime New 
York mastering engineer (and Tiki 
owner) Fred Guarino, which Jannen 
says has been a good source of andl-
lary profit at $55 to $75 per hour. "But 
the studio runs mainly on an hourly 
basis," she adds. "We do as many as 
four and five sessions a day. It's not like 
the Upstate studios. We get a lot of 
spillover from the city, but it's also a lot 
of local engineers and producers bring-
ing work in." 

Music Palace, in West Hempstead, 
was founded in the early 1980s and is 
now a two-room SSL G and MIDI-suite 
facility. What was once a preponder-
ance of urban clients has given way to 
a more diverse base, which has includ-
ed Salt-N-Pepa and Peter Gabriel, says 
manager Joe Jack. The Tom Hidley-de-
signed room has little interface with the 
city, he says: "It's more like [owner] 
Mike Bona's hobby. He's been doing it 
for 20 years. and he's developed a lot of 

personal relationships with artists and 
producers. So in a very real way, our 
fortunes are not tied to those of the stu-
dios in the city. People come here for 
Mike as an engineer, or for the Hidley 
room, or for the SSL. It's 40 minutes 
from the city. But it's really its own 
place." 

CHRISTMAS—AND EVERY OTHER 

TIME—IN CONNECTICUT 

The Carriage House was founded by 
Johnny Montagnese 17 years ago after a 
diverse career that included stints as a 
musician, child psychologist and juve-
nile probation officer. " The perfect back-
ground to be a studio owner," Montag-
nese quips. The studio, built into the 
carriage house on a former dairy farm in 
Stamford, has one SSL E/G-equipped 
room that tends to be locked out for ex-
tended projects—a month or more. Jazz 
performers like Bill Evans and Randy 
Brecker call it their favorite room, and 
the client list is peppered with alterna-
tive artists like The Lemonheads and the 
Violent Femmes, and pop acts such as 
Diana Ross. Rates are set at $ 1,350 for 
the day, although Montagnese concedes 
that he often has to negotiate, like his 
counterparts in the city. 

Success on the fringes of New York 
depends on service, he says, "And I ser-
vice the hell out of clients. You need a 
ride, you need cognac—no problem. I 
learned about service from the panic 
that comes with owning your own busi-
ness." It also helped that for years Mon-
tagnese had a close relationship with 
Skyline Studios in Manhattan. The two 
studios had a reciprocal relationship for 
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hen we designed the 

PCM 8o's basic comple-

ment of effects Presets, we also 

provided the ability to plug in hot, new 

Audio Software/FX cards. Simply plug in 

any of our cards and you've now super-

charged the effects processor everybody is 

talking about. New effects and algorithms. 

Hundreds of stunning new Presets. 

Sophisticated PC-Card architecture that 

supports our commitment to functionality 

and continuing upgradability. 

PCM 8o FX cards offer a library of over 

700 new Presets — each one tailored for 

a particular application - with a unique 

Adjust Knob that lets you quickly audition 

variations of the effect. We put the most 

useful parameters of each preset into the 

PCM 8o's "Soft Row" so you can fine tune 

the Preset without having to hunt for the 

appropriate parameters. Engineer or 
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musician, there's a Lexicon FX card for 

practically any imaginable sound. Right 

now, you can instantly load-up on your 

creative options with any of these new 

FX Cards: 

• Dual FX — 25 Algorithms / 250 Presets 

deliver highest quality stereo multi-

effects, unprecedented routing capabili-

ties 6 a powerful new digital sub-mixer. 

• Pitch FX — 6 Algorithms / loo Presets 

combine Multi-Voice Pitch Shifting 

with PCM 8o Stereo Algorithms. 

• Harmony FX (Coming 1907) — 

Intelligent Pitch Shift Algorithms / ioo 

Presets offer Diatonic Harmonization, 

Automatic Pitch Correction and more. 

• Scott Martin Gershin Post FX — ioo 

superb post-production Presets featuring 

Surround Delays for Film & Reverbs for 

Orchestras. 

• David Rosenthal Music FX — ioo 

powerful performance Presets featuring 

brilliant reverbs & effects for keyboards, 

guitars, vocals. 

And don't forget, you can use any 

Preset as a template to create your own 

stunning versions of Lexicon effects - and 

store up to 2,000 of those Presets using 

standard PCMCIA SRAM cards. 

So check out the PCM 8o FX cards and 

experience the future today, at your 

Lexicon dealer! 
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"HOLLYWOOD EDGE 
... the best sound 
effects library, 
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"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 
SHADOE STEVENS 
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Listen for yourself-
If you buy sound effects for 
your company, call us for a 

Free Sample Disc 

(over 80 production-
ready effects, FREE!!!) 

CALL TOLL FREE 

800-292-3755 
http://www.hollywoodedge.com 

NOW AVAILABLE 
T.H.E. PRODUCTION 
MUSIC LIBRARY 

7060 HOLLYWOOD BIND. • HOLLYWOOD, 90028 

L to R: Presence Studios owner John Russell, assistant Dennis Hrbek, producer/engineer Elliot 

Scheiner 

their overflow until Skyline closed its 
doors in 1994, and the Carriage House 
was able to build up a substantial return 
business clientele. However, says Mon-
tagnese, the rise of home studios has 
hurt to a degree. "We'll lose a project for 
ten days when the client goes home to 
do overdubs between tracking and mix-
ing here," he explains. "But the attraction 
is that this place is like the cottage you 
rented for years on Martha's Vineyard— 
you can stay at the Hilton, but you real-
ly want to come back to a place that's 
more like your;." 

Presence Studios moved to affluent 
Westport four years ago after 14 years 
in New Haven. Owner John Russell 
based his new business plan for the 

Russ Berger-designed, two-room, Neve 
VR-and-Fairlight facility on the premise 
that technology had become less im-
portant than location. "The gear is im-
portant, but once you reach a certain 
level, it's the quality of life that draws 
clients," says Russell, referring to pro-
ducers like Phil Ramone, Elliot Schein-
er and Danny Kortchmar, who have 
each used Presence in recent years. 

The region is an alternative to work-
ing in the city, says Russell: "We'll chal-
lenge any room in New York techno-
logically," he says. "The thing is, it takes 
less time to get here from 54th Street 
than it does to get from 54th Street to 
the Battery," he adds. Rates for the stu-
dio are $2,000 per day for 48-track digit-
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Mode and HFS.) on the fly, and without 

the use of an internal hard drive. 

Support for up to three 4X recorders, 

and MediaFORM's CD-Autoloader is 

available. Audio users can take 

advantage of CD2CD's unique track 

extraction feature, where tracks from 
various discs can be mixed and recorded 

for specific jobs. 

Want to automate? The MediaFORM 

Standalone CD-2601 delivers both simple 

one button operation and unattended 

duplication at 4X speed. The system pro-

vides separate accept and reject bins, 

making identification of successfully 
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high performance features offered are 

batch copy mode, audio track extraction, 
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al, $ 1,400 for 24-track analog. Russell 
says he is also moving aggressively to-
ward getting more post-production 
work into the Fairlight MFX-3-equipped 
room, and finds encouragement in the 
fact that National Video recently opened 
a full post facility in Westport. "We're 
not talking about network programs; 
more along the lines of cable work," he 
says. "But more of that work is starting 
to filter up here since a lot of the talent 
and producers live in the area." 

JERSEY? WHAT EXIT? 

Despite being the butt of more jokes 
than President Clinton, New Jersey has 
long been New York's secret weapon— 

it offers the opportunity for acts and 
producers to develop in a low-pressure 
environment but still be close to the ac-
tion in town. Clubs like Hoboken's 
Maxwell's have rivaled CBGB's and 
Don Hill's as the place to catch new tal-
ent on the way up, or current alternative 
hits on their way through. 

Water Music Recorders is the only 
residential facility in the metro area, says 
owner Rob Grenoble of the 15,000-
square-foot, two-room facility he owns 
in Hoboken, just across the Hudson 
from the Lincoln Tunnel. Founded in 
1978, the studio has a 48-input Neve 
8088 and an API 1604 with an AMR 
monitor sidecar. As one might expect, 
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Capture exactly what you hear. Sennheiser's 
MKH microphones give you the flattest response, 
as well as the lowest noise and distortion available. 
For sampling, nothing comes close. For acoustic and 

orchestral recordings they're a natural. Plus, our unique 
electronic output design makes them immune to humidity, 
allowing you to use them confidently outdoors. When you 
need the absolute truth, the choice is pure and simple. 

THE EVOLUTION OF AUDIO 

riCZENNHEISER® 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

RO. BOX 987, DEPT: 205, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL: 860-434-9190 EXT: 205 • FAX:860-434-1759 
CALIFORNIA: TEL: 818-845-7366 • MEXICO:TEL:525-639-0956 

SENNHEMER CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE-CLAIRE, PO H9R 1A3 • TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426-3953 
World Wide Web: http://wwesennheiserusa.com 

At Showplace Studios: engineer Michael 

Wooding (left), studio manager Jess Mul-

vaney (rear)and owner/engineer Ben Elliott 

the client list is heavy with alternative 
acts from all over the U.S., including 
Pavement. Girls vs. Boys, Jawbox and 
Chopper One. The rate is between 
$1,400 and $1,500 per day, including ac-
commodations, and it s the residential 
aspect that sets Water Music apart from 
the city, says Grenoble. "That and the 
large [52x40] recording room, which is 
something that's hard to find in Man-
hattan at these kinds of rates," he says. 
"The room pulls some business from 
the city, but the accommodations are 
what pull people in from all over. That 
and the closeness to New York—it's a 
buck on the PATH train." 

Still, its Jersey, and Grenoble says 
that the region never really developed a 
studio community as did Manhattan. 
"It's a bedroom suburb of the city here," 
he says. And despite strong rate growth 
in the last two years, Grenoble con-
cedes that he knows he can't keep that 
kind of growth up forever. "You're al-
ways subject to the buzz—when that 
wears off, you're in the same boat 
as everyone else," he acknowledges. 
"Once you hit the same rate levels as 
New York, you're in competition with 
[those studios). And that's a whole other 
thing. And also, alternative acts are not 
the big-ticket budgets. So you're then 
competing to get another level of act in, 
acts which are more familiar with the 
Manhattan studios." 

At IIWII ( It Is What It Is), former 
Record Plant New York owner Roy Ci-
cala is partners with John Hanti in a con-
verted Weehawken warehouse that 
Hann ran as a rehearsal studio until Ci-
cala backed the former Record Plant Re-
mote truck up to a loading dock and 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 229 
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Sound .1e,tgner Leslie Shatz ',muscly apes camera barrage. 

• 24 bit digital audio architecture 

• 96 KHz sampling capable 

• High-density CD/DVD support 

• 96 I/O channel maximum 

• Sub-nanosecond Otter 

• Real-time digital media networking 
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Fieroducers, studios and artists are getting more attention than e\ er 
these days. Just listen to the soundtrack of 1997 Oscar Winner The 

English Patient and you'll hear incredible multitrack editing and 

mixing made possible only by Sonic. 

Tune in to this year's Grammy-winning recordings to hear the 

superb sound quality delivered by Sonic Studio, the DAW that gives 

you the power to do your most exciting and creative work. 

Sonic Studio delivers the performance and the quality 

you've been waiting for. Background loading, multitasking 

and high-speed networking turn your Sonic systems into 

a seamless media workgroup. Spend your time creating — 

not waiting. 

Get your hands on the industry's favorite digital 

workhorse. And while you may not have to worry 

too much about groupies, you can expect to get 

chased around. By new business. 

SONIC SOLUTIONS 
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1996 Emmy Award 
Winner 

forgotten. 

Call 1-888-SONIC-4U today. 

And visit us at www.sonic.com. 

101 Rowland Way, Novato CA 94945 CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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"The English Patient" edited at Saul Zaentz Film Center. 
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THE PAST... 
I ugh power amplifiers with old fashioned 

iron core transformers are dinosaurs. While 

effective at delivering raw power, these big, 

heavy, and slow devices have weaknesses. 

Operating at AC line frequency, the supply voltage 

can modulate the audio signal under clipping. Strong 

magnetic fields induce AC hum. Big transformers can tear 

apart the amp and racks on the road. Poorly regulated 

voltages in some popular high end brands cause them to be 
woefully unreliable and inclined to 

self-destruct. Audio engineers have 
tolerated these shortcomings because 

there was no other alternative. Until now... 

...AND THE FUTURE 
PowerLight- amplifiers use patented PowerWave- power supplies, the 

most efficient power supply available in audio. Operating at 114kHz, 

a one pound PowerWave- transformer has more current capacity than 

a 50 pound conventional 60Hz 

transformer. Primary capacitors 

operating at a higher voltages more 

than double their energy storage. The 

result—a stiffer supply with more 

power and more energy storage for gut-wrenching bass. AC 
magnetic fields never enter amplifier circuitry—reducing 
hum to inaudible 

levels and increasing 

dynamic range. Reli-

( PowetWave 

TIME 

Power Wave sags less under load and 

has less AC ripple 

The new PL 2.ev was designed 

for maximum power at 4ohms 

in a 2RU chassis, while the 

new PL 3.4 provides maximum 

power from a standard 120V, 

15A line cord 

ability is increased because light weight prevents 

transit damage while the robust design and Intelligent 
Amplifier Protection- keep the things working under 

conditions that would kill a conventional amp. 

Output Power in Watts per Channel 

MODEL 8fIt' 411* 2.Cr• 

PowerLight 1.0 200 325 500 
PowerLight 1.4 300 500 700 

PowerLight 1.8 400 650 900 
Powerlight 2.0" 650 1000 N/A 
PowerLight 3A 725 1150 1700 
PowerLight 4.0 900 1400 2000 
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IN THE END, IT'S THE PEOPLE 
No matter how good the gear, it's people that make the difference. We know your performance 

depends upon our peformance. When you buy a product from QSC you buy more than just a 

piece of equipment, you get our support and involvement. New PowerLight 
models and features have come from working directly with people like you. If 

our standard models don't meet your needs, our Technical Services Group can 

provide you with custom modifications. Need a question answered or got a 

problem? Get on the phone or the Web. It's like having your own engineering 
consulting group. 

Contact QSC for more infomation...better yet, come by for a visit! 
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'Output Averaging,— Intelligent Amplifier Protection'and "Hear the Power of Technology' 
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6"... excellent bass response... 

performance can exceed that of 

traditional amps, with the weight 

and energy savings as an added 

bonus." 

Mix Magazine 

"...the pure, high-quality, 

ridi sound this amp provides is 

unmistakable." 

Pro Audio Review Magazine 
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NEW! 

ALL POWERUGHT AMPS 

FEATURE: 

• PowerWave- Switching Technology 

• Clip Limiter ruser defeatable) 

• Remote AC Power Control 

• Data Port for Computer Control 

• Unable Speed Fan(s) 

• DC, Sub Audio, & Fhermal Overload 
Pro•.ection 

• Advanced Thermal Protection 

• Patented Ou-. put Averaging' Short 
Circuit Protection 

'Zero defects, 450 shows" 
Mike Southard 
Southard Audio (Mt. Crawford, VA) 

"I bought one ton of PowerLights 
and replaced 3 tons of conventional 
amps...you do the trucking math!" 
Dave Cousins 

Sound A-ts ( Winnepeg Canada) 

"...we feel that the best of all worlds 
has been created.., light weight, 
sonic excellence." 
Tom Smith 

LO Systems (Houston, TX) 

"Best sounding, most reliable 
amps on the road...hands down" 

Dave Shadoan 

Sound Image (Escondido, CA) 

"...my choice for a long, long 

Jeff LiPy 
Jason Sound ( Vancouver, Canada) 
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your audio system, reduce operating headaches, and deliver... 

ore Bass, Less Noise 
and Fewer Problems 
i

rni) owerLight amplifiers are the first lightweight amps to 
surpass conventional technology in both audio performance 

and reliability. Advanced PowerWave" technology eliminates 

the bulky, heavy power transformers and their problems while 

improving audio. Large sound systems powered by 

*ir.>\ PowerLight amplifiers are better sounding, more 

\ compact, lighter and more reliable than systems 

using the traditional solutions. 

9_Ant4G---

With thousands of shows logged all over the world, the PowerLight 

Series has built a tremendous following among demanding 

professionals. Now PowerLight amplifiers have been improved— 
with new models and increased 2 ohm power, the addition of 

defeatable Clip Limiters and a HD15 Dataport connector for 

QSControl compatibility. Check out PowerLights for yourself. 

Contact us for complete information—better yet, talk to someone 

who owns them. References gladly provided. 
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THE PROJECT STUDIO 

LARRY FAST 
SYNTHESIST'S HOME 

1
 I is home studio is nestled in 
a tiny New Jersey communi-
ty that has a population only 

s ightly larger than a big league ball 
club's spring training camp roster, 
and the neighbors know him as the 
helpful guy who's active in local ef-
forts to maintain the fragile ecolog-
ical balance of the area. Outside his 
home town, however, Larry Fast is 
known for other things, and his 
standing as one of the seminal 
synth figures in progressive rock 
seems secure. 

Fast's a great guy. He's one of 
those super-smart people who seem 
slightly embarrassed by how much 
they know. Questions about physics, 
computer chip structure or how to 
get to West Orange are always 
treated with patience and interest. 

Fast's early love of music meld-
ed with an equal passion for elec-
tronics. When he heard the 
revolutionary work of Wendy Car-
los, Fast knew that he had found 
his milieu. He invented a fictitious 
group called Synergy, and released 
the first of seven albums under that 
name in 1975. The inventiveness of 
this work led to high-powered 
synth programming gigs with the 
likes of Hall and Oates, Foreigner 
and producer Jim Steinman. This 
work also brought him into con-
tact with Peter Gabriel. Fast pro-
grammed and played on all of 
Gabriel's solo albums through So. 
"At that time Peter's music was tak-
ing a turn toward the indigenous, 
and my chair ceased to exist in his 
orchestra, so to speak." 

When Mix dropped in, Fast was 
practicing Bach, in preparation for 
a live performance of Carlos' 
"Switched On Bach 2000" at the 
Beacon Theatre in Manhattan. 
"We've got six to eight synthesists 
coming in from around the East 
Coast to perform various Bach 
works on a bunch of Kurzweil 
K2000s that the company has 
loaned Wendy for the perfor-
mance. Wendy's very much into 
historical accuracy with respect to 

STUDIO 

Bach, whose earlier work was writ-
ten with just intonation tunings. 
The great thing about the current 
batch of synthesizers is that you 
can call up tuning tables for each 
piece without having to agonize 
over retuning all the time." 

It's been nearly a decade since 
Fast released Metropolitan Suite, his 
last Synergy project, but he's been 
feeling the itch to get back to com-
posing lately. "I've been involved 
in a lot of other projects, including 
scoring a number of films with 
David Bryan, the keyboard player 
with Bon Jovi, producing projects 
with Jim Steinman, and developing 
an infrared device for the hearing 
impaired. However, I've been 
using my Web site lwww.Eclipse. 
Net/-Synergy] to communicate 
with fans, and I've remastered my 
old titles. The interest in new work 
from me is stronger than I would 
have expected, which is exciting 
and gratifying." 

Fast's home studio centers 
around a Mac Ilci from the Pale-
olithic Era. " I'll be replacing it very 
soon, but it still does what I want it 
to do, and I rely on some soft-
ware—particularly the Waves 
Sound Designer plug-ins that at this 
point are only available on NuBus 
systems." Fast remastered and CD-
prepped all of the Synergy albums 

BY GARY ESKOW 

in his home studio. "I went back to 
the original analog mixes, before 
the LP EQ was put on. The origi-
nals have more low end than the 
LP versions do. I used Waves mod-
ules and Digidesign's DINR during 
the remastering process. 

"The tapes of mixes going all 
the way back to the '70s I found to 
be in excellent condition. They had 
dbx on them, so they weren't 
noisy. However, some of the aes-
thetic decisions made at the time 
with respect to the overall EQ, dy-
namics, compression and so forth I 
see differently now. The Waves 
Q10 module is incredible. I used it 
to very finely tune the upper, lower 
and mid frequency ranges. I also 
used their Cl module in the mode 
where you can uncompress data in 
order to get the level up toward the 
16-bit maximum—you want the 
dynamic peaks to be fully em-
ployed, without blasting to zero, 
obviously. I also redithered tracks 
using the Waves Li module." 

Although he looks forward to 
the day when analog processing 
will be even less of a presence than 
it is today, with computers that 
look like consoles (e.g., the Yama-
ha 02R), Fast still mixes on an old 
Tascam M50 board, which he has 
hot-rodded to lower the noise 
floor. To the question of whether 
synthesists are dinosaurs in the age 
of perfect samples, Fast answers, "If 
your only intent was to look at 
standing waveforms and try to 
mimic a violin, then yes, samples 
do a much better job at that task, 
although most people feel that re-
placing the sound of a player ca-
ressing an infinite number of 
nuances out of an instrument as he 
or she plays is something that we'll 
be hard pressed to do with any 
technology. If, however, you take 
the position that synthesis can help 
create a world of sounds that do 
not exist in the real world, then 
you remain excited about the pos-
sibilities for shaping new sounds all 
the time." 
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Anthony DeMaria Labs 

It May Come As A Shock To You... 
But many manufacturers combine solid state circuits with tubes (known as hybrid circuitry). This may be 
less expensive, but certainty will not 'warm up' or `fatten' your sound like an ALL-TUBE product. 
Anthony DeMaria Labs is the company that brings you the finest handbuilt, pure-tube equipment in the 
world. Of course, you don't have to take our word for it. Check out our client list and hear the difference! 

Remember... It's not ADL unless it's ALL TUBE. 

• 

^ 

"Top Dog In Audio" 

Partial Client List: 

The Rolling Stones • Flood (U2, Depeche Mode), London • Bob Clearmountain • Bon Joy' • Sony Music, NY • Butch Vig ( Nirvana) • Bearsville Studios, NY 
Peter Moshay (Mariah Carey) • DJ Pooh (Ice Cube), L.A. • Chung King House of Metal, N.Y. • Isley Bros. • Heart • Hall & Oates • Foreigner • Masterdisk, N.Y. • The Cult 

Paul Northfield ( Rush, Oueensryche, Alice Cooper), Canada • EMI Studios, Australia • Sunset Sound Factory, L.A. • Neil Dorfman (Sting. Paul McCartney, Del Leopard) NY 
Platinum Studios, Thailand • Bad Animals Studio, Seattle • Margarita Mix, L.A. • Steve Barker (L.A. Philharmonic, jazz & blues festivals), L.A. • Sony Studios, Japan 

John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter), Nashville • Glen Phimister ( Olivia Newton John), Australia • Bernie Becker (Neil Diamond) • Jimmy Buffet • Shawn Colvin 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
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HITS FROM THE EDGE 

Michael Beinhorn stretched 
his legs, leaned back on the 
couch in the hallway lounge 

of S udio Instrument Rentals' re-
hearsal studios on 52nd Street in 
Manhattan, and blew out a cloud 
of smoke from the small cigar he 
was smoking. He seemed to relish 
the quiet moments before our in-
terview was scheduled to begin. As 
one of the most successful and in-
demand producers on the contem-
porary music scene, Beinhorn 
doesn't often get such pure mo-
ments of relaxation. 
On that day, Beinhorn was 

working with Social Distortion, the 
legendary punk band, on the 
album that would eventually be-
come White Light, White Heat, 
White Trash. Although the band 
had long had a significant cult fol-
lowing, major commercial success 
had eluded them. That's where 
Beinhom came in. Now a staff pro-
ducer for Epic (though still able to 
work independently), Beinhom is 
becoming known for his Midas 
Touch in the studio—nearly every-
thing he has produced since Soul 
Asylum's 1992 breakthrough LP, 
Grave Dancer's Union, has gone 
Platinum, including Soundgarden's 
Superunknoum, new contributions 
to Aerosmith's Geffen Records hits 
collection and the most recent 
Ozzy Osboume album, Ozmosis. 

Epic/550's hunch that Bein-
horn's production skills would help 
take Social Distortion over the top 
paid off: In its first week of release, 
the album's single "I Was Wrong" 
was the most added record on 
modern rock radio and an MTV 
buzz clip. In a matter of weeks, 
White Light, White Heat, White 
Trash outsold all the band's previ-
ous releases and ensured the group 
a lengthy world tour. 

But according to Beinhom, the 
Social Distortion record was a hit 
because it features great songs by 
a great group—nothing more, 
nothing less. And though he has 
enjoyed more commercial success 

in the past four years 
than many producers 
see in a lifetime, Bein-
horn remains unfazed. 
He claims no special gift 
for turning out hits, no 
magical formula that he can pro-
duce at will. He simply tries to 
bring out the best possible music 
from the musicians he has chosen 
to work with. The key, he says, is 
to be tuned in to as much of the 
creative process as possible. 

One reason Beinhom relates so 
well to musicians is that he is a 
player himself. He spent many 
years working his way up the lad-
der as a keyboard player in New 
York City's trendy underground 
club scene, eventually joining Bill 
Laswell's adventurous studio proj-
ect called Material. Beinhorn and 
laswell (and the other members of 
Material) formed a partnership that 
lasted five years, from 1979 through 
1984. In addition to Material's own 
recorded successes (which includ-
ed albums for Celluloid, Island and 
Elektra Records), the team also 
recorded popular albums for 
Shango and Nona Hendryx. In 
1983, they co-wrote and produced 
the Grammy Award-winning album 
Future Shock for jazz keyboardist 
Herbie Hancock. That album's Top 
10 instrumental single, "Rock It," 
gave Beinhom his first big commer-
cial success, and it opened the door 
for him to work with a number of 
other acts ranging from drummer 
Lenny White to reggae superstar 
Yellowman to avant-garde minimal-
ist Brian Eno. 

But when asked about his years 
working with Material, and with 
Bill Laswell in particular, Beinhom 
becomes somewhat apprehensive. 
He admits that their parting was 
not particularly amicable, saying, "It 
was one of those things. I would 
be happier to be not sharing the 
same oxygen on planet earth with 
the guy, but I have to, so what the 

BY BRUCE PILATO 

hell. When you look at the total 
body of work we created, both as 
musicians and as co-producers, it 
was good for the time we were in. 
Some good things came out of it, al-
though it was a painful process. In 
the end, I look at it as something 
drat got me from point A to point B." 

Between 1986 and 1992, Bein-
horn produced a wide variety of 
acts, including the Violent Femmes, 
Liquid Jesus, the Buck Pets and 
Raw Youth. But it was his work in 
1987 and 1989 with the then rela-
tively unknown Red Hot Chili Pep-
pers that established Beinhorn's 
credentials in the alternative music 
world—he produced Uplift Mofo 
Party Plan and Mother's Milk for 
the group. 'I'm not going to take 
credit for any leaps and bounds 
that band might have made," Bein-
horn says, "but I know when we 
worked together there was more 
emphasis on trying to focus. They 
seemed relatively unfocused on the 
first two records before me. There's 
a certain irony in my work with the 
Red Hot Chili Peppers. I can't say I 
would take anything that was of-
fered, but when I started working 
with the Chili Peppers, I was at the 
bottom of the barrel. EMI sent me a 
tape of this band that they didn't 
know what to do with at all. They 
had no idea where to go with this 
project." 

With Beinhorn's encourage-
ment, the group made its first seri-
ous attempts to fuse its ongoing 
love for funk with a cutting-edge 
pop sensibility. And although up-
lift Mofo Party Plan wasn't a huge 
success, it showed the promise of 
the union of the Chili Peppers and 
Beinhorn. Then, however, fate 
struck a blow when the band's gui-
tarist, Hillel Slovak, died of a heroin 
overdose. "Unfortunately that hap-
pened right before we were about 
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In 1979, Meyer Sound revolutionized the sound reinforcement industry 
with the trapezoidal cabinet and electronically controlled speakers. 

Today, we're dramatically transforming loudspeakers again with the 
Self-Powered Series. 

The Meyer Sound Self-Powered Series integrates the amplifier and 
control electronics within the speaker cabinet. From th  amp to th  horn, 
the innovative components of the Self-Powered Series were uniquely 
designed to optimize the performance of this breakthrough system. 

Better. The impressive technical achievements of the system 
result in a Leer sounding, better performing loudspeaker delivering 
studio monitor quality with even the largest reinforcement systems. 

Faster. Setup time is remarkably faster and th  associated 
cost, lowered. Amp racks have been eliminated and the need to keep track 
of matched racks and cable assemblies. The system requires surprisingly 
kss truck space and lipping expenses. 

I 
Rename. T..e 1, Se.. If -Powered Series holds one of the lowest 
amp failure rates in the industry. With known load characteristics, the 
amplifier protection is minimized, simplifying th  signal path. 

Consistent. Cross-compatibility in rental inventories 
from various companies is effortless since gain differences and connector 
incompatibilities are eliminated. 

1,Tersatile. h d With no shared processors, each loudspeaker's 
'levels, frequency re,ronse and delay times can b individually manipulated. 

A FEW SELF-POWERED SERIES USERS: 

© 1997 Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc. 

Celine Dion 

Cirque Du Soleil, Quidam Tour 

Cultural Center Vooruit, Belgium 

Dave Matthews Band 

house of Blues, MA 

Irving I'laza, NY 

le.d. Log 
The Knitting Factory, NY 
Korn 

it The self-powered 

speakers mark 

a new beginning 

for both Meyer 
and the live 

sound industry.» 

—N1ix N1deuxin, Augoot, 1996 

Mana' 

Man-Min Church, Korea 

Luis Miguel 

Montreux Jazz Festival 

San Francisco Opera 

Smoky Joe's Cafe, London 
and Tour 

Royal Swedish Ballet 

Yam« anashi Binka I lall, Japan 

re Meyer Sound 
Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc • 2832 San Pablo Ave•ine, Berkeley, California 94702 • Phone: 510/486-1166 • FAX 510/486-8356 
Meyer Sound Europe • 14 Long -Barr Lane, Reading, Berkshire, England, RG2 7SZ • Phone: +44-1734-755533 • FAX +44-1734-755588 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

to start Mother's Milk, and that way-laid 
us a bit," says Beinhom. "Around that 
time, Hilly was in a very had state. He 
seemed to have kind of lost any desire 
to continue living." Still, Beinhom was 
able to rally the rest of the hand and 
help them create Mother's Milk, the 
band's commercial breakthrough. From 
the time that I met those guys, I really 
liked them as people," says Beinhom, 
in retrospect. "I had a great affection for 
them, and it seemed to me that we 
worked real well as a team." 

In 1992, Beinhom was working on 
an album called Far Gone for the Sub 
Pop act Love Battery, when he got the 
call to handle production for Soul Asy-
lum, who had signed with CBS Records 
after a few commercially unsuccessful 
attempts for A&M. Although he didn't 
realize it at the time he took on the 
record, I3einhom's work with the hand 
on its Grave Dancer's Union, with its 
MTV/pop smash "Runaway Train," 
would propel the producer into the 
league of big-budget album projects. 
The multi-Platinum success of the Soul 
Asylum project led to Beinhom's selec-
tion as producer for Soundgarden's hit 

CD Superunknown. Five million albums 
later, Soundgarden were superstars, and 
Beinhom was being asked to produce 
acts like Aerosmith, Living Colour and 
Ozzy Osboume. 
On both Osbourne's Ozmosis and 

the Social Distortion LP, Beinhom re-
fined a concept he's favored for some 
time now—bringing in cases of his own 
recording gear no matter where he 
works. Commonly, he arrives with his 
custom Studer tape machine and sever-
al road cases loaded with his hand-
picked selection of outboard gear and 
equalizers. Working closely with a New 
Jersey-based engineer named John 
French, who has a lot of experience 
with equipment development and mod-
ification, Beinhorn was able to put a 
custom 8-track head stack on a Studer 
800 recorder, which allowed him to 
work at a slower tape speed to optimize 
the low end. 

"When we made the Ozzy LP, I de-
cided I wanted to go crazy and run at 
71/2 ips, which my Studer machine runs 
at," Beinhom says. "You can compen-
sate for that with a higher level. There 
is more noise, but a lot of my favorite 
records have a lot of noise. Do you 
want noise or do you want mediocre 

sound? If that's the question, I know 
where I am going to be. I have no idea 
what the phenomenon of a lower tape 
speed has to do with a heightened low 
end, but I do know a lot of people like 
working at 15 ips over 30 because of 
that. I've taken it a step further by going 
down to n. When I recorded at 15 ips 
the sound was clear as a bell and won-
derful, but when I chose 71/2 ips, the 
enhanced low end was absolutely stag-
gering, like nothing else I had ever 
heard before." Another special modifi-
cation to the Studer allows for stripping 
in timecode. "It's my idea," Beinhorn 
says, "but I give a lot of credit to John 
French, because he designed this thing." 

The other major component of Bein-
horn's portable studio is his extensive 
collection of Neve equalizers. "I have so 
many Neve EQs that I don't need a 
Neve console to work on," he says. "My 
stuff racked-out sounds better than most 
of the consoles I've worked on, so I 
don't even bother anymore trying to get 
the perfect console every time. There's 
a particular class of Neve equalizers I 
came across in Atlanta before I started 
Soundgarden—the Neve 1057. They 
have huge transformers. They are enor-
mous, and the sound is amazing. They 

z- 16.16r,  The ZSYS Digital z-32.32 

and now the z-64.64r 
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Detanglers: 

z-8.8, z-8.8r 
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If digital was supposed 
to make things easier, 
why do you have a 
snakepit behind  your 
rack of digital gear? 
Tired of battling the constant tangle of cables every time you 
need to configure and reconfigure your set-up? Wondering 
how you're going to make this AES/EBU device talk to that 
S/PDIF device? Let a ZSYS Digital Detangler take care of your 
digital audio interface problems so you can get on with more 
important things. Whether you need 8, 16, 32 or even 64 ins 
and outs.... manual, remote, or software control even 
format conversion and custom configurations .... one of our 
Detanglers is perfect for you. 

ZSYS—The last name in audio engineering. 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering 
4641-F NW 6th Street 
Gainesville, Florida USA 32609 
Tel: 352-371-0990 Fax: 352-371-0093 
z-sysez-sys.com http:I/www-z-sys.com z 
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Grammy Awards for Best Engineer. "I beli 
are the best microphones in the industry," he 

And when you also believe, as Al does, that 
sound comes from good microphone techniqu 
(and not from constant EQ adjustments) you w 
to use the very best mies you can get. The natural 
choice for AI is Neumann. And while he has 
great affection for all of his Neurnanns, he has 
grown particularly fond of his new M 149 Tube. 
"Like the original M 49, the M 149 Tube never 
lets me down," he says. "It's an extraordinary 
microphone—clean and crisp." 

Being the award-winning professional and 
sound perfectionist that he is, Al has chosen 
to record the voices and instruments of so 
many of our favorite artists—Tony Bennett, 
Jackson Browne, Willie Nelson, Quincy Jones, 
Diana Krall, Dr. John, Michael Bolton, and 
many, many others—through his favorite mies. 

After all, nothing else sounds like a Neumann. 
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NeumannIUSA 
6 Vista Drive • PO Box 987. Dept. 200. Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Tel: 860.434.5220 Ext. 200 • FAX: 860.434.3148 
West Coast: Tel 818.845.8815 • FAX 818.845.7140 

Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013 • FAX: 514-426-3953 
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MediaNet 

studio 
consultants, 
inc. 

321 West 44th Street 
New York, NY 10036 
(212)586-7376 

With background record. DSP processing, 
layback, and archiving, an individual Sonic 
Solutions SonicStudio workstation is a marvel 
of efficiency. 

But networked with Sonic's MediaNet, the first 
(and still the only) true digital audio network, 
multiple Sonic workstations can share the work 
to optimize workflow. Share 
disks and files from multiple 
workstations simultaneously. 
MediaNet has done this and 
much more for our customers. 
For years, not "soon" or 
"someday." 

SonicStudio Version 5 software is new, and 
both SonicStudio and MediaNet PCI-bus cards 
are in stock. In New York, contact SCI for 
information and a real-world demonstration. 

Aardvark, API, Apogee Electronics, Audix, B&B 
Systems, Bryston, Calrec, Drawmer. Eventide. 
Gefen Systems, Genelec, Lexicon, Middle Atlantic, 
Mytek, PMC, Prism Sound, Sonic Science, Sonic 
Solutions, SoundField, Sound Ideas, Star Case, 
Westlake, White Instruments, Z-Systems and other 
exceptional audio products. 

Equipment, support, and design services for profes-
sional audio facilities and broadcasters—since 1971. 
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Only Dreamhire can offer 
the following: 

The largest inventory and most extensive selection of expertly 

maintained, fully updated professional audio and midi equipment 

for rental on the planet. 

The friendliest, no-nonsense personnel in the business. 

The flexibility and resources to be able to tailor a quote to suit 

your demanding needs and tight budget. 

Three worldwide 24 hour locations 

New York City: 212-691-5544 / 800- 234-7536 (outside NYC) 

Nashville, Tennessee: 615-321-5544 

London, UK: 081-451-5544 

Call now for your copy of our rate card and/or our latest list of 
ex-rental equipment available for purchase. 

were in consoles around 1964 or 1965. I 
have 23 of them, and I don't think there 
are too many more of them than that. I 
found six after trying really hard, and 
then shortly after that I got another 17. 
Those 17 came out of the first two or 
three consoles that Neve ever brought 
over to the United States. Checking out 
the history of them is fun. Another class 
of EQs is the 1058. They're standard 
Neve-size, like the 1073s. They have a 
black face, a high shelf and a low shelf 
and five switchable frequencies, and 
that's it. They're very, very fat-sound-
ing—a great guitar equalizer and micro-
phone preamp." 

Beinhorn says he also uses "the 
obligatory 1073—I love those on vo-
cals—and Neumann V76s, which are re-
ally nice. Originally, I thought I would 
use these more than I do, but I kept 
going back to the 1073s. There's a 
harshness to those EQs that I love. It's 
all about what goes to tape. Hopefully, 
the outboard gear in the end can make 
the final sound better." 

Beyond technical considerations, 
however, Beinhom believes that "what 
matters is the quality of the songwriting 
and the intensity and conviction of the 
performance. The songs dictate how I 
produce something. It's all down to the 
material. The kind of stuff I am attracted 
to, or favor, has to do with a level of 
emotional intensity. That makes me de-
cide whether or not I want to work with 
someone." And he's willing to push the 
artists he works with to come up with 
material that fits that criterion: In the 
middle of recording the Social Distor-
tion album, Beinhom put the sessions 
on hold at one point and asked band 
leader Mike Ness to go back and write 
more material, songs that went deeper 
into his soul. "He wasn't afraid," says 
Ness of Beinhom. "He wasn't trying to 
change anything, and he was also crazy. 
It was then I realized that we were 
going to get along just fine." 

With his impressive track record from 
the past few years, Beinhom is now in 
the enviable position of being able to 
pick and choose which acts he wants to 
work with for the label, and as he points 
out, "I've been offered more than I can 
actually do, so I obviously have to say 
no sometimes. It's usually a pretty in-
stantaneous decision. If I don't get a 
strong feeling about a project instantly, 
chances are probably I won't do it." • 

Bruce Pilato is a freelance writer living 
in Upstate New York. 
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lief. ready to burn. 

Nothing gets your audio into shape and on CD 

faster than WaveLab 1.6. It's the only professional 

PC mastering tool that lets you run 6 plug ins 

simultaneously. Editing with WaveLab isn't just fast, 

it's instantaneous. You can even process audio without 

recording to disk. And, for unheard of flexibility 

and expression all plug in parameter movements 

can be automated and recorded during playback. 

Best of all. WaveLab edits and masters in 24 bits 

ro give your sound files an ultra high 192dB 
dynamic range. 

WaveLab 1.6 comes with 8 real time plug ins 

ncluding dynamics processing. time and pitch 

orrection. parametric EQs. reverb and more. 
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We'll also include the -6rungelizer- plug in fret 
which adds vinyl record noises and other audii 
"ageing- tools that add character to your recordings. 

Other ava ilable mastering plug ins include 

Steinberg's Loudness Maximizer for added- sonic 
-punch" and the first all digital phase coherent 

aural enhancement system ca lled Spectralizer 
WaveLab also features a powerful audio database 

that lets you build your own sound file libraries and 

tailor them to your specific needs. When you're ready to 
master to CDR. WaveLab's exclusive drag and drop 

utility allows you to assemble your songs for burning 

without ever leaving the WaveLab environment 
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PINEWOOD STUDIOS AT 60 
THE HEART OF BRITISH POST 

ri
l he artisans at Pinewood Stu-
dios, nestled in heart of rural 
England some 20 miles west 

of London, describe their facility as 
a full-service production communi-
ty. Graham Hartstone, Pinewood's 
head of post-production, is more 
succinct in his view of what 
Pinewood offers: "Our 60-plus 
years of active involvement with 
the international film and video 
community means that we can 
satisfy the demand of any size pro-
duction. We like to create a sound-
track that in every way enhances 
the moviegoing experience. 

In fact," he continues.. "we pre-
fer to work with directors who 
know what they want and are very 
sound-conscious— dut way we get 
to enjoy ourselves!" Hartstone cites 
several directors as being particu-
larly aware of the story-telling capa-
bilities of audio post-production, 
including Stanley Kubrick (work 
on Full MetalJacket was completed 

at Pinewood), David 
Lean (Oliver Twist and A 
Passage to India), Ridley 
Scott (Blade Runner, 
Thelma and Louise and 
1492: The Conquest of 
Paradise), and James 
Cameron. "At the mo-
ment, we have director 
Philip Noyce here, dub-
bing his new film, The 
Saint, starring Val Kil-
mer, which is a particu-
larly 'sound-heavy' action 
film." In addition. Pine-
wood has handled shooting and 
post-production for a wide range 
of successful British and interna-
tional films. including Batman, In-
terview With the Vampire, First 
Knight, Mission Impossible, plus a 
majority of the Superman and 
James Bond movies, culminating in 
the most recent, GoklenEye. 

MY MIL LAMB« 

Above: Graham Hailstone, head of post production, 

at the SSL console in Pinewood Theatre I. Onscreen is 

Pierce Brosnan in GoldenEye. Left: An aerial view of the 

Pinewood estate. 

Demonstrating Foley recording in Theatre 5 are boom operator Sandy 

Buchanan and the sound transfer department's Nic Pocock. Onscreen: 

rintelhy Dalton as Bond. 

Last year, Pinewood Studios cel-
ebrated its 60th anniversary. The fa-
cility was established in 1936 by 
entrepreneur Charles Boot and J. 
Arthur Rank, and the name appar-
ently has its origins in the fact that 
the estate, including the impressive 
Heatherden Hall, which houses 
the main administrative offices, is 
ringed by pine trees. (Many pundits 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 94 
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SPOTLIGHT 

"THE BEST OF MARTA SEBESTYEN" 
Music From "The English Patient" and Beyond 

W
hat most people will remember of the score for 
the film The English Patient(covered in Dec. '96 
Mix) is the voice of Marta Sebestyen, though 

they may not know her name. Sebestyen sings the song 
"Lullabye for Katharine" that is used as a recurring theme 
during the North African scenes. In the context of the 
film, and given the foreign sound of her voice to most 
English-speaking listeners, many may assume that 
Sebestyen is Middle Eastern; not so. She is a Hungarian 
singer/composer with an unusual voice that is at once 
powerful and small. 

Stemming from the public's great affection for The 
English Patient, Rykodisc has released The Best of Marta 
Sebestyen, a collection that includes "Lullabye for 
Katharine," which was recorded in Berkeley, Calif., ex-
pressly for the film, plus selections from the albums 
Sebestyen has made for the label over the past several 
years. Included are some more traditional Balkan folk 
recordings that she made with the band Musikas, and se-
lections from her later solo albums, which fuse tradition-
al and electronic instruments into the type of layered, 
haunting sounds that moviegoers will associate with the 
cruel and sad funereal scenes of Katharine lying in the 
dark cave, hoping for her lover's return and preparing 
for death. 

Many of those later recordings come from the album 
Kismet, a collaboration of Sebestyen and her former hus-
band/producer Nikola Parov. Parov and Sebestyen be-
gan working together because of their shared interest in 
traditional Balkan music and instruments. Parov is a 
multi-instrumentalist and plays most of the Balkan 
stringed and woodwind instruments 
on Kismet, which 
recorded to ADAT 
at Tom Tom Studios 
in Budapest. 

Parov says that, 
for most of the songs 
he worked on, Sebes-
tyen would just sing 
into a little tape re-
corder, on her own, and 
bring a cassette into the 
studio. Then he would 
consider the song and 
come up with some prelim-
inary arrangements, which 
they would review and re-
fine before he came up with 
final arrangements. "It's diffi-
cult to make arrangements 
with her, though," Parov explains, "because very 
and fat arrangements don't work with   
Marta because her vocal range is quite 

was 

Marta Sebestyen 

limited and needs a soft background. Sometimes, when I 
would hear the voice with the arrangements, I'd think, 
'Something cbesn't work here. It sounds like a washing 

machine behind this woman.' So I would make 
new arrangements, muting out the things that 
made her voice disappear, and find instruments 
that would make the album softer." 

At the suggestion of Rykodisc's Joe Boyd, 
executive producer on the album, Parov 
brought Kismet to London's Livingston Stu-
dios to be mixed by the studio's manager, 
engineer Jerry Boys. First, Boys transferred 
the ADAT recordings to 2-inch analog to 
be mixed in the facility's Studio 1 on the 
SSL 4056 E console. "But it was obvious 
to me when I was doing the mixes that 
the vocal sound was not brilliant," re-
calls Boys. "It had been recorded on 
ADAT and as far as I could figure out, 
in a fairly dead studio with not neces-
sarily the best-quality microphones. 

So Joe and I decided to get Marta to come 
in, and we re-voiced most of the album." 
To re-record Sebestyen's singing, Boys used a Neu-

mann M49 inic and Massenburg preamp, to an Otani 
MTR90II tape machine. "She's got that hard sort of thin-

ish voice," he says, "so I used a valve 
BY BARBARA SCHULTZ mic to try and bring a bit of warmth and 
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air into it. We redid the vocals in only 
one day. She's quite a remarkable 
singer." 

Otherwise, Boys and Parov kept the 
Hungarian recordings, though Boys 
says they reworked some of the 
arrangements during the mix and 
added just a touch of reverb to every-
thing. "Everything that had been 
recorded in Hungary had a sort of air-

Producer/musician Nikoja Parov 

less sound to it, partly because it had 
been done in small, dead rooms and 
partly because of the ADATs; for 
acoustic music, they have their limita-
tions. So we added a bit of subtle, very 
bright revert-) to give the feeling like 
you're in a space, hut not to sound like 
there's reverb on it." 

More recently, Boys has mixed 
Kilim, Parov's first solo album, for 
Rykodisc. This new release blends even 
more electronic sounds with traditional 
ones, and also seems to have absorbed 
a good deal of Irish folk influence from 
Parov's current job as one of the found-
ing bandmembers in the touring pro-
duction of Riverdance. 

"For Riverdance, I use my typical 
instruments, but I need to play in that 
semi-Irish, semi-international style 
that's unique to Riverdance," Parov 
says. "In my work, I play so many in-
struments that I don't have the oppor-

tunity to he a perfect performer on 
one instrument, like a piano player or 
guitar player who is so good because 
he is spending all his time on that in-
strument. Without having any illusions 
about myself, I know that I am a tal-
ented person who can handle differ-
ent instruments very well. But I also 
know my borders—how far I can go 
and how much energy I have, be-
cause in the meantime, I have to do 
other work, like producing albums, 
having a life..." 

—FROM PAGE 92, PINEWOOD STUDIOS 

have offered that the name was select-
ed more for its similarity to "Holly-
wood" than anything else.) The first 
film completed at Pinewood Studios 
was London Melody, produced by Her-
bert Wilcox. At the opening, one in-
dustry insider reportedly observed that 
"it's as if a millionaire has decided to 
make pictures in his garden." 

Today, Pinewood is still owned by 
The Rank Group PLC and boasts the 
world's largest silent stage—the 
45,000-square-foot Albert R. Broccoli 
007 Stage—and Europe's biggest exte-
rior tank. In addition, during the late 
'60s, four new stages were built to ac-
commodate expanding requirements 
for film and video production—bring-
ing the total to 18—to accompany 
new viewing theaters, cutting rooms 
and stage lighting. Pinewood also han-
dles a large number of television com-
mercials. 

For sound, Pinewood boasts an im-
pressive collection of editorial, ADR 
and dubbing suites. Theater 5 is in-
tended for ADR and Foley recording, 
while Dubbing Theater 1 features an 
automated 60-input Solid State Logic 
SL-5000M console, and Dubbing The-
ater 2 an automated Theatre Projects 
board. The recently completed Theater 
3 handles commercials, episodic televi-
sion and drama productions; the cen-
terpiece of this room is a 16-fader/ 
four-layer AMS Neve Logic 2 digital 
console with an integral 16-output Au-
dioFile Spectra hard disk recorder/edi-

tor. Theatre 7 is a 115-seat viewing 
room, complete with 70/35111111 projec-
tion and surround 
sound playback in all 
formats. 

Also, within the 
sprawling Pinewood 
complex are a num-
ber of independent 
production and post-
production centers, 
including Reel Sound, 
which contains five 
sound editorial/design 
rooms equipped with 
Avid AudioVision sys-
tems. Two additional 
rooms, owned and 
operated by freelance 
editor Nick Adams, 
offer Pro Tools sys-
tems. Reel Sound re-
cently handled sound 
for Love in Paris. 
Roseanna's Grave, 
Sarajevo and Fierce 

Creatures, the recent comedy from the 
team behind A Fish Called Wanda and 
Love in Paris. 

FILM DUBBING STAGES 
Installed during 1991. Theatre l's 60-
channel Solid State Logic 5000 console 
features 32 output buses, arranged in 
four banks of eight, to provide en-
hanced flexibility during predubs and 
stem recordings, or to finals. VCA-
based automation is featured on chan-
nel faders and mutes. According to lead 
mixer John Hayward, "Normally we 
premix to 6-track ADR and Foley, plus 
main effects; we might have as many as 
three 6-track effects premixes, as well. 
We do not normally premix the music 
hut play it live into the final mixes." 

Typically, tracks are prelaid to the 
room's Avid AudioVision hard disk sys-
tems—or acces.sed via removable hard 
drives—while the final mixes are made 
to 35mm 6-track mag. Theatre 1 was 
the venue for the re-recording of Thel-
ma and Louise, 1492: The Conquest of 
Paradise and Bugsy Malone. 

Theatre 2 features a vintage 60-
input/32-bus Theatre Projects console, 
which replaced a Neve board back in 
1980. The first film to be mixed on the 
Theatre Projects was Victor/Victoria. It 
was also used to dub Blade Runner, 
Alan Parker's The Wall, Superman, A 
Passage to India, Aliens and most of 
the James Bond movies. The console 
features Penny & Giles VCA automa-
tion, plus VCA-based automated pan-
ning. An unusual feature in the room is 
a long hank of bus-output meters that 
are flown alxwe the console and visi-

Nic Le Messurier at the Logic 2 in Theatre 3 
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ble within the top edge of the mixer's 
field of view. 

Unlike the conventional practice in 
Hollywood, Theatre 2 normally runs 
with a two—rather than a three—per-
son crew, with the gaffer handling both 
music and dialog, while an assistant 
looks after sound effects. "However, on 
a busy mix," Hailstone says, "we might 
use a second assistant to look after the 
extra effects tracks." Hailstone and his 
crew are the proud recipients of three 
Oscar nominations—for the re-record-
ing of Superman (1977), A Passage to 
India (1984) and Aliens (1985)—plus 
several BAFTA Awards. 

Theater 5 handles ADR and Foley 
recording and features a small Alice 
console, with tracking to Avid AudioVi-
sion hard disk or 35mm mag. The cen-

tral machine rooms for all of the 
dubbing theaters house a number of 
Filmax HS5000 6-track dubbers, 
equipped with PC-based motion con-
trollers and frame-offset systems, plus 
Quad Eight/Westrex recorders. Pine-
wood's sound department also offers 
optical recording to all film formats, in-
cluding DTS. SDDS and Dolby Digital. 

TV/FILM DUBBING STAGE 
Thezurc 3 as completed in late 1994 
as something of an experiment. "We 
needed to look to the future of our in-
dustry," recalls Hailstone, "which lies 
firmly in the all-digital domain. The 
Logic 2 was well-established at both 
Yorkshire Television and the BBC, with 
whom we regularly trade material. So, 
to move [audio files] seamlessly from 
their studios to ours, we needed to in-
vestigate file formats and the logistics 

In Theatre 6, late '60s: re-recording mixer Otto Snel (seated) and ADR effects mixer Kevin Tayler. 

At the Avid AudioVis,on inside Reel Sound Editorial, Nick Adams works on Fierce Creatures. 

of transferring sound elements." 
Pinewood also needed to be able to 
rapidly transfer audio materials from its 
AudioVision editing systems directly to 

the AudioFile. 
The first production to demonstrate 

the viability of ON1F-based file ex-
change was The Wanderer, a 12-part 
drama series produced by Yorkshire 
Television for Skyl, the UK's leading 
satellite network. Files were transferred 
from YTV's Logic 2/AudioFile system to 
removable magneto-optical disks, then 
loaded directly into Theater 3's integral 
16-output AudioFile Spectra system. 

Intended primarily for commercials 
and long-form TV drama mixing in a 
film-style environment, Theatre 3 fea-

tures a conventional surround-sound 
monitoring rig comprising JBL Model 
4410s for left, center and right, with a 
pair of JBL Control 5s for the left and 
right surround channels. Room design 

was by Harris Grant, which, coinciden-
tally, has offices within the Pinewood 
complex. 

According to Theatre 3 lead mixer 
Nic Le Messurier, who has been with 
Pinewood since 1968, the majority of 
sound elements are presented as hard 
disk virtual tracks; for long-format 
episodic TV and drama productions, 
tracks also arrive on Tascam DA-88. "A 
conventional format involves DA-88 for 
edited original dialog, ADR and syn-
chronized effects, with another DA-88 
holding additional effect tracks and 
Foley," Le Messurier explains. "Al-

though we might be mixing from up to 
four DA-88s, normally we try and keep 
this number to between two and 

three." Other elements might be deliv-
ered on eight or 16 tracks of AudioVi-
sion hard drive, plus Pro Tools music 
tracks. Picture source is normally half-
inch Beta SP or Y.-inch U-matic. Alter-
natively, if the project was edited at 
Pinewood on an Avid Media Composer 
or Film Composer, picture playback 
will be from hard drive. 

As Le Messurier recalls, during mix-

ing of "On Dangerous Ground," a re-
cent production for the UK's Skyl 
satellite service starring Rob Lowe, "We 
had picture playback from Avid-format 
hard drive, plus eight tracks of dialog 

premixed to DA-88; eight tracks of ef-
fects premixed on DA-88; premixed 
Foley on a third DA-88; and music re-
layed from Avid AudioVision. Once we 
have shown a trial mix to the produc-
ers in our viewing room, we can go 
back and touch up the automation by 
recalling a mix on the Logic 2. That 
ability saves us a lot of time." The var-
ious premixes for "On Dangerous 
Ground" took close to three days, with 
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one day for the mix. "Four to five days 
to mix a 90-minute drama is typical," Le 
Messurier says. "A one-hour show 
might require a 'fast' four-day turn-
around." 

In contrast, sound elements for a se-
ries of three one-hour pilot episodes of 
Wilderness from Red Rooster Produc-
tions for Carlton Television, directed by 
Ben Bolt (son of film director Robert 
Bolt), were cut on Pro Tools and deliv-
ered in AudioVision format—premixed 
dialog and effects—or Pro Tools format 
(additional effects, music and Foley). 
"Here we could access the sound files 

directly from the Logic 2's built-in Au-
dioFile editor," says Le Messurier, using 
OMF file compatibility via removable 
magneto-optical drives. 
A modified encoder and decoder 

enables the monitoring of the 4:2:4 
Dolby Surround matrix. Nearly 100% 
of the productions that pass through 
Theatre 3 are dubbed in stereo and 
surround sound. "This room is a lot 
smaller than our other dubbing stages," 
Le Messurier concedes, "so that we can 
more closely mimic the dimensions of 
the home playback environment." 

The final 2-track Lt-Rt mixes are 

BITS E PIECES 
CANADA 
Live Wire Remote Recorders (Toron-
to, Ontario) finished 1996 with a 
1,200-mile trip to Halifax to record 
an Anne Murray special for 
Nashville's High Five Productions; 
guest performers included other 
local heroes Bryan Adams and Jann 
Arden. The special was recorded 
onto 32 tracks of Tascam DA-88. 
Other recent LiveWire projects in-
clude a live Bush broadcast for 
MuchMusic and mixing of the 
Genie Awards (Canada's Oscars) in 
Toronto. LiveWire has also ac-
quired some new gear: a pair of 
Genelec 1031A monitors, two early-
'70s Neve 1084 preamp/EQs, a 
1979 vintage Teletronix LA-2A tube 
limiter, a UREI 1176LN blackface 
compressor and a TC Electronic 
M2000 Wizard...At Studio Morin 
Heights (Quebec), recent sessions 
include Tea Party and Ronnie Jor-
dan, both engineered by staffer 
Simon Pressey; and Paul Northfield 
recorded Larry Gowan, G//Z/R and 
Moist.. Turtle Recording Studios 
(Richmond, BC) reports that Brian 
Howes has been in recording a 
solo project, Waterwing, with pro-
ducer/engineer Kevin Zaruk. Zaruk 
also recorded some tracks for Al-
berta band Rake, who were in with 
producer Chad Kroeger. 

EUROPI 
Equipment rental company John 
Henry Enterprises (London) ac-
quired four Klark-Teknik DN800 
active crossovers for use by BBC 
engineer Aden Gregory on the 

"Later With Jools Holland" pro-
gram. The gear was supplied by 
distributor Marquee Audio...Mikam 
Sound (Dublin) took delivery of its 
second Electro-Voice DeltaMax 
speaker system. The sound compa-
ny's other system is still touring 
with the popular Riverdance show. 
PAG Direct are the distributors who 
supplied the rig...The music de-
partment at Surrey University pur-
chased a DDA CS3 for use in its 
Tonmeister music and sound 
recording course. Pro TV in Roma-
nia has equipped its new broadcast 
truck with a 32-channel DDA QII 
console.. Gemini Audio Production 
(London) added a new track-laying 
suite to its facilities in the basement 
of Hammer House in SoHo. The 
new room features a DAR Sabre 
Plus compact editing system. The 
facility already had two DAR 
SoundStation systems in its two 
main studios, and there are plans to 
network all three rooms this 
year...Sarm West (London) ac-
quired its second SSL 9000 J Series 
console, a 56-input board that is 
part of the redesign of the facility's 
Studio 3. Sarm's first 9000 J was in-
stalled last year and has been used 
for clients such as Bon Jovi, De-
peche Mode, Kylie Minogue and 
Seal. Plus XXX Studios' (Paris) Stu-
dio 2 recording room and control 
room were redesigned, too. This 
studio acquired a 72-channel 9000 
J; the new board will be used for 
film score mixing, and pop music 
recording and mixing. 

Send international news to Barbara 
Schultz at Mix. Fax 510/653-5142 or 
e-mail mixeditmIal@cardinaLcom. 
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augmented by a 2-track M&E stem 
printed to a pair of timecode DATs. 
These tracks, in turn, are laid back as 
4-channel sources to the edited Digital 
Betacam picture masters. "No, we don't 
print a 4-track LCRS master," Le Mes-
surier says, "simply because we don't 
need it. We can always reconstruct the 
mixes, if necessary, from the automa-
tion data and source reels. 

"The automation is superb, and the 
[Logic 2] system has proved exceeding-
ly reliable," Le Messurier adds. "There 
is definitely a need in this application 
for an all-digital console. Fully auto-

mated fader, EQ and panning is essen-
tial for today's productions, as are au-
tomated aux sends for reverb and 
special effects. I would prefer a larger-
format desk—a 32-fader version with 
two layers per fader might be more 
useful than my current 16-fader/four-
layer configuration—primarily because 
I could handle two-person mixes more 
efficiently. With only 16 faders on this 
configuration, having two simultaneous 
mixers at the console is not really prac-
tical." 

THE mum 
"In retrospect, it wasn't such a brave 
decision" to go with a digital desk. 

Do You &vow WHO REALLY 
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75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013. (212)-226-4401, ext.30 FAX (212) 9664)456. 

Hartstone says. "[AMS Neve] was the 
only company I would trust to deliver a 
system that would keep on delivering 
high performance for us in a time-con-
scious environment. Would we update 
our current film dubbing theaters to 
this type of technology? Yes, eventual-
ly. It's no great secret that we are 
currently looking at a possible replace-
ment for the Theatre Project console in 
Theatre 2. The [digitally controlled ana-
log] Harrison MPC looks interesting; 
we might consider that path. 

"In the meantime," Hartstone con-
tinues, "we are concentrating our ef-

The entrance to Heatherden Hall is built from an 
antique fireplace. 

forts on fully integrating Pinewood's 
current collection of digital recorders 
and editors. We have Avid AudioVision 
playback systems in each of the three 
theatres; I would estimate that for three 
out of four of the past films mixed in 
Theatre 1, the majority of sound ele-
ments—as much as 80 percent—were 
replayed back from AudioVision for-
mat, with film and video projection. 

"The next stage is the much-await-
ed 'Dolby Drives,' designed to replace 
mag dubbers and recorders. We have 
been very encouraged with the tests 
we've seen and are looking forward to 
integrating them here. Since they will 
be fully plug-and-play-compatible with 
our AudioVision systems, the new 
Dolby Drives will become the ideal 
medium for layback, predubs and final. 
It should be just what the doctor or-
dered!" 

Mel Lambert currently heads up 
Media&Marketing, a consulting service 
for pro audio firms and facilities. 
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Some AKG microphones from the '40s, '50s and '60s (left to right): C- 12A, D-25, D-112 (old vEwsion), K-59 headset, D-58, DY-9, DYN-20 and DYN 200-K 

In pro audio's digital era, 50 years is both a half-century 
and an epoch. But it's also a useful vantage point from 
which to take stock of a very changed industry and the 
unique position AKG—whose entire diverse product line 
is analog—occupies. First, though, a bit of history. 

In May 1947, surrounded by the rubble that was Vi-
enna in the wake of Allied bombing during World War 
II, physicist Dr. Rudolf Goerike and businessman Ernst 
Pless opened Photophon to begin manu-
facturing of cinema projectors and related 
equipment. The company was founded on 
Goerike's particular expertise and on a solid marketing 
basis—movies were the great escape for many in the 
bleak landscape of postwar Europe. Goerike and Pless 
soon changed the company name, for business reasons, 
to AKG, which stands for Akustische u. Kino-Gerate 
(Acoustic and Film Equipment). But the acoustic part 
soon became the center of the fledgling company's 
focus, based on Goerike's innovative microphone di-
aphragm designs. The first success—and the world's first 
single-element cardioid microphone—the AKG D-12, 

by Dan Daley 

propelled the company's fortunes even as Pless was de-
livering orders on a bicycle, and at times accepting pay-
ment in the form of black market cigarettes and butter. 
The mic also introduced the AKG logo of three overlap-
ping cardioid patterns. The film equipment business was 
discontinued in 1965. 

AKG's product line has been diverse in the past half-
century, sometimes oddly so. While its professional mi-

crophone line was building, AKG was also 
making car horns, door intercoms, tele-
phone handsets (telecommunications prod-

ucts continue to be a large seller for the company) and 
in-pillow speakers—a brief fad from the 1950s—all of 
which are represented in a compact museum display in 
the lobby of the company's sprawling 4.2-acre plant in Vi-
enna's southern reaches, vdtere 450 people make a heck 
of a lot of microphones. 

But it was the D-12 that formed the basis of AKG's suc-
cess in pro audio. Developed in 1953, the dynamic mic 
offered a tight pattern and extended low-frequency re-
sponse to an industry on the verge of hi-fi. It quickly 
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Dramatically Nearer to the Truth.  

We release the subtlety and 

the power by removing the 

veil of distortion. What's 

uncovered is pure, open and 

unquestioned. Many will 

wonder how this was 

achieved. "I"o appreciate its 

true value, however, you 

need only to experience it. 

Introducing Exposé by KRK. 

A.L.S., Los Angeles 

November, 1996. 

Dynamic Expression 
by KRK 
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gained an avid following, which 
opened the door to subsequent new 
products, such as the C-12 condenser 
mic (developed in 1953), also destined 
to become a classic. Both microphones 
were produced in several versions, in-
cluding the C-12A and stereo C-24, the 
AKG Tube and the C-12VR, the most re-
cent model with the original capsule. 
Yet another classic of the era is the C-
414, which is based on the original cap-
sule design for the C-12 but with 
smoother upper-frequency characteris-
tics, which made it a favorite for vocal 
applications. 

The development of AKG's product 
line over the years reflects the massive 
philosophical shift the overall pro audio 
industry has undergone: from that of an 
engineering-driven business to one 
predicated on marketing. The C-12, de-
veloped by recently retired AKG engi-
neer Konrad Wolf, was innovative both 
because of its diaphragm design and its 
slender tubular housing, which was 
considerably smaller than Neumann's 
competing U Series and which also had 
shock-mounting integral to the design, 
as opposed to an elastic-web mic sus-
pension. But for all of its early success 
in broadcast, film and music applica-
tions, the C-12 (also marketed by 
Siemens as the SM 204 and by Tele-
funken as the M251, part of an OEM 
strategy to enhance AKG's limited post-
war distribution capability) was discon-
tinued around 1963 as solid-state 
electronics took off and the electronics 
industries—pro and consumer—looked 
to FET technology to free them from 
cumbersome tubes. 

"Everyone wanted smaller, FET-type 
microphones," recalls Norbert Sobol, 
AKG's affable pro audio products man-
ager. "We had success making smaller 
tube microphones, like the C-12, re-
placing the large 6072A tubes with 
smaller Nuvistor tubes. The same with 
the C-414, which was using solid-state 
circuitry but used the same capsule in a 
smaller housing and which was the first 
interchangeable microphone assembly. 
But solid-state was a big buzzword at 
the time, so everyone was switching to 
that, including us." 

The C-414 was originally intended as 
the first AKG high-end FET offering (the 
C-414 comb) in 1971, using the same 
modified rectangular shape first de-
signed for the C-12A in 1962. By the 
mid-1970s, though, the C-414 was using 
tube circuitry with its smoother C- 12-
based diaphragm. It went through 
various sub-types: the C-414EB/P48 re-
flected the fact that by 1977 U.S. con-

soles had standardized 48-volt phantom 
power (the "E" phonetically represented 
")UR," as opposed to the "CB" version 
for the German DIN plug standard, and 
the C-24 stereo version, so designated 
because it utilized two C-12 capsules). 

Early FET designs and pop music 
never quite meshed, and rock 'n' 
rollers brought demand for tube sound 
back with a vengeance in the mid-
1970s. "At first, we thought going back 
to tubes would be a fad," Sobol re-
members. "But within a few years, we 
realized—quite happily—that it was 
not. I think every engineer has a spe-
cial place in his heart for the way tubes 
sound. In 1983, we came out with the 

first reissue of the C-12 design [same 
electronics but with a 414 capsule and 
a smaller housing], The Tube." It was 
followed 11 years later by the C-12VR, 
which was virtually the same as the 
original C-12 design, replacing the C-
414's capsule with the edgier charac-
teristics of the original C-12 capsule. 
That same capsule was also re-created 
in the 1993 transformerless TL-2 ver-
sion of the C-414. 

Acknowledging that the pro audio 
market has evolved based on a digital 
revolution—one that microphone com-
panies could not have been part of— 
Walter Ruhrig, AKG's music division 
product manager, says, "This new mar-

Cet it done last with Hannay cable reels. 

553 State Route 143, P.O. Box 159, Westerlo. NY. USA 12193-0159 • Phone 1-518-797-3791 • Fax I-SOO-REELING • www.hannay.com 

• One or Two Person Transport • Custom XIR & BNC Connector Patterns 
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"Complete your project within budget, 
on time...and make the whole job simpler." 

THE PROBLEM... 
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Analog system cabling is a nightmare—expensive, prone 

to errors, subject to interference and noise. It's also time-

consuming to design and install as well as difficult to 

reroute or reconfigure. Cable, conduit, termination 

and labor costs can be the single largest expense 

category. The problem is only getting worse, with 

required channel counts climbing and more digital 

and analog signals being interfaced. 

...AND THE SOLUTION 
RAVE uses CobraNetTM technology and standard, 

off-the-shelf Fast Ethernet hardware to create dedicated 

audio networks. Combine multiple 

RAVE networks to create transport systems 

with hundreds of channels spanning miles of 

distance. Get capabilities that are simply unattainable with 

older methods, and save money in the process. 

Ns RAVE uses standard 100Mb Fast 

Ethernet hubs, routers & switches 

820 

sis 

$10 

$5 

Huge reductions in 
cabling costs 

so Analog Fiber cAl-5 

SIMPLE TO DESIGN, INSTALL and USE 
RAVE products have 16 digital or analog audio channels. Up to 64 audio signals are 

transported between units using standard, off-the-shelf Fast Ethernet hardware, cabling 

(Category 5 cable and/or fiber) and network topologies. All 

signals are present everywhere on the network—just plug in 

the RAVE units and select the input or output routing signal 
blocks you want to send or receive. No computers are needed 

to set-up or operate the system. Want to change routing? Just 

change the switch settings. Need more drops? Just add more 

RAVE units. It couldn't be simpler. 

8 CH IN — AUDIO — 8 CH OUT 

k,189, 180 189 0E1,94 
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NETWORK CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT 

No computers for configuration or 

operation. Change routing at a turn 

of a switch. 

Contact QSC for a free RAVE Application Guide. 
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QSC AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 1675 MacArthur Blvd., Costa Mesa, California, 92626 USA 
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RAVE andlieat the Power oflechnology" are trademarks of QS( Audio Products, Inc. -0SC"and the QS( logo are registered with the U.S.Patent and Trademark 06, 

CobraNet is a trademark of Peak Audio,Int Patents pending. 

RAVE simplified the use of fiber 

optics and digital audio distribution 

in a highly complex system. But it 

will provide advantages virtually 

everywhere. 

Gary Hardesty 
VP Engineering, EAW 

Designer, SuperBowl XXXI Halftime Show 

Highly effective tool for distributing 

audio to various places. 

Simon Nathan 

Special Event Coordinator, Pro Mix 
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Models 
RAVE160 16 analog output channels 

RAVE161 16 analog input channels 

RAVE188 8 output/8 input analog channels 

RAVE80 16 digital audio output 
channels—AES/EBU format 

RAVE81 16 digital audio input channels— 

AES/EBU format 

RAVE88 8 output/8 input digital audio 
channels—AES/EBU format 

USE RAVE TO: 

• Transport signals long distances 

• Route audio signals 

• Easily interface digital and analog j 
equipment 

• Provide multiple drops and locations 

Save money on cabling costs 

Change channel routing 

Simplify retrofits 

KEY FEATURES: 

Audio performance is superb with 
64 uncompressed 20-bit digital audio 
channels and either AES/EBU format or 
20-bit/48kHz analog converters. 

• Fixed 7.6ms total delay, 
input-to-output 

• Distributed audio clock 

• ± 1/4 sample, <40ns jitter 

• Hot plug onto the network without 
disruption 

• Built-in slave capability for redundant, 
mission critical systems 

• Use Category 5 cable for distances up 
to 100 meters and/or fiber for 
2 kilometers 

. Arenas . Airports . Convention Centers . Broadcast . Th 



aute hudio V la Lthernet 
RAVP—The revolutionary new signal transport system that saves you time, 
money, and effort while improving audio performance and flexibility 

R
AVE is the first product to transport up to 64 channels of digital 
audio over a single cable using standard 100Mbit Fast Ethernei 
network hardware. Large, multi-point audio systems 

consisting of hundreds of channels can be constructed using RAVE 
products and standard Fast Ethernet peripherals. 

RAVE offers tremendous economies. Savings of 15% to 75% are 
possible through reductions in cabling, termination, 

0 conduit and installation labor costs. With both analog 
and digital models available, it is easy to interconnect a 
wide variety of analog and digital equipment without 

additional converters. Furthermore, RAVE easily supports system 
reconfiguration and expansion. 

RAVE is new, but not unproven. RAVE has been used to improve 
audio systems for such critical jobs as SuperBowl XXXI (Best Audio), 
and the National Symphony Orchestra with Tony Bennett at 
Constitution Hall ( ProMix). What's more, RAVE is sparking the 
imagination of top designers and leading professionals everywhere. 
Why? Because as Shipley Landiss, of Gaylord Entertainment, states 
it best, "... it's really cool technology. I am just beginning to think of 
the possibilities!" Shouldn't you start thinking of the possibilities? 
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An AKG specialized nycrophone, headphones 

and speaker 

ket was not developed by inpanies 
like AKG. The new market has very 
specific requirements as far as acces-
sories are concerned." In response, he 
says, AKG has developed entirely new 
lines, including the C-3000—a less ex-
pensive large-diaphragm microphone 
that includes high-end features such as 
shock-mounting, yet at a cross-market 
price—and the Emotion and Performers 
Series, which aim at entry-level studio 
and live sound niches. In addition, the 
C-414 has seen its own retail price re-
duced twice in two years. 

"The major change that has been 
seen is that marketing now leads engi-
neering, the reverse from the way it 
used to be," Ruhrig says. "We saw it 
was time to enter what has become 
the mass market of pro audio, which 
we did with the Emotion Series, avail-
able at very low cost. The Performer 
Series is positioned in the gray zone 
between consumer and musicians. 
Even the packaging has become more 
consumer-oriented." 

As if to underscore that point, an in-
terview with AKG wireless products 

manager Roland Scholz focuses as much 
on the packaging for the WMS-51 VHF 

budget-priced wireless unit as on the 
product itself. The package includes: 

• A brightly colored box with appli-
cation icons on the cover—along with 
an endorsement photo of Simply Red 
lead singer Mick Hucknall—and graph-

ically illustrated product information on 
the back; Scholz believes this can take 
the place of the sales personnel, who 
are increasingly less available on a one-
to-one level as pro audio moves into 
the Wal-Mart age. 
• A color-coded frequency chart, 

which, Scholz points out, makes things 
easier for both salespeople and 
consumers. 
• And a cross-marketing advertise-

ment for AKG's Micro-Mic line of instm-
ment microphones. (Doug McCallum, 
AKG's sales and marketing VP in the 
U.S., commented that, while the pro 
audio market is becoming more global, 
the U.S. and European markets still 
have differences, and that AKG's U.S. 
operation is focusing on the WMS-300 
UHF wireless system aimed at a mid-
market price point.) 

But while the industry is moving to-
ward a mass market, no one at AKG be-
lieves that should have a deleterious 
effect on quality. AKG benefits from a 
unique manufacturing capability that 
evolved over the years, centered on 
production lines that dovetail automa-
tion developments from other industries 
such as plastics—the incoming plastic 
for what will become transducers looks 
like bags of breakfast cereal—along 
with highly specialized manual assem-
bly and the company's ability to make 
many of its own tools. 

Diaphragm manufacture is at the 
heart of the plant's activity, framed by 
casing manufacture and electronics as-
sembly. AKG has long used what they 
call "Tiefzieh Varimotion Technology" 
(Tiefzieh is an Austrian word that trans-
lates as "deep drawing"), essentially a 
transducer shaping methodology that 
both widens the frequency range of mi-
crophones by permitting more than one 
thickness in a single transducer and 
which also helps maintain consistency 
from one microphone to the next. 
"Manufacturing provides part of the 

character of a microphone's sound," ex-
plains Norbert Sobol. "And you keep 

the character consistent by keeping 
manufacturing with as little variation as 

possible. That's difficult to do because 
every part of the microphone plays a 
part in its sound—the housing, the 

grille, everything. Once you've devel-
oped each part to where you want it. 
you have to freeze it in the manufactur-
ing process and repeat it over and over 
every time without variation. That, 
we've learned how to do." 

That experience will be put to the 
test as AKG enters its second half-cen-
tury. With its most recent reorganization 
behind it—ownership has changed sev-
eral times since 1975, before the com-
pany became part of the largest single 
entity in pro audio, Harman Interna-
tional, in 1994—AKG will seek to re-
main at the top of the high-end 
microphone market, move deeper into 

An AKG D-12 microphone in a TV studio 

the project,' personal studio markets and 
the wireless and live sound markets, 
and introduce new products, such as 
the EMS-1 in-ear monitoring system, 
which was introduced at NAB and is 
scheduled to become available in late 
summer. 

It has become routine in the pro 
audio business to ask whether a com-
pany can cover all the bases of the new 
mass-market paradigm. And the re-
sponse tends to be an equally routine 
"of course," laced with a whistling-in-
the-dark bravado needed to tackle 
much broader horizons. But as AKG's 
international sales manager Heinrich 
Zant puts it, "As long as we keep bas-
ing the future on what we've learned in 
the past, keep the quality at the same 
level that built the company in the first 
place, and keep our focus on the things 
we do well, like transducers, then we 
can do it." 

An AKG DYN-40 hand-made vocal mic, 1947-'48 
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With its sleek front panel and jog shuttle, the 

new PCM-R500 DAT Recorder certainly catches 

your eye. But it's not just another pretty face 

It's packed with professional features not 

usually found in this price range. Like four direct-

drive motors, which give you better tracking, a 

lower error rate, longer motor and tape life, and 

precision high-speed cueing ond ;huttling. 

It has a software set-up menu for easy, 

  _ 
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cu;tomized operation. And then there's Super 

Bit Mapping': the technology that delivers 

superior, near 20- bit resolution sound without 

sacrificing compatibility with the industry 

standard 16- bit format. 

Call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. R500 right now to 

learn more about the PCM-R500 DAT recorder. 

You'll love it because it's loaded. But hey, being 

good-looking never hurt. 

The PCM-R500 Professional DAT Recorder 

SONY 

- 4 Direr t-Drive - Variable t,huttlei 

Motor. Cueing Wheel 

- AES/EBU arid - New High Resolution 

SPDIF Digital I/O Pulse A/D 

- SBM (Super Bit Mopping) - A/D and D/A 

Filter in conversion Circuitry Monitoring 
Modes 

Balanced XLR - User Set-up 

Analog I/O Menu 
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The Outboard Renaissance 

aying that vacuum tube circuits are enjoying a renaissance in studio elec-

tronics is an understatement. The tube's lineage goes back far enough to 

qualify for sccial security benefits, yet there's no question of retirement in 

sight: This glowing bubble of glass and metal is showing up in new products 

at a dizzying clip. 

Why are new products using decades-old technology? Many people claim 

the audio tube's pleasing distortion characteristics breathe new life into audio 

signals. A general prejudice against IC- based designs and digital recorders 

is that they add a cold, hard edge to sounds. Tubes add no such harshness 

and can actually compensate for some of the damage done by solid-state 

electronics, or so say their boosters. 

Though some may scoff at the supposed sonic superiority of the tube, 

there's one fact no one can dispute: Sales of tube audio processors are hot-

ter than ever. New manufacturers are getting into the tube game, and prices 

are falling to make tube gear affordable on even the 

smallest budgets. In the next few pages, we'll take 

a look at tube outboard gear currently available from 

nearly 20 manufacturers. These signal processors run the gamut from a S150 

palm-sized compressor to units costing thousands of dollars. Because we 

spotlighted new mic preamps in the March '97 Mix, this article focuses on 

tube processors that don't have a mic preamp stage. 
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RSP Technologies  proudly introduces an incredible new all digital, fully automated, modular mixing console. Custom configure your Project X to 
suit the most demanding of needs. Choose from analog with 20 bit converters, AES/EBU, TOIP, or A0AT 1/05 to interconnect directly with 
MOMs or 0AWs. Expandable in configurations up to 64 inputs, Project X offers 110d8* dynamic range, multiple DSP effects, complete automa— 
tion of every mix function and snapshot. Each input channel includes dynamics control, HUSH P noise reduction, 4—band parametric Eft Hi & 
Low pass filters, digital delay line, stereo linking and 8 aux. sends. Control it all without stretching from the comfortable center sweet spot in 
front of the Master Module and the joystick panner for the integral digital Circle Surround! Encoder. A full Project X console is only five feet 
wide! All I/O cards are located in the CPU rack along with the power supply and optional microphone preamplifiers. Interconnects between the 
control surface and the rack unit are via a power supply and serial digital cable per module. Having no connections between modules allows for 
many visually exciting and ergonomic console design possibilities. The digital audio world will never be the same. Neither will your art. 
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2870 Technology Drive . Rochester Hills . Michigan . 48303 . 810/853.3055 . fax 810/853.5937 . WorldWideVieb http://www.rocktron.com/rsp 
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THE PROCESSORS 
I he ADI. Iwo and Al) 1. 1500 
compressors from Anthony 
DeMaria Labs (New Paltz, N.Y.) 
are all-tube compressor/limiters, 
which use optical attenuators for 
smooth, "invisible" compression. 
Both offer gain and peak reduc-
tion controls, switchable output 
level or gain reduction VU meter-
ing, program-dependent attack 
and release times and balanced 
XLR inputs and outputs. The ADL 
1000 ($ 1,695) is a mono unit; the 
stereo ADL 1550 ($2,995) offers 
identical controls plus a stereo 
link switch. 
Aphex Systems (Sun Valley, 

Calif.) has applied its patented 
Tubessence technology to a pair 
of outboard processors, the Model 109 
4-band EQ and the Model 661 Expres-
sor compressor/limiter. The Model 109 
EQ ($449) will work in stereo 2-band 
or mono 4-band modes; each band of-
fers fully parametric control with up to 
15dB boost/cut in peak or shelf mode. 
The Model 661 mono compressor/lim-
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line: the RP282 and RP583 stereo com-
pressor/limiters and the RP562 stereo 
sonic exciter. The RP282 and RP583 
compressors ($650 and $70) respec-
tively) offer an optical gain reduction 
circuit, sidechain insert on each chan-
nel, stereo link mode and switchable 
VU-style metering. Manual controls in-

--Air -nine 411111•Or- ' 

44: 0 nuallion • 
Aphex 661 

iter ($749) has manual attack and re-
lease controls, Easyrider automatic set-
ting, soft knee switch, sidechain high-
pass control, high-frequency ex-
pander, dual-bar graph LED metering 
and "spectral phase enhancer" circuit. 

Applied Research and Technolo-
gy (ART) of Rochester, N.Y., has three 
compressors in its processor lineup. all 
using Vactrol* electro-optical compres-
sion and 12AX7A tubes. The Levelar 

($159) is a compact mono unit with 
threshold and output level controls. 

LED gain reduction metering and V, 
inch inputs and outputs. Switches se-
lect bypass or active modes, limiting or 
compression ratios and auto or fast at-
tack/release times. The stereo Dual 
Levelar ($329) offers the same controls 
as the mono unit, adding a link button 
and balanced XLR I/O. The stereo Pro 
VLA ($599) offers all the functions of 
the Levelar plus variable ratio controls. 
separate switches for attack and re-
lease time, mechani-
cal VU meters and 
LED gain reduction 
meters. 

Bellari (Salt Lake 
City, Utah) has three   
units in its processor Demeter VTCL-2A 

ion 
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dude threshold, ratio, attack time. re-
lease time and output gain. The RP562 
stereo exciter ($400) uses all-tube cir-
cuitry to correct phase changes and 
"harmonic structure" differences, offers 
Lrl-IF enhancement controls, ad-
justable subwoofer output, XLR and V.- 
inch I/O and LED metering. 

Demeter (Santa Monica, Calif.) of-
fers the all-tube VTCL-2A stereo com-
pressor/limiter with a list price of 

$1,995. The VTCL-2A boasts variable at-
tack and release time controls, stereo or 
dual-mono operating modes and output 
gain controls. Switchable VC-style me-
ters monitor input level, output level or 
gain reduction. Inputs and outputs are 
balanced XLR, balanced TT or unbal-
anced V.-inch jacks. 

Demeter's new H Series processors 
use a hybrid design with tube amplifi-
cation and solid-state driver stages. 
The EQ-1 ($ 1,300) functions as a 
stereo 3-band or mono 6-band fully 
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Martech Ear Chart 

The problem is not your ears. 

Its your mic preamp, and Martech 

has developed a stunning solution: 

MARTECH MSS-1 0 

MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

• Proprietary, high resolution, all 

discrete operational amplifiers. 

• Custom designed input transformer. 

• Large VU meter, insert and level 

controls to get you straight to tape 

with ease. 

• Find out what you've been missing 

in your audio. Plug in an MSS-1.0 

and discover what engineering 

should have always been about. 

Call ( 800) 582-3555 for 
details and ask about our 

limited time 60-day 
money-back guarantee! 

MRRTECH 
We Listen. 



PATCHLINICS 

LINKING 
YOUR AUDIO GEAR 
JUST GOT AS EASY AS... 

1, 2, 3. PatchLink SP is the newest 1/4" jack modular patching 
system from Neutrike. Designed to be versatile and easy to use, 
PatchLink SP eliminates much of the labor associated with changing 
the PC cards while completely protecting them from abuse or dust. 

1 PatchLink SP encloses 
the PC cards within a 
cage like panel. To rotate 

• a PC card, you simply 
remove the two bottom screws and 
pull the front panel forward. 

2 There are no nuts on 
the back holding the PC 
cards in place. Just pull 

• the PC card out of its 
position, rotate and replace. It's that 
easy. Identification strips are on the 
front and back so you know the 
exact purpose for each position. 

3 With each vertical front-
to-back pair half-normal-
led to the other, multiple 

• combinations (normalled, 
paralleled, etc...) for linking your 
audio gear are a snap. Jacks are 
color coded in black and grey elimi-
nating any guessing after changes 
are made. 

Try PatchLink SP for yourself, it's the most cost-effective patching 
solution on the market today. Contact Neutrik USA or your local 
distributor for additional information. 

/%/ E IL/ TEEI I R'J E( 
CONNECTING THE WORLD 

195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701-4527 
Phone: (908) 901-9488 • Fax: (908) 901-9608 • E-mail:neutrikusa@aol.com 
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DIgffech VCS-1 

parametric equalizer. Each band offers 
up to 12dB boost or cut. The HC-1 
($1,050) is a mono tube compressor 
that uses the "H" tube gain stage and 
classic photocell compressor section. 
Each channel of the HC-1 offers vari-
able attack and release time controls, 
input sensitivity switch, overload LED, 
sidechain output, link input and low-
frequency sensitivity switch. 

As its name implies, the VCS-1 Dual 
Vacuum-Tube Dynamics Processor 
from DigiTech (Sandy, UT) is a 2-chan-
nel unit combining compression, de-
essing, noise gating and peak limiting. 
Its hybrid design combines new-gen-
eration VCAs with dual 12AX7 tubes. 
This 2-rackspace, stereo-linkable de-
vice features balanced XLR or TRS 
I/0, illuminated VU meters and a 
sidechain audio path. Compressor 
controls include threshold, attack, 
ratio, release, hard/soft knee and auto 
or manual operation; gating has ad-
justable threshold and attenuation; 
and separate thresholds are provided 
for both the de-esser and limiter sec-
tions. Retail is $999.95. 

The model 1961 tube EQ from 
Drawmer (distributed by QMI of Hol-
liston, Mass.) offers four fully paramet-
ric bands with bandwidth from 0.3 to 
3 octaves and up to 18 dB of boost or 
cut. Each channel has individual band 
bypass, six stepped frequencies per 
band, sidechain insert, variable high-
pass and lowpass filters, switchable 
input/output level and balanced XLR 
inputs and outputs. The 1961 ($2,349) 
has two additional tube output stages 
with LED indicators for overload and 
"soft-clip" distortion. 
Dunmore Vintage Audio (North 

Hollywood, Calif.) recently released 
the DR 2A S stereo compressor. The 
DR 2A S ($2,459) uses seven tubes, 
matched photocells and fast attack/ 
slow release constants designed to re-
create the sound of the vintage 
Teletronix LA-2A. Each channel offers 
a sidechain EQ loop, input level con-
trol, compression control and switch-
able output level/gain reduction VU 
meters. The unit will work in dual-
mono or linked-stereo modes, offering 
up to 40 dB of gain and 30 dB of gain 
reduction. 

The Model 2 TLA Mastering Amp 
from Giltronics (Kapaa, Hawaii) offers 
a minimalist approach to achieving a 
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tube sound for recording, mixing or 
mastering. The Model 2 TLA ($ 1,995) 
provides two channels of transformer-
balanced tube gain, with a range from - 
6 dB to + 12 dB. Level controls include 
seven-position coarse-adjust gain rotary 
switches and fine-adjust potentiometers. 

The Groove Tubes (Sylmar, Calif.) 
EQ1 is a semi-parametric equalizer 
with passive filtering and a vacuum 
tube makeup gain stage. The EQ1 of-
fers five interacting boost/cut bands 

three different bands, each with ±l2dB 
adjustment. The TEQ-1's high and low 
bands offer peak or shelf mode; high-
pass and lowpass filters can be enabled 
independently of EQ. A tube instrument 
interface (TH-1, $895) offers front-panel 
V,inch inputs and outputs, input and 
output level controls, "amp" out jack 
with three-way buffer switch, trans-
former-balanced mic-level output and 
bass and treble EQ controls. Discount 
package prices for the VAC RAC system 

Groove Tubes CL1S 

2-1). LOU >> SENelfr, SIMOUNK vece. ubagreevy m 

and four crossover switches; these 
controls allows users to dial in up to 
20 dB or more of attenuation and 
roughly 5dB maximum gain. The half-

rack EQ1 ($695 plus PS2a power sup-
ply, $350) offers XLR and Yi-inch 
and a 3-stage LED signal indicator. 

Also from Groove Tubes is the CL1S 
compressor/limiter ($2,495). The CL1S is 
a stereo tube unit with variable attack 
and release time controls, four selec-
table compression ratios, sidechain ac-
cess for each channel, compression by-
pass, mono or linked stereo operating 
modes, up to 20 dB of makeup gain and 
switchable input sensitivity. An optical 
compression system helps the CL1S 
achieve a classic "50s" sound. 

The Inward (West Hills, Calif.) VAC 
RAC mainframe system ($1,980) allows 
up to four all-tube processors to be fit-
ted into a two-rackspace package. In 
addition to a tube mic preamp, the VAC 
RAC system offers the TLM-1 limiter, the 
TEQ-1 stepped equalizer and the TH-1 
instrument interface. The TLM-1 limiter 
($995) has "gain" and "reduction" con-
trols, bypass, switchable VU meter and 

stereo link switch. TEQ-1 step equalizer 
($1,295) offers 15 frequency points on 

(mainframe, power supply and two 
modules) run from $3,185 to $3,985. 

Offering more than 20 tube products, 
Manley (Chino, Calif.) has the broad-
est line of tube gear available today. 
Some of the company's more popular 
units include its mono all-tube Vari-
able-Mu compressor/limiter ($2,350), 
offering input and output level con-
trols, variable attack time, variable 
threshold, five recovery settings, 
limit/compress modes and gain reduc-
tion metering. The Stereo Variable-Mu 

compressor/limiter ($4,000) offers the 
same controls as the mono unit, with 
the addition of a separate/link switch 
and ganged dual input level control. 
The LA-2A-style Stereo Electro-Optical 
Limiter ($2,500) has gain and reduc-
tion controls for each channel, switch-
able output level or gain reduction 
metering, stereo link mode and unique 
stereo balance control. 

Anyone looking for that Pultec' 
sound should check out Manley's Pultec 
line: The Enhanced Pultec Monoblock 
Equalizer ($2,150) offers passive EQ li-
censed by Western Electric for low-fre-
quency boost and cut, high-frequency 
peak boost and high-frequency shelf 

NEW CONSOLE? 

THINK NEOTEK 

WITH AUDIOMATE 

M OVING FADER 

AUTOMATION. 

NEOTEK: THE 

PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE 

FOR OVER 25 YEARS. 

• Excellent sonics at 
exceptional prices. 

• Dedicated consoles for 
every application: music, 
film/post, ADR/foley and 
broadcast. 

• Quality built—gives your 
clients the solid feel of a 
fully professional console. 

• Audiomate moving faders: 
32 channels, 80 ms top to 
bottom speed, 1,024 steps, 
10-bit resolution for under 20K. 

James Klotz, owner of Synchronized Sound 
and his 32-channel Neotek Élan. 

Call ( 800) 582-3555 for 

details or visit our web site. 

www.martinsound.com 

• • e 

NEotek 
The future is clear. 

A Martinsound Company 
1151 W. Valley Blvd. 

Alhambra, CA 91803-2493 
(818) 281-3555 

FAX: (818) 284-3092 

Matchless RV- 1R 
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cut. The Enhanced Pultec Mid-Frequen-
cy Monoblock Equalizer ($ 1,750) offers 
controls similar to those of the En-
hanced Pultec Monoblock Equalizer, 
with frequencies and tighter bandwidths 
optimized for midrange instruments. 

Known for its high-performance gui-
tar amps, Matchless (Santa Fe Springs, 
Calif.) enters the pro audio market with 
a line of rack-mount signal processors, 
including a $599 two-space tube mixer. 

The Matchless RV- 1R ($899 unbal-
anced, $1,099 balanced) is a 3U spring 
reverb unit with tube-based electronics 
and tone control. The CB-R Cool Box 
($459) is a multi-use, two-space unit of-
fering a number of functions: line dri-
ver/buffer, tone control, level matching 
and tube "warming." The two-rack-
space EB-R Echo Box ($999) updates 
everybody's favorite retro '60s tape-
based echo unit with tube electronics 
and controls for tone, wet/dry mix, re-
generation and delay time (0 to 750 
ms). The tape format uses audio cas-
settes, rather than difficult-to-find tape 
cartridges. The VB-R Vibro Box ($599) 
is a tube-based tremolo effect, with 
controls for tone, depth, low/high 
speed, finite speed, gain and level—all 
in a two-space chassis. 

SPL (distributed by beyerdynamic, 
Farmingdale, N.Y.) offers the Tube 

leveling amplifier, the EQF-100 mono 
equalizer and the EQP-200A dual pro-
gram equalizer. The DCL-200 ($2,950) 
offers variable attack and release times, 
soft-knee compression, stereo link 
switch, switchable meters and sidechain 
insert. The TLA-100A ($1,700) is a mono 
compressor with gain and gain reduc-
tion controls, switchable fast/slow attack 
and release times, soft-knee compres-
sion, sidechain insert 
and stereo coupling 
capability. The DCL-
200 mono EQ ($2,950) 
offers four passive fil-
ters (seven frequencies 
each), a tube makeup 
gain stage, highpass 
and lowpass filters and 
individual band by-
pass. The EQP-200A stereo EQ ($2,500) 
offers passive filters with switch-selec-
table frequencies for high peak boost, 
high shelf cut, low shelf boost and low 
shelf cut. 

The Indigo Series from TL Audio 
(Oakville, Ontario, Canada) boasts sev-
eral tube processors, including the 
EQ2011 stereo 4-band EQ ($1,295), the 
EQ2012 stereo parametric EQ ($1,395), 
the C2021 stereo compressor ($1,395) 
and the 02031 stereo overdrive unit 
($1,295). The EQ2011 offers shelving 

high and low filters, 
two peak mid bands, 
input gain control and 
aux instrument input. 
The EQ2012 fully para-
metric EQ functions in 
stereo 2-band mode or 
mono 4-band mode, 
with ± 15dB gain and 

variable Q from 0.5 to 5. The C2021 
stereo compressor offers variable input, 
threshold, ratio and output gain controls; 
attack and release 
times are switch-se-
lectable between 
fast and slow pre-
sets. The C2021 
also offers front 

panel '4-inch instru- Voce EVC-1 

ment inputs and 
sidechain inserts. The 02031 stereo 
overdrive unit has 3-band EQ (common 
to both channels), variable lowpass fil-
ter, aux instrument input, rear-panel 
"boost" mode footswitch and variable 
input and output gain. 

Tube-Tech's (West-

the EQ lA equalizer, the ME 1B mid-
range equalizer and the PE 1C program 
equalizer. The CL 1B mono compressor 
($2,195) offers continuously variable or 
preset attack and release times, selec-
table VU meter, input and output trans-
formers and two interconnect buses for 
linking multiple units. The LCA 2B 
($3,495) stereo compressor has a sepa-
rate compressor and limiter on each 
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SPL Tube Vitalizer 

Vitalizer stereo enhancer/processor 

($3,399) and the 8-channel Charisma 
tube processor ($ 1,199). The Vitalizer 
process includes LF and HF soft-knee 
compression, LC or RC filtering and ad-
justable mid- and low-frequency damp-
ing; tube stage offers attenuation and 
limiting functions. Charisma has eight 

channels of tube processing, allowing 
digital 8-track recorders to simulate ana-
log tape compression. Controls include 
tube drive, "charisma" (saturation qual-
ity) and output level. 
Summit (Soquel, Calif.) has four 

processors that use a hybrid of tube and 
solid-state electronics: the DCL-200 
stereo compressor/limiter, the TLA-100A 

Summit DCL-200 

I 
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TL Audio EQ2 

channel, manual attack and release time 
controls, six preset attack and release 
time settings, LED gain reduction display 
and input/output transformers. The EQ 
IA full-range equalizer ($4,395) offers 36 
overlapping frequencies on three bands, 
high and low shelving filters at six fre-
quencies each, variable highpass and 
lowpass filters and individual bypass 

switches. The EQ lAM ($5,695) adds ro-
tary switches for precise repeatability of 
settings. The ME 1B mono midrange EQ 
($1,819) offers passive filters for low-fre-
quency peak, mid-frequency dip and 
high-frequency peak. The PE 1C mono 
program equalizer ($ 1,850) uses passive 
filters for low-frequency shelf boost or 
cut, bell-shape high-frequency boost 
and high-frequency shelf cut. 
New from Voce (Ridgefield Park, 

NJ.) is the EVC-1 mono tube compres-
sor. A half-rackspace unit, the EVC-1 
($799) has all-tube circuitry, trans-
former-balanced inputs and outputs and 
photocell compressor circuit. Controls 

ASTO 
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lake Village, Calif.) line 
of tube processors in-
cludes the CL 1B mono 
compressor, the LCA 
2B stereo compressor, 

include threshold, attack, release, ratio 
and output level; the EVC-1 also offers 
switchable metering, bypass switch and 
key listen function. The soft-knee com-
pression curve delivers smooth, subtle 
compression with a "vintage" sound. 
The external power supply (EVPS, 
$299) will power one or two EVC-1 
compressors. 

Loren Alldrin is a Nashville-based pro-
ducer and writer. 
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DELTAFEXm 
Winner of the 1997 Music & Sound Award 
at NAMM for Best New Effects/Signal 
Processor of the Year 

• CherusH ane, a Phaser 
• Rotary Speaker with 
footswItchable high/low 
morphIng speed control 
• Two user-amustable 
parameters per effect 
• stereo Inputs and 
outputs 

At A Price That Can't 
Be Beat! 

$159.99* 

' U S. Sugg Retail 

A Winning List of 
Features: 

• Seven Reverbs a 
Four Relays 
• Tails continue 
when Reverb 
or Delay Is 
switched 
off 
• Paralleled 
Delay + 
govern 
Multi FI 

And Now 
Introducing 
The DeltaFexT" 
Twin. At 

$279.99*, it's like 
buying one and 

getting another for 
1/3 off. 

DELTAFDC 
TWIN 

PEAVEY 
The MONITOR Magazine is a publication tiled with the latest information musicians want to know To receive 4 issues for only 

$5 (price good in U S only) send check or money order to: Monitor Magazine. Peavey Electronics Corporaton. 
711 A Street. Meridian, MS 39301 • (601) 483-5365 • Fax (601) 486-1278 

letpWwww.peaveyoorn • AOL Keyword: Peavey • CompuServe. Go Peavey • 01997 
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OPCODE VISION 3.5 
Vision 3.5, a major upgrade 
to Opcode's (Palo Alto, CA) 
integrated MIDI sequencer 
and digital audio recording 
program, features native 
Power Mac code for faster 
processing, Adobe Premiere 
plug-in support, integrated 
Apple QuickTime support 
and a lower price of $395. 
A new DSP Menu offers 

normalize, sample rate con-
vert, invert phase, reverse, 
mix, EQ and fade in/out 
features. Enhanced Sound 
Manager support allows for 
double the number of avail-
able tracks (up to 32), and 
Vision now reads and writes 
all major audio file types, in-
cluding WAV, .au, AIFF and 
SD H formats. 
Circle 327 on Product Wo Card 

DAR 
OPEN MEDIA 
RECORDER 

The OMR8 Open Media 
Recorder from Digital Audio 
Research (Chessington, Eng-
land) offers record capabili-
ty to two media—removable 
magneto-optical and hard 
disk. The three-rackspace 
OMR8 can store up to three 
hours of 8-track recording 
(12 hours for two tracks) on 
its internal 8GB hard drive, 
or 30 minutes per side 

on a 2.6GB optical disk 
(2 hrs/side for 2-track). 
DACs are 18-bit; internal 
processing is 24-bit. Features 
include cut-and-paste edit-
ing, record undo, automatic 
gating to maximize disk 
space, scrub, varispeed and 
VTR emulation. VOs are 
AES/EBU, and the unit is 
compatible with all other 
DAR workstations and the 
D- net Open Media network-
ing system. 
Circle 328 on Product We Card 

DAKING COMP/LIMITER 
The 91579 compressor/lim-
iter from Geoffrey Daking 
(Wilmington, DE) features 

switches and detented pots 
for all functions and parame-
ters for repeatable settings. 

Normalize... 
Reverse.. 

Invert Phase... 

Convert Semple Rote... 

Front panel controls select 
compression ratios ranging 
from 1.5:1 to 20:1; threshold 
adjustable over 20 dB in 
2dB steps; nine attack times, 
seven release times; and 11 
dB of makeup gain in ldB 
steps. The unit also offers 
bypass, stereo link switch-
ing and a 3-function VU 
meter (VO/gain reduction). 
Connections are balanced 
XLR, TRS and a sidechain 
insert. 
Circle 329 on Product Info Card 

WAVES 

PLUG-IN BUNDLES 
Waves (Knoxville, TN) has 

created two new bundles for 
its DSP plug-in software, 

adding both DSP card and 
DSP farm processing bun-

dles to its non-DSP Native 
Power Pack bundle. The 
TDM Bundle includes the 
Q10 Paragraphic Equalizer, 
L1" Ultramaximizer, S1-
Stereo Imager, CI" Com-
pressor/Gate, TrueVert-1-
room emulator/reverb, PAZ-
PsychoAcoustic Analyzer, 
WaveConvert" (a multimedia 
audio batch file utility) and 
TrackPro" (a lossless SD II 
audio file compression pro-
gram). Price is $2,300. The 
MultiRack DSP/SDII Bundle 
indudes the MultiRack appli-
cation, which manages DSP 
resources on multiple cards, 
and Q10, Li, Cl, Si, True-
Verb (native version), PAZ, 
WaveConvert and TrackPack 
Lite (a lossless SD H audio 
file compression program). 
Price is $1,200. 
Circle 330 on Product We Cord 

MUTATOR ANALOG 
FILTER/ENVELOPE 
FOLLOWER 
Viutronics Ltd. (distributed 
by Analog & Digital Systems 
Research, Glendale, CA) 
offers the Mutator stereo 
analog filter and envelope 
follower. A two-rackspace 
unit, the Mutator has two 
independent voltage-con-
trolled filters similar 
to those found in analog 
synthesizers. Filters can be 
controlled by internal LFOs 
and/or an envelope follow-
er section, which enable the 
envelope of one sound to 
be applied to the filtering 

contour of another. Each 
LFO has four different 

waveforms; panning effects 
can be produced via a 
stereo link. Connections 
include unbalanced '4-inch 
audio I/O, control voltage 

inputs and MIDI in/thru. 
Price is $ 1,295. 
Code 331 on Product We Card 
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DEMON PRO CD 
The DN-680 pro CD player 
from Denon (Parsippany, 
NJ) features a large jog dial 
and shuttle wheel for fast 
search and cue operations. 
Cue and preview functions 
include Auto Space and 
Auto Edit, which aid in se-
quencing and timing CD-
to-tape transfers. Cueing 
and search operations may 
be operated in single- or 
ten-frame increments, and 
pitch is variable in 0.1% 
steps up to ±9.9%. Output 
connectors include 
AES/EBU and balanced 
analog XLIts and both 
analog and digital RCA. 
Price is $900. 
Code 332 on Produd We Card 

FAIRLIGHT 
24-SIT UPGRADE 
Fairlight (Culver City, CA) 
has announced its intention 
to deliver 24-bit capability 
on the Fairlight FAME and 
MFX3P's platforms. Both 
Fairlight systems already 
incorporate 40-bit floating 
point internal processing, 
so the upgrade to 24-bit 
digital I/O can be imple-
mented without affecting 
the systems' processing 
power. The A/D and DIA 
converters in the FAME 
and MFX.31" systems will 
remain at 18-bit resolution. 
Circle 333 on Pended We Coed 

PHILIPS 
SOUND ENHANCER 
Philips Key Modules (dis-
tributed by Mackenzie Labs, 
Glendcra, CA) announces a 
new version of the Profes-
sional Sound Enhancer. The 
IS 5022/F3D Advanced Pro-
fessional Sound Enhancer 
includes two Philips DAG7 
stereo 20-bit converters, and 
S/N, THD and dynamic 
range specs have been up-
graded. The IS 5022/F3D 
features a range of DSP 
functions, induding declick-
ing, noise reduction, stereo 
enhancement, EQ, jitter 
removal and sample rate 
conversion. I/0s include 
both analog and AES/EBU 
and S/PDIF digital. 
Retail: $3,450. 
Cede 334-on Produd We Card 

MC CUM MAP 
The Cube Trap from 
Acoustic Sciences Cor-
poration (Eugene, OR) 
is a 15x15x40-inch rectan-
gular bass trap designed for 
corner loading. Resembling 
a hi-fi speaker cabinet, the 
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Cube Trap is covered in 
black grille cloth, has black 
lacquer end caps and can 
function as a monitor 
stand. Available singly, or 
$739 a pair. 
Grde 335 on Product We Card 

GML DIGITAL FILTER 
George Massent èurg 
Labs (Van Nuys, CA) 
introduces the GML 
9550 8-band digital 
noise filter. Jointly de-
veloped with the Walt 
Disney Company, the 
GML 9550 removes 
low- to medium-level 
noise artifacts from 
archival sources, and 
has many "clean up" 
applications in music 
and post recording. The 
unit has a rackmount 
processor and desktop 
controller with eight slid-
ers, each controlling a digi-
tal filter. I/Os are digital 
AES/EBU, S/PDIF (co-ax 
and TosLink optical), plus 
external word dock. Price 
is $4,500. 
arde 336 on Product We Card 

STODIOMASTER PRO 2 
Studiornasters (Anaheim, 
CA) PRO 2 mixer is offered 
as a rackmount 12-channel 
model 163 ($849) and a 
desktop 16-channel model 
203 ($ 1,049). Features in-
clude balanced rnic and 

line inputs, 3-band EQ with 
mid sweep, 100Hz highpass 
filter, channel mute, five 
aux sends, and 60nun 
faders on each channel. 
Two stereo input channels 
can accept both mic and 
stereo line inputs simulta-
neously and two additional 
stereo line inputs with limit-
ed EQ. Channels are as-
signed to an L/R and/or a 
mono output. Additional 
features include 48V phan-
tom power and compre-
hensive solo/AFL and 
cueing features. 
Gran 337 on Product Info Card 
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A Portable Mic-to-Line Driver 
with Phantom Power and a 

Built-In Headphone Amp. 

The Whirlwind MD- 1 combines a high 

quality mic/line input stage with a trans-

former-isolated line driver and independent 

headphone amplifier. It's ideal for boom, para-

bolic and interview mics, and provides phan-

tom power, local monitoring and a line- level 

balanced output for noise immunity over 
long cable runs. 

The MD- 1 is housed in a rugged steel chas-

sis designed to easily withstand the wear 

of daily professional use. It comes with a 

belt clip and is powered by two standard 9V alkaline batteries 

latch trays in the side of the unit (changing batteries does 

The MD- 1's input stage features a level control with a 

40dB range and a MIC/LINE input level switch, plus 

switchable I 8V phantom power for condenser 
mics. Its output can be switch selected 

between the isolated gain stage and a 

straight loop-through. 

e-une   
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GAIN PWR VOLUME I 

The headphone Volume control pro-

vides a 60dB range of adjustment to 

the post-transformer input signal or to 

signals inserted at the headphone Line In 

jack. Because of its flexibility, the MD- I is 

an ideal general purpose audio signal tester 

and amplifier for the production toolbox. It's 

another great audio problem solver from Whirlwind. 

that are accessed through press-

not require opening the case). 

Whirlwind Products 

are Wiring the 

World:" 
Check out 

our full catalog! 
http.//www.whirlwIndusa.com 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Pima 
MIC PREAMP CORRECTION 
The following section was inadvertantly left out of. the Mie 
Preamp article in the March Mix: 

The system 9098 Remote ComoIled Microphone Amplifier 

(RCMA) from Amek (U.S. offices are in North Hollywood, 
CA) is a 4-channel mic pre with analog and optional digital 
outputs. Each RCMA mic channel has a gain range of 66 dB, 
adjustable in 6(113 steps (with digital output option fitted, 
gain is 71 dB in ldB steps) and features phase reverse, 
phantom power, ground lift, mute and monitor functions. 
The input section is identical to that on the Rupert Neve-de-
signed Amek 9098 console. Selection, naming, grouping and 
gain-setting for each channel are effected via an LCI) screen, 
cursor keys and a multifunction rotary control. Up to 16 
setup configurations may be stored and recalled. The op-

tional digital output replaces the distribution circuitry and 
provides 20-bit, 64x oversampled AES/EBU output; both 
analog and digital outputs are available simultaneously. Re-
tail is $5,705, and up to 16 RCMA units can be remotely con-
trolled at one time. 

Amek's System 9098 Twin Microphone amplifier is a one-
rackspace device with two separate channels, each with mi-
crophone amplifier and direct inject input. Maximum gain 
range is 72 dB with switched and fine gain controls. High-

pass filter, mute switch, 7-segment LEI) meters, phase switch 
and phantom power are standard. Stereo operation is possi-
ble, and A-B and M/S (main and side) decoding circuits with 

width control are included. U.S. list price is $ 1,710. 
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Designed for ENG or field recording applications, the 
MPI from Beyerdynamic (Farmingdale, NY) is a battery-
powered mic preamp in a compact, rugged case. Retailing at 
S799, the MPI supplies 48VDC for phantom powering of 
condenser microphones, and the unit is powered via two 
standard 9VDC batteries or any external 12VDC source. 

Beyer also distributes SPL (Sound Performance Lab) 
products. SPL's MikeMan ( S699) is a 2-channel studio pre-
amp based on the acclaimed SSM 2017, which provides an 
EIN spec of - 128 dB. Features include line and mie inputs, 
48V DC phantom power, phase reverse switches. 10-seg-
ment LED peak meters, and balanced and unbalanced out-
puts, which can feed two different sources simultaneously. 
Transformer inputs and outputs are optional. Priced at 
$1,399. ProMike is the professional version of MikeMan. 
adding servo-drive technology, double-ground shielding, 
variable high- and lowpass filters, 7-pin XLR input for 
stereo mics, 20-segment LEI) peak metering and three out-
puts per channel. 

HOT Off THE SHELF 
Carver Professional's ca-
bles/accessory line includes 
balanced and unbalanced 
connectors, speaker cables, 
Y adapters, 8-channel 
snakes, etc. At your dealer 
or call 503/978-3344...The 
Nigel B catalog describes the 
company's range of studio 
furniture, including racks, 
stands, table, consoles and 
media storage solutions. 
Call 818/769-9824...Big Fish 
Audio's new sampling col-
lections on CD are "d-Day," 
a two-CD set of kits, loops 
and samples in House, 
Techno, Jungle and Hip 
Hop styles; Loopalicious, a 
one-disc set of 2-bar loops; 
and Freaky Jazzy Funky, a 
three-CD set created by pro-
ducer Rich Mendelson, 
which also includes MIDI 
files for all loops. All three 
releases are $99.95 each. 
Call 800/717-3474...Peavey 
offers free software up-
grades for current owners 
of Media-Matrix' Mainframe 
or Miniframe systems. For 
Version 2.1 software, call 
601/483-5376 or fax 
601/486-1154...0pcode's 
Galaxy Plus Editors 2.1 
offers over 15 new editors 
and 50 new librarians. New 
editors work with MIDI 
devices from Alesis, Korg, 
Kurzweil, Lexicon, Roland 
and Yamaha. Price is 
$249.95; upgrade from 
any version of Galaxy 
to 2.1 is $29.95. Call 
415/856-3333 or surf to 
www.opcode.com...Four 
additions to The Music Bak-
ery library of buy-out pro-
duction music: Corporate 
Industrial; Urban Action; In-
spirational; and Fired-Up 
Country. Call 800/229-0313 

for a free demo CD or visit 
www.musicbakery.com 
...ETF's software for Win-
dows 95 evaluates small 
room acoustics (16-bit 
sound card and measure-
ment mic not included). 
Call 800/301-1423, fax 
905/721-7540 or visit 
http://n1wp.com/ETF for a 
free demo...HHB's MDD140 
Data MiniDisc is specifically 
designed for audio record-
ing in the 4-track MiniDisc 
format. Call 207/773-2424 
...Metro Music Productions' 
26th volume of production 
music, Competition, has 
styles from sports themes to 
speed metal and funky 
street action. Call 212/229-
1700.. East West's 70-page 
catalog lists hundreds of 
CDs and CD-ROMs with 
samples for Akai, E-mu, En-
soniq, Kurzweil and Roland 
samplers, as well as audio 
CDs of loops, samples. 
grooves, etc. Call 800/833-
8339 or visit www.eastwest-
sounds.com...Marshall 
Electronics' Sound Runner 
series of OFC and high-
quality standard cables are 
described in a detailed cata-
log. For your copy, call 
310/390-6608, or e-mail to 
Lmarsgo@ix.netcom.com... 
Fravel Sounds' Vocal Pitch 
Indicator provides a visual 
indication of how close to 
pitch a singer is. Its 12 LED 
ladders (one for each half 
step in an octave) light 
green when pitch is ± 10% 
of perfect, and also indi-
cates sharps and flats. Call 
800/864-5105 or e-mail FSI 
VPI@aol.com...Neutrik's 
PatchLink'" SP is a rack-
mount, %-inch patchbay that 
can be configured for nor-
maled or half-normaled 
connections. At your dealer 
or call 908/901-9488. 
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TC ELECTRONIC FINALIZER 
STEREO DIGITAL PROCESSOR 
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A
great mix usually comes to-
gether in the final moments 
of the mixdown process. 

Often, it's the final tweaks to the 
stereo bus (and not individual 
channels) that make all the tracks 
gel. To this end, mixdown (and re-
mastering) engineers often enlist an 
assortment of favorite outboard 
boxes (converters, compressors, 
tube processors, etc.) to strap across 
the stereo bus output of their con-
sole. Wouldn't it he more conve-
nient if all that processing power 
was under one hood? Preferably a 
digital hood, so you could store 
your settings for future recall and 
editing? That's exactly the idea be-
hind the TC Electronic Finalizer. 

The Finalizer is a single-rack-
space, stereo digital processor con-
taining a slew of processing 
options strung together in series: 
EQ, analog emulation, stereo width 
adjustment, de-essing, normaliza-
tion, expansion, compression and 
limiting. You can use most, but not 
all, of these processors simultane-
ously, or individually bypass any 
you don't want to use. The order in 
which the processors are chained 
together is preset and can't be 
changed. The Finalizer offers a va-
riety of ways to get in and out of its 
digital domain. These are all on the 
unit's rear panel. 

The Finalizer can be placed be-
tween your mixer's stereo bus out-
put and your mixdown deck, 
or—in a remastering context—be-
tween, say, two DATs or before or 
after a signal entering/exiting a 
workstation. Separate left and right 
analog inputs and outputs are pro-
vided on four XLR balanced con-
nectors. These are linked to 20-bit 
(4-bit, 64x oversampling) A/D con-
verters and 20-bit ( 1 bit, 128x over-

sampling) D/As, respectively, and 
can also he wired to accommodate 
unbalanced gear. Digital I/O is pro-
vided in both S/PDIF and AES/EBU 
formats via coaxial and XLR con-
nectors, respectively. The maxi-
mum wordlength is 24-bit for 
AES/EBU hut is limited to 20-bit for 
S/PDIF. The omission of word 
clock I/O ports limit the unit's use-
fulness in complex digital multi-
tracking setups, but the Finalizer is 
first and foremost a mixing/remas-
tering device. The unit can lock to 
any incoming sample rate between 
30 and 56 kHz. Rounding out the 
unit's rear panel are MIDI 
in/out/thru ports (for effecting re-
mote program changes), power 
switch and connector for the de-
tachable AC cord, and a momen-
tary-type footswitch input. The 
latter can he used to bypass pro-
cessing, or for foot-controlled acti-
vation of a digital fade in/out. 

The Finalizer's front panel has a 
plethora of meters, status LEDs and 
page/menu/parameter access but-
tons (plus the ubiquitous adjust 
knob for editing parameter values 
and scrolling through stored pro-
grams). All the usual facilities are 
there: edit, name, store, recall, 
compare... It takes a few hours to 
really familiarize oneself with the 
entire territory, but once you do, 
the user interface is quite fast. A 
fairly large LCD screen provides a 
wealth of information, including 
graphical displays of status and op-
erational parameters. Of special 
note are Finalizer's dual, 26-seg-
ment, high-res LED output meters; 
sample rate indicators (LEDs indi-
cating lock to 32, 44.1 or 48kHz 
rate); and LEDs that indicate digital 

BY MICHAEL COOPER 

overload and when a preset has 
been edited. Conveniently, there's 
a power switch on the unit's front 
panel. A PC card slot provides ad-
ditional RAM for storing custom 
programs—you provide the 64KB 
memory cards it uses. The Finalizer 
ships with 25 ROM presets and 128 
user RAM slots. 

AROUND THE BLOCK 
The Finalizer uses the same soft-
ware as its venerable (and much 
more expensive) cousin, the 
M5000. The processing path is 
arranged in separate blocks laid out 
in a serial chain, starting with the 
input section. In the input section, 
you can independently adjust the 
input levels for left and right chan-
nels, choose between analog and 
digital inputs, select 44.1/48kHz 
sampling, and/or tweak the front 
end's 2 to 200Hz low-cut filter. Dual 
10-segment LED ladders on the 
unit's front panel offer adequate, 
though not high-resolution, input 
metering. Maximum input level is 
+21.8 ciBu, which should be suffi-
cient for interfacing with most gear. 
However, my Yamaha 02R Digital 
Console's +4dB analog outputs 
would clip the Finalizer's A/Ds 
whenever I ran the console's mix 
bus above -6 dBFS, curbing the 
maximum resolution of the con-
sole's 20-bit D/As. The solution was 
either to stay in the digital domain 
(precluding analog processing op-
tions), use external attenuators be-
fore the Finalizer's analog front end 
or, as a last resort, use the 02R's un-
balanced -10dBV analog outputs to 
feed the Finalizer. 

One of my first tests of the Final-
izer was an A/B test of its A/Ds in 
comparison to those provided on 
the Panasonic SV-3700. The Finaliz-
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er's 20-bit converters (dithered to 16 
bits) sounded a tad warmer, fuller and 
smoother (i.e., less "glassy") than the SV-
3700's converters. But the difference 
was subtle. 

After the input section conies the Fi-
nalizer's EQ block, which offers five 
hands of very flexible and musical 
stereo EQ. All five bands give excellent 
control over corner frequency, 
boost/cut (± 12 dB) and slope. The high 
and low bands are overlapping shelving 
filters. The three middle bands are fully 
parametric (bell curve); each equalizer 
covers a 20 to 20k Hz range and is ca-
pable of both notch filtering and broad 
tonal shaping. Additionally, the EQ 
block has its own master output gain 
control (± 12 dB). 

Next in line is an "insert" block. Here 
you can choose between one of three 
algorithms: "digital radiance," stereo ad-
just or de-essing. You can only use one 
of these algorithms at a time, but the 
one you choose can be used simultane-
ously with any or all of the Finalizer's 
other processing blocks. 

The "digital radiance" algorithm adds 
second harmonic distortion to your pro-
gram material, adding thickness and 
beef to a mix and raising its perceived 
level. The effect sounds similar to tube 
processing and can he dramatic when 
pushed hard. On the downside, howev-
er, it also tends to fill in all the air in a 
mix and scatter the soundstage localiza-
tion a bit. Use with caution—a little 
goes a long way. 

The "stereo adjust" algorithm is a re-
mastering tool useful for correcting 
mixes having too much or too little ef-
fect, or a lop-sided stereo image. Set to 
100% stereo, it eliminates all center-
panned, dry elements of the mix, leav-
ing only effects. At the other extreme 
(100% mono), hard-panned elements— 
including reverbs—are greatly attenuat-
ed but not completely eliminated, thus 
giving a boost to center info (e.g., dry 
vocal, kick, snare, bass). The Left/Right 
adjustment control does not just heap 
everything to one side of the mix hut 
also attenuates what's on the side you're 
panning away from. That is, at 100% 
right setting, elements that are hard-
panned left are eliminated and the en-
tire mix comes out of just one (right) 
speaker. Obviously, you'll he using 
much more moderate settings than 
these in practical situations. 

The third "insert" algorithm is a de-
esser. This processor worked surpris-
ingly well on some wretched, old stereo 
program material I dragged out of my 
haunted past—it tamed excessive sibi-

lance without creating any dynamic 
dips in the mix. There's no metering for 
gain reduction here. However, you 
know when you're above threshold 
when a status LED (labeled "working") 
lights on the unit's front panel. 

After the insert block conies a nor-
malizer that's capable of adding up to 
18 dB of gain. It optimizes your pro-
gram level to eke out every last scintilla 
of headroom. A built-in clipper can be 
set for soft or hard action; a front panel 
LED lights whenever it kicks in. 

The next three blocks are an ex-
pander, compressor and limiter, in that 
order. These all offer frequency-depen-
dent, multiband operation. You get dy-

namics control over three frequency 
bands, defined by adjustable crossover 
points common to all three processing 
blocks. The crossovers affect the audio 
path (as in a "dynamic equalizer"), of-
fering a lot more power and flexibility 
than mere sidechain filtering. Threshold, 
attack and release controls are indepen-
dently adjustable for each band and 
each dynamics processor (ratio controls 
are added for the expander and com-
pressor). The audio signal can be slight-
ly delayed so that the processors can 
"look ahead" for more accurate trigger-
ing. Make-up gain is automatically ap-
plied to the compressor's three bands, 
but you can adjust post-compression 
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gain independently for each band. You 
can even set the compressor's detection 
scheme to peak, RMS or somewhere in 
between. Separate 10-segment LED me-
ters on the Finalizer's front panel show 
gain reduction for each of the compres-
sor's three hands. Additional status LEDs 
show when limiting or expansion is oc-
curring in any of the three bands. 

The expander only offers a 40dB 
range of attenuation and is mostly use-
ful for gating out noise at the start of a 
mix. I could not gate out a drumstick 
count-off to a song without gating the 
wanted program material. 

The Finalizer's compressor and lim-
iter sound quite good. With the proper 
settings, you can get more level and 
punch out of your mix without any 
pumping. However, a pair of stereo-
linked Aphex Expressors provided a 
creamier fatness to the same mixes that 
I just couldn't get with the Finalizer, no 
matter how I fiddled with it. The Ex-
pressors produced a noticeably bigger 
bottom, fuller low mids and silkier 
highs. In fact, I've yet to hear any digi-
tal compressor deliver the impact and 
thickness that a good VCA lends to a 
mix. And this is coming from a self-pro-
fessed digital cheerleader. 

Finally, we come to the Finalizer's 
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output block. Here you can select your 
digital wordlength from 8 to 24 bits 
(anything below 24 bits is redithered ap-
propriately), the analog L/R output level 
(all outputs, including digital, are hot at 
all times) and the parameters for an out-
standing digital auto-fade function. The 
auto-fade can be activated by the adjust 
knob or foot pedal to fade a mix up or 
down in .05 to 60 seconds. The fade 
curve can be either linear or exponen-
tial; either way, it's very smooth. 

EXTRAS 
Neophytes will appreciate the Finalizer's 
Wizard function, which automatically 
chooses appropriate parameter settings 
based on your answers to four basic 
questions regarding the program mater-
ial you wish to process. Several highly 
useful software tools are also provided. 
A level flow meter shows you the level 
in each processing block, making it 
easy to track down overloads at a 
glance. An infinite peak hold LCD out-
put meter holds the peak reading even 
if you switch to another page/function, 
which is important. The phase correla-
tion meter is helpful on more than just 
mixes; while tracking solo classical 
harp, it proved to he useful in monitor-
ing the phase relationship of the two 
mies I had up. A lkHz calibration tone 
is also available. 

CONCLUSIONS 
lue Finalizer offers a lot for $2,495. It 
also offers enough rope to hang the im-
moderate user. That's a good thing. I 
don't like boxes that decide for me 
when enough is enough. But, brute 
force engineering aside, the Finalizer 
also gives the experienced user the abil-
ity to tweak a mix subtly. 

My search for a digital compressor 
that sounds as good as analog models is 
unfortunately not over. But the Finalizer 
sounds considerably better than other 
digital compressors I've heard. And the 
unit offers a number of highly useful al-
gorithms other than compression. The 
EQ, normalizer/limiter and auto-fade 
functions are particularly good. If you're 
looking for a grab bag of mastering tools 
at an affordable price, the TC Electronic 
Finalizer is worth a listen. 

TC Electronic, 705A Lakefield Road, 
Westlake Village, CA 91361; 805/373-1828, 
Fax 805/379-2648; email: tcus@tcelec-
tronic.com; Web site: www.tcelectron-
ic.com. • 

Michael Cooper is a producer, engineer 
and owner of Michael Cooper Record-
ing in Eugene, Oregon. 
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from Otan i ... merging the precision of 
Digital Control with the most elegant of analog 
circuit design. 

The Elite is an expression of Otari's belief that 
High Technology should enhance, not inhibit 
the creative process. With Audio specifications 
straining theoretical limits and sonic character-
istics that can only be described as legendary, 
The Elite is a combination of disciplines. It 
looks and feels familiar while delivering the 
complete level of computerization essential in 

today's recording environments. We invite you 
to experience the total integration of 
technology and art—audition the Elite. 
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AMEK 9098 
ANALOG RECORDING AND PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

T
he Amek/Rupert Ne‘ e-cle-
signed 9098 Analog Record-
ing and Production Console 

epitomizes a number of outstand-
ing superlatives. It is a piece of 
technology that literally dominates 
a control room in a way that a less-
er brand does not: It sounds mag-
nificent (due in no small part to an 
attention to sonic detail that es-
capes many console designers), 
and its user interface is as intuitive 
as anything I have come across in 
many years. And why shouldn't 
this be the case? Amek has been 
building highly regarded mixing 
systems for close to 23 years now, 
and in 1990 the firm hired Rupert 
Neve to design an ultimate analog 
console: the 9098. Rumor has it that 
he was given carte blanche to not 
only include many of his well-
known design elements, but also to 
extend the analog envelope. (The 
console's numeric designation, in-
cidentally, appears to point to a 
continuing tradition from Mr. 
Neve's former manufacturing in-
volvement; a chronology that also 
hints of possible things to come!) 

Close to four years in gestation, 
the result—to my ears—is one of 
the sweetest-sounding consoles I 
have heard. The EQ section alone 
is simply superb--no great surprise 
to anybody familiar with Rupert's 
previous handiwork. All in all, the 
Amek 9098 is the kind of board 
that, sadly, too few of us will get to 
experience. Its one downside, of 
course, is that such a board doesn't 
come cheap—but it's one that 
leaves you with the distinct feeling 
that all consoles should be built 
this way. 

There are no "standard" config-
urations: All 9098 consoles are 
priced on an individual basis. Typ-
ical prices range from $600,000 for 
a 24-input/24-monitor system with 
Amek's SuperMove moving-fader 
automation and Recall, to $740,000 
for a larger-format, 48-input/48-
monitor configuration (similar to 

the system I used during my evalu-
ation session at CBC, Vancouver). 
In addition to fader automation, 
SuperMove also includes real-time 
automation of up to 198 switch 
functions per module, offline edit-
ing of mix data, Virtual Dynamics 
and SuperLoc machine control. 

OVERVIEW: ERGONOMIC 

PLUS SONIC PRECISION 

In every respect, the 9098 com-
mands your attention. The module 
width, for example, is larger than 
anything you are likely to see on a 
current-generation console: 45 
mm, instead of Amek's usual 35 
mm. The front panel also lacks any 
dual-concentric knobs or controls 
that serve several functions. In-
stead, there's an uncluttered user 
interface that is easy to understand 
at a glance, and one that lets you 
reach the targeted control in an in-
stant. All buttons and switches are 
large and well-labeled, and most 
controls are color-coded for easy 
line-of-sight scanning down the 
width of the board. And what 
knobs! Their retro look is very 
reminiscent of designs from the 
70s, with a great feel and easy-to-

BY MIL LAMBERT 

park center cletents. The possible 
bad news, of course, is that such a 
console is now far from petite; ex-
pect to be moving around a lot on 
a 9098, as you reach for controls 
located either side of the central 
sweet spot. 

Configurations can be built from 
32- or 24-position buckets, married 
to double- or single-width jack 
bays, in a typical split-configuration 
layout, with separate mono/stereo 
input modules, and dual-input 
monitor strips. As an example, con-
sider a typical "serving suggestion" 
quoted by Amek for a larger music-
recording facility: a frame that ac-
commodates a total of 88 module 
positions, made up of two 32-posi-
tion chassis plus a single 24-posi-
tion bucket, enabling a 48/48 
configuration to be built up from 
48 of Amek's Model 9098A mono 
input modules and 24 Model 
9098K dual-input monitor modules, 
with space for up to eight Model 
9098L stereo input modules to be 
added at a later date. 

All master, monitor and control 
functions are handled from a 
multi-module center section. The 
console's normal presentation is in 
a straight line; curved, L-shaped or 
winged configurations are also 
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MEET THE REPLACEMENT 
FOR YOUR 8 TRACK 

DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER 

+17-̀x-i€ 
MO specialists Genex Research have 

already revolutionised the world of 

hi-bit 2-track recording with their 

ground-breaking GX2000 magneto 

optical disk recorder. Now, the remarkably cost-effective new GX8000 

is set to replace tape-based 8-track digital recorders in all 

applications from music recording to film and video post-

production. 
Essential for full compatibility with DVD and other new 

formats, only the GX8000 is equipped to record at 16, 18, 

20, 22 and 24 bits, and at sampling rates of 32, 44.056, 

44.1, 47.952, 48 and 96kHz. 

Only the GX8000 has features like simultaneous recording 

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genes Research 

on all 8 channels at higher than 16- bit, 9-pin serial remote control and 

an on-board SMPTE chase reader/generator, ensuring that he GX8000 

slots in just where your tape-based 8 track used to be. 

And, unlike other MO 8-tracks you may have heard about, only the 

GX8000 is available right now, already working hard for leading 

facilities around the world. 

Being an optical, non-contact format, MO is extremely secure 

— so much so that HHB MO media is backed by a lifetime 
(100 years) warranty. And when you buy your GX8000, we'll 

even give you your first 10 HHB 2.6GB MO disks for free. 

For further details on the the Genex GX8000 MO Recorder, 

the fu:ure of digital 8 track recording, contact HHB 

_ Communications today. 
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HHB Communications Canada Ltd • 260, King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada 
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Introducing a brand new microphone 
that's 50 years old. 

You're looking at a brand new mir. One designed to do what most other new mics can't... 

Sound like an old mic. It's called the Soundelux U95 and it represents a harmonious collection of 

five decades of our favorite components. Together, they capture sound with remarkable clarity and 

the natural warmth attainable from only a handlul of tube classics. If you know this sound, you'll 

know why the U95 is so special. Introducing the 119; by Soumdelux. Your new favorite old mic. 

For the full story and the lime of the Soundelux dealer nearest you, call us. 

DISTRIBUTED BY: 

Group One, Ltd (East) 

Phone (516) 249-1199 
Fax (516) 753-1020 

Group One, Ltd. (West) 

Phone (310) 656-291 

Fax ( 31o) 656-2524 
Manufactured by 

Soundelux Entertainment Group, Inc. 

FIELD TEST 

available at extra cost. Unless custom 
jackfields are specified, the 9098 nor-
mally includes a sufficient number of 
patch points to cover the installed 
modules and monitor section, plus 96 
spare holes for external sources and 
other devices. 

The console's standard metering 
system uses traditional VUs: 48 meters 
read bus/tape signals; six master VUs 
read LCRS and stereo signals. Plasma 
meters can also be supplied, in addi-
tion to PPMs and ancillary Phase Cor-
relation indicators. 

By offering three basic input mod-
ules as building blocks, Amek has 
hedged its bets, as the user can mix-
and-match inputs and outputs to suit 
the specific application. For added flex-
ibility, the 9098A mono input module 
accepts mic, line, tape and/or bus 
sources, with dedicated panning modes 
for a variety of mixing and post situa-
tions, including multichannel film and 
TV. Signal-flow configurations on the 
console are set up from a bank of Mas-
ter Status switches in the center section 
but can be reversed on any channel 
with a local switch. Six Master States are 
available: Direct, Broadcast, Record, 
Mix, Film and User. 

At power-up, the 9098 console de-
faults to Mix status, with the 9098A 
tape input being routed to the main 
stereo bus via the fader, multitrack 
routing being assigned to cue A, 9098K 
monitor inputs to off-tape, and all out-
puts to the left and right mix bus. (Mas-
ter Direct mode assigns the channel 
path in the 9098A modules to the cor-
responding direct output, with the 
9098K monitor modules selected to 
tape input.) 

In Broadcast mode, the 9098A mod-
ule's mic/line is selected to the stereo 
bus via the fader, and the multitrack 
busing is derived from cue A. Record 
mode selects the 9098A's mic/line 
input to the multitrack assignment, dis-
connects the output to the stereo bus, 
selects all the 9098K monitor inputs to 
off-tape and routes all monitor channel 
outputs to the stereo bus. Film mode is 
currently configured to select cue A to 
the 48-track bus and engage LCRS pan-
ning, while providing Solo and Mono 
to the center speaker only. Film mode 
also provides for stereo surround mon-
itoring, enabling 5- or 6-channel moni-
toring in conjunction with the main 
control room monitors. Finally, User 
mode currently clears all settings on 
the console; as with the Film mode, 
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this setup may eventually be config-
ured via Amek's SuperMove automa-
tion system. 

As will be appreciated, these master 
modes enable a number of important 
system configurations to be set up at the 
press of a button. In addition, a series of 
Secondary Function Status switches on 
each module select tape or Group/Bus 
input to the corresponding 9098A or 
9098K module. 
A Channel mix-minus/direct output 

is also available from each 9098A mod-
ule as required, to provide a pre- or 
post-fader feed from the module to the 
patchbay insert send. (Usefully, when 
this mode is selected, the direct level 
control is automatically inserted into 
the signal path.) In addition, simultane-
ous access is provided to multitrack 
routing and mix buses from the main 
pan control. 

In addition to a record input on 
each 9098A module, which provide, 
access to the mic/line switch, a Sub-
group setting selects the relevant bus 
signal, allowing that channel to be used 
as an audio subgroup. (Mix bus ampli-
fiers are located on either 9098A or 
9098K modules.) Tape feeds the output 
of the same-numbered track on the 
tape machine to the channel, allowing 
tracks to be replayed through the con-
sole in mixdown mode. 

Inputs may be routed to a total of 
48 buses in two banks of 24, the de-
fault source being the channel fader. 
post panpot; alternatively, the routing 
can be sourced from either cue A of 
cue B. The 9098 has four stereo 
buses—(A, B, C and D)—plus a main 
Quad mix bus, denoted LCRS. A pow-
erful multimode pan in the 9098A 
Mono Input module can be used in a 
variety of film/TV applications. In 
stereo mode, the Main panpot operate,, 
between any pair of odd/even num-
bered buses, including the stereo 
buses; if the LCRS switch is pressed, it 
also sends to the L and R Quad Master 
bus. In Quad mode, the Main pan 
feeds selected consecutive pairs of left 
and right multitrack buses, while the 
Surround pan accesses the next select-
ed consecutive pair of buses. In LCRS 
mode, four consecutive buses are se-
lected, with Main pan outputting left, 
center and right signals to the first 
three buses, while Surround pan feeds 
the fourth bus. In Stereo Surround 
mode, cue A is fed from the surround 
signal and assigned to a stereo bus to 
provide 5-channel panning. 

Mic and line inputs feature Rupert 
Neve's TLA (Transformer-Like Amplifi-

er), which accepts high input levels (in 
excess of +20 dBu) and is described as 
simulating the performance of a trans-
former. Up to 72 dB of mic gain is 
available, with ±6dB trim, and +48V 
phantom power; line, tape and Sub 
gain is set by a -18/+6dB trim. Two in-
sertion points are provided in the sig-
nal path, each with an automated 
In/Out switch; Insert *1 can be selected 
post-EQ or post-fader, and Insert *2 se-
lected either pre-EQ or to the Dynamics 
Side chain. 

THE EQUALIZATION 

The 9098As EQ section is a jewel. 
In addition to individual highpass (22-
300 Hz) and lowpass (4.3-25 kHz) fil-

ters with 18dB/octave roll-offs, four 
parametric bands are standard: HF 
with switched center frequencies at 
2.5/3.8/5.7/9/13/20 kHz (a rotary con-
trol provides continuous transition from 
peak to shelf response); LF with center 
frequencies at 30/48/66/100/160/270 Hz 
(default curve setting is shelf, although a 
peak-response curve can also be select-
ed); HMF (High-Mid Frequency) with a 
frequency range of 500 to 5k Hz (a x5 
switch shifts the range to 2.5k to 25k 
Hz); and LMF (Low-Mid Frequency) 
with a frequency range of 20 to 200 Hz 
(x5 for 100 to 1k Hz ). 

Each band offers ±18dB cut/boost. A 
Notch facility on each midrange section 
creates a steep notch of 25-30 dB. Three 
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REQUEST IT 
TODAY! 

POWER TEAM MARKERTEK. 
America's Largest Systems & Equipment Catalog. 

312 PAGE 'enuring Custom Cables • Custom Patch Bays • Custom Patch Panels • 
Video d Audio Cables • Connectors • Bulk Cable • Patch Cords • Fiber Optics 
• Scratchers° • Neutra • In.Line Audio Adapters • Patch Bays • Autho Interlace CATALOG Boxes • ktra Interlace • Duct. Reels. Tres. I D. Supplies, CrefIlt Tools. 
Strippers • Tool Cros • Power Cords • Power Centers • Power Inverters • 
Equipment Racks 8. Accessories • Telephone Interlace • Computer To Iradeo • 
Character Generators • Teleprompter° • Delay Lines • Hum Eliminators • Toe 
Code • Timers • Test Equipment • Signal Generators • Encoders & Decoders • 
TBC • Strck.Ons • Rackaps • DranbutIon Amps • AuckoNeleo Scratchers • AV 
Misers • Audio DIstraution • Audio Mears • Power Amps • PA Speakers id 

tH1120140192111% Monitors • Crossovers • Analyzers • EGs • Muth [ sects • Psycho Acoustical • 
Noise Gates • Me Preamps • Compressors/Loners • Deect Boxes • Multi. 
Track Recorders • DAT Recorders • Cassette Decks • Studro Reference 
Monnors • Microphones .1 Accessories • Wireless • Me Stands • Mic 
Accessories • Headsets .5 Headphones • Intercoms • Listening Centers 
Systems • PA. Systems • Lecterns • Audio Cassette Duplication • Cassette 
Recorders • Sound Systems • TVs • VCRs • Camcorders • Video Printers • 
Video Tape Dupleation • Standards Conversion • IV Mounts • Portable Lights 

Batten's • Camcorder Batteries & Chargers • Rack Cases • Equipment 
Cases • Shooting Supplies • lrghtIng Equipment • Overhead Projectors • LCD 
Panels • LCD Projectors • Propechon Screens • Wall Rail Systems • Slide 
Protection • Visual Presentation • Film Protectors • Film- To-Video • 
Presentation Boards • Easels • Copy Stands • Lanham • Binding Equipment 
• Labels • Warning Lights & Signs • Music d Video Libraries • Audio E. Veleo 
Tape — Stock. Storage. Albums. Reels. Cleaners Dernagnenters. Ede Blocks 

Revranders • High Tech Storage • TV L. AV Cans • Furmture • Hand Trucks • 
Acoustic Foam & Barriers PLUS LOTS MORE!!! 

FREE! SL't 
• H EINER 

«itî 

Electrol/ 
1:9A9 

7;rfewááonefefer7 
PLUS 400 OTHER 
TOP LINES AT LOW 
PRO-NET PRICING! 

WE'RE HOME OF THE UNIQUE & HARD-TO-FIND 

SALE' PLUS FREE ADHESIVE! 
MARKERFOAM" ACOUSTIC FOAM 

GIANT 54x54" 
Immediate Shipping 

MARKERTEK 
BLADE TILES 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST! 

&1.49 per tile. 16x16x2" America's best 
acoustic tile value. only from Markertek. 
Charcoal. Also available 16x16x3" as 
shown. $4.49 each. 

2" Reg. $29.95. Now $19.99   
3" Reg. $39.95. Now $29.99 

KILL NOISE (WICK! High performance, full size sheets of 
super high density Markerfoam EZ mount Blue or gray   
Super-effective sound absorption for studios. Markerfoam MARKERTEK JUMBO 
offers best value, looks professional and is proven in stu-
dios worldwide. Request Foam-Buyers Guide/Catalog, SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
specs and free samples today. VISA, MC. AMEX, COD Heaky duly. 72 a ao padded blankets 

POs. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.' absorb sound whenever they're hung or 
draped Fabulous or stage, studio and field 

MARKERSTIKT" foam adhesive. FREE with any use Top professional patty at a super 
foam purchase in this ad. Limited Oiler. A $5.95 per tube value, saver pnce. Weight: 6 lbs. Black $19.99 

SONEX 
ALL THE COLORS & SIZES 
PLUS GREAT PRICES, 

MA FUÇEF871Eit 
VIDEO SUPPLY 

800-522-2025 • 914-246-3036 • Fax 914-246-1757 
4 High Street, Saugerties, NY ( USA) 12477 

Browse Markertek on the World Wide Web: http://www.markertek.com/ 
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in/out switches enable all EQ sections, 
just the two midrange, or the HF and LF 
sections to he selected and automated 
via SuperMove. A remarkable Sheen 
control fitted to the HE section substi-
tutes a gentle slope in place of the nor-
mal steep response curves, and enables 
a softer EQ profile to he added to a sig-
nal. A similar-function, Glow, in the LF 
section substitutes a gentle slope in 
place of the standard Bell/Shelf, for a 
more rounded EQ response—a useful 
tool when subtlety is needed, rather 
than brute adjustment. 

The 9098 features 16 aux sends. On 
the 9098A mono channel, these ary 

grouped as two stereo cue sends—A 
and B—plus one stereo aux send and 
eight mono sends. For enhanced flexi-
bility, cues A and B can be selected to 
alternative sets of buses. Each send fea-
tures a Mute switch that can be auto-
mated via SuperMove. Each pair of 
sends boasts a Pre/Post switch. Cue 
sends A and B can access the 48 multi-
track buses, while cue A can also access 
the stereo buses. A mono switch on 
each cue converts the panpot to a sec-
ond level control feeding the even-
numbered buses. (As if that wasn't 
enough, cue A can also be selected to 
any of the four stereo buses.) 

Several Solo modes are available, 
controlled from the Master section and 

SIMPLY THE BEST! 

...and it just keeps getting better. Simon Systems has set the new standard of 
excellence in professional audio signal processing. The four channel RDB-400 
Integrated Direct Box is simply the best direct box you can buy. This AC powered 
unit is based on a totally active (transformerless) audio path design with no 
insertion loss. And with features like variable line level output, variable attenuation 
trim, unbelievable headroom, speaker level input pad, active unbalanced/balanced 
outputs, front and rear inputs and output connectors, ground isolation switch, and 
toroidal power transformer, it's easy to see why so many professionals insist on it in 
the studio as well as on the road. 

The portable single channel DB-1A Active Direct Box is based on 
the same design philosophy as its big brother. Its three-way 
independent power scheme* facilitates a unique design that simply 
blows every other DI away! In addition to features like line level 
output and no insertion loss, the DB-1A has rechargeable battery 
capability and automatic system power check. 
Simon Systems PS-1 Power Supply is recommended. 

And for the ultimate in headphone distribution systems there is 
the CB-4 Headphone Cue Box. The CB-4 features four 
headphone outputs independently controlled by conductive 
plastic stereo power controls. The XLR input/output connectors 
allow numerous boxes and headphones to be connected to the 
same amplifier with headroom, clarity, and flexibility that cannot 
be achieved with active headphone cue amplifiers. A 
three-position switch selects left mono, right mono, or stereo mix, 
allowing for additional cue mixes. It's no wonder why the CB-4 
has become a standard in the industry. 

So the next time you think signal processing equipment, think like the pros: 
Simon Systems - Simply The Best! 9 

Thanks for setting the trend: 
Alabama • Fleetwood Mac • Whitney Houston • Tito Jackson • Jimmy 
Johnson • Kenny Loggins • John Mellencamp • John-Luc Ponty • Jeff 

Porcaro • Leland Sklar • REO Speedwagon • Universal Studios 

SIMON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, INC. 
1=  707 Clear Haven Drive, Agoura Hills. California 91301 (818) 707-9980 

automated via SuperMove. The mute 
switch is also automated by SuperMove. 
A 104mm moving fader is augmented 
by a 4-segment PFL meter showing 
overload, zero level, - 15 and -40 dB. 
(Overload Threshold is set from the 
center section.) A useful multi-segment 
gain-reduction meter operates in con-
junction with Virtual Dynamics. Au-
tomation comprises a familiar array of 
Read, Write, Touch Write and Update 
buttons. Automated switches on the 
9098A module include mono/stereo aux 
and cue mutes; EQ, Dynamics, Insert 1 
and 2 in/out; mute; Solo; and Solo Safe. 

Designed primarily for returning ex-
ternal signals, the 9098L module incor-
porates a stereo input channel and 
stereo effects (FX) return path. Both MS 
or A/B stereo signals can be processed, 
with image-width control and dual-
channel EQ. Full 48-track routing is 
also provided, in addition to simple as-
signment and panning to the main 
stereo buses. 

The FX return path features four 
dual-mono aux send level controls that 
can be routed to the 16 available buses 
in various combinations, with pre/post 
switching. The stereo channel enables 
either stereo line or dual group (multi-
track routing bus) inputs to be selected. 
Again, all 16 aux buses can be accessed 
in various combinations, with automat-
ed Mute switches. A four-band stereo 
parametric and highpass filter is avail-
able within the stereo input signal path, 
and features controls identical to those 
fitted to the Monitor module. Two chan-
nels of Virtual dynamics are also pro-
vided for the stereo input. Automated 
switches provided on the 9098L com-
prise aux/cue mutes on FX return and 
stereo line inputs, plus EQ, dynamics 
and inserts in/out. The module's 
100mm motorized stereo fader features 
similar status switches and level indica-
tors to the mono unit. 

DUAL-CHANNEL MONITOR MODULE 
The 9098K dual monitor module has 
two identical input channels. In Split 
mode, the module provides two tape-
return monitor channels, while for an 
all-input configuration it might be used 
for line-level sources during recording 
or remix. As with the 9098 mono/stereo 
input modules, access is provided to 48 
buses, plus the four stereo (A/B/C/D) 
buses. Inputs comprise line, sub (input 
from the bus output) and tape. The 
module can also access all 16 aux 
buses, via a limited number of controls. 
Two pairs of assignable level controls 
and panners can be toggled to access 
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There's no doubt you could use a DAT recorder_ \i-ott 
would like a little flexibility too. The DATMASTER that 
delivers studio-quality specs, performance and sound for 
your studio and an the road. But you don't want to settle 
for a consumer-grade unit that may crap out on you at 
the worst possible moment. That's why you'll want the 
DA-PI from TASCAM. It's the portable DATMASTER 
— perhaps the most durable, highest 
quality portable DAT recorder 
you can buy. 

For the rcucl, it has 

the features demanded by 
musicians and production 

e , profeionals. Things 
pftmec« like XLR-type MIC/LINE inputs w:th 
e ̀••• Illk° phantom power, a 20dB pad. and o versatile, ° 
easy-to-read display. An extended life 2-hour battery 
that recharges in just an hour and a half. 

MSRP $1,89.?. For complet« spec arrd informaten 
Ae•enca Irc 733 Te pAh Roar; Mon.tslk, CA 5%4, (213172er0M3 • F. " 

Unleash the DA-Pl in your studio, too. With a built-

in S/PDIF direct digital I/O, it is easy to transfer to and from 
DA-88s, DA-38s, ADATs› hard disk recorders 
and other digital gear. You'll appreciate the 

rit=min 
multiple sample rate support (48,, 44.1 and 

32 kHz) and the DA-Pi's next-generation A/D and D/A 
converters that deliver the same studio-quality sound as 

many of TASCAM's rack-mount DATs. 

Standard accessories include 
a shoulder belt, AC adapter 
and battery — carrying case 
is optional. So if you coukl 
use a DAT for your studio 

and the road, pick up a DA-P1 
and take it to your next gig. You'll 

get the best of both worlds There's one 
waiting for you at -rAscAm 
your dealer today. Take advantage of ou. eeenence 

a TASCAM FaxBack, call (800) 827-2268 document #2150. 



buses 5 through 14, while a pair of ded-
icated controls access cue buses 1 and 2 
or 3 and 4. Mutes and pre-fader switch-
es are also featured. 

The module's EQ section comprises 
a highpass filter ( 20-300 Hz, 18 dB/oc-

tave) and a four-band equalizer almost 
identical in performance to that of the 
9098A: two switched frequencies of 10 
kHz or 4.8 kHz on the HF shelving 

band; sweep range of 1.2 to 18 kHz on 
the peak/dip HMF band; sweep range 
of 160 Hz to 2.4 kHz on the peak/dip 
LMF band; and switched frequencies of 
46 Hz or 100 Hz on the LF shelving 
hand. Both channels are also fitted 
with Virtual Dynamics. The Pan control 
provides standard ¡IR operation in 2-
channel stereo mode to the 48 output 
buses, or any combination of the four 
stereo buses and the main quad bus. 

THE CENTER SECTION 
Occupying eight module spaces, the 
9098's center section houses monitor 
source, control and master status func-
tions, plus faders for the stereo buses 
and main mix outputs. A stereo bus 
matrix features four sections that en-
able any of the four stereo buses to be 
mixed into any of the other three 
and/or the main Quad mix bus. The 
master section normally boasts six VU-
response meters: four for the LCRS 
sources and two to stereo sources, 
with individual input selection. In ad-
dition, a useful control enables thresh-
olds for peak indicators used 
throughout the 9098 console—channel 
threshold, track meters threshold and 
main meters threshold—to be set be-
tween +8 and +22 dB. 
A bank of ten master switches con-

trols the stereo Solo system, and selects 
PFL, AFL and Solo-In-Place modes. 
Channel and Monitor Solo Safe are also 

available. Master Pan modes can he se-
lected from four modes, labeled Stereo, 
LCRS, Quad and Stereo Surround; Mas-
ter Pan forces all 9098A mono input 
modules into the selected format, with 
corresponding monitor reconfiguration. 
A total of 28 sources-18 internal and 
ten external—can be selected to the 
control room monitors, which in turn 
can be toggled between main speaker 
1 (a Quad speaker system); main 

speaker 2 (a second four-speaker 
array); stereo near-fields 1/2. ( LCRS 
sources are sucked down to Left and 
Right for the stereo meters and near-
fields). Talkback can be routed to aux 

1+2, aux 3+4, cue 1, cue 2, aux Group 

A, aux Group B. Comm A, Comm B, 
Slate, Mix and a studio output. 

DYNAMIC AUTOMATION 
WITH RECALL 
Amek's powerful SuperMove Moving-
Fader and switch automation is similar 
to the firm's SuperTrue VCA-based soft-
ware used on other consoles. Running 
on an IBM-compatible Pentium PC, user 
control is via a 2-button trackball and a 
QWERTY keyboard with dedicated 
function keys for standard modes. Fader 
resolution is 12-bit ( 4,096 steps) and 256 
steps/full travel for rotary controls. 

Cue list allows various console and 
external MIDI events to be triggered 
against timecode, while Mix Processor 
provides offline editing of mix data. All 

conventional operational modes, includ-
ing Read, Update-VCA, Update-Servo, 
Write, Touch-Write and Isolate are pro-
vided, either globally or on a channel-
by-channel basis. Any channel can be a 
slave or a master, and a master can itself 
be a slave for Grandmaster/Master/Slave 
operation. 
A subprogram within SuperMove 

automation, Virtual Dynamics allows a 

VCA within each signal path to be con-
trolled from an onscreen icon, and set 
up for compression, limiting, expan-
sion, gate etc. Settings can be saved 

and loaded with the Title data (such as 
Cue Sheet, Channel List, etc.). A single 
VCA is provided in each channel for 
the Virtual Dynamics and to provide a 
VCA-style update/grouping mode, but 
it can be bypassed to provide a VCA-
free signal path. 

SuperMove's Recall system enables 
up to ten different console-surface snap-
shots to he stored within each Title. 
Aside from certain controls in the mon-
itor section, all pots and non-automated 
switches are provided with Recall. On-
screen graphics allow recorded values 
to be matched quickly and easily with 
their current settings by matching phys-
ical with the indicated positions. A Re-

call Mask function enables only certain 
functions to he recalled. Voice Recall 
can be used, which sets up the PC to 
tell the operator which settings should 

be reset. An auto-scan function can also 
be selected to locate only those controls 
that vary from the positions held in 
memory. Very neat. 

Amek's SuperLoc timecode trans-
port controller operates within Super-
Move, and provides various remote 
and autolocate functions. Function 
keys provide single-key operation of 
such tasks as Gob o Cue, Cycle, GoTo 
& Play, plus more basic functions. A 

Jog/Shuttle wheel is also provided. 
Currently, two tape machines can be 

controlled via an Adams-Smith Zeta 3 
synchronizer, or a Motionworker for 
five-machine setups; the software is 
being enhanced to provide control of 
other brands and models, and to pro-
vide MIDI Machine Control. 

THE AMEK 9098: 

FINAL THOUGHTS 

I have rarely enjoyed the experience of 
exploring a new console so thoroughly, 

nor have I been more delighted at the 
outstanding quality of the console's 
construction and general user interface. 
Time spent on this console is a rare 
treat. Sure, it's a large real estate in 
today's space-hindered control rooms. 
But once you map out the front panel 
functions, determine where everything 

is, come to terms with the central mode 
switching, and load an automation file 
with some respectable source material, 
the console flies! 

Reach for outrageous amounts of EQ 
without the board protesting; dial in cre-

ative dynamics sections to keep you out 
of trouble, and then build the mix as 
you go. Everything feels solid and be-
haves as it should. All mix data handles 
securely and reliably, with transparent 
access to different modes. The Amek 

9098 doesn't come cheap. But for stu-
dios 1(x)king for a no-compromise sig-
nal path, allied with bullet-proof 
computer control of all essential func-
tions, the Amek 9098 sets new bench-
marks of creative power, intuitive 
response and sonic performance. An 
exhilarating experience! 

My sincere thanks to Don Penning-

ton, Manager of Resources, Radio; and 
Peter Schell, Manager of Radio Tech-
nical Services, at Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corporation, Vancouver, for 
providing me with access to the orga-
nization's large-format 9098 in Studio 

1. Designed and constructed in 1973 
as a joint venture between CBC Engi-
neering Headquarters' Reginald Pen-
ton and the acoustical consulting firm 
of Barron, Strachan's, David Brown, 
Studio 1 is used for a number of or-
chestral sessions, and serves as the 
"home studio" of the CBC Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Amek U.S. Operations Inc., 7051 

Highway 70 South *307, Nashville, TN 
37221; phone 615/662-8939; fax 615/662-
8782. Web site: www.amek.com. • 

Mel Lambert currently heads up 

Media&Marketing, a consulting service 
for pro audio firms and facilities. 
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APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

Tube Mic Preamps by A R T: 
Legends in the Making 

Professional. 

"At $ 149.00, the A R T TUBE MP is a rockin' good deal. Every recordist working with 

an MDM or hard-disk recorder should buy this piece of equipment immediately. Trust 

me, you'll find tons of uses for the TUBE MR" 

-Michael Molenda, as reviewed in the February, 1996 issue of Electronic Musician 

"The violin player is the kind of guy who likes playing his violin through a vintage tube 

guitar amplifier. The DUAL MP really warms up his violin sound and fills out the bottom 

end. I also use it for other instruments, such as acoustic guitar." 

-John Armstrong, Engineer- Travis Trill 

"The PRO MPA has a friendly face and sound that is both new and old at once. Old as in 

nostalgically warm and new as in 

ergonomically clean, quiet and versatile; and 

most importantly very usable." 

No Compromises. 

Choose Your Sound Solution. 

Ask anybody in the recording industry, and they'll tell 

you that A R T Tube Mic Preamps have 

the hot sound. ¶Our original TUBE MP 

continues to astound professionals and 

hobbiests alike with affordable, classic 

tube sounds. The DUAL MP delivers the 

same award-nominated sound in a rack-

mountable stereo package. With full 

metering and variable high pass filter 

for critical recording and listening applications, the 

-Gino Vannelli, renowned vocal artist 

"I haven't mixed a show without the 

PRO MPA yet!" 

-David Norman, Front of House Sound - 

Neville Brothers 

"The Tube Mic Pre Family from A R T is 

absolutely smokin'! Affordable and rugged. 

Way, way better than what I've been using." 

-John Mattick, Keyboardist currently 

performing and touring with Alabama 

PRO MPA has become the tool of choice in studios 

and on tour everywhere. IA R T Tube Mic 

Preamps don't need to be unjustifiably 

expensive in order to be considered 

professional. Nor do they need to be old 

and rusty to be considered classic. From 

the plug-and-play personality of the 

TUBE MP to the studio-grade 

functionality of the PRO MPA, A R T 

has your classic sound solution. 

APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, INC., 215 TREMONT STREET, ROCHESTER, NY 14608 

Phone 716/436-2720, Fax 716/436-3942 

http://www.ortroch.com, artrochecis.compuserve.com, ortrocheaol.com 

For complete information on our Tube Mic Preamp family, please contact A R T at the above address, Department FI27. 
Please list the publication in which you saw this advertisement. 
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YAMAHA REV500 
DIGITAL REVERB 

yamaha's REV500 is a straight-
forward, low-cost reverb ef-
fects device with a few added 

twists. It uses third-generation DSP 
chips, with 20-bit oversampling 
converters. By scaling down its 
ProR3 processor, Yamaha has in-
troduced a 'verb that will become 
an instant hit with budget-minded 
engineers. 

At a retail of $499, there are a 
few compromises to this unit, but 
you'll be hard-pressed to find a bet-
ter-quality reverb at this price point. 
The REV500 is destined to become 
standard equipment in small stu-
dios as well as dual-effect, single-

console club systems, which will 
give it a wide user base. 

The REV500 succeeds as a prod-
uct that can be used sans instruction 
manual, and its user-friendly display 
and soft-knob user interface are en-
couraging. Its memory is organized 
into four banks of 25, by type of ef-
fect: Hall, Room, Plate and Special. 
Under each of the four program 
types, there are 25 presets and 25 
user memories, for a total of 100 
each. Changes are stored into user 
memories that are initially identical to 
the factory presets. The REV500 asks 
for confirmation of store commands 
with a second press of the store but-
ton. Modified presets are limited to 
being stored into one of the 25 user 

locations within the effect-type bank. 
Instant access to the four main 

parameters is offered by rotary en-
coder "soft knobs," dedicated to 
Pre-delay, Reverb Time, Hi-ratio 
and Early Reflections (ER) level. A 
large, backlit soft-green LC display 
switches from the digital readouts 
of the four parameters to show 
changes as they're made. Adjust-
ing one brings up a graphic repre-
sentation of the effect's envelope, 
showing how the change moves 
the shape of the effect. A moment 
after adjustment, the display re-
turns to the numeric readouts of 
the four main parameters. Pre-
delay can he adjusted up to 200 
milliseconds, reverb time from 0.3 

up to 99 seconds, the Hi-ratio rolls 
off the reverb's high frequencies 
from 1.0 down to 0.1, and the 
early reflection level is adjustable 
from 0 to 100. Push the Effect 
Level key and the ER knob also 
controls the effect's level, ad-
justable from 0 to 100. Each of 
these five parameters responds to 
MIDI Control Change messages in 
real time from controller numbers 
12 through 16. Using my Lexicon 
MRC controller with a generic 
setup, I had LARC-like control of 
the four main parameters; or 

CY MARK PRINK 

changes can be automated via a 
MIDI sequencer. 

The utility menu's first page, 
called INT. PARAMETER, allows 
control of up to eight additional pa-
rameters for each preset, with the 
first soft-knob scrolling and the sec-
ond adjusting. Four additional pa-
rameters are common to all reverb 
algorithms. These are Lo-ratio, Dif-
fusion, Highpass filter and Low-
pass filter. Three more parameters, 
Density, ER Liveness and ER Delay, 
are unique to the "reverb-only" 
effects. 

Though it offers nine types 
of compound reverb effects, the 
REV500 is pretty much a dedicated 
reverb. There are two to four addi-

tional parameters for controlling 

the extra functions. Seven of these 
compound effects follow the re-
verb in series with a gate, res-
onator, dynamic filter, chorus, 
flanger, symphonic or tremolo ef-
fect. An echo-reverb preset uses 
pre-delay feedback to create an 
echo effect, which is then mixed 
through the reverb block. Finally, a 
reverb-plus-chorus effect places a 
chorus in parallel. Although low re-
verb times and low levels of diffu-
sion can he used to reduce the 
balance of reverb in these com-
pound effects, there will always be 
some level of reverb. Other than 
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Your smartest buy in a basic DAT 
recorder. A third sampling 

frequency (32kHz) offers up to 
4 hours of extended play. 

AES/EBU and S/PDIF optical 
I/0s offer professional interface. 

The most affordable timecode 
capable DAT recorder, bar none. 

Fully loaded with all options, 
nothing comes close to the 

D-15TCR. Chase functions are 
built in and instant start is 

ex 
WM* Tsrmarrta 

0 0 0 

available without pre-loading. 0 

Your best value in a studio 
timecode DAT recorder. It's the 

third generation machine from the 
company that first offered a 
timecode DAT recorder (the 
Fostex D-20). A workhorse 
professional DAT recorder. 

The pinnacle of sophistication in 
a timecode DAT recorder. 

Dedicated softkeys help you breeze 
thru menu settings and commands. 
Ease of routine maintenance has 
made it one of the most reliable 
DAT recorders in the industry. 

Fostex 

ei .60óó 
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15131 Blackburn Ave. Norwalk, CA 90650 Voice: (562) 921 1112 Fax (562) 802 1964 

Support; 1-800 -9-FOSTEX e-maik info@fostex.com http://www.fostex.com 
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RECORDERS 
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PROCESSING PURITY 

"AL THE EQUIVALENT OF OVER 30 QUALITY 

OUTBOARD DEVICES IN A SINGLE SYSTEM 

,A,a, MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN A HOST OF 

DEDICATED PRODUCTS 

..ab, 24- BIT RESOLUTION 

SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR RECORDING, 

BROADCAST, POST-PRODUCTION AND LIVE 

PERFORMANCE 

• 

e 
Minh,  

DIGITAL STEREO AS STANDARD, CAPABLE OF 

EXPANSION TO 16 CHANNELS 

20- OR 18- BIT ANALOGUE OPTIONS 

#1,a. REMOTE CONTROL OPTIONS 

The range of Pythagoras Audio 
Software currently supports 8 separate 
audio paths. It can access over 30 

separate processor • 
\ types and allows you to 

construct chains of 
„processors in each ico channel. 

*EXPAND' US 

•  EXPANDER/GATES 

•  LO CUT FILTERS 

PARAMETRIC Ells 

• COMPRESSORS 

* NOTCH I ILTERS 

• BRICKV/ALL LIMITERS 

•  DUCKERS 

•  CROSSFADES 

* MIXING 

Contact us now for a brochure pack, copies of 

press reviews, and full details of the latest 

Pythagoras Audio Software packages. 

Penny & Giles Studio Equipment Ltd 
Units 35/36, Nine Mile Point Industrial Estate, 
Cwmfelinfach, Ynysddu, 
Newport, Gwent NP1 7JB, UK 
Tel: +44 (0)1495 202024 
Fax: +44 (0)1495 202025 

1TH THE PP10 
The Penny & Giles Audio 

Multiprocessor System - universally 

acclaimed for its sonic purity. A 

unique approach to audio 

processing - delivering exceptional 

transparency, accuracy and clarity. 

The system's software- based 

processors can be used many times 

in a single patch, and on multiple 

channels if required, with the ability 

to save and recall all settings. 

Construct processor chains and 

signal routes with complete 

freedom of choice, selecting the 

optimum blend of processors for 

each application. More power, 

more control and more potential. 

Access a new sphere of digital 

audio with the complete multi-

channel processing system from 

.Penny & Giles. 

Penny & Giles Incorporated 
2716 Ocean Park Boulevard 
Suite # 1005, 
Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA 
Tel: + 1 (310) 393 0014 
Fax: + 1 (310)450 9860 

FIELD TEST 
 4MM. 

shortening the 'verb time to 0.3 seconds, 
it's not possible to run effects without re-
verb. For example, it's not possible to 
merely use the early reflections as a 
delay or multidelay effect. It's best to 
think of the REV500 not as a multi-effects 
box, but as a dedicated, parameter-ad-
justable reverb with enhancements. 

Rear panel connections are pairs of 
XLR and v-inch jacks for inputs and out-
puts with a +4/-10 switch for each, a 
ft)otswitch jack and two MIDI connec-
tors. Other utility menu items include 
title edit, input-, output- and footswitch-
mode select, MIDI settings and editing 
of the start-up message that appears for 
a few seconds when the unit is first 
turned on. 

Though this is a stereo machine, the 
REV500 is by no means able to split 
control of parameters between chan-
nels. The input can be stereo, or fed 
mono from the left input only, and the 
output can he either effect-only or com-
bined with the source with the effect 
level parameter affecting the wet/dry 
balance; these are indicated on the LC 
display, as is the balance, when adjust-
ed. A footswitch can be used either to 
mute or advance the program according 
to the MIDI change map. A unique fea-
ture of the REV500 is its built-in sound 
demonstration source, either a snare 
drum or cross-stick sample, providing a 
clever way to audition presets without 
an external input. 

The REV500 isn't a one-box solution 
to everyone's multi-effects needs, but it 
does fill the "great little 'verb" market 
niche nicely. Those on a budget who 
need a dedicated reverb will find it an 
outstanding value in a parameter-ad-
justable effect. Access to the four main 
parameters makes it a snap to get a 
sound quickly, and another half-dozen 
parameters, while not as accessible, are 
available for further tweaking. Possible 
applications include monitor rigs that 
suddenly need a little extra processing 
for in-ear monitors, clubs that need pa-
rameter-adjustable effects, groups on 
their first interstate tour that need a de-
pendable pop snare drum sound, or as 
a second or third device in a studio or 
road rack. Many effects racks will find a 
REV500 just the addition that will please 
operators without breaking the owner. 
The bottom line: Here's a clean, quiet 
reverb with nice definition that is com-
parable to big-ticket reverbs. 

Yamaha Professional Audio, 6600 
Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 
90620; 714/522-9011; fax 714n39-2680.• 
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$2891 
Are You Outta 

4 

*Suggested manufacturer's USA retail price. 

Okay, so maybe you've seen this ad before. And maybe 
you thought that for the money, this mie just can't be 
that great. No more maybes. Here's what the critics say. 

"In the studio, I compared the CM-700 against three of the best-
known studio mies. The results were quite surprising. In three out 
offour comparisons, the CM-700 outpetformed the old s̀tand-bys'." 

. . more low end warmth .... none of harshness found with other 
mies . . . . did not sound overwhelming or unnatural." 

- 11111 llogem. Producer/Ingineer. Looking Glass Shun() 

"... Compares favorably- with oee pled studio mics of its type. Good 
ability to handle high SPL applications. Excellent for miking instru-
ments such as high strings,flutes, saxophones, trumpets, hi-hats, 
toms and snares." 

"It's too clean. Don't change it." 

"It's small size and dark color nioke il o ilorol .1; )r ) 

- Bill Tullis. lussie Engineer/Produeer 
'Turner giro:Weeding 

C 

.e? c.->‘ 

"... it's frequency response is extremely smooth, even and extended.... 
the lower end is particularly impressive, lending a depth and fullness 
surprising for the job." 

" ... the aspect that sets the CM-700 apart .. its sound." 

"The revelation came with vocals . . .. placed in front of a singer, its 
performance was so startling that I had to go back to the console to 
check that I was listening to the right channel, as the richness and 
depth I was hearing could easily have come from one of the large-
diaphragm workhorses that I was using as a comparison." 

"l'or once a condenser looks as though it is up to any of the rigors the 
road can throw at it while still giving remarkable results in the studio." 

M VP Foisler. Rinit.wer. Sludio Sound 

crDwn® 
Guaranteed Excellence 
Visit us on the InterNet http://vvww.crownintl.com 
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LEXICON MPX 1 
PROFESSIONAL MULTI-EFFECTS PROCESSOR 

0
 ver the past few years, Lexi-
con has introduced a variety 
of new effects processors 

aimed at budget-conscious con-
sumers. Units such as Vortex, Alex 
and JamMan were good values that 
did one or two things fairly well, 
but simply weren't in the same 
league as the more expensive pro-
fessional processors that Lexicon is 
known for. Mid-priced units like the 
LXP-1, LXP-5, and LXP-15 had a 
wider range of effects, and a great 
sound for the money, but weren't 
particularly easy to program and 
operate. With a vast array of excep-
tional effects, nearly unlimited 
programming options, and an ex-
tremely friendly user interface, Lex-
icon's new MPX 1 is light years 
beyond any of those devices. 

The MPX 1 has so many fea-
tures that I could not possibly de-
scribe them all here. Instead, I will 
focus on the most significant ones, 
and allude to many of the others. 
Having used the MPX 1 extensively 
for several months now, I'm con-
tinually discovering more well-
thought-out features or program-
ming possibilities. Yet the MPX 1 is 
not difficult to operate. Its user in-
terface is well-designed, and any-
one can master its operations in no 
time. If you need more information 
about a particular function, the 
manual is clear and concise. 

OVERVIEW 
The MPX 1 retails at $ 1,299 and is a 
single-rackspace unit, nine inches 
deep and weighing a little over six 
pounds. The front panel controls 
and the rear I/O connectors are 
arranged in an intelligent, er-
gonomic manner. Inside, the MPX 
1 offers 16- to 32-bit processing 
(depending on which effects are 

active), and 18-bit A/D and 20-bit 
D/A conversion. Its 60 individual 
effects types are arranged into six 
Effects Blocks, each of which has 
all of the features of a dedicated 
processor, including its own Mix, 
Level and Bypass controls. 

The audio path through each 
Block is stereo, and the ordering and 
routing of the six Blocks is indepen-
dent in each program (or group of 
Effects Blocks). The MPX 1 has a 
minimum dynamic range of 90 dB at 
20kHz bandwidth, and a signal-to-
noise ratio of around 95 dB. 

Perhaps the single most impor-
tant feature of the MPX 1 is its Mul-
tiple DSP Architecture. It takes a lot 
of processing power to create com-
plex reverbs, and since most multi-
effects processors rely on a single 

DSP for everything, the more ef-
fects you use, the less power there 
is for any individual effect. If you 
want pitch shifting, chorus and 
delay with your reverb, you may 
have to settle for a far less complex 
reverb, or you may not even be 
able to have that combination of 
effects at all. The MPX 1 gets 
around this problem by using a 
dedicated "Lexichip" (the same one 
found in the company's more ex-
pensive processors) to handle re-
verb, while a second DSP handles 
all other effects. So, you can have 
up to five effects active without 
compromising the revert) quality. 

Three knobs and 19 buttons on 
the front panel provide access to, 
and control over, the MPX 1. Nine 
small backlit buttons select the six 
Effects Blocks and access the Mix, 
Patch, and Bypass functions. A lit 
Effects Block button indicates the 
Block that is active in the current 

BY BARRY CLEVELAND 

program. Pushing it once bypasses 
the Effects Block, while pushing 
and holding it activates the Help 
function, and the name of the ef-
fect is shown on the display. Two 
slightly larger buttons allow tap-
ping in delay times (Tap), and 
activating the Glide continuous 
controller (A/B). A large knob and 
two buttons labeled No and Yes 
select and/or modify various func-
tions and parameters. Other but-
tons select operational modes 
(Program, Edit, Store, System) or 
modify the functions of other con-
trols (Options, Value). 

There's a large three-part digital 
display on the front panel. One 
part indicates headroom via two 
columns of six LEDs, another dis-
plays program or patch number, 

and a third has a two-row, 16-char-
acter display for names of pro-
grams/effects/parameters and help 
messages. Dialog boxes appear 
here for most editing functions. 
LEDs indicate status of digital in, 
clock, MIDI, tempo and A/B func-
tions. The headroom display can in-
dicate not only input levels, but also 
output levels, effect input and/or 
output levels, and LFO, ADR, enve-
lope and foot pedal levels. 

The MPX 1 has the usual TRS 
phone jacks and XLR connectors 
for analog I/O (switchable from +4 
to -10 dB), and RCA S/PDIF digital 
I/O ports at 44.1 kHz. A Soft Sat 
analog limiter can be inserted be-
fore the A/I) converters to reduce 
overload distortion. Analog I/O lev-
els are set using two front panel 
knobs; digital levels are set inter-
nally.The A/I) and D/A converters 
can be used independently of the 
DSP, which is a nice touch. There 
are also footswitch and footpedal 
jacks, and MIDI In/Out/Thru ports. 
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GO CONFIGURE 
As I mentioned, the MPX Fs effects are 
arranged in six Blocks: Pitch, Chorus, 
EQ, Modulation, Delay and Revert). 
Within the Chorus Block you will find 
chorus, mono flanger, stereo flanger, 
phaser, rotary speaker, aerosol, orbits, 
centrifuge 1, centrifuge 2, comb 1 and 
comb 2. Similarly, the Moclulation Block 
contains panner, auto panner, mono 
tremolo, stereo tremolo, overdrive, and 
mono, stereo and dual volume controls. 
The EQ Block contains not only various 
1/2/3/4-band equalizers, but also a fre-
quency splitter, crossover, sweep filter 
and wah-wah. 

Effects within the same Block can-
not be combined, but the six Blocks 
can be configured in an almost limitless 
number of ways. Each Block can be as-
signed to one of two signal paths 
("upper" and "lower") in any order, and 
every possible type of connection can 
be made between them. For example, 
you can split a stereo input signal into 
two stereo pairs, sending one pair to 
stereo chorus on the upper path, and 
the other pair to a stereo pitch-shifter 
on the lower path, then merge both 
sets of stereo outputs into the inputs of 
a stereo delay, then split the delay's 

outputs into two mono signals, running 
one into an auto-panner, and the other 
into a stereo reverb, and finally merg-
ing both sets of stereo outputs at the 
end of the chain. 
A particular configuration of effects 

constitutes a program. Programs may be 
created from "scratch," or assembled by 
copying individual effects from other 
programs. If you like the flanger in the 
480 Prime Flange program, hut you'd 
like to combine it with the reverb in the 
"PCM 60 Room" program, there's no 
problem; you simply go into Edit mode, 
select Copy Effects, dial in the program 
that you want to copy the effect from, 
push that Effect Block's button, and 
there it is. The parameters for any effect 
can be adjusted in Edit mode, or up to 
eight of the most important parameters 
can be assigned to a Soft Row, in any 
order, and accessed directly from the 
program screen, without having to exit 
to the Edit mode at all. That makes a 
huge difference in live sound situations, 
or when making real-time adjustments 
on-the-fly. Parameters can also be ad-
justed by using the Patch function and 
"patching" controllers of various types 
to them, such as a foot pedal, LFO, the 
A/I3 Glide switch, a MIDI controller, etc. 

Finally, all system parameters ( in-
cluding audio parameters), modes, 
MIDI parameters, and database settings 
can be stored as a Setup, and there can 
be up to five Setups. 

The MPX 1 supports Dynamic MIDI 
and MIDI automation control messages, 
and it has a variable Control Smooth 
feature that filters sparse incoming 
MIDI data to allow for smoother para-
meter changes. Of course, the MPX 1 
also sends and receives Program 
Change messages, performs MIDI 
dumps, creates MIDI maps and Pro-
gram Chains, and sends and receives 
MIDI Clock messages. It even has a 
built-in arpeggiator! 

SOUNDS 
The .\ IPX 1 comes loaded with 200 use-
ful factory preset pr )grams, with space 
for 50 user programs. The presets range 
from general usage programs like Small 
Hall, Big Chamber and Dual Tap De-
lays, to interesting combinations like 
FazerTremolo (where a crossover EQ 
routes the low frequencies to a phase 
shifter and an ambience effect, and the 
high frequencies are routed to a stereo 
tremolo), Rev Wahtouch (where a 
bright reverse reverb is routed through 

Burlington A/V Recording Media, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 

USA & Canada 
1-800-331-3191 

NYC Area: 
516-678-4414 

Fax: 516-678-8959 

E- Mail: 
bur12@ix.netcom.com 

Call or Fax for FREE CATALOG! 
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Tele Music Product.on Music Library 

Over 100 CD's to satisfy 
all your production needs. 

Contact us for a free demo: 

JR b..... 
622 Broadway 3B 

New York, NY 10012 

1.888.JRT.MUSIC ( 578.68741 
Fax 212.353.9317 
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a wah controlled by input level), to 
novelty programs such as '50s Sci-Fi 
(which plays a cascade of descending 
pitches through a delay and reverb), TV 
in Room, and Call Waiting (you guessed 
it). There are also dual mono programs 
with, say, echo on one side and reverb 
on the other, and even a Tuning Note. 
Besides sounding great, the programs 
use the majority of the MPX l's exten-
sive routing and patching options, mak-
ing them excellent teaching examples 
while learning its ins and outs. In fact, 
the MPX Blue program uses six simul-
taneous Effects Blocks, split path rout-
ing, and five patches to internal 
controllers, making it a particularly re-
warding study. 

As for the individual effects, I could 
not find even one that was less than ex-
cellent. The delays were clean and 
crisp, the choruses rich and thick, the 
flangers full of shimmering overtones, 
and the reverbs full, complex and clear. 
Even the harmony processor, which 
would often glitch in my LXP 5, tracked 
every subtle nuance in both high and 
low registers. 

There is also a database search and 
sort function, allowing users to organize 
programs by number, name, source type 
(Acoustic, Drums, Guitar, Keyixrard, Live 
PA, Tempo, Sound FX and Vocal), effect 
type ( Pitch, Chorus, EQ, Modulation, 
Delay, Reverb: Plate, Hall, Inverse, Gate 
and Dual), source & effect type (any 
combination of source and effect types), 
members of MIDI maps, members of 
Program Chains (e.g., numbers 1-10), or 
the last ten programs loaded. Each pro-
gram can be tagged to appear under one 
or more of the sort categories. 

As I said at the beginning. I could 
not hope to cover all of the MPX is fea-
tures in this review. Nonetheless, if 
what I have managed to cover has 
piqued your interest, I highly recom-
mend that you get your hands on one 
of these units and check it out for your-
self. Even if it doesn't change your mu-
sical life in the way that it did mine, I'm 
sure you'll agree that the MPX 1 is sim-
ply stunning. It offers outstanding ef-
fects and a brilliant user interface at a 
reasonable price of $ 1,299. 

Lexicon, 3 Oak Park, Bedford, MA 
01730; 617/280-0300; fax 617/280-0490.B 

Barry Cleveland is a San Francisco-
based composer, recording artist, pro-
ducer and engineer. He also plays 
guitar with the improvisational quar-
tet Cloud Chamber. 
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WEsTLAKE Amin Lc 6.75 
COMPACT STUDIO MONITORS 

estlake Audio is a company W" 
long regarded for excel-
lence in designing moni-

toring systems. Its BBSM series 
continues to receive raves for clari-
ty and accuracy. With the Lc 6.75 
($999/pair), Westlake owner/chief 
engineer Glenn Phoenix and his 
team have focused on providing 
affordable close-field reference 
monitors tailored for small control 
rooms, editing suites and broadcast 
production facilities. 

The Lc 6.75s are a two-way, port-
ed system with a M-inch soft dome 
tweeter and 6.5-inch polypropylene 
woofer. The cabinets are available 
in a black utility finish and measure 
a compact 16x8x10.4-inches, each 
weighing slightly more than 20 
pounds. Inputs are dual banana, 
five-way. Frequency response is 
listed as 60 Hz to 18 kHz (± 3dB), 
which is fairly impressive for their 
size. Power handling is rated at 
80 watts continuous and 120 watts 
peak with operating 
impedance nominal at 
7 ohms, minimum 5 ohms. 
Sensitivity is fairly low, at 
87 dB SPL 1W/lm. 

As for internal com-
ponents, the 6.75s use 
performance-matched 
Solen capacitors and 
Ohmite ceramic resistors. 
Coils are hand-wound, 
made onsite to Westlake 
specs. By the way, the Lc 
part of the product name 
stands for Large inductor, 
small capacitor. I asked 
Glenn Phoenix to ex-
plain the 6.75's design 
philosophy. 

"The BBSM series 
was designed to achieve 
a multi-amp sound using 
a high-level, low-imped-
ance [passive) network, 
comprised of a low in-
ductance coil in series 
with the drivers and a 
high capacitor value. 

'Ibis creates a low impedance load 
that can be problematic with many 
amplifiers. In designing the Lc se-
ries, we liked the sound of low im-
pedance crossovers and wanted to 
keep costs down. Essentially, we 
increased the operating impedance 
slightly, using a series inductance 
value that is higher and a lower ca-
pacitor value. This makes the 6.75s 
a little less sensitive than the 
BBSMs." 
I used the 6.75s with two differ-

ent amplifiers: a Hafler trans-nova 
P-1500 and an Australian Monitor 
proPHILE K7. The P-1500 is a fairly 
low-power amp (75 or 85 watts/ 
channel into 8 or 4 ohms, respec-
tively), which sounds great with 
most near-field speakers when 
played at reasonable levels. Al-
though the 6.75s have a power 
handling rating of 80 watts, they 
need a much larger amp to sound 

BY ALEX ARTAUD 

right. Using the 75-watt amp, my 
mixes and audition material sound-
ed boxy and lacked midrange defi-
nition compared to the (powered) 
Meyer HD-ls. A/B testing the two 
speakers with a variety of reference 
material, I perceived a general lack 
of complex harmonic overtones in 
the Lc 6.75s. There was a brittleness 
in peak transients, a lack of round-
ness and no depth to the tone. 
I switched to the much-higher-

power K7 (400 W/ch at 4 ohms or 
255 w/ch at 8 ohms), and the dif-
ference was immediately apparent. 
The brittleness was gone, highs 
were clear and the bass frequencies 
had surprising authority. Word to 
the wise: These monitors require 
a power amp with plenty of 
headroom. 

Westlake recommends setting 
the monitors with the listener at ear 
level to the monitor's acoustic cen-
ter (approximately 1-inch above 
the mechanical center of the moni-

tor). I also experimented 
with the 6.75s on their 
sides but preferred the 
stereo imaging in the rec-
ommended upright con-
figuration at the proper 
height. The 6.75s are par-
ticularly sensitive moni-
tors and do respond to 
minute adjustments. 

Okay, but how do 
they sound? Gorgeous. 
I first listened to old 
mixes of material I was 
familiar with and then 
remixed some songs 
with them. In both cases, 
the 6.75s were consistent 
and very true to the ma-
terial. I couldn't detect 
any adverse coloration. 
In fact, I was pleased 
to find how consis-
tent the mixes sounded 
everywhere from my car 
stereo to my HD-ls. 
Next, I selected a variety 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 229 
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BY TOM KENNY 

SOUND FOR FILM 

THE MIMS Of 
POST-POCHE 
ADR AND FOLEY 

by Larry Blake 
It hasn't always been like 
this in film sound. 

The past two columns 
have documented the "track 
growth" of the film industry, 
from a time when all projects 
were mixed in mono with 
no more than 20 tracks, to 
today's stereo mixes, in 
which each of the elements 
of the dialog, ADR, group 
walla, Foley and background 
effects premixes frequently 
reaches that number. Hard-
sync effects are in a league 
of their own, going from 

fewer than eight tracks on 
simple films to 500-plus on 
the "mine is louder than 
yours" action spectacles of 
the late '90s. 

This yesterday vs. today 
comparison shows that not 
only are more tracks used 
now, but some of the food 
groups weren't even around 
back then. Foley was not 
Foley; it was merely part of 
the sound effects that were 
done on an as-needed basis 
by each editor for reels that 
they were cutting. At Fox, it 

was called "make in sync" (or 
was it "make and sync" at 
Paramount?), at MGM it was 
"Sync A," for the stage where 
it was recorded (and still is on 
the Sony lot), and if you were 
at Universal you said "send it 
to Foley," as in Jack Foley, 
who ran that department. 
Calling post-synched sound 
effects "Foley" began indus-
trywide as sound editors left 
Universal and began working 
elsewhere in the mid-'60s, or 
so I understand from talking 
with sound editors who were 
around then. Thus we see 
that the popular myth that the 
process was invented by Mr. 
Foley is simply not true; in 
fact, as far as I know, the very 
first sound movie back in 
1926, Don Juan, had Foley'd 
sword fights. 

At any rate, today's modus 
operandi of Foley being 
"walked" and cut by special-

ists did not begin until the 
early '70s. Since then, a 
whole industry of Foley 
artists (a term preferable, I 
think, to "Foley walkers"), 
mixers and supervising edi-
tors has appeared. In fact, I 
believe that the Foley for vir-
tually all big-budget U.S. 
films is done by a core group 
of Foley artists numbering no 
more than 20. 

As much as I appreciate 
what Foley can do for 
films—and in the hands (not 
to mention feet!) of talented 

Foley artists, it can be sub-
stantial—Foley is my least fa-
vorite sound to sit down and 
cut because I believe that the 
real creativity is in the per-
formance, presumably with 
assistance from intelligent 
spotting of the cues. But 
when Foley gets to the edit 
stage, the "sync" part of its 
nature ("post sync," "make in 
sync," remember?) rears its 
head, and you become not 
so much a creative editor as 
a sync droid. 
I have found that on most 

of my films I can get by with 
fewer than 12 Foley tracks, 
and even at that amount, I 
don't feel constrained to 
cover the show completely. I 
am, of course, including 
completely covering for the 
music and effects that are 
needed to create foreign-lan-
guage versions. I think the 
importance of M&Es is a 
good third of the justification 
of extensive Foley today, the 
other two being awareness 
of Foley's creative potential 
and the fact that production 
tracks aren't what they used 
to be, with just far too many 
scenes shot MOS. 

Yet even with my measly 
12 tracks, it bugs me to 
waste anything, and it pisses 
me off when I specifically 
don't cue background foot-
steps yet the tracks come 
back from the stage with 
everybody covered. After a 
certain point, you just don't 
care about people walking 
back and forth 20 feet away. 
As the old saying goes, if the 
audience is noticing those 
footsteps, we have a lot of 
other, bigger problems. 
A few years ago, I wrote a 

series of columns titled "I'm 
Still Here," which detailed the 
unnecessary work that all 
those who work in film 
sound—in production, sound 
editing and re-recording—do 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 143 
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 

ON] ffICES 
Ill 0E11 YORK 
by Gary Eskow 
In the middle of a late-
'80s/early-'90s slump, which 
for a variety of reasons saw 
production in New York City 
drop dramatically, it seemed 
many audio post facilities 
were being supported by 
HBO and MTV, along with 
the regular stream of com-
mercial work and feature 
films. But film and television 
companies seem to have re-
turned, and they're bringing 
along work for many of the 
audio post facilities. 

Meanwhile, more and 
more facilities have been po-
sitioning themselves as both 
audio and video post hous-
es, in an effort to keep cre-

GLC Productions creatives from top 
to bottom: Steve Lamorte, Sonny 
Calderon and Robert Muntrone 

ative work in-house from 
start to finish. One such 
example is GLC Produc-
tions, located in the Vil-
lage. Dan Kramer and 
Christopher Hyun started 
GLC as a 32-track record-
ing studio back in 1988. 
In 1990, they bought 
Donald Fagen's Harrison 
MR4 console— the one 
he recorded Nighilly 
on—and they continue 
to serve recording indus-
try clients such as pro-
ducer Daddy-0, who re-
cently produced an 
album for MCA artists 
New Child at GLC. Lenm 
Kravitz and comedian 
Chris Rock have als( 
worked at GLC. 

Kramer and Hyun sa\. 
the future early, however 
and got involved with 
audio for video. One of thu 
first Digidesign-equipped 
post houses, GLC see 
computer-generated ani-
mation as a principal 
source of friture work. "In-
corporating state-of-the-art 
Silicon Graphics 3-D ani-
mation services in the past 
year has strengthened our 
ability to deliver refined 
broadcast products. 3-D 
animation is one of the 

Mixer/sound designer Rich Cutler in 

Aural Fixation 

most technically demanding 
endeavors in the production 
industry. We now have the 
capability of delivering film-
resolution three-dimensional 
graphics including character 
animation, motion capture 
and optical effects. This com-
plements our existing full 
production services (record-
ing, sound design, off-
line/online video editing and 
production), for which we've 
garnered numerous awards, 
including the '96 Clio Award 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 144 

Mess Hall Music principals composer Doug Hall (left) and executive 

producer Andy Messenger 
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With over 3,500 systems in use worldwide 

just 3 years, you could say we've got some experience 

in hard disk recording 

NEW V2.0 features: 

• Powerful 32bit editing software 

• 12 playback tracks per unit 
(expandable w 192 physical tracks) 

• Custom digital mixer featuring 16 internal busses 

• "Audio Toolbox" 
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-FROM PAGE 140, SOUND FOR FILM 

in a sometimes-futile effort to let the di-
rector know that we're "still here." Foley 
is frequently a very guilty part of this 
equation, and it's easy to see why: If you 
have the time and money it takes to 
spend weeks on the Foley stage and to 
transfer and cut the resulting tracks, you 
can cover every moment in a film, in-
cluding moments like explosions that 
you might not think of as Foley. 

Of course you can, but the point 
here is that I think spending hundreds 
of thousands of dollars on Foley is sim-
ply taking a producer to the cleaners. 
When I hear of films shooting 70-plus 
Foley tracks, I don't think: "Great, a lot 
of my colleagues got a lot of work front 
this film." Instead, I wonder why didn't 
they stop at 40 tracks, spending the rest 
of the money on more sound design 
time, more field effects recording, more. 
sound effects editors, more mix time? 
I don't think it's jealousy on my part 

that I've never supervised a film with a 
"blank check" sound budget that allows 
such activities. Beyond a certain point, 
dozens of Foley tracks are simply not 
going to read, especially when you con-
sider that any scene that busy probably 
has a lot of other effects going on, not 
to mention the music score. 

On the far other end of the scale are 
TV shows and low-budget features for 
which eight tracks would be a lot. It is 
common in these situations to "hang" 
the original stage multitrack tape and 
not cut the tracks. "Our walkers are in 
sync" or " it's good enough for TV" are 
the mantras that I hear. Regardless of 
how talented the Foley artists are, I 
think it's respectful, and not insulting, of 
their work, to copy it into a workstation 
for sync tweaking. Aside from the obvi-
ous fact that you will save a certain 
amount of stage time/dollars by not 
having to get everything dead-on, edit-
ing the Foley in a workstation allows 
you to match sync of the production 
track exactly. This is one-half of the 
dual-headed sync god that Foley must 
worship, the other one being how it 
feels in your gut. 

For this reason, I have always felt 
that the drawbacks of working to linear 
videotape (as opposed to a Moviola, 
where one can rock picture and track at 
crawl speeds) have been overstated, in 
view of the other considerable advan-
tages of cutting on a workstation. Back 
to the double-headed sync god, you 
can match sync to production visually 
(using waveforms) on a workstation 
much more easily than you can on film, 
and gut sync will always be a function 

of how it feels at play speed. Literally 
matching the frames where the heel and 
toe meet the ground is of no use if the 
cut track feels wrong. Of course, this 
debate is going to disappear complete-
ly as more and more editors use disk-
based video for picture reference. 

The other half of the world of post 
synchronization, ADR, has firmly estab-
lished itself as an adjunct to dialog edit-
ing, much as Foley has to sound effects 
in general. The only difference is that I 
hope to avoid ADR as much as possi-

ble, whereas I look forward to the cre-
ative abilities of Foley. 

Make no mistake about it, there are 
times when you have to use ADR and it 
really helps the final product. Outside of 
the obvious examples, such as putting 
new words in actors' mouths to help 
explain plot points (what I call the See-
Threepio Effect), the right ADR can re-
ally make a scene come alive. It's for 
this reason that I like to have a session 
with the principal actors after the direc-
tor's cut but before the first preview. 
Post-production supervisors get all 
squirrely about this, saying, "What if we 
find out we will need them again. I'd 
rather wait." To which I reply that we 
know we'll probably need them again 
(although half the time it ends up that 
we don't), but that it's important to 
make preview audiences' perception of 
the film be as clear as possible. 

Also, every film goes into post-pro-
duction with certain lines or scenes that 
have to be looped; shooting ADR early 
in post gives you the chances at a sec-
ond, final try later on when you do 
what would otherwise have been your 
only session with that actor. That first 
session also gives you a feel for how 
you need to get the best out of actors in 
terms of number of takes and what type 
of cooperation you can expect from 

them. Having actors duplicate their on-
screen body position is essential in 
matching production, and most of them 
will work with you in this regard. 

Another cottage industry that has 
grown in post-production sound is 
group walla. This involves hiring a 
group of actors to come in and sweeten 
scenes. Their work can range from gen-
eral crowd walla to putting specific 
words in the mouth of nonspeaking ex-
tras to P.A. voices. As is sometimes the 
case with Foley, watching a movie with 
just the group walla can be a painful ex-
perience, although when you add it to 
the whole soup, it makes sense. I have 
found that in crowd scenes, group walla 
works best when it adds close-up detail 
to effects recordings and on-set wild 
tracks. 

One of the more unfortunate parts of 
the ADR machinery is the addition of 
lines for the TV/airline version. Having 
done what you can editorially (by elim-
inating the god from goddamn, for ex-
ample), you still have to sheepishly ask 
your actors to say such out-of-place 
words as "melonfarmer." (The network 
TV version of Scalface is notable in its 
proliferation of accusations of harvest-
ing fruits of members of the family cu-
curbitaceae.) This process always piss-
es off directors, as is indicated by the 
fact that they rarely get complete TV 
coverage during shooting. (Not that we 
can blame them.) 

There really is something bizarre 
about creative filmmaker types being 
beholden to the whims of the people at 
airlines who have to sign off on your 
film's suitability for in-flight viewing. I'm 
serious about this; you have to barter 
with them: " I'll trade you two god-
damns for one crucial shit." 
On a film I worked on last year, we 

had to do last-minute ADR to replace 
curse words for the theatrical version. 
How can this be so, you might ask. 
Well, they had shot the film with the 
usual plethora of f-words until it oc-
curred to someone at the studio that we 
would get an R rating, thus restricting 
the ability of our leading man's fans to 
get in, which wouldn't be a problem 
with a PG-13 rating. 

So we looped all but one f-word, be-
cause that's what you're allowed ac-
cording to the letter of the PG-13 law, 
although we submitted it to the MPAA 
with two of them in the hopes of flying 
under their radar. We got shot down. 
A little historical note: ADR stands for 

Automated Dialog Replacement (not Au-
tomatic) and replaced the original "loop-
ing" process in the '60s. Before a loop-
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ing session, the picture and guide track 
were cut into identical-length loops with 
beeps leading to the line. In the days of 
optical, the recordings were extracted 
from a roll after it was processed and 
printed; the procedure changed with the 
advent of mag by cutting a piece of 
equal-length blank stock for the 
recorder, thus the term "virgin looping." 

"Looping" had a very clear set of 
good and had points. The much-lauded 
good point was that by hearing lines 
over and over again in succession, actors 
have an easier time of matching the 
meter and pitch of their original perfor-
mance, if indeed that's what you're look-
ing for. However, since the recordings 

only existed as little islands, there was no 
way to play hack a whole scene, much 
less to easily try parts of different takes. 

The ability to play back entire scenes 
precisely was one of the selling points 
of ADR because the picture and sound 
were both in whole reels, the beeps be-
fore lines added electronically. Multi-
track recording allows directors to hear 
both sides of a conversation, even if the 
other actor's lines were done earlier. 
ADR also gives needed flexibility in 
choosing the length of the line—some-
times actors find it easier to nail them in 
smaller or larger sections. 

As you might have guessed, ADR to 
film or multitrack, even with the fastest 

system, by definition involves rewind 
time that throws actors out of the 
rhythm they had in the days of looping. 
Of course, there is great potential with 
having picture and sound in ADR ses-
sions coming from hard disk, not to 
mention Foley and ADR editing. 

Send your ADR and Foley stories to 
PO Box 24609, New Orleans, LA 70184, 
fax (504) 488-5139, or via the Internet: 
swelltone@aol.com. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans for reasons too numerous to 
mention, although the amount of rain 
would have to be one of them. 
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for our 'Skids' campaign in the televi-
sion/cinema recreational item category 
[production, editing, score and sound 
design, in addition to posting video]." 

GLC has five Macintosh 9500s run-
ning Pro Tools 4.0, working in conjunc-
tion with Mackie 8-bus consoles. To 
warm up the sound, the facility has a 
handful of Summit tube compressors 
and EQs, as well as eight custom tube 
mic preamps built by Nat Priest. Kramer 
says that in addition to the tried-and-
true Lexicon PCM 70s and Yamaha SPX-
1000s that dot the studio, his staff is very 
high on the new Focusrite TDM plug-
ins. "The user interface and algorithms 
on their D2 EQ plug-ins are great, as are 
the TC Tools reverb and chorus— 
they're the first that sound as warm as 
their stand-alone pieces. 

"The bottom line for us is servicing 
the client," Kramer says. "By offering all 
aspects of posting to our clients, we are 
able to take a lot of the guess work out 
of a project. There's no more putting 
touches on a final cut and wondering 
how the music is turning out. That tight 
interaction of disciplines lets our clients 
realize their creative vision to the fullest 
extent possible." 
We could jump on the express and 

deplane a block from Planet 10 Post, 
but we'll blow the roll and cab it instead 
to West 44th Street. Midtown has defi-
nitely changed. If you're looking to 
peep for a quarter you may be disap-
pointed. Times Square has gone Disney, 
and who says that's such a had thing? 

Steve Borne, sound designer and 
president of Planet 10 Post, has been 
working in the city for the past five 
years, the age of Planet 10 Post itself. 
Two years after launching his facility, 
Borne merged with Eliza Paley (film 

projects include The Last Temptation of 
Christ, The Hudsucker Proxy and Get 
Shorty) and Paul P. Soucek (credits in-
clude work on Honeymoon in Vegas, 
Sleepless in Seattle and What's Eating 
Gilbert Grape). The original 300 square 
feet have been replaced by a new 
6,000-square-foot space. 

Borne says that Planet 10 Post has 
established itself as a boutique shop 
specializing in independent films. "Peo-
ple who come to us understand the 
sound process," he says. "We're inter-
ested in creating an interesting sound 
for a project, not pushing a job through 
so that we can get to the next one. All 
three of us are extremely dedicated to 
exploring the possibilities of sound. For-
mulaic work is not what our clients get." 

Editing hays are outfitted with 12 Pro 
Tools systems, a Synclavier 9600, 
Behringer Eurodesk MX 8000 8-bus 
mixing consoles, an Avid AudioVision 
workstation and Genelec monitors. 
Borne says that Digidesign's Pro Tools 
4.0 software is a clear step up. "4.0 is 
amazing. I've been beta testing for 
Digidesign for some time, and 4.0 just 
feels a lot more solid than any other 
version. The video playback is greatly 
improved—the screen redraws are 
much quicker than in previous software 
versions. 

"The automation is also light years 
ahead of where they've been," he adds. 
"You can effortlessly sort through the 
audio hin by file size, creation date or 
alphabetically. That's really useful. A lot 
of times we've recorded several sessions 
of ADR for a project on different dates. 
When a client asks, 'Where's the session 
we did?' You've got to get to it as quick-
ly as possible, and the new software 
helps in that regard. 4.0 also keeps 
stereo files together, which wasn't the 

case earlier on." 
Hard-wired consoles may never go 

the way of the dodo bird, but mixers 
like Borne are gravitating toward the 
features that workstations offer. "You 
can now tweak EQ parameters in real 
time without any fear of zipper noise," 
he says. "Audio Suite now does real-
time destruction on files; it makes a new 
file that's a reverse on the older file— 
you used to have to go over to Sound 
Designer to get this functionality. 

"We use Post View as a Quick Time-
style movie that we bring up on a sep-
arate monitor," he explains. "As 
Digidesign has migrated over to the PCI 
platform, they've found that there's a lot 
more inexpensive video boards that can 
capture picture and play back at ex-
tremely reasonable prices. We use the 
Miro DC 20 cards, for example, which 
costs less than $700 and gives a picture 
that's equivalent to an S-VHS tape. 
That's really quite amazing when you 
think about it. Using this card doesn't 
slow down the Pro Tools user interface 
either. You can click your mouse for all 
functions while the system's playing 
and shift a frame in real time, rather 
than having to stop and execute the 
shift. I love this!" 

Borne continued to rave enthusiasti-
cally about PT 4.0 while we put down 
the phone and checked out the Davis 
Cup semifinals on ESPN. When we re-
turned..."There's much better grouping 
on 4.0, as well. You have relative 
grouping and an unlimited amount of 
groups." Still, Borne likes the feel of 
faders, and grabs his Peavey PC 1600 
for control. 

You want some absolutely primo 
commercial music and sound design? 
We gotta drive out to Montclair, NJ., a 
few skips in my Benz (read, Isuzu 
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Harrison's Total Dynamic Automation: 
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Don't believe us, listen to the people who use 
these consoles every day: 
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Rodeo), but the reward is worth the 
ride. First of all there's the New Jersey 
town itself: Book it as one of the most 
attractive places in the metro area, with 
leafy streets, a ton of musicians and 
artists, and a progressive mentality. 

There's also Mess Hall Music. Cre-
ative director Doug Hall and executive 
producer Andy Messenger spent a 
decade at fabled underscore shop Elias 
Associates, and the bond they formed is 
evident. Hall came to the jingle biz by 
way of playing the "thruway circuit" 

ME? DECODDIN 
by Tim Moshansk} 
In an age where much of what we 
see in movies and on television has 
been shot on either a soundstage or 
in a noisy location, then combined 
with computer-generated images, 
Foley recording has become increas-
ingly important as a way to give audi-
ences a sense that what they are see-
ing is realistic and believable. Great 
pains are taken to ensure that every 
nuance, every gesture is re-created 
and recorded on a Foley stage. 

Sometimes it's not enough just to 
add door slams, footsteps and a walla 
session. Modern filming, computer 
graphics and editing techniques have 
created a need for more than the 
usual "see a dog, hear a dog" ap-
proach. Morphing is a good example 

of a (albeit passe) film technique that 
required a parallel advance in sound 
design and recording. How do you 
create the sound of a car morphing 
into a horse? With all of the creative 
approaches to getting good sounds, a 
Foley stage can be the sight of grown 
men doing seemingly weird things, 
like sucking and licking their wrists 
(Foley for the Playboy Channel) or 
walking in size 12 pumps with their 
Speedos on (footsteps for a woman in 
a mini-skirt). 

The Foley stage is probably the 
single most effective design tool avail-
able today, according to supervising 
sound editor Wylie Stateman of 

Soundelux, Hollywood. "It's much 
faster to do a track in real time to pic-
ture of a man handling a doorknob or 
opening and closing a door or dress-
er or cabinet than it is to search for 
the appropriate sound effect in a li-
brary and brute-force editing it into 

with his rock band, touring Holiday 
Inns throughout northern New York 
state. Eventually, the band came to 
Manhattan, cut some demos and fell 
apart. Hall stayed. 

"I was actually one of the first com-
posers that the Elias brothers hired 
after they started to have success," Hall 
recalls. "The experience of working 
day after day on great-looking com-
mercials was invaluable. There has to 
be a balanced relationship between 
picture, voice-over and music. The end 

sync with the picture," he says. 
"There are often little nuances that 

the actor brought to the way they did 
something that may not have been 
captured in a library recording of that 
same sound," adds Mike Ruschak, a 

goal is to further a client's positioning 
message, but battering the viewer over 
the head with that message can actual-
ly be counterproductive. People will 
turn off a cheap attempt at selling. You 
can use humor, visual beauty, the at-
tractive power of music, any number 
of things in combination to call an au-
dience to your spot. Fitting in with the 
other elements of a production is skill 
number one, for me as a composer, 
and for the select number of other 
writers that we use." 

Foley recordist and mixer at Sync 
Sound in New York. "There are some 
sounds that you can't find in a library. 

Somebody pouring a bowl of Corn-
flakes—you may not have that, specif-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 151 
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Tom Orsi, an engineer and mixer at 
the Beverly Hills Video Group, has 
been bucking the trend of conven-
tional Foley with what he calls 
"electronic Foley" since at least 
1991. A classically trained percus-
sionist and composer, Orsi has re-
fined his method to the point where 
he has done complete mixes for TV 
and film projects using only his 
computer and a large database of 
sounds. For the new Pamela Ander-
son movie Naked Souls (HBO/ 
Showtime) and the World of Won-
der series for Discovery, Orsi com-
pleted all aspects of the sound, in-
cluding ambience, Foley, music 
editing, sound design, dialog edit-
ing, ADR and final mix—all from 
one computer. 

"I have templates that map four 

different footsteps into one key-
board, so when I see four people 
walking, I see it as a quartet," ex-
plains Orsi. "I can loop it one time 

and then perform it as a quartet on 
the keyboard, and lo and behold 
I've done four people's Foley in 
about 45 seconds." Orsi licensed 
many films, from The Winds of War 
to The Ten Commandments, and 
transferred the sounds from the 
original mags to DAT. His core li-
brary now consists of 12 gigs of 
data representing 1.2 million sound 
effects. These sounds are mapped 
with Sample Cell and recorded into 
Pro Tools or Studiovision Pro, di-
rectly to picture. 

Orsi is aware that many people 
in the film sound community may 
scoff at his approach. There is such 
hack work for digital Foley being 
done," he admits. "It's kind of like 
what you do before you know 
what the real deal is. But I've done 
'real' Foley for many years. If I had 
my druthers, I'd have a crew of 100 
people. I love the camaraderie. I 
don't enjoy the isolation that com-
puters have created, but the reality 
is that electronic Foley is transpar-
ent, fast and economical. 
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Breathtaking post-production performance 
(Oxygen out inclt,idW) 

Solid State Logic The new Altimix digital post production 

system has been designed for the heady 

post production environment of 

tomorrow, where the traditional haulers 

between film, video and audio will have 

all but disappeared. 

Based on SSL 's powerful DiskTrack" 

and Hub Rowter technology Altimix 

incorporates superfast proprietary 

processors. Altimix features an intuitive 

and assignable control surface providing 

dedicated advanced audio/video editing 

and audio mixing tools. filtimix delivers 

the competidve edge that's essentiai to 

meet the demands of a challenging future. 

EqualFy at horn th ailieorrimonly 

used tile interchange formats and 

designed for the surround sound future, 

Altimix provides the sound engineer 

with extraordinary power and flexibility. 

Digital audio post just reached new 

heights. So, if you have the creative 

imagination to live above the clouds 

- call 59. now - for a full product 

information oack. 

Headquarters Solid State Logic, Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, England 

Tel - 44 11InS) 842300 Fax +44 ( 1865) 842118 

Email saleenolid-state-logic.com 

'URL http://www.solid-state-logic.com 

USA NY 

USA LA 

Japan 

France 
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Canada 

Asia 

Tel +? (212: 315 1111 

Tel +1 (213i 463 4444 

Tel -q11 (3) 5474 U44 

Tel +33 ( 1) 3460 4666 

Tel +39 (2) 2622 4956 

Tel +1 (416i 431 9131 

Tel +65 285 9300 
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Back Later..." 
( They Never Do... ) 
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Call Us Before 
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(800) FINE MIC 
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Express CD 
Services 

Next day CD-Rs as low as $16.  
(Includes insert card and 
disc label with your logo). 

Order as few as 200 retail-read) 
CDs with color inserts. 

CD Mastering • CD Replication 
Digital Recording • Digital Transfers 

Sonic Solutions Digital Editing 
Sony 1630 Digital Editing 

Apogee 20-Bit A/D Convertors 
Sequencing • Formatting • Clones 

Analog • Digital 

Call today for complete information 

DB Plus DIqITAt SERVICES, INC. 
(Tel) 212-397-4099 (Fax) 212-397-2207 
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Messenger has an authority that most 
music producers lack—he's an accom-
plished trumpet player. "I had a soul 
band in New York for many years, and 
by virtue of the fact that most of the 
other players had no interest in busi-

ness, I ended up handling our affairs for 
the functions that we played," he says. 
"As I got into setting rates for corporate 
parties and other functions, I realized 
that I enjoyed the marketing aspect of 
the business. One thing led to another, 
and I ended up as a music producer at 
Elias, which is where I met Doug. 

"Doug's great skill is that he blends 
superb taste with an ability to suspend 
his own artistic inclination until he's had 
the opportunity to feel out everyone in-
volved, in terms of direction and the ef-
fect that people are going for. Only 
when he's sure that he's in line with a 
client's thought process does he start to 
write. His success ratio is extremely 
high for that reason." 

Hall's home studio is relatively low-
tech. ISDN lines connect him to the 

rest of the world, he records and edits 

on a 16-track Pro Tools system, and a 
Mackie 8-bus console is his main 
board. "I could certainly put more gear 
into this room, and probably will over 

time, but recording and mixing finals 
in pristine studio environments is criti-
cal for me," Hall says. Like many other 
New York commercial composers, Hall 

and Messenger record at Back Pocket 
with great regularity. "Joe Arlotta 

I"Lumpy" to his close friends] is a su-
perb engineer, and their A room is a 
great place to track." 

Messenger says ISDN lines are 
great, hut he's looking forward to the 
next step. "We're waiting for the day 
when clients can download picture to 
us directly, as a Quick Time movie. 
FedEx will seem like snail mail." 

We end where we began, with an 
Aural Fixation. This brand-spanking-
new audio post facility has offices at 
First Edition, a leading New York edito-
rial firm. Located on East 47th, Aural 

Fixation occupies a 2,000-square-foot 
space, where company co-founders 

Bobby Smalheiser and Randy Ilowite 

TWO MODE 
f11001 ElE111 YORK 
A couple of names that have been 
fixtures in the New York scene for 

the past 15 to 20 years recently up-
graded facilities and/or picked up 
new accounts. SLP8iCO. added com-
posing and music-producing credits 

to the new Michael J. Fox sitcom 

vinery, which is said to be the first 
three-camera shoot in New York 
since Sgt. Bilk°. Owner/composer 
Shelton Leigh Palmer also created 
the theme song for Live With Regis& 
Kathie Lee, the network ID package 
for MSNBC, the on-air promotional 

spots for The Ricki Lake Show, as 
well as countless commercial music 
spots. Chief engineer is Jason Baker. 
Compositional tool of choice is a 
Synclavier 9600. 

Meanwhile, Bob Pomann of Po-
mann Sound put in an SSL OmniMix 
as the centerpiece of his longtime 

ScreenSound facility. It was immedi-
ately put to use on the animated se-
ries Brand Spanking New Doug, an 
ABC Saturday morning offshoot of 
the popular Nickelodeon series 
Doug, which Pomann has provided 
sound design for from its inception 
four years ago. 

Left: Pictured with Bob Pomann 

tat the OmniMix) are, left to right, engineers 

Lou Esposito, Juan Dieguez, Marc Bazerman 

and Joe Gauci. Below: Michael J. Fox taking 

a break from Spin City with SLP&CO. 

owner/composer Shelton Leigh Palmer 
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today's professional project studio you may be mixing 
music on Monday, cutting audio-for-vIdeo cm Tmesday and 
spend Wednesday creating sounds and voiceovers for 

multimedia projects. That's why the Alesis Point Seven 
Shielded Referencé Monitor is designed as the best option 
for all of these applications. 

Why Use A Shielded Monitor? 
To your computer/video display, a speaker is a big, powerfu' 
magnet in a box. The magnetic field from typical nearfield 
monitors will cause your video display to become permanently 
damaged. To prevent this problem, we combined our newest 
driver/cabinet design with a proprietary, highly-effective 
shielding scheme. The result? The Point Seven's fully-shielded 
design allows it to be placed directly next to any computer or 
video display without causing magnetic interference. 

Great, Accurate Sound 
Of course, the l'oint Seven's most important feature is its 
excellent sonic quality. We made every effort to emulate the 
accurate sound of our studio-standard, TF.0 award-winning 
Monitor One" Reference Monitor, so the Point Seven offers 
a frequency response from 85Hz to 2'7kHz, ±3dB. Plus, its 

e ref. 7 

ingenious dual front-ported design enables it to deliver 
powerful, flat low frequencY response, even when positioned 
flush against a wall. And unlike most small speakers, the Point ;-
Seven handles high pourer like the big hoys: 70W continuous 
program and 100W peaks. 

Drivers, Start Your Engines 
The Fouit Seven's proprietary 525" woofer uses a unique non-
woven carbon fiber cene that produces incredibly punchy bass 
response in spite of its small size. The all-new ferrofluid-cooled 
high-frequency driver is silk-domed for pure, natural response, 
and helps to avoid stridency and ear fatigue. Together, they 
create extremely accurate phase response, wide imaging and 
an exceptionally large sweet spot. 

Got The Point Yet? 
Unlike speakers whose shielding design was an afterthought, 
the Point Seven was built from the ground up to provide the 
great sound you expect from Alesis monitors in a fully-shielded, 
very affordable package. If you want to get pointed in the 
right direction, see your Alesis Dealer and listen to the Point 
Seven today. 

Alesis is a registered Insdemarit, Point Seven and Monitor One are trademarks of Alesis Corporation. 
For more information on the Alesis Point Seven Shielded Reference Monitor. see your Alms ProIrr, or call 800-5-ALF:S1S. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 800- 5-ALESIS alecorp@alesistusa.com www.alesis.com ALEsus 
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Makifig [hues Just Got Easier 
Waves Introduces a Isufir_uni of Processinq Power 

— In Three New Cosí-EffeCive BuiriW ,9s 
Complete audio processing solutions for Pro Tools TDM, Sound Designer II, Studio Vision Pro, Cubase VST, Peak, 

Sound Forge, Deck II, Sound Edit 16, Premiere, Wavelab and CakeWalk. 

Professional-Quality Processing on Your 
Mac or PC Without Additional DSP Hardware! 

Waves Native Power Pack has all the professional audio 

processing you need for multimedia and Internet authoring, 
sound design, or music production — without expensive DSP cards. 

From EQ to Reverb, its compete system of software processors plug into 

MULTIRACK REAL-TIME BUNDLE 

Replace Racks of Noisy Hardware With 
a Waves Comprehensive Software Solution 
Waves MultiRack bundle lets you convert any audio DSP 

card equipped Mac into a multichannel effects processor — 
for a fraction of the cost of a dedicated unit. Even if you 

only own a single DSP card, such as Audiomedia II, 

Waves MultiRack will let you run effects in the 

The Essential Tool Set for TDM 
Owners Now Includes Five New Processors 
Thousands of Pro Tools owners know that sonic excellence, 

and fast, intuitive user interfaces, are just two reasons why 
Waves TDM Plug- Ins crest above all others. Plus, only Waves 

lets you do more with less hardware, with proprietary 

WaveShell - implementation that lets you 

allitATIVE POWER PACK 

A $4000 value-
.' Bundle Price: outI 

your favorite audio programs using only the 
CPU of your PC or Macintosh. Enhance your 
professionalism cnd unleash your creative power 
with the new Waves Native Power Pack. 

A >4500 iRackv alueBundle $ 120u 

background while you run your DAW or sequencer program. 
Unlike rackmount effects, Waves MultiRack Mac interface 

makes previewing, editing, and saving elects a snap. 
Get the most from your Sound Designer II and DSP cards — 
turn your computer into a high-quality rack processor. 

TDM BUNDLE 

Over three times the cost if purchased individually 
Po, • r•d. 

Price: $2300 
run multiple Waves Plug-Ins on a single DSP Farm chip! 

With more than $ 1500 worth of new products included for the 

same price as the original bundle, the new Waves TDM bundle 
is more essential than ever. When there's no compromising 

your performance, these are the Waves to catch. 

„ MultiRack & All New Wures líiClUtib; 

TDM Bundles Also Include: ii Ultramaximizer Mastering Limiter, Q10 Paragrcptcc EQ, 
PAZ PsychoAcoustic Arplyzer, Cl Compressor, Cl Gate, Si Stereo Imager, TrueVerti Vidual-Space Reverb," 
Full Cl Compressor/Gate, WaveConvert (a stand-alone, high-fidelity application that converts formats, 
and MultiRack Utility, bit depths and sample rates while simultaneously maximizing levels), 

TrackPack Lite " r", 7)gra—' 

Waves, vF-2 
MR Multe. 

TrueVerb VIrluel-Sv;1,(, 5 ivn,s.;; •, 
Paragraphic ED, Cl CompressorlGote, 

Si Stereo Imager, PAZ PsychoAcoustIc 
Analyzer, TrackPack Lite. L I Ditramaximizer 

Mastering Limiter, ono WaveConvert are 
trademarks of Waves. A t. other trademarks 
are the property of their respective holders. 
It purchased Individually. ** Currently, all 
non-TDM versions of TrueVerb run in Native. 

modo only, with or without a OP core. 

WAVrhts 
Our new bundles make it easier and more affordable than ever to put 
the power of Wcves to work on your next project. Call us for the complete 
story ( including upgrade options), or visit today. 

71 Centrul Ave. Pike, Suite 8, Knoxville, TN 37912 USA 

89.5395 fax: 1.423.688.4260 e-mail: wavesevaves.com 

die East tel: 44.1637.877170 tax: 44.1637.850495 
el- Aviv, Israel tel: 972.3.5107667 fax: 972.3.5105881 
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have set up two mixing suites, designed 
by John Storyk and Beth Walters. 

Mixer/sound designer Rich Cutler is 
pleased with the SSL OmniMix and 
Avid AudioVision combination, and the 
12 Avid Media Composers that Aural 
Fixation own. "The output and flexibil-
ity of the OmniMix console are very im-
pressive," Cutler says. " It has the 
input/output capability to handle our 
100 percent digital format and a so-
phisticated control system that makes 
things happen quickly. 

"The convenience to our clients of 
having audio services where they're cut-
ting picture is great, hut then they see 
the rooms and hear the environment 
that we work in, and that makes my job 
easier," he adds. "We can handle any 
video format, and we have surround 
sound, as well. Clients working on tight 
schedules really like having us in-
house." 

Mixing in many rooms is like doing 
hard time, with no way to tell if the 
clock says two in the morning or after-
noon. Aural Fixation is different. "One 
of the sides of the room has double-
paned windows built into the walls. It's 
a wonderful thing to be in a mixing 
room and have daylight. It creates an 
open, light, airy, comfortable environ-
ment without sacrificing any sonic ac-
curacy." 

Cutler says that cutting digital pic-
ture gives First Edition, and by exten-
sion Aural Fixation, a shot at extra 
work. "One of our editors was doing 
some Army spots the other day, a pack-
age of two : 15s. The footage was so 
good that he went ahead and cut some 
:60s and :30s, as well, which we de-
signed sound for. As a result of the 
work we did, the clients bought these 
other spots. Working digitally made 
that kind of spec work possible. 

"Most sound designers think that if a 
workstation doesn't have a keyboard 
attached to it, there's something wrong. 
but I like cutting sound on the Audio-
Vision. We have a large array of CD li-
braries, and I have lots of my own 
sound files to draw upon. I love the 
power of the AudioVision as a sound 
design tool." 

According to Cutler, the trend to-
ward computer-generated visuals is 
upping the creative ante for sound de-
signers. " In the past, we were doing 
sound design for mostly real-world ap-
plications—here's a dog barking, a 
train pulling into a station. As we 
move into less literal realms, there is 
no right or wrong; it's up to the sound 
designer to create a world of his or her 

own. For example, we recently posted 
a Revlon spot that featured Claudia 
Schiffer. Our editors used the Flame 
program to create a pastiche of bottles 
moving all around her. At the point 
the Revlon logo breaks up like a pane 
of glass and turns into a tornado and 
finally turns into Claudia, there was a 
lot of room for sound design. What 
should that effect sound like? I used 
ten or 12 layers of sound to create an 
effect to match that picture. That's 
challenging work." 

Gary Esleow is a producer, musician and 
freelance writer based in New jersey. 

—FROM PAGE 146, FOLEY RECORDING 

ically. We used to do a show called 
Monsters, and we needed the sound of 
a mummy ripping the heart from a liv-
ing person. That's something you don't 
normally have in your library. So we'd 
go out and get a watermelon and cut it 
open and take a piece of calf heart or 
something and pull it in and out a few 
times, and then pitch it up or down." 

Sometimes a low Foley budget can 
call for drastic measures. Ruschak recalls 
working on Bellevue Emergency, a real-
ity-based trauma program for TV. The 
producer wanted lots of off-camera 
sounds to convey the sense that it was 

qore CD5! 
You're making a significant investment in recording and manufacturing 
CDs. Do you want to risk your musical career with just any company 

offering CD services? Expect more from the industry 
leader thousands of independent musicians turn 
- and return - to every year. Here are a few ways 
we'll help you: 
Look better- Our award-winning graphic design 
gives you the major-label look that demands 
attention from consumers and A&R reps. 

Sound hotter- Expert SoundLab" engineers 
use state-of-the-art mastering equipment to 
get your master tape ready for airplay. 
Spend wiser - One simple package 

price includes everything you need: design, art 
proofs, all film and printing, and a Proof Positive® 
Reference CD. 
Move faster - Never miss another release date! 
With our Express service, your CDs are ready in as little 
as two weeks - cassettes in just one week! 

Sell more - You'll always stay a step ahead with the 
helpful tips and info in our free newsletters, booklets, 
distributor directory, and Web site. Plus, our top quality 
posters, post cards, stickers, retail displays, and radio 
mailings help you promote your release when it's ready. 
Sleep easier - Our money-back guarantee is ironclad, 
and our product experts provide the best personal attention 
in the business. So you can relax in the knowledge that 
your project is being made to your satisfaction. 

LOOK BETTER, SOUND BETTER, EXPECT MORE ---)DISC MAKERS 
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NEW CATALOG OUT NOW! 
Call today for your FREE full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE 
Outside USA call 609-663-9030; FAX 609-661-3458 
http://www.discmakers.com 
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likt the recent AES Europe show in Munich, Alesis and 
Swiss high-end pro audio 

manufacturer Studer announced an 
alliance for the development of 
ADAT Type II, a new 20-bit record-
ing system based on the S-VHS 
ADAT format. Slated for late-sum-
mer/fall release, the first two Type 
Il recorders will be the Alesis 
Meridian and the Studer V-Eight. 

The Type II format provides 20-
bit linear recording (up to 67 min-
utes on a T-180 tape at 44.1 kHz), 
as well as a mode that switches the 
new machines to 16-bit operation. 
The latter mode provides Type II 
decks with full backward compati-
bility for the recording and/or 
playback of tapes made on the 
100,000 (or so) machines using the 
original 16-hit ADAT format. The 
20-bit tapes will not be playable on 
the Alesis, Fostex and Panasonic 
Type I ADAT decks. However, up 
to 16 ADAT decks (of any vintage) 
can be interlocked for as many as 
128 tracks, in sample-accurate 
sync, merely by connecting the 
standard Alesis 9-pin sync cables 
between transports. 

One look at the new ADATs 
and you can be sure something's 
different. Housed in a die-cast, 
four-rackspace chassis, the Meridi-
an and V-Eight have the look and 
feel of pro video editing decks, 
with a large jog/shuttle knob, illu-

minated transport buttons and a 
keypad for entering SMPTE ad-
dresses or the 100 locator points. 
Under the hood, both machines 
feature the Matsushita "IQ" trans-
port used in Panasonic's high-end 
video editing systems and operate 
twice as fast as the Alesis XT. A 40-
minute (T-120) tape rewinds in 30 
seconds—wind speed is 80-times 
play speed, and shuttle is 10-times 
play speed. Variable-speed for-
ward/reverse "reel rocking" is also 
possible, and, if desired, audio 
from the aux track can automati-
cally be routed to any track output 
in Jog mode. 

The transport offers more than 
mere speed. Dual direct-drive 
motors under servo control move 
the tape efficiently, and this de-
sign eliminates the idler wheel, so 
tape handling is gentler. With no 
brake adjustments needed, no 
idler to clean/replace and an au-
tomatic head cleaning wand, 
maintenance needs should be 
greatly reduced. An offline mode 
allows formatting on one deck 
while recording on others—with-
out repatching sync lines. After 
formatting, a "tape certify" func-
tion can check the tape and pro-
vide a count of tape errors. 
A major difference between 

Type I and Type II is that the new 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

format includes a dedicated time-
code track (timecode can also be 
derived from the machine's ab-
solute-time counter), as well as an 
analog auxiliary track for cueing or 
other purposes. The decks also 
offer onboard SMPTE/EBU time-
code chase lock sync (all frame 
rates are supported), MIDI Machine 
Control, video reference I/O (with 
75-ohm termination switching) and 
word clock in/out. Post-production 
pros will appreciate the "pull-
up/pull-down" feature, which ad-
justs the sample rate by ±0.1% to 
compensate for film shot intention-
ally for video release at 30 fps (or 
24 fps film transferred to video at 
30 fps) and the standard NTSC 
frame rate of 29.97 fps. This makes 
a 0.1% change in the speed of the 
tape, while leaving the timecode 
format/frame rate unchanged. 

All analog interfacing is via 
balanced XLRs ( including time-
code and aux tracks) or the 56-
pin EDAC ( Elco-compatible) 
connector used on all previous 
Alesis ADATs. ADAT lightpipe 
digital in/out ports are standard; 
an expansion slot is provided for 
an optional 8-channel AES digital 
I/O interface. Other features in-
clude up to 170 ms of delay on 
each track, auto-punch with Re-
hearse mode, digital routing 
from/to any track on a machine 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 247 
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Surround Them 
with Dolby Surround Tools! 

MDtbi ootb 

1th Dolby Surround Tools you can produce W" 

Dolby Surround mixes for everything from TV 

shows to video games entirely within the 

Digidesign®Pro Tools® environment. You can also preview 

the results of the Dolby Surround process on discrete four-

channel music or sound effects that will subsequently be 

combined with other elements during the final mixing of 

film soundtracks. 

Your clients will also be able to take full advantage 

of the renowned Dolby Surround trademark on their 

products and packaging, with an easy-to-obtain, 

royalty-free license available from Dolby Laboratories. 

Dolby Surround Tools: yet another way for you to 

surround your clients—and their audiences—with the world's 

fastest-growing multichannel technology. 

FEATURES 

• Built-in surround panner(s) 
• Game Mode Encoder and Positioner functions for multimedia and video game 
developers 
• Monitor mode selection (Dolby Surround, stereo, and mono) 
• Set-up calibration system, delay control and center speaker monitoring options 

For more information on Dolby Surround Tools: 

A Division of Avid Techlology, Inc. 

3401-A Hillview Ave Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA 
Phone 415/842-7900 Fax 415/842-7999 
Product Info 800/333-2137 Fax on Demand 415/842-6602 

www.digidesign.com 

Dolby. Pro logic. and the double.l) symbol aw trademarks of I Adby I aboratorks 

Pro Tools and Digidesign arc rtlisterol trademarks of Avkl Teebnokey. In.. 1)igidesign is a disision of Avid Technokr. 

DESCENT: ü 199" Parallax Software. All rights reserved. IX•want and Interplay ate trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rigb 

For more information on Dolby Surround: 

DOLBY 
Dolby Laboratories Inc. 
100 Potrero Ave., San Francisco, CA 94103 

Phone 415-558-0200 • Fax 415-863-1373 • e-mail info@dolby.com 
Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire SN4 8QI, England 
Phone 01793-842100 • Fax 01793-842101 • e-mail info@dolby.co.uk 

www.dolby.com 
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ARENA SOUND 
STICK IT IN YOUR EAR 

A
s you read this, U2 begins a 
year-long stadium tour with 
more than 50 trucks and 15 

buses, ultimately carrying a 1,000-
ton production and its crew of 200 
to more than 5 million fans in 
dozens of countries. The 30 tons of 
P.A. is just one part of a production 
that includes the world's largest 
video screen and three sets of steel. 
What equipment will be on this 
summer's stadium and arena shows 
to improve the basic quality of 
sound going out to the worst seats? 

Arena shows have the best con-
soles and processing money can 
buy tor rent). I've heard many 
show tapes and listened to mixes 
on headphones, and while the en-
gineer's skill often outweighs the 
advantage of one stadium speaker 
system over the next, most large 
venues put both at a disadvantage. 
I consider myself fortunate to have 
assisted "Funk" Ponzeck with Clap-
ton at the old Ritz in NYC, mixed 
Tony Bennett at the White House, 
watched Sting tape Mil/ Un-
plugged, and sat beside the moni-
tor board while Metheny made my 
eyes water, but in 20 years I've 
never heard an arena show that 
couldn't be topped by dozens of 
smaller shows, and it's not the gear 

or the engineers. 
After all, arena acoustics are 

often designed with extra reverber-
ation to make sporting events more 
exciting. Of course, the speakers 
are better than ever; sophisticated 
arrays of modular enclosures are 
now commonly available from re-
gional companies. But battling the 
acoustic environment and the laws 
of physics (and the budget) to de-
liver high fidelity to all seats re-
mains a fundamental challenge for 
arena concert sound companies. All 
too often, the venue's acoustics 
overcome the speaker system and 
the FOH engineers' mix, and some-
one makes an executive decision to 
make the whole mess louder in the 
hope that "impact" will make up for 
shortcomings in intelligibility. 

There are solutions. Increasingly 
higher-Q speaker products and dis-
tributed designs allow concert-
goers at the largest outdoor shows 
to hear music in the next ZIP code, 
but time and money prohibit this 
approach for all but special events 
and purpose-built venues. Right 
now, many concert-goers would 
bring FM Walkmans to arena 
shows, if only there were some-

BY MARK FRINK 

thing to listen to. Wouldn't you? 
Ten years ago Stevie Wonder 

played on the Boston Common as 
part of a now-defunct open-air se-
ries. Green fences kept outsiders 
from looking in but couldn't keep 
the music from entertaining those 
without ducats. Over at stage-left 
was an early in-ear monitor system, 
essentially a low-power live-broad-
cast (pirate) FM radio station. Walk-
ing back from my apartment on 
Marlboro Street after lunch, I no-
ticed people outside the fenced-off 
venue spreading blankets in antici-
pation of a show they would not 
be able to see but could hear for 
free. These were the early days of 
personal sound systems, and many 
in the park that afternoon had 
boom-boxes and Walkmans to 
enjoy their own preshow warm-up 
music. Little did these bystanders 
know that by tuning to a normally 
unoccupied portion of the FM 
band, they could have listened to a 
mix of the show intended only for 
Wonder's ears. 

Today, provisions for hearing 
impaired (HI) patrons are required 
by the ADA law at public assembly 
venues with more than 50 seats. 
Anyone who requests these re-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 168 
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TOUR 
PROFILI 

METALLICA 
Staring Into the Lion's Mouth 

“y
 ou put out a record every five years, then 
there's bound to be some drastic changes," 
Metallica's James Hetfield says of Load, the 

band's latest release. "People have to take that with 
a block of salt. People have to understand what's 
been happening in our lives. What we've been 
doing, where we've been, where our minds are at." 

Formed in 1981 by drummer Lars Ulrich and 
guitarist/vocalist James Hetfield, MetaRica burned 
a fast, furious and raging trail across the '80s musi-
cal horizon. Shunned by commercial radio, they 
nonetheless went Gold in 1984 with Ride the Light-
ning, their second LP. Master of Puppets followed 
in 1986, posting Platinum sales in the U.S. The 
band's fourth LP, ...And Justice for All, spawned 
two singles and a U.S. arena tour in 1988. Their 
fifth eponymously titled LP (known as The Black 
Album by fans), was produced by Bob Rock in 
1991. The band played 300 dates around the globe 
between August 1991 and July 1993, then took a 
year off. Session work resumed in 1995, this time 
yielding the tracks for Load, with Bob Rock pro-

Paul Owen (left) and "Big Mick" Hughes at the 

FOH mix position 

clueing once again. Representing a distinct cre-
ative departure from their past studio efforts, 
Load maxes out CD content limitations with a 79-
minute soundscape of 14 songs. 

In support of Load, Metallica found themselves 
occupying the headlining slot at Lollapalooza in 
1996. With audio supplied by Des Plaines, Ill.-
based dB Sound, the act stormed the U.S. and 
Canada throughout the summer. Then, following three 
weeks of production rehearsals at the National Exhibition 
Center in Birmingham, England, the band took the wraps 
off a new dual-platform aluminum stage constructed in 
the U.S. by Pennsylvania-based Tait   
Towers and struck out across Europe BY GREGOR 

Mistakes rig at the Rosemont Horizon,Rosement, 111. 

in the Fall of '9e. Returning to the U.S. in late '96, the 
band is echeduled to tour stateside through Spring '97. 

Standing five feet trill and designed expressly for use 
in arena-sized venues and beyond, 

Y A. DETOGNE — CONTINUED ON PAGE 172 
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TOUR 
PROFILE 

MERLE HAGGARD 
Classic Country 

T
here's this great country singer/songwriter out of 
Texas named Dale Watson, who's currently mak-
ing his third album for HighTone Records. Wat-

son's first album, Cheatin' Heart Attack includes the 
song "Nashville Rash," which, as you might guess, is a 
send-up of "new country" music. The chorus begins 
with the line, "Help me, Merle, I'm breaking out in a 
Nashville rash..." He means Merle Haggard, of 
course—the soul of real, hard-edged, classic country. 

Haggard's out on the road right now, as he is most 
of the time, reminding his audience what country 
music is supposed to sound like. Out with him is a 
great band of players, The Strangers, including lead gui-
tarist Joe Manuel, Abe Manuel (Joe's brother) on fiddle, 
rhythm guitarist Randy Mason, bassist Eddie Curtis, 
drummer Bill Adam, Norm Hamlet on pedal steel gui-
tar, Alan Markham on sax and Bonnie Owens singing 
backup (as do Haggard's rowdy fans a good part of the 
time). Haggard's front-of-house engineer, for three 
years and counting, is Greg McGill, whose 20 years ol 
experience was mainly with regional 
California acts before joining this 
tour. 

Mix saw the show at San Francis-
co's Maritime Hall, a sailors' union 
hall that was transformed into a 
dance hall last year (see Club Spot-
light in Jan. '96 Mix). It's a big, 
boomy wooden-floored space with a 
high-curving ceiling and a small bal-
cony full of wooden seats—not the 
easiest room to mix (and to mix from 
the balcony), but the venue has in-
vested in a high-quality Meyer Sound 
system, and the Hall's crew are im-
pressively helpful. Jack Shaw, chief 
engineer for the Maritime Hall, has prepared a bound, 
comprehensive booklet for visiting engineers that not only 
lists installed and otherwise available equipment, but in-
cludes complete load-in instructions, clear wiring and 
patching diagrams, manufacturers' product instructions 
and specs, names and phone numbers of staff and free-
lance engineers, and guidelines for using the system and 
packing up. 

The installed Meyer system is centered around a 
40x8x4 Meyer/All (Acoustic Technical Laboratories) 
M4084 console. The P.A. includes three self-powered 
MSL4 speakers per side on the floor, and two per side 
flown, for the balcony. There are also two Crest-pow-
ered MSL2s for downfill and one Crest-powered UPA2c 
for center downfill. 

The monitor board, which is sit-
uated at stage left, is a Meyer/All 

FOH engineer Greg McGill 

M3208 32x12. Haggard's monitor en-
gineer, Bob McGill (Greg's brother) is 
carrying a monitor rig on the tour (a 
Soundtracs board and MacPherson 
wedges powered by AB International 
amps), but he didn't need it in S.F.; he 
made use of the Hall's Meyer UM1C, 
MTS-2 and UPA1 wedges. And both 
Greg and Bob McGill stuck with the 
venue's available outboard gear, 
which includes five Meyer CP-10 
parametric EQs, one Meyer VX-1 EQ, 

an Ashley GMS 31-band 1À-octave EQ, plus a Yamaha 
SPX900II multieffects unit. 

"I carry a few reverb effects and gates," Greg McGill 
says, "but nothing spectacular. We normally go into 
venues that have the equipment that's needed, so there's 
really no reason to bring equipment in when it's already 
there. Usually, their system's already fuzz-free, and 
adding something to a system can cause more problems 
than it solves. And with the way we tour, we have to 
drive overnight to get there and do a show that day, so 
there's not enough time to deal with big problems." 

The Merle Haggard tour is Shure-endorsed, however, 
so McGill uses his own Shure mics, the same setup every 
night: SM57s on Haggard's Fender Bassman guitar amps 
and on accordion, an SM58 on sax, an SM81 on trum-

  pet. On drums, McGill places 
BY BARBARA SCHULTZ — CON77NUED ON PAGE 230 
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Balanced Power is ideal for the most critical, ultra-low-noise installations. 

I
n much the same way that balanced audio lines can 
reduce the pickup of hum and other types of electromag-
netic interference, the use of balanced AC power lines in 

sensitive audio, video, or computer installations can make an 
enormous difference in residual system noise. The Furman IT-
1220 Balanced Power Isolation Transformer can supply your 
facility with 20 amps of 120/60V single-phase balanced AC 
power, using the well-known common-mode cancellation 
effect to drastically reduce hum and buzz caused both by 
ground currents from power supply filtering and by radiation 
from AC supply cables. In turn, this can reduce the need to 
adopt cumbersome and expensive star-ground systems or use 
massive bus bars or heavy ground rods. There is no need to 
"lift grounds" or compromise the integrity of safety ground 
wires to achieve hum reduction. Furthermore, balanced power 
for technical power applications is now recognized in the US 
National Electrical Code (Article 530). 

The IT- 1220's heart is a specially wound and shielded 
toroidal isolation transformer with a center-tapped secondary, 
allowing the AC power to be balanced at its source. The 
current-carrying wires are no longer "hot" and "neutral" (OV), 
but two 60V lines of opposite polarity (referenced to the safety 
ground connected to the center tap), whose difference is 120V. 

The IT- 1220 provides 14 balanced outlets (two front and 
12 rear) and includes an accurate, self-checking "smart" AC 
voltmeter, an Extreme Voltage Shutdown circuit, and a "Soft 
Start" circuit to prevent large inrush surge currents. 

Iw 
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FURMAN SOUND, INC. 
1997 S. McDowell Blvd.• Petaluma, CA 94954 
Tel: (707) 763-1010 • Fax: (707) 763-1310 

http://www.furrnansound.com 
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LIVE SOUND 

SOUDCHECK 
NASHVILLE ARENA 

r t i l he December 18, 1996, open-
ing of the 18,000-seat Nash-

ii Arena was an event to 
remember for local residents. 
Dubbed the Tennessee Christmas 
concert and featuring Amy Grant, 
Vince Gill, the Nashville Symphony 
and Nashville Choir (among oth-
ers), the event was by all accounts 
a great experience. Concert-goers 
were treated to what could become 
the arena concert venue by which 
all others are measured. "This 
arena actually allows you to hear 
the musical details," was one of 
many positive comments heard fol-
lowing the concert. Until now, the 
city has lacked an indoor venue 
that was large enough for most 
major acts. The new arena, along 
with its dedicated rehearsal hall, 
may now he viewed as the ideal 
venue in which hometown artists 
can kick off their national tours. 

ik 
The P.A. includes six clusters of 

Renkus-Heinz Co-entrant speakers 

When the city leaders of Nash-
ville decided to build a new arena, 
they held a design competition. 
Included with the normal specifica-
tions for a modern sports facility 
was the unique requirement for an 
arena that would feature acoustical 
characteristics to service Nashville's 
world-famous music industry and 
become a venue for fans and per-
formers alike. The city's emphasis 
on acoustics and performance was 
signified by the participation of 

The new Nashville Arena, system designed by Wrightson, Johnson, Haddon & Williams of Dallas 

Vince Gill on the architectural se-
lection committee. 

The winner in the design com-
petition was the architectural team 
of HOK Sport of Kansas City, and 
Hart, Freeland, Roberts of 
Nashville. Wrightson, Johnson, 
Haddon & Williams of Dallas were 
the team's acoustical, sound and 
audio-visual systems designers. 
Though the arena design brief was 
for a multipurpose space, the 
acoustical design directive was 
quite different. According to Jack 
Wrightson, "The primary acoustical 
design goal for most professional 
sports arenas is for crowd noise 
first, concerts second. The sports 
franchises that occupy these facili-
ties want the place to be really loud 
when the crowd gets going. In 
Nashville, the goal was to design a 
venue with controlled acoustics 
that would help, not hurt, the 
arena-class touring sound system. 

"The biggest problem in the de-
sign of acoustical treatments is the 
ability to achieve low-frequency 
absorption," Wrightson adds. "Most 
roof and wall treatments work fair-
ly well down to 500 or 250 Hz. But 
at frequencies below that, there is 
generally a problem with excessive 
reverberation. It is not unusual to 
see a modem arena with reverber-
ation times of five to six seconds at 
125 Hz and 2.5 seconds at 2 kHz. 

BY VANCE BRESNEARS 

This imbalance can result in a 
gloomy' sound quality." 

TRAPEZOIDAL BAFFLES 

The low. - h.L•quenc) probleni was 
addressed by using large, free-
hanging acoustical banners de-
signed to reduce reflections off the 
acoustical metal deck ceiling. In ad-
dition, a large series of trapezoidal 
"fin" baffles ring the rear of the 
arena, overhanging the upper-level 
seating. These 4-inch-thick baffles 
are filled with high-density Fiber-
glas and stand approximately 10 to 
15 feet high and 30 feet long, with 
the long axis extending out into the 
arena. High-frequency absorption 
treatments are more conventional. 

One of the more unique treat-
ment methods is the use of an ad-
ditional space in the upper part of 
the building that is acoustically 
coupled to the main volume 
through Fiberglas insulation. The 
result is dramatically improved 
low-frequency absorption. Just as 
the low-frequency performance of 
wall-mounted absorption panels is 
improved by mounting them with 
an air gap behind each panel, hav-
ing no backing with a large volume 
behind can produce even better 
low-frequency absorption. 

"The result is a very controlled 
acoustical environment," Wrightson 
notes. We were able to eliminate 
excessive reverberation, particularly 
at lower frequencies, and attenuate 
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Hew de you sit-ifflowe the werild'e Seet 
anomie 

Popular wisdom says "don't change the 
recipe when you're making good biscuits." 
The reason the CS-800 has remained 
dominant for over twenty years is that 
we've only changed it a few times and 
when we did, we knew what to throw out 
and what to keep. 

What to Keep 
The new CS 800S uses metal (T0-3) 
power transistors, because plastic devices 
just don't deliver equivalent thermal 
performance. 
While metal 
devices can be 
used right up 
to silicon 
junction 
failure, plastic 
devices 
degrade 50`t 
(90'F) sooner. 
This margin of 
"thermal 
headroom" 
can be the difference between a really loud 
finale and something more final. 

/   

n e  
Oops... Your amp with plastic transistors 
just blew up! 

A Parallel Flow- The 
CS 800S MN • 
completely parallel 

cooling deenkoce= 

the same cool 
temperature air.— No 
device receives alr 
pre-heated by another 
device, for zero 
ntemperaturei  ,gr• idksnt 
e  

Books have been written about thermal 
management, but it all boils down to three 
things: air flow, heat sink area, and A T (the 
difference between the heat radiator and 
ambient air). The CS 800S uses a unique 
"parallel flow" heat sink alignment so every 
transistor receives the same cool 
temperature air for optimum A T. 

With two variable-speed 32 CFM fans 
cooling hundreds of square inches of heat 
sink area, and metal (TO-
3) power devices (in the 
air stream), the CS 800S 
will play very loud for very 
long (years - not minutes 
or seconds). 

The audio amplifier section 
uses proven Class A/B 
ultra-linear complementary 
topology with several 
improvements that further 
reduce the distortion/noise floor 
even lower than the already 
"audiophile quality" CS 800X (40 
v/psec, <0.03 % thd, etc.) 

1200 W 
23.5 lbs. 

Very 
carefully! 

Our exclusive output circuit design (patents 
pending) completely compensates for 
amplifier output impedance. We 
conservatively spec damping factor at 
1000 but it is only limited by component 
tolerance. 

Modular inputs and outputs provide 
flexibility in configuring the CS 800S for 
your application. Binding post, or Speakore 
outputs, it's your call. A clever input circuit 
accepts anything from XLR balanced line 
level signals to single-ended speaker level 
signals. Caution: don't try this with a non-
CS amplifier; speaker level input signals 
will fry most amps an the market today! 

ettitou 
Me* eaT/inCe/Wr moduiti-One of 
ebibenebecVtig inated:Ina 
Dowd a we Who b 

When you have !Mime& 
geft•=eezt end Interact. you can 

= 0e bele beeteleal perkumance. While a flat 
bokaeon peer, Wet combined 
Was neeponew Olk sounds good tri this case, 

We Moo» b round « Nor MAN bok good. 

Nolte we have other plueillt IttOdlesI under denbopmene 
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The MONITOR Magazine is a publication with the latest information musicians want to know. To receive 4 issues hr only 
$5 ( price good in U.S. only) send check or money order to: Monitor Magazine..eavey Electronics Corporation. 

711 A Street. Meridian. MS 39301 • (601) 483.5365 • Fan (6M) 486-1278 
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DDT - A fast-acting limiter, triggered by 
clipping or current limiting, which prevents 
speaker/equipment damage, is probably 
our most copied feature. Only Peavey 
Electronics offers "true" DDT. (U.S. Patent 
#4,318,053) 

A funny thing happened on the way to 
Beta Test. Over the years, we've learn,' 
to test new designs in the "real wort, 
Prior to releasing the new CS 800S. .•. 
sent beta test units to England, South 
America. Australia, end around the U.S. 
Our British tester got concerned when fur 
unit hadn't arrived, so we traced it to the, 
customs office. The unit looked so 
expensive the customs Inspector didn't 

believe the declared value. Finally, several fares 
later, we convinced him he could actually buy one 
for the stated price and got on with the testing. 

What to Change 
The new CS 800S is two rack spaces high 
and weighs only 23.5 lbs! The CS800S 
wasn't lightened by using a smaller power 
transformer and fewer output devices on a 
'trick" heat sink. We used our years of 
digital and "switchmode" experience to 
develop an advanced high frequency 
power supply. More than just a 
replacement for the old heavy iron 
transformer, intelligent load and thermal 
sensing dynamically interact to provide 
more power, longer, and more reliably than 
previous approaches. 

This, combined with our more than 30 
years of experience building the most 
reliable solid-state amplifiers in the world, 
allowed us to redesign the whole amplifier 
from input to output, merging the best of 
the old with the best of the new to deliver 
1,200 watts of superior performance 
without breaking your back or your 
pocketbook. The CS800 just keeps getting 
better! 

Cs® 800S 

PEAVEY 
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most of the late-arriving sound reflec-
tions that are generally detrimental to 
clarity and intelligibility. But since the 
seating bowl is similar to most others 
with hard surfaces, there is still enough 
early reflected sound energy to make 
the room feel right. The original design 
called for angled and contoured faces at 
the front of the club and upper-level 
seating to reduce echoes without fur-
ther absorption. However, this feature 
was eliminated during the cost-cutting 
phase of the project." 

For the grand opening concert, as 
will surely be the case for most concert 

Q!Piviking audio° 

111 

L Ctit1"26 
41:: 6,17,1 

116, 

Dealer inquiries welcome 

Most loudspeaker 
systems cost a lot more 
than the price of their 
individual components. 
Only Viking Audio offers 
an extensive line of high 
quality enclosures 
without drivers. Save 
thousands of dollars by 
installing the drivers 
yourself - a simple task 
taking less than one hour 
per cabinet. 

eonsidetthe MCW-2. It 
e is a medium-to long- throw 
system ftnished in fiberglass, 
for use with two 15" 2226's 
and a 2446 compression 
driver. 

For more information 
contact Michael Crichton 
and request a free.catalog. 

0§ viking audio° 
Juarez 51, Col. El Colli 
C.P. 45070 Zaporraa. Jalisco. \léxico. 
Tel 52 (3)628-3950 
Tel/Fax 52 (3)628-3694 

'Suggested retail price tor enclosure only - drivers not Included Shipping and handling extra. 

events, a touring system was brought 
in. However, for other functions, in-
cluding arena football and boxing, the 
house system will be relied upon for 
high-quality speech and music sound 
reinforcement. Eventually, the city 
hopes to bring in an NHL or NBA team 
to make the venue its home. 

"They wanted a high-impact sound 
reinforcement system that could take 
advantage of the controlled acoustics in 
the room," says WJHW's Brad Ricks, 
sound system designer for the arena. 
"Because of their acoustic and sound 
reinforcement requirements, we decid-
ed to utilize a four-way, high-power-
density speaker system that included 
subwoofers. In most rooms of this size, 
you don't stand a chance with subs be-
cause of the acoustics. Sound below 
100 Hz becomes very problematic." 

DISTRIBUTED CLUSTER DESIGN 
The main seating bowl system is based 
on a distributed design of six clusters 
roughly following the hockey dasher-
board outline. Clusters of Renkus-Heinz 
Co-entrant speaker components are 
spaced with two on either side cover-
ing the main side seating areas, and two 
clusters at either end covering the end 
sections. Speaker components include 
Renkus-Heinz CEMH64-3 mid/high cab-
inets for long throw, each containing six 
1-inch high-frequency compression dri-
vers and six 6.5-inch midrange cone dri-
vers. "These long-throw cabinets 
provide a tremendous amount of punch 
and impact in a relatively small pack-
age," observes Ricks. "They have good 
directivity control throughout the mid 
and high bands, and generally are 
great-sounding boxes." 

Medium- and short-throw speakers 
are the Renkus-Heinz CE-3 64 and CE-3 
94, respectively. Also used in the main 
clusters are the CE-3 low and C-3 subs 
for the low and sub-bass frequencies. 
Additional sound system coverage for 
some of the upper seating areas is pro-
vided by CEFR95-1 speakers on signal 
delays. 

"The system design criteria included 
high-impact, full-range music reinforce-
ment, even sound coverage and high 
intelligibility," says Ricks. "We chose the 
Renkus-Heinz speakers for their combi-
nation of high output, directivity control 
and sonic quality. 

"Probably the main compromise in 
the system is a slight loss of sound level 
coverage in the very upper rows of 
seats," Ricks continues. "We felt it was 
worth a few dB rolloff in the upper 
seats in order to keep sound energy off 
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the upper walls and minimize reflec-
tions. We decided to aim the long-throw 
speakers down just a bit to provide the 
best balance of seating coverage while 
minimizing reflections. Even with the 
extensive amount of absorption, there 
will be some reflected sound energy off 
the metal deck wall materials." 

COMPUIER-CONTROUED AMPUFIERS 

1)(m, ering the Renktis-I leinz speaker 

system are NexSys computer-controlled 
Crest CKS and CKV amplifiers. The 
Crest computer-controlled amplifier sys-
tem allows each of the six main clusters 

zAril 
The P.A. is powered by a computer-controlled 

Crest amplifier system 

1 

(70) G  

Yorkville 
YSM-1 
Near-Field Monitors 

Critics agree... the YSM-1 monitor is a real contender. But the 

excerpts below only tell part of the story. Let your own ears be the judge... 

and then buy yourself a new toy with the money you save! 

II> "...I was immediately impressed with 
the deep bass response." 

▪ "... Rock solid cabinet, internal brace 
and ample internal dampening material 
...no audible unwanted bass resonances. 

▪ "...a much bigger sound (than the 
industry-standard Yamaha NS-JO 
nearfields), with dramatically deeper bass 
response and a more 'open' top end." 

▪ "... guile detailed, allowing you to pick 
specc elements out of dense mix." 

▪ "...I would encourage all neatfield 
buyers, regardless qfprice point, to listen 
to these monitors." 

Pro Audio Review 
Lorin Alldrin, Sept/96 

IN THE USA 
Yorkville Sound Inc. 
4625 Witmer Industrial Estate 
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14305 

y  

Yorkville 

▪  I/ ma% a pleasure mixing on the YSM-
Is, and the resultant mixes translated excep-
tionally well to other playback systems...ear 
fatigue was nonexistent." 

▪ ''... The YSM-I reproduces timbres with 
near pinpoint accuracy" 

▪ "The YSM-I is a full-bodied, sonically 
neutral monitor that, to my ears wins the 
prize for delivering the most realistic picture 
of the aural spectrum." 

▪ "...Mids and high mids were clean and 
articulate." 

I> -Stereo imaging is my good, resolution 
is consistent in every frequency range" 

Electronic Musician 
Brian Knave, luly/96 

AUMICIPRO élite ikniti PULSE 

See the full reviews at www.yorkvile.com 

IN CANADA 
Yorkville Sound Ltd. 
550 Granite Court 

Pickering, ONT. L1W 3Y8 

to have a dedicated amplifier rack lo-
cated directly above for short speaker 
cable runs. Also distributed in the main 
cluster racks are White DSP-5024 signal 
processors connected through a serial 
control system. 

The NexSys computer-control sys-
tem eliminates the requirement for all 
amplifiers to be located in a central 
equipment room. Distributed amplifier 
racks can be monitored and adjusted 
via computer control from the control 
room. Through a combination of signal 
routing and NexSys amplifier control, a 
touring act can tap into the house sys-
tem and provide coverage to some of 
the upper seating areas. "NexSys presets 
allow us to set up the system for vari-
ous configurations of amplifier level 
changes and muting control to accom-
modate a variety of scenarios," explains 
Ricks. "We also can set up similar con-
figurations with the White DSPs. Once 
the final setup is complete, there will 
most likely be a concert mode and a 
normal mode for both the NexSys sys-
tem and the Whites." 

Signal processing for the system in-

MIMES 
Grammy-winner Celine Dion is on 
the road this year with gear provid-
ed by Montreal-based Solotech. The 
tour employs two Soundcraft con-
soles for front of house: a 48-input 
Europa and a 32-channel sidecar. 
The Europa is also being used as a 
recording console; all of the shows 
are recorded to Sony PCM-800 8-
track digital. The monitor board is a 
Soundcraft SM-24. Dion and her six-
piece band are also using Garwood 
in-ear monitors...Soundcraft con-
soles were also used for the recent 
BRAT Awards held at the London 
Astoria theater and sponsored by 
NME. Equipment for the event, 
which was provided by Marquee 
Audio and Britannia Row Produc-
tions, included a Europa for front of 
house and an SM24 monitor con-
sole. The monitor system at the As-
toria included four Turbosound TFS 
780 Flashlights and four TFS 760 
Floodlights for sidefills, plus 16 TFM 
115 wedges, two TFM 250s and two 
TFL 118s for drum fills, all powered 
by a combination of BSS EPC-780 
and EPC-760 amplifiers...Level Con-
trol Systems reports that two of its 
LD-88 digital mixers were installed 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 166 
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POWER- QT" ADF-4000 • 24- BIT, 2- CHANNEL 

Buy one, get six free! 
1. 

Tabular editing 
of 12 digital fil-
ters, switchable 
to parametric, 
fixed FBX, or 
dynamic FBX. 
Patented. 

adaptive FBX filters find & eliminate feedback, providing more gain, imvoved clar-
ity, and more wireless mic mobility. Adjustable FBX sensitivity and tracking. 

# Type Frequency Width Depth 

1 
2 
3 

265 
837 
1242 
0 

0.20 + 5 
0.10 -3 
0.10 -6 
0.10 

2. 

Click & Drag 
graphic editing 
of parametric fil-
ters; grab-a-filter 
or select any 
point on curve 
to edit using 
cursor keys & datawheel. Shows response curve as you sweep filter center frequency, 
width, or depth. Filter ranges: 20 to 20kHz, + 12 to -80 dB, 1/100 to one octave. 

# Type 
1 p 
+15 

-25 

Frequency Width Depth 
. 0.20 +5 MAIN 

FRSP-

OCK+ 

CH A 

3. 

Edit 31 bands 
per channel 
simultaneously 
on same 
screen. View 
actual frequen-
cy response 
curve as you adjust filters. Edit channels individually or LINK them together. Edit 
one channel and COPY it to the other View POWER-Q curves or room curves. 

#1 F:265 A +5 B 00 

4. 

31-band, digi-
tal. filter-based. 
1t3 octave ISO. 
Choose A, B, 
or C weighting, 
absolute/nor-
malized display, 
slow last response. pink or white noise generator. Superimpose graphic EQ on 
RIA display— for precise viewing and editing of frequency response. 

00 

60 1111111111111111111111111111111 in71:2  CH A 

5113. 

Control com-
pressor thresh-

old, limiter 
threshold, 
compression 
ratio, attack & 
release time, 
gain and peak limit for each channel. View input and output levels, and gain 

reduction. Adjust gate threshold, attack, release. 

COMPRESS-LIMIT 
THRESH + 19 dBV 
RATIO 3:1 
KNEE SOFT 
ATTACK 50.0 msec 
RELEASE 0.50sec 
LIMIT + 23 dBV 

If a 

AB AB 
+26 

O 

-30 -30 
INPUT GAIN RED. 

MAIN 

CH A 

Two txt digital 
delays with 20 
microsecond 

resolution. 
Input in feet, 
meters or 
seconds. 

e1997 Sabine. Inc 

mSec 
Feet 
Meter 

DIGITAL DELAY 

1.5 ( 1.5 - 50.0) 
1.7 ( 1.7 - 56.7) 
0.5 ( 0.5 - 16.7) 

MAIN 

CH: A 

—patent pending 

Get the power of all these functions operating at the  
same time, plus features only available from Sabine: 

Achieves your precise response curve in less than 
4 minutes/channel. 

Automatically expands dynamic range to >110 dB, 
input/output signals up to 26 dBV. 

Automatically kills feedback in setup and during 
the program, up to 12 feedback points per channel. 

LIVE • RECORDING • POST 

Sabine's new POWER-Q'' combines the functions of 
seven separate products into one easy-to-use 2U pack-
age... and does it without the compromises of other "all-
in-one" boxes. 24-bit digital processing and Analog 
Devices' new SHARC floating-point processor give :he 
POWER-0 unparalleled audio quality and flexibility. 
You get the most powerful combination of ecpalization, 
gain management, and signal processing tools avail-
able at any price, for a fraction of what you'd expect. 
And all functions run simultaneously, harnessing a 
whole rack of power with just one A/D conversion. 

Save and recall up to 98 user-defined configurations 
and/or frequency response curves, and load programs 
locally or via Serial or MIDI remote control option. 

Unlike other multi-function products that cut corners, 
every POWER-Q'm function delivers top quality - and 
the price is unbeatable. Get a POWER-Q"' demo 
today. and call for your free copy of our new 20 page 
booklet, "The FBX Advantage." 

POWER-Q OPTIONS: 
• For Multi-channel setups. ADF-4SLU: Two-channel. blank front panel slave unit: ail 
Power-13 functions controllable by master ADF-4000 or PC 

• Digital Audio IAES): Choose digital with analog (DA-I 0) or digital only ( D-I 
• Serial MIDI remote ccntrol: control Power-0 via MIDI or PC and Power-0 for Windows. 

SABIN 
MADE IN USA 

® Tel ( 904)418-2000 
Fax: (904)418-2001 

ADAPTIVE A " Fax-Back Product Info: UDIO 
{904).418-2002 
www.sabineinc.com CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

':13X and FBX Feedback Exterminator are registered trademarks of Sabine. Inc.. and are the brand 
names of its line of aummate feedback controllers. Covered by U.S. Patent No. 5245.665. 
Australian Patent No. 653.736. and Canadian Patent No. 2.066.624-a Other patents pending. 



LEVI SOUND 

More Reasons to Choose Gepco 
Distributor for: 

• ADC 

• Içirle 

• Neutrik 

• 5witchcraft 

• AMI' 

• EDAC 

_arid many more 

Cost-effective. Quality Crafted. Your choice of cable type, length and color 
from our extensive selection. Delivered to you on time. Gepco manufactures 
custom cable assembles, audio and video snakes, breakout boxes, panels, patch 
bay wiring harnesses, direct boxes and prepackaged cable assemblies for point-of-

sale display. All Gepco cable and custom products are made in the U.S.A. 

1-800-966-0069 
Ask your Gepco sales representative for a free catalog 

Cable, Connectors and Custom Products 

GEPCO INTERNATIONAL, INC. 2225 W. Hubbard, Chicago IL 60612 
Phone: 312-733-9555 1-800-966-0069 Fax: 312-733-6416 

Gn 
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Liquidfraf comes on a disc-
sounds like a custom score! It's the OneMusic 
Production Library post-scoring system that gives you four 

stereo submixes. In an hour you can come up with your 

own custom results. Take it to whatever level you want— 

it's your arL your mix. 

Call For Demo 

-OneMUSiC 011-800-858-8880 
(1-888-663-6874) 

13747 Mandan Drive, Suite 220 • Dallas, D( 75240 • info@tirstcom.com 
Trade Mark 1996 OneMusic Company 

cludes Renkus-Heinz controllers and 
White DSP-5024 digital signal proces-
sors. System installation was by SESCO 
(Hingham, Mass.), with Joe Patten 
working as the project manager and 
Tom Boulaine as the project engineer. 
Additional control is accomplished by 
a Crestron touchscreen control panel 
for the announcer, tuner, TV audio, 
and auxiliary signal routing to upper 
concourse, club concourse, main con-
course, restrooms and ticket booths. 

"It has been fun to work on an 
arena with different acoustic and sound 
system requirements," Wrightson says. 
"It will be interesting to see how peo-
ple feel about this room after it has 
been used for some time." 

Vance Bresbears is a sound system de-
sign consultant based in Alpine, Calif. 

—FROM PAGE 164, NEWSFLASHES 

at the Lance Burton Theater at the 
Monte Carlo Casino and Resort in 
Las Vegas. The theater sound system 
was designed by Specialized Audio-
Visual Inc. of Clifton Park, NY.. An 
EAW speaker system was installed in 
Club Colosseum, a London nightclub 
overlooking the Thames. The system 
was designed and installed by CVA 
Ltd. of London...Feld Entertainment, 
which produces Ringling Bros. Bar-
num & Bailey Circus, Walt Disney's 
World on Ice and The Wizard of Oz 
on Ice, is using 350 channels of Cy-
berLogic amplification for its touring 
events...The new production of 
Bizet's Carmen, which opened in 
February at London's Albert Hall 
employs a sound system designed 
by Autograph Sound Recording 
(London). The system includes two 
clusters of eight Meyer Sound MSL-4 
loudspeakers, plus four clusters of 
four Meyer UPA-is.. .System design-
ers Acoustic Dimensions hired Brian 
Elwell as part of an effort to expand 
its Dallas office. In addition, the 
company's New York office has 
relocated to 2 East Ave., Larchmont, 
NY 10538; 914/833-1300...The Welk 
Champagne Theater in Branson, MO, 
took delivery of 240 of System 
Development Group's (Frederick, 
MD) Art Diffusors and Sonora Panel 
wall treatments. This theater was 
voted Best Sounding Theater in 
Branson by the Branson Music 
Awards in 1995. 
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333 EAST 5m STREET; 
CHESTER, PA 19013-4511 

PHONE 800-523-4934 • 610-876-3400 
FAX 610-874-0190 



DELTRO GOTHAM === 

INTERCONNECTS MAKE SWEET MUSIC 

0411.41LIII Me—miffliiimmi. 

AUDIO CABLES  

• Microphone cables 
• Digital cables 
• Multipair cables 
• Ultraflexible 
• Double shielded 
• Digital multipair cables 

t " iniummilmoo0.1° 

— 

DOS 
NNW» 

eamom000110. 

Deltron/Gotham 
US Sales & Stocking Warehouse 

800-292-2834 

CONNECTORS  

• XLR's, 1/4" phone, 
phono, and Midi's 
• New-foolproof channel 

identification for XLR's 
• New-silent version 1/4" 
phone plug 
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Onelusic 

Distributed By 

FIRSTCOIVI 

Up until today, great 
original music was expensive. And library 
music was.. library music. That's all changed. 

OneMusic LiquidlraxTM comes on a disc— 

sounds like a custom score. Four of the 

tracks are liquid. Mix away. 

Call For Demo 

-OneMUSiC 011-800-858-8880 
(1-888-663-6874) 

13747 Montfort Drive, Suite 220 • Dallas, TX 75240 • into@firstcom.com 
  . Trade Mark 19% OneMusic Company 

—FROM PAGE 156, ARENA SOUND 

ceivers can use them, often at some 
nominal rental fee, and you may find it 
interesting to check out the house HI 
system next time you buy a concert 
ticket. In a world with increasingly 
louder environments and music, it's a 
sure bet that HI patrons will make up a 
larger segment of the listening popula-
tion as time goes by. 

However, the quality of low-bid 
arena HI systems is often poor. The 
transmission can be noisy, suffer from 
limited bandwidth and, like the listen-
ing conditions in the back row of the 
balcony, is often neglected and unmon-
itored. Another reason for poor quality 
is deliberate decisions by the artist's en-
gineer. A common source of bootleg 
recordings is an unauthorized split from 
the feed to a venue's HI system. It's 
often impossible to verify the security of 
a connection that begins with an XLR 
on the arena floor and routes through a 
house patchbay to feed a remote trans-
mitter. Some engineers therefore defend 
their artist's material by providing a 
voice-only or partial mix to HI systems, 
ensuring that any tapes made will be in-
complete. Although it's conceivable that 
a production could maintain complete 
control by carrying its own transmitter 
and receivers, the law requires provi-
sions for 4% of the audience, a daunt-
ing inventory for arenas that hold tens 
of thousands. 

Despite the legislative support of HI, 
any act that plans to transmit quality 
audio to show patrons via the FM band 
faces legal hurdles. Several years ago, 
the Yes tour provided a live FM broad-
cast of the show for patrons with Walk-
man receivers. When asked for details, 
an inside source had no comment and 
said there were "lots of reasons not to 
talk about it." As one might expect, FCC 
law protects traditional broadcasters at 
the expense of smaller interests. Various 
sections of the airwaves have specific 
guidelines for how they are to be used. 
Two exceptions to FM regulations 

are of interest. Under Part 15, low-
power broadcast on frequencies from 
88 to 108 MHz is permitted without li-
cense as long as measured field strength 
is less than 50 microvolts per square 
meter at 50 feet, allowing an effective 
range of 50 feet at best. A typical appli-
cation is in health clubs that offer multi-
ple televisions, allowing patrons to 
listen to the audio program of their 
choice while exercising. Other applica-
tions include multilanguage presenta-
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JUST ONE LOOK TELLS YOU IT'S RADICALL1 
DIFFEREN1 
NO FAN. NO NOIS 
see wpm. 

crown K 

crcliwn K 

• • 

The Crown K2. Revolutionary techn 
ogy that delivers more power a 
sound while using less energy th 
any amplifier on the planet. And all 
a durable, maintenance-free pucka 
that's just two rack spaces high. 

Simply put, this new amp delivE 
more bang for your buck. 

Using new, Patent- Pending Balanc 
Current Amplifier IB(ATM) circuitry, t 
K2 gives you massive amounts of re 
world power while generating virtu(' 
no component-degrading heat. In fa 
it's so thermally efficient, it produc 
just one-tenth the heat of conventior 
amplifiers and is over three tim 
more thermally efficient than anythi 
else on the market. 

Because the K2 is so energy ef 
dent— more than twice that of co 
ventional switching amps— it requir 
less power to deliver 1,250 watts p 
channel into 2 ohms. ( And that's 
solid 2 ohm rating!) This means th 
not only can more K2's be plugg 
into a single AC circuit, but there a 
also significant energy savings. 

Best of all, our K2 gives you all t 
superior sound that Crown is knov 
for— tight, chest-slamming low en 
crystal-clear highs and a well-defin 
midrange. 

In stock and shipping now, the nE 
K2 is available for a Manufacture 
Suggested Retail Price of just 5179. 

K2. Revolutionary design and perfc 
mance. Only from Crown. 

Toll- Free: 800-342-6939 
Fast Facts Fax: 800-294-4094 

crowr 
Guaranteed Excellence 

www.crownintl.com 
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FIRST CALL 
Why do world-class producers and studios call us first for 
digital transfers, digital editing, audio rentals and service? 

WE'RE THE DIGITAL SOURCE 
DAT, Sony 3348/24, Mitsubishi 
X-880 and X-86H5 (96 kHz) mas-
tering decks—we own 'em all. 
Equipment breakdown? Call us 
for a "Special Emergency" low-
rate rental replacement. 

DIGITAL MASTERING, 
EDITING, TRANSFERS 
All-digital multi-format suite with 
Harmonia Mundi Format Con-
verter, Sony digital 
editor w/EQ. DIGITAL ASS 

WE'RE DIGITAL EXPERTS 
Call anytime for tech support, 
whether you rent from us or not. 

WE'VE GOT WHAT YOUR 
RACK NEEDS 
Lexicon Sz AMS, Neve EQ... the 
latest digital and analog gear, 
plus hard-to-find "classics." 

WE NEVER CLOSE 
That's right-24 hour service. 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 
OCIATES You're never too 

far to go 
411/010FOIML digital. 

SOUND 
630 9th Avenue • RoomE 1012 • NeLw YLork, NY 1(1)036 

For your FREE rate card, call 800/847-4123 toll free in USA 
(212/262-2626 in NY State) or fax us at 212/262-2632. e 
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OneMusic is the production 
library yAi can remix. Exclusive Liquidlime' 
post-scoring system gives you four stereo 
sub-mixes. That means you mix it any way 

yn want. LiquidTrax—the new system that's 

all about you and your art. 

tions and hearing-impaired systems in 
very small theaters. Larger venues use 
higher-powered FM systems operating 
outside the commercial band with pro-
prietary receivers. (Infrared broadcast-
ing for HI systems in theatrical venues 
avoids FCC restrictions, hut infrared 
can't cover large venues because of its 
line-of-sight nature.) 

The noteworthy loophole in broad-
cast law is Part 74, which permits the-
atrical productions to use frequencies in 
TV channels 5 and 6, between 76 and 
88 MHz, at up to 50 milliwatts mea-
sured at the transmitter, and there is no 
field-strength limit. Stage, movie and TV 
productions make use of these frequen-
cies for remote IFB, one-way cueing 
channels and director's confidence 
monitoring. This includes transmitting 
on 87.5 to 87.8 MHz, at the low end of 
the dial. Walkmans can tune in those 
frequencies, and there's not much 
down there if there's no local TV-6. 
Stereo broadcasting is not legal because 
the subcarrier requires more bandwidth, 
but with an efficient antenna, it's possi-
ble to cover an entire stadium. Though 
the devices are not designed for this 
purpose, it's clear that patrons who 
bring their own Walkmans could listen 
in on these frequencies, as could the 
production personnel for whom the 
transmission is intended and legal. Sud-
denly, the lips on the video screen are 
in sync with the words! With noise-can-
celing headphones or in-ear transduc-
ers, any delay offset from the P.A. 
would be reduced or eliminated. 

The outdoor Boston Common con-
cert series was ultimately canceled be-
cause of the complaints of residential 
neighbors. But its not hard to conceive 
of concerts in the future that are 
drowned out by street traffic and other 
ambient noise, while both patrons and 
performers listen to in-ear transducers. 
With the arrival of digital radio broad-
cast this year and recent developments 
in cellular technology, it's easy to imag-
ine multichannel local area transmis-
sions for a variety of applications, 
including theatrical entertainment. 
Walkman concerts are not going to re-
place arrays of trapezoidal enclosures, 
but it's interesting that one evolution in 
entertainment audio may make use of 
the consumers' own equipment, rather 
than mountains of speakers from a half-
dozen 18-wheelers. 

Mark &ink is Mix 's sound reinforce-
ment editor. 
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With more than 12,000 Codecs 

worldwide it's no 

secret. 
MUSICAM USA and ccs 

Cod, sehre oeiRE/ISI 

UMX. 

0000 

MUSICAM USA 

CDQPrirma: Irtelligent code 
for remote digkali audio - wi 
the world's pest sound 

• ISDN. Satenite, Ti  El and 

dedicated limes 

• ISO/MPEG Laver II, Ill, 
G.722, H.221, J.52 Dased 
IMUX and DAB 

• Best digital audio quality 
for broadbast Pro Audio, 
Recording and Voice-Over 

RoadRunmer: An economica 
portable II S DN cadecímixer 
that lets you send and receiv 
mono audio oven the highest 
quality phone limes available. 

• Built in ISDN terminal 
adapter wit; NT 

• 15 kl-k mono audio over a 
single& kbfe. "Er nhann 
20 kHz mono audio over 
128 kb/s 

• Optirffized for ISO/LAPEG 
Layerll&lf al 56, E4, 112 
and 128 kb/sand 0.722 

FieldFone/St_rdioFoned 
The first system for broadca 
quality audio over a senile 
regular phone Eno 

• Broadcast quality - up tc 

8.8 kHz vvith enhanced 
Layer Ill 

• Compact and rugged. fully 
bi-direcbonal. just dial and 
send audic 

• Mic and line inputs 2 hem 
phone jacks plus separate 
return and send level corm 

W E'RE THE INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR QUALITY AUDIO TRANiSMIISSION 

MUSICAM USA 

670 North Beers St. Bldg. 4 
Holmdel, NJ 07733 

Tel. 908-739-5600 Ask for Ext. 163 
Fax 908-739-1818 

Fax On Demand 908-935-2777 
E-mail: salesemusicamusa.com 

Internet: http://www.musicamusa.com 

CCS Europe GmbH 
Ludwigstrane 45 

P.O. Box 60. D-85396 Hallbergmoos 

Germany 

Tel. + 49 811/55 16-0 
Fax + 49 811/55 16-55 

E-mail: sales@ccs-europe.com 
Internet: http://www.ccs-europe.com 

,CCS) 
\E7_77i-

Corporete Computer System. 
Euroms 
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acIlirRY fast delivery 
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OneMusic 

Distributed By 

{FIRSTC°Mmairimomi 

It's ready. Rich, custom-
scored results with the OneMusic production 
library system you can remix: LiquidTraxT.m 
Layer it, blend it, tweak it, mold it to your own 
unique custom score. Liberating freedom and 

technology. In an hour. 

Call For Demo 

1- -Onellusie or 1-800-858-8880 
(1 888-663-6874) 

13747 Montfort Drive, Suite 220 • Dallas, D( 75240 • info@firstcom.com 
Trazie Mark 1996 OneMusic Company 

ingliniumsommulinueffloommummum 
mileVE SOUND  

—1-110,11 PAGE 157, ME7'AILICA 

the new stage is capable of bringing in-
the-round performances to legions. The 
double-ended, dual-platform setup is 
highly angular and incorporates various 
pitches and planes. Each end incorpo-
rates a drum kit that can be raised and 
lowered hydraulically. With Ulrich alter-
nating between the two drum kits, plus 
ten vocal mic positions outfitted with 
hard-wired Shure Beta 58M, the band 
is free to address any section of the 
crowd at will. Lighting rises above the 
360-degree performing area on alien-
like mechanized arms that fold up and 
down with the aid of visible tendons 
made of steel cable. 

Sound reinforcement this time out 
was supplied by SSE Hire Ltd. of Birm-
ingham, England. Based around six 
stereo hangs made up of more than 140 
pieces—including Electro-Voice MTH4 
and MTH2 mid/hi cabinets, and MTL4 
and MTL2 bass bins—the system is fu-
eled by a rolling army of Crest 8001 and 
7001 power amplifiers. House control is 
supplied by a Midas XL4 console with 
flying faders, while signals are divided 
within the digital realm according to a 
three-way scheme by BSS Omnidrive 
units. 

Central among the monitor system 
components are CPM wedges and BML 
cabinets from SSE, complemented by E-
V FS212 and FS115 wedges. Buried be-
neath the stage, most monitors point 
straight up through the grillwork of the 
dual-ended platform. Monitor mixes 
come from a Midas XL4 via Crest 
7001/8001 amplification, DX 34 and 
XEQ3 crossovers from E-V, and Klark-
Teknik DN 360 graphic EQs. Micro-
phones are mainly Shure models and 
include a pair of U24D/Beta 58 UHF 
wireless systems. 

Metallica's front-of-house engineer is 
Michael "Big Mick" Hughes. His part-
ner, below deck at the monitor desk, is 
Paul Owen. At 39 years of age, both 
Englishmen (Hughes is from West 
Bromwich, and Owen is from 
Kingswinford) have been with Metalli-
ca since 1982 and 1986, respectively. 

Mix spoke with both men this past 
February at Chicagoland's Rosemont 
Horizon, where Metallica played to sell-
out crowds on three consecutive nights. 
Our interview began in a backstage 
tuning room littered with amplifiers and 
road cases. At one point, Metallica's 
Kirk Hammett burst in with a small sil-
ver pendant dangling from a hole 
pierced below his lower lip. Waving the 
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"These puppies keep on barking" 
Dear Audix, 

"After years as a session bassist and music 

teacher, I finally decided it was time to start 
making my own albums at home. In this digital 

age, choosing recording equipment isn't very 

difficult until it comes to studio monitors. 

A friend loaned me some "well known" 
speakers but they really lacked bottom 

end and lower-mids. (A major problem 
if you're a bass player!) A local music 
store recommended I try some Audix 

PowerHouse speakers and I got the 
self-powered PH1 5-vs. Man, I just love 
the little brutes!! I not only tracked my last 
two CDs on them.... I mixed on them as well. On 

my new record i came up with some super-fat, 

clean, low end kick and bass grooves.that make 

me crazy! I see no reason. to upgrade because 
these puppies just keep on. barking." Kudos to you 

and your design team! 

Keep up the great work, 

"fret e-ewn 
Bassist—Recording Artist, Nietvision Records 

PH15-vs 
SPECIFICATIONS 

frequency range 
power capacity 

nominal impedance 
sensitivity 

crossover frequency 

5,)//,-2tik/h 
45 watts RMS per ch. 
4 ohms 
88 (lsgelm) 
2.6 kHz 

Thanks for the letter Dann! 

Audix offers a full range of powered monitors to suit any 
studio's needs. The ultra linear frequency response and 
greater dynamic range of the 14115-vs make it the perfect 
choice for mixing in the studio. 

PH15-vs are constructed with a 5 1/4" polypropylene long throw 
woofer and a 3/4" ferrofluid tweeter. Every woofer and tweeter are 
matched with a custom crossover and front ported cabinet for the 
most balanced sound possible. 

Like Dann, you'll be amazed at the definition and punch these com-
pact speakers deliver. Best of all, suggested retail for the P1115-vs is 
only $479 per pair. 

Audix Powerlious] Sneakers—a musician's hest friend 

AUDIX. 
For more information call: 1 800 966 8261 
or 714 .588 8072 lax: 714 588 8172 
...or visit our website at AUDIXUSA.COM 

CIRCLE AO NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Audis Corporation 1996. All rights nnened. Audis. the Audis logo and PHIS.is are tradonado 01 Audis Ccrporation..\11 other traderrarks are the propeni of their rc,pvsliic otilen, putate Ilc.tilqonicri. rOi, SA iiiihon coot,. >oneill nikonolle. OR 9-0'0 t'L........... 



ONEF -r FIE INATI01\1•S TOR 10 MUSIC Ft e-rx%. ILEFIS ,,, LJL _ frr 

128 pages of the newest and most exciting 
musical instruments & pro audio equipment 

, 
Jmulpsu c• 

The World's Most Dynamic Milli(' Stores! 

Ca//i (800)800-4654 
Call us toll-free from outside Florida. Inside Florida & outside U.S. call (813) 889-3874 

CALL US TODAY AND WELL RUSH OUR CATALOG TO YOU! 
Send all correspondence to 5511 Pioneer Park Blvd. • Tampa. FL 33634 

TAMPA • CLEARWATER • SARASOTA • BRADENTON • ORLANDO 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT http://www.tbred-music_cominetwork 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Your final mix is your 
final mix with OneMusic's Liquidll-ax'' system. 
You have control of four liquid stereo sub-mixes. 

Pour with care and, in an hour, take your art to 

the levels you've always wanted. And you're the 
mix master. 

13747 Montfort Drive, Suite 220 • Dallas, TX 75240 • info* irstcorn.corn 
Trade Mark 1996 OneMusic Company 

stub of a cigar for emphasis, he de-
clared that he always keeps Mix in the 
studio "for effect if nothing else." 

Sometimes it's hard to imagine that 
only four people are responsible for the 
overpowering musical assault Metal!!-
ca launches onstage: four people, four 
instruments, minimal effects and gim-
micks. It's a simple formula. What is 
the essence of their sound? 

Hughes: It's the energy I'm trying to 
capture. For instance, the kick drum has 
to rattle your teeth, you know what I 
mean? If it doesn't, then it's not work-
ing. That's what the fans come to hear. 

They come to have a rage at a Metallica 
show. 
What are the average SPLs onstage? 
Hughes: They are probably in the range 
of 110 to 112 dBA. 
Loud. And you have ten Beta 58As 
ringing the stage, the back line, plus 
my) drum kits. How do you effectively 
deal with the all-too-great risk of ambi-
ent mayhem and feedback, given the 
volume and all the microphones out 
there? 
Hughes: We take a common-sense ap-
proach. First of all, there is no back line. 
Not in a traditional sense at least. All of 
the back line gear is enclosed in isola-
tion chambers. The guitar amps are 
housed in boxes at stage left and stage 
right. Audio-Technica ATM 4050s are 
used inside. Bass is DI. 
Owen: What we've done is isolate the 
back line completely using what are es-
sentially recording studio techniques. It 
provides me with the ultimate amount 
of control, as well as the ultimate 
amount of blame, because if it doesn't 
sound right, the finger doesn't get 
pointed at the guys who would normal-
ly be responsible for the back line. It 
points straight at me, because every-
thing is coming through the monitors. 
But when it comes to control...I actual-
ly do sustain for the guys in different 
places—on leads and things—and I'd 
never be able to do that with open mics 
on the back line. This way I can take it 
as it is and do what I want with it—to 
the band's liking of course. 
Hughes: Paul generates an incredible 

amount of volume with the monitors. 
He probably has 80 kilowatts of wedges 
pointed straight up at the roof from 
under the grille. Not only does that 
screw with the ambience of the vocal 
mics, but it splatters energy off the roof 
like paint, so I have to come in and try 
to fit the P.A. in around that plot. But 
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YOU'LL BURN OUT 
BEFORE IT DOES. 

A sleek 
shuttle/dots wheel 
makes high speed 
cueing, indexing 
and ptogtomming 
a breeze. 

You work hard. Your equipman should too. 

Especially when it comes to your final product. That's why 

every project or personal studio needs a pro-quality DAT 

mastering deck. Face it. You're going to put that deck 

through endless hours, days, weeks even years of constant 

starting, stopping, recording and plan:. And at 2:00 Mi 

— tomorrow or next month — the last ihing you need are 

problems. That's why thousands of studios worldviide deptild on the 

TASCAM DA-30 NIKII — the standard DAT mastering ded< for recording, 

Nothing outlasts TASCAM. And nothing comes close to the sound quality 

of the DA-30 midi. It has earned its reputation as the hardest working and 

best sounding DAT in rne business. 

Whether you're buying your first DAT mastering deck, or it's 

:ime for another, get your hands on a DA-30 midi. Because 
.0J3C44, 

while over the years you may get tired of burning the 
eX•BAOK 

midnight oil, your DA-30 Nixil won't. So don't get burned. , 

Get the best — TASCAM. For complete information and 

specifications, call FAXBACK at 800-827-2268, request document #2330. 

TASCAM 
Take advantage of our experience. 

TEAC Arnenca Inc 7733 Telegraph Road Montebello CA 90640 12131726-0303 • TEAC CANADA LID 4,1 L1,,Irna 18 Colonla del Carmen Coyoacan Memo D F 04100 0111525/658.1943 
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WEST L.A. MUSIC 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! 

EN M IJOR BR ‘ND! 
DIGITAL AND ANALOG RECORDING • W ORKSTATIONS 

MIXING CONSOLES • EFFECTS PROCESSORS • MICROPHONES 
DAT AND CASSETTE DECKS • STUDIO MONITORS 
CD RECORDERS • COMPUTERS • SOFTWARE 

KEYBOARDS • SYNTHESIZERS • SAMPLERS • SOUND SYSTEMS 
GUITARS • AMPS • DRUMS AND ACCESSORIES 

W E W ILL BEAT A NY DEAL! 

teb. 
George Harrison at West L.A. 
Music with Guitar Department 

Manager Derek Snyder 

"SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP" 

The great Henry Mancini visits 
with West L.A. Music Sales 
Manager Mark Spiwak 

Drummer Tony Thompson of Power 
Station and Chic with Gary 

Patterson of the Drum department 

Phone and l'as orders accepted. We Ship Everywhere. Call Noss ! 

"IlVessrat This Pros Shap" 

WEST L.A. MUSIC 
11345 Santa Monica Blvd. West Los Angeles 

Two blocks West of the San Diego (405) Freeway 
310) 477-1945 Fax: (310 477-2476 

ALL MAJOR 
CREDIT CARDS, 
FINANCING, 
AND LEASING. 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

mu 
OneMusic .. 

Distributed By 

RRSTCOM 

You already have part 
of the system in your digital-audio workstation. 
OneMusic production library now supplies the 
missing part: LiguidTraxl,' the post-scoring 
system made for DAW that you can remix any 
way you want. 

Call For Demo 

-OneMusic or 1-800-858-8880 
(1-888-663-6874) 

13747 Montfort Drive, Suite 220 • Dallas, TX 75240 • info@firstcom.com 
Trade Mark 1996 OneMusic Company 

LIVÉ SOUND 

what can you expect when you have 80 
wedges going with one guitar playing 
as loud as possible? It's going to be 
everywhere, y'know? 
Given your environment, do you gate 
the Beta 58A vocal mies? 
Hughes: I use a Behringer MDX2000 
Composer on each of the vocals. At the 
end of the Composer there's an ex-
pander gate. It's just one knob. So yes, I 
actually gate the vocal mics, which is 
something I don't normally do, because 
I hate the hip-hep-hup-hup choppy 
sound of a gated vocal mic. But the 
Composer works—they sing into it and 
it never misses a beat. The only time I 
have to switch it off is when they're 
simply talking to the crowd, and that's 
easy enough to do from the desk. Oth-
erwise, they are all gated all of the time. 
Does the Composer have an impact 
upon your use of effects? 
Hughes: Definitely. I do a lot of delay 
effects, and some flanging, chorus and 
reverb. When you have ten vocal mics 
in-the-round, it's impossible to chase 
the performer around from mic to mic 
and add the appropriate effect when re-
quired. That would be a full-time job in 
itself. And if all the vocal mics were sit-
ting there open with all these effects on 
them, the whole thing would just take 
off and you'd have every mic going 
waah-waah-WAAAAH. With the Com-
poser I can apply the same effects to all 
the mics, and there's no problem. 
Stage vibration has to be a problem 
too... 
Owen: This is an aluminum stage, so of 
course vibrations can really travel right 
up our mic stands into the mix. Espe-
cially in the front line. These people 
wear big boots too, that doesn't exactly 
make them the most graceful things in 
the world. So the potential for vibration 
noise is a constant threat. 
How do you combat that threat? 
Hughes: The improved design of the 
Beta 58A—which includes a new shock 
mount—has been a big help. I've al-
ways been a stalwart when it comes to 
the original Beta 58, but one day Paul 
came to me and said, "Mick, ya gotta try 
this." So we gave the 58A a knock, and 
he was right. I really enjoyed it; it rejects 
a lot of the rubbish that's around. And 
trust me, we have enough ambient 
sound out there for every metal band 
on the planet. If you sit at the drum kit 
and Paul chops the guitar up for you, I 
guarantee you'll never have heard any-
thing like that. The pressure is incredi-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 230 
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beyerdynamic MC 834 zure 

indenser with its natural frequency 

'sponse, exceptional signal to noise 

itio (non existent self-noise) and high 

›L capability is the answer to digital 

chnology. 

asily outperforming the competition, it • 

isures your recordings contain the original 

)und without any added noise or hiss. That's 

rhy it has become a regular feature n studios 

round the world just like some of our other 

roducts. 

or example, the legendary beyerdyramic DT 770 

ro headphone, seen wherever musicians are at 

iork. Their exceptionally wide and f at frequency 

esponse allow you to hear everythirg in the mix 

hcluding the hiss). 

o next time you visit your Pro Audio dealee ask for 

demonstration of beyerdynamic m crophanes and 

irofessional studio headphones. 

Inless, of course you want to carry on taping 

he hiss.... 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PROOICT INFO CARD 

official 
microphone 

suppliers 

Ft e gig 
re‘,. Fe 11 NI G 

II-1 IE HIES"?" 
f sc) yc) Li need the ultimate 

ecorcling COrrilDinatiorl_ 

.ts 
It's always been important to make sure 

that the front end of the recording 

chain is as clean and pure as possible. 

Today's digital technology reveals 

any weak link in the chain. This 

means you must chose a microphone 

that is quiet (no self-noise) and a 

monitoring headphone that 

will reveal the accuracy of 

your signal. 

etto' 

For more information or a brochure call 1.800.293.4463 
56 Central Ave. Farmingdale, NY 11735 



Li NEW PRODUCTS = 

Of111 SHIM DEFOHCEMERT PRODUCTS 
EAW LA212 
EAW (Whitinsville, 
MA) has added the 
LA212 two-way, full-
range loudspeaker to 
its Linear Activation 
Series. Including a 12-
inch woofer and 2-
inch exit compression 

driver on a proprietary waveguide, the 
LA212 features an asymmetrical vented 
enclosure and may be stand-mounted 
for P.A. applications or used as a floor 
wedge. Long-terni SPLs of 120 dB arc 
claimed. Price is 51.645. 
Circle 314 on Product Info Cord 

E-V RES00 
The RE500 handheld condenser mic 
from Electro-Voice (Buchanan, MI) fea-
tures a large-diameter, true condenser 
element, which—according to EV—of-
fers improved signal-to-noise and tem-

perature variation 
resistance. The 
phantom-powered 
RE500 features a 
cardioid pickup 
pattern, Warm-
Grip' body shell 
and AcoustiDYM-
shock-mount sys-
tem for reduced 
handling noise. Fre-
quency response is 
80-18k Hz; dynam-

ic range is 128 dB; maximum input SPL 
is 148 dB. Price is $450 list. 
Circle 315 on Product Info Cord 

dbx 20 SERIES 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS 

The first three models in the 20 Series 
of graphic EQs from dbx (Sandy, UT) 
are the 2231 2-channel U-octave EQ 
($749.95); the 2031 single-channel 
U-octave EQ and the 2215 2-channel 

7.,-octave EQ (both $499.95). All 20 
Series units feature dbx's Type III 
noise-reduction circuitry to reduce 

noise due to radical EQ settings; they 
also include PeakPlus (patent pending) 
limiting for overall gain control. Front 
panel controls include input and limiter 
thresholds, 45mm sliders, NR and EQ 
bypass, range selection (±6 or 15 dB) 
and low-cut filter insert. I/O connec-
tions are XLR, %-inch and barrier strip. 
Circle 316 on Product Info Cord 

AUDIO-TECHNICA ATM89R 

Auclio-leclinica (stow, C.)11) offers the 
ATM89R handheld condenser micro-
phone in its Artist Series. Featuring a 2-
micron, gold-vaporized diaphragm (the 
mic permanently charges the back 

plate, rather than the moving element), 
the ATM89R is supplied as a hypercar-
clioid; an interchangeable element de-

sign allows cardioid, subcardioid and 
omni elements to be substituted. Fre-

quency response is 70-20k Hz, internal 
shock-mounting minimizes handling 
and impact noise, and the mic handles 
138dB SPL signals. Price is $325. 
Circle 317 on Product Info Card 

CADAC MONITOR CONSOLE 

Cadac (Luton, England) announces its 
first monitor console, the M-Type. Shar-
ing a common frame design with the 
Cadac F-Type, the M-Type can be cus-

tom-configured with a variety of lay-
outs, multipin connectors and output 
transformers. Features include up to 
112 input channels with 28 indepen-

dent mix buses (each channel offers 14 
stereo sends); a combination of direct 
and matrix outputs can provide 52 sep-
arate outputs. Assignable VCA masters 
and alphanumeric displays aid in com-
plex setups, and a typical signal path 
offers four dedicated monitoring points, 
assignable to two separate cue systems. 
Circle 318 on Product Info Cord 

SABINE FBX-SOLO 620 
Sabine (Alachua, FL) offers the FBX-
SOLO 620 Series automated feedback 
control unit in %-inch SL-620 ($324.95) 
and XLR SM-620 ($349.95) connector 
versions. Both units automatically sense 
feedback and place up to six 'f-octave 
adaptive digital filters on offending fre-
quencies for automatic feedback con-
trol and improved gain-before-feed-
back. Each FBX-SOLO unit has a 
programmable noise gate and filter-
locking feature to capture and store 
filter setups. Filters may be switched 
from to u-octave. 
Circle 319 on Product Info Card 

ALLEN & HEATH 
DIGITAL PROCESSOR 
The DR12:8 digital audio processor 

from Allen & Heath (Sandy, UT) allows 
contractors and others to replace multi-
ple rack-mounted processors with a 
single 2U system. Offering 12 ins and 8 
outs, the DR12:8 can act as a crosspoint 

matrix with comprehensive ducking 
features, or can be configured to com-
bine gating, compression, equalization, 
mix and gain-control functions for a va-
riety of signal paths. Up to 16 internal 

memories allow storing multiple setups, 
such as eight separate 31-hand graphic 
EQs for monitor mix applications or 

multichannel surround sound panning 
patches. Controls include 12 user-defin-
able soft keys and an LED screen, and 
the unit may be expanded internally to 
provide up to three times more pro-

cessing power, delays and remote con-
trol. Preliminary price is $2,995. 
Circle 320 on Product Info Card 
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"An indispensable tool 
for digital recording..." 

Joe Hardy 

4001e 

,doeeh'' 
When Memphis producer and „engin Jeie hardy 

(ZZ l'op, The Jeff Healey did, The Radiators, 

etc.) is working to capture an artist's unique 

sound, he relies na the Peavey Mr T9000 

condenser tube microphone. With its self-

polarized condenser capsule and vacuum tube 

preamp, the PVM T9000 mie gives him the mellow 

warm* that can only come from a tube. 

The uniform cardioid polar pattern makes it 

perfect for studio vocals, and because it easily 

handles SPLs up to ir dB, Joe can count on 
it when high SPL instrument applications 

are required. 

The 13Ni M T9000 also includes a 10 dB attenuator 

and 80 Hz low-eut filter switches to control 

the variables that could hex an ¡otherwise 

good session. 

To complete the package, the system comes 

with shockmount/heat-sink, special cable and 

power supply. 

The PV1.M T9000 tube microphone, from Peavey 

Audio Media Research. Trusted by the best! 

1, PEAVEY 
- He44 Ze«4/tei 160 

T90,” 

\• 

500 Hz 
1 kHz 
2 kHz 
5 kHz 
10 kHz 

The MONITOR Magazine is a publication tilled with the latest inbrmation musicians want to know. To receive 4 issues for only $5 (price good in U.S. only), 
send check or money order to: Monitor Magazine, Peavey Electronics, 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301 • (601) 483-5365 • Fax (601) 486-1278 • 

• •11 Close. us.• rosnnna •Corsn.• PC.RVPV • em 9 ci7 



RECORD IT 
Hook up directly to each 
of your console's eight 
buses. Transfer tracks 

from a tape-based digital 
recorder for editing. 
Record your banc live 
without premixing. 
Layla givev you eight 
independe-ft balanced 
analog inputs—all 
simultaneously 
accessible, all outfitted 
with exceptionally. low-
noise 20-b1 A/D 
converters (We even put 
two extra inputs on the 

front panel to help you 
capture thc.se moments 
of inspiration without 
needing to fire up your 
whole rig.) And in case 
you were wondering: 
Input levels are 
adjustable in software 
from —10dEV to +4dBu. 

Brought to you by Event Electronics. www.eventl.com info@eventl.com 

Q: What's the difference between 
a PC1 soundcard and the 

aby eCHOm 

Professional Digital 
Multitrack Recording System? 
A: Oh, about a gazillion things. 

rr hese days it seems like everyone and their brother is making 
PCI audio interface cards for the PC and Mac. To say the market-

place is a bit confused is like saying Times Square on New Year's Eve is 
kinda crowded. So how do you separate the good from the bad and the ugly? 
Easy. Look hard at the features, determine what's important to you, then balance 
that against what's going on in your pocketbook. 

We'll help. Study these pages carefully. We think you'll soon see that Layla delivers the 
features and performance you want—at a price that's remarkably easy on your budget. 

Okay. Got the picture? Obviously Layla isn't just another card, but a complete system. 
A system designed to help you make great-sounding music. Designed to grow as your 
needs grow. Designed to change the way you think about hard disk recording. 

Designed to knock your socks off. 

Different. Powerful. Multitrack. Digital. 24-bit. 
Rack-mount. Sync. DSP. MIDI. Timecode. Compatible.( 
Expandable. Lovable (truly). $999. (Wow.) 



1LAY Il Forge: abotut having to crembr output tacks— 
rever. Laya features ten independere balanced anal-Dg 
',touts. each one aoasting a supericr qua ity DAC, fort true 
)-bit audic performance. And our exc usive 0mniBsTM 
udio assignment architecture lets yoL easiry configure the 
touts as 3UX sends, nnonitor mixes, discrete tract outs— 

>t.i decide. Plus rou car play back on all ten outpu: 
iannels while mire recording on all eight input channels 
.. that's rot just full duplex—that's octaclecaplex! 

ME NUR  010 OD11.015 

5 

• - 

EXPAND IT Now for the really big iews: You car 
synchronize multiple Layla sys:ems—expansion is as 
simple as plugging in another card and oonnecting the 
word clock output of the master unit imtc the word clock 
input of the slave. ( Daisy-chain as many Layla units as 
you have PCI slots in your corr puter.) When you build a 
larger system you not only get more hardware ins and 
outs (how does 24 inputs x 30 outputs grab ya?), you 
get more ( lots more!) DSP horsepowe,. 

SYNC IT Layla of fers syl.::hronizaton capabilities that make 
it perfectly at home in a variety of professional environments. 
Synchroniee to picture via SMPTE/ME",'.'. Lock to external 

word clock. Generate sample-accurate sync from the master 
clock out. Our word clod k provides conanuous single-
san ale resolution frorr 5kHz co 50kha.: 

,--- IOW CUZCII 

et /••• 

0.11 

DIG IT Create a 24-bit stereo 
master mix to send to the digital 
output. (Yes, Vrgnia, there's 
stereo 24-bit digital input as well. 
Or mayoe an al-digital effects 
loop is more ta your liking? 
VYhateuer the application, your 
precious audio tracks are handled 
with 24-bit precision throughout 
Layla's internal audio path. 

EDIT IT Wcrk with total feedom. Edit your music with the precision and flelàbility 
that only randoen-access disk-based recording can provide. Layla is compatible with any 
audio recording/editing application ne. uses standard Microsoft Windows 95 calls— 

when means Layla woers with virtually all of today's most popular programs, including 
CEkervalk's CaLewalk Fro AuiioTM, Steinberg's Cubase Audiorm, and Sonic Foundry's 
Scurd Fcrgerm to nane just a few). ',tar alsc get support for software plug-ins rom 
respected manufacture-s like Waves and Artoretum Systems. Don't yet own recording 
software' Not to worry: L4a comes complete with a custom version of Syntrillum 

Soware s Coal Edit PrDTm—a powertu multtrack audio recording and editing environ-
meet—se you can enjoy a mc-hassle musical experience right out of the box. (Cur 
Macintosh software package, which provides compatibility with a host of professional 
aLdio and MIDI! sequencing applications, is scheduled for release in Summer '97.) 

Na-L, 

MIDI IT(!) All night. We adnvt that 
MIDI in/out/thru probably iwil the most 
earth-shatteringfeaiure you've eice, seen 
(even if it is opto-isclated). BLit we know 
you'll appreciate the convenience cf being 
able to create a. simple. yet pedvertil audio/ 
MIDI multitrack -ecading system utithout 
It aving to hook tup aton of additional gear 
(Dr worrying abcut your MID- interface card 

conflicting 
win the 
IRQ on 
year digital 
I/O card. 

▪ a▪ ur i55mfirch 

conflicts 
with your 
SCSI card. 
*which 
conflicts 

—you get the picture).. Did we mention that 
Layla is a true Plug-and-Playn, system? 
That's right, no jumpers to sell. no IIRQs to 
configure (in fact, only one IRQ is used for 
both audio and MIDI functions and no DMA 
channels at all are Jsec1). Setup e as 
simple as plugging in he card and connect-
ing the included mt.ltipin cable blot the 
card to the audio l, ) unit. 

v-*,, 
•1111.0 Sc, •. 
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ecHo 
D 5.310 

.I•erigàdiedie 

LMIÀ 

PROCESS IT That big black square sitti-g in tht 
middle of the _era PCI interface is Motomla's leal generation 
DSP—the 55301.a 24-bit chip running at an astounding 80 
million instructiOns per second. In addition tc being 3 giant 
chunk of raw DroDessing power, t's be PCI bus- master 
meaning that it handles all the rcutirrg of data in and wound 
your system -ha. leaves your conputer's CPU f-ae le de things 
like drawing screens really fast. The 301 also !tangles audio 
timing infornatio% so you get dead-am synchronÉatan accuraci 
and—here's one -or the enginee:s atilt there—zarc-latency 
sample-postioning ( in other worcs, it always knows whet 
audio is supposed to play when and where). 

:e4r1 

CHO IT Why does it say (CCItIO om -he card' Simplb. Our strategic partners, ecHo Gorporatior, are the engineering team behind 
ayla. ECHO has been providing audio ASICs and ESP system software and drivers to the computer industry for the last 17 years, and ttreir 
esigns have beei sod and licensed, to such industry leaders as Analog DevicesTM, Motorolate, Rockwellim, Sony1m, See. and VLSI'm. Why 

hould you care 3ecause it's your way of knowirg hat the Layla hardware and software driver (the key to making Layla compatible with so 
'any of tie great.Windows 95 audit, appl,cations) were designed by people who really— we mean reaiy-L-know comonted-based digital audio. 

lug-and-Pray is a mgistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Lay. by ecHo and OmniBus are registered trademarks of Event Electronics aid ecHo Corporation. 
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Front: Ed Roland. Rear (L to R): Dean Roland, Ross Childress, Shane Evans, Will Turpin 

COLLECTIVE 
SOULS 
CIMI1 FEVER 
by David John Farinella 
With a laugh, Collective 
Soul's Ed Roland explains 
how it felt to record the 
bulk of the band's latest re-
lease, Disciplined Break-
down, in a small log cabin: 
"It was like the old days, 
where you set up in your 
bedroom. Basically we were 
in one small room. We put 
Shane [Evans, the drummer] 
in a corner, put Will [Tur-
pin, the bassist] next to him, 
and we all circled around." 
You'd figure that a hand 
that has sold close to 7 mil-
lion albums, had a half 
dozen Top 10 hits (includ-
ing four Number Ones) 
and played with such acts 
as Van Halen and Aero-
smith, would lock out 
Giant Studio X for six 

months while they recorded 
their next album. Not this 
band. A friend of theirs 
found the cabin while they 
were on the road, they 
scaled their gear back and 
simply started playing to-
gether. " It wasn't because 
that's what we wanted to 
do," Roland continues. " It 
was basically out of necessi-
ty. We had no other way to 
do it." 

The sessions came at a 
time when 

1 

the band had just spent the 
better part of two years on 
the road, and they were 
going through a legal battle 
with their former manager. 
"We knew that things would 
take some time," Roland 
says. "So, we just wanted to 
go in and do some pre-
production and learn the 
sorigs—see what songs were 
coming out, which ones 
worked and which ones 
didn't. We put down 30 
songs, actually." Roland, the 
band and engineer Greg 
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BER Vf1113 
RECORDS IR HIS 
1111111BLED ' 65" 
by Jeff Fork nia 
Songwriter, multi- instru-
mentalist and producer Ben 
Vaughn has only driven 
Rambler vehicles, made by 
American Motors Corpora-
tion. Vaughn owns two—a 
'64 and a '65. Turns out that 
the '65 sounds better. Really, 
he played acoustic guitar, 
sang and recorded in each of 
them and found out that the 
'65 sounded better. That's 
why Vaughn's latest album's 
title is also its tracking facili-

ty: Rumbler «o5 on Rhino 
Records (he mixed the rec-
ord in his house). 

"It was perfect," the en-
ergetic Vaughn says of the 
acoustics inside his vintage 
vehicle. "The headliner, 

which is the cardboard ma-
terial on the inside of the 
roof, was water-damaged 
and drooping. And that ab-
sorbed a lot of what woufd 
have been a problem. The 
floor was pretty much open 

metal, so there was a combi-
nation of dampening on the 
ceiling and a live metal floor. 
It was an happy accident. I 
got a sound that I was look-
ing for and didn't know how 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 193 

HIP HOP 
SAMPLE 
NOW IT'S DONE AT DAD 

by Dan Daley 
Flip hop is more than music; 
it's the cultural umbrella that 
embraces rap, its variants 
and other Urban genres. 
Don't confuse it with Dance, 
though. That would be un-
cool. 

"[Radio station] Hot 97 
dropped dance a few years 
ago and went to hip hop, 
and that changed every-
thing," says Doug Grama, 
co-owner (with partner 
Dave Lotwin) of D&D Stu-
dios on West 37th Street, 
probably Manhattan's lead-
ing down-and-dirty hip hop 
house. It's not much to look 
at, technologically speaking, 
Grama concedes, but that's 
been its charm as far as 

the hip hop camps and 
crews are concerned. 
MCI 636 consoles, JH-
24 multitrack machines 
and older UREI monitors 
get pushed to the limit 
by acts such as Group 
Home, Jeru the Damager 
and Lost Boyz. 

"You would not be-
lieve how hard the 

EQs get pushed 
here," says Grama. "It's not 
state-of-the-art, but I don't 
think state of the art could 
take it quite as well and give 
you that rawness. The equip-

ment is valued 
tor the sound 
and its raw-
ness—the Akai 

MPC 60 and the E-mu 1200 
are still the big things, as 
are Technics turntables. So 
is the Akai 950; you bring in 
a 1000 and its not received' 
well because it doesn't have 
the gritty sound. They want 

the low-res, 8- and 12-bit 
stuff. That's where the 
sound is. The thing is, the 
hip hop people want to fil-
ter all the highs out of a 
sound If a rock engineer 
were to come in the middle 
of a session and listen to a 
track, he'd say it sounds like 
shit. But when you listen to 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 231 
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CLASSIC TRACKS 

JIMI BURKS 
"ALL ill0116 THE 
tuoIcuTotuur 
by Blair _Jackson 
The first time I heard Jimi Hendrix's 
debut album, Are You Experienced?, in 
the summer of 1967, I was 14 and liv-
ing a comfortable existence in a cushy 
suburb of New York City. I was already 
in love with the electric guitar from lis-
tening to The Beatles, Stones, Jefferson 
Airplane and legions of now-forgotten 
local bands who played at the commu-
nity dances in my town. But from the 
first distorted notes of "Purple Haze," it 
was clear that Jimi Hendrix was in a 
league of his own, and that in his huge 
hands the electric guitar was becoming 
a new instrument. Like the great piano 
genius Art Tatum, Hendrix was so 
good at what he did that he made 
other guitarists—even Eric Clapton— 
feel inadequate. In my town, if you 
could play Hendrix decently, you 
could play guitar. Fortunately, he in-
spired more musicians than he discour-
aged, and 30 years after his 
hey-day, we 

are still 
listening to count-

less other great players who were 
so overwhelmed by Hendrix that they 
had to see how far they could take the 
electric guitar. Now, that's a proud 
legacy. 

Hendrix was that rare performer 

who seemed to burst onto the 
scene as a fully formed talent. 
The music he made in bands 
before going out on his own 
shows little of the vision and 
originality that exploded out 
of the grooves of Are You 
Experienced? It's as if what-
ever he was holding in re-
serve when he played in 
other people's bands was 
unleashed the minute he 
began work on that first 
Jimi Hendrix Experience 
album. Of course, a lot 
happened between the 

early '60s and the mid-'60s that al-
lowed a guitarist who briefly called 
himself Jimmy James to turn into Jimi 
Hendrix, voodoo child prophet of the 
Aquarian Age: Like a lot of guitarists in 
the mid-'60s, Hendrix discovered that 
playing loud expanded the sonic possi-
bilities of his instrument. Psychedelic 
drugs unquestionably influenced Hen-

drix's world view and aesthetics, and af-
fected the kind of sounds he wanted to 
hear from his guitar. And when Bob 
Dylan started making electric music, he 
proved that rock 'n' roll could be as in-
telligent as folk music, and be sung by 
someone with an idiosyncratic vocal 
style; Hendrix and many others took 
comfort in the fact that Dylan was not a 
"singer" in the traditional pop sense. 
And if you've ever seen or heard Hen-
drix's incendiary version of "Like a 
Rolling Stone" from his history-making 
performance at the Monterey Pop Festi-
val in June '67, ifs obvious that Hendrix 
felt a special bond with Dylan's music. 

It's only generalizing a little to say 
that Are You Experienced? was primarily 
a showcase for Hendrix's startling guitar 
pyrotechnics, and that the Experience's 
second album, Axis: Bold As Love, com-
pleted in late '67, was oriented more to-
ward Hendrix's gifts as a songwriter. In 
fact, the rap on Axis at the time was that 
there wasn't enough flashy guitar on 
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it—I hate to sound lx)orish, but I agreed 
with that criticism, then and now. 

Both of those albums were recorded 
on 4-track at Olympic Studios in Lon-
don with a young engineer named 
Eddie Kramer at the board, and Hen-
drix's manager Chas Chandler produc-
ing, with lots of input from Jimi. Actu-
ally Hendrix had recorded the basic 
tracks for a couple of singles ("Hey 
Joe"/"Stone Free," "Purple Haze"/"51st 
Anniversary") at several different Lon-
don Studios—CBS, Pye, Regent Sound, 
DeLane Lea—before moving to Olym-
pic and hooking up with Kramer. "They 
came over to Olympic," Kramer says, 
"because Chas and Jimi were unhappy 
with the sound they were getting and 
Olympic was the hot new studio, and I 
was like the new kid in town—let's 
give it to Kramer because he does all 
the weird shit.' That's an absolute 
quote. I'd done a lot of experimental 
jazz recordings and avant-garde stuff. 
Not that we were doing anything really 
different in terms of recording. We 
didn't have a lot of tools to work 
with—compression, EQ, reverb and 
tape delay were about it. 

"When you hear what we did at 
Olympic on Are You Experienced? it's 
amazing it sounded as good as it did be-
cause we were struggling to get great 
sounds, and we had so few tracks to 
work with. The drums were in mono 
and we went 4 [-track] to 4 [-track] of 
course—there's three generations of that 
sometimes: 4 to 4 to 4. I ended up fin-
ishing it, overdubbing on songs that 
were done prior, cutting new tracks and 
then mixing the whole thing, experi-
menting with the panning and all that 
kind of stuff, which was really the first 
time I'd had a chance to let fly on that. 
Of course, Jimi enjoyed all of the little 
things I did on there. He loved to ex-
periment with sounds and panning and 
all. So, by the time we hit the second 
record we were ready to experiment 
some more. 

"Axis sounded a lot fuller and More 
expanded in the high end," Kramer con-
tinues. "The drums were now in stereo, 
so there was a natural growth there. 

Giving him the broader palette of stereo 
drums, the bass on one track and Jimi's 
guitar on one track; that's four tracks. 
Then we'd take that four and mix that 
down to two tracks of another four, put 
some more guitars on and then take that 
to two again, and each time you're 
doing it in stereo as opposed to doing it 
in mono, and it made a big difference to 
the sound. By that point we'd also intro-
duced phasing, and that drove Jimi 

completely crazy—he loved that; he 
had to have phasing on everything," 
Kramer notes with a laugh. This was 
also the era when Hendrix was working 
closely with a guitar effects designer 
named Roger Mayer, experimenting 
with Mayer's octave divider and various 
hot-rodded wah-wall pedals and distor-
tion boxes. 

Work on Hendrix's third album, 
Electric Ludvlund, began at Olympic 
in the winter of '67-68. It was late in 
January '68 that Hendrix first heard 
Dylan's new John Wesley 'larding al-
bum, which represented a return to a 
folkier, acoustic-based style for Dylan. 
Jimi apparently flipped over the song 
"All Along the Watchtower" and decid-
ed on the spot that lie wanted to re-
cord the song. "Anyone who doesn't 
appreciate Dylan should read the words 
of his songs," Hendrix said. "They're 
poetry, full of the joys and tragedies of 
life. I'm like Bob Dylan—neither of us 
sings in the accepted sense. We just he 
ourselves. Sometimes I do a Dylan song 
and it seems to fit me so right that I fig-
ure maybe I wrote it. I felt like Watch-
tower' was something I'd written hut 
could never get together." 

So on January 21, Hendrix and his 
bandmates—bassist Noel Redding and 
drummer Mitch Mitchell—went into 
Olympic to record the song. Once in the 
studio, Hendrix recruited Dave Mason, 
who was recording an album with Traf-
fic at Olympic, to play 12-string acoustic 
guitar on the track. After just a few 
takes, however, Redding, who had been 
quarreling with Hendrix a lot, stormed 
out of the session and Mason took over 
the bass duties as well. 

"There were 27 takes of it," Kramer 
says. "Round about take 21, you hear 
this piano on there and you go, 'What 
the hell is this?' It's all the wrong chords 
and notes—it's like some drunk has 
stumbled into the studio and started 
hammering on the piano. Well, it's Brian 
Jones [of the Rolling Stoned He's on 
there for two takes, and then he left. It's 
funny—Jimi's going 'No, no, no, man!' 
On other takes, Jimi's yelling at Mitch 
and at Dave Mason, 'Hey man, play it 
this way.' Jimi always had a very clear 
idea of how he wanted his music to 
sound, and he was not shy about telling 
other people." 

In the wake of the disappointing 
failure of the Axis song "Up from the 
Skies" to connect with record buyers, 
there was some talk about rush-releas-
ing "All Along the Watchtower" as a 
single that spring, hut Hendrix decided 
that he wasn't finished with the track. 
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"Then there was a big jump across the 
pond to America," Kramer says. "We 
had cut maybe three or four tracks at 
Olympic prior to coming over and 
going to work at the Record Plant in 
New York." Gary Kellgren, one of the 
principals in the new studio venture, 
had previously worked at Mayfair Stu-
dios in London, so Hendrix and com-
pany were comfortable working with 
him. "There was a couple of months I 
couldn't get over because of a visa sit-
uation," Kramer recalls, "so Gary cut 
some tracks. Then I arrived in April '68 
and picked it up and finished the 
record there." 

The Record Plant offered greater inti-
macy than the cavernous main room at 
Olympic, and there was a technological 
advantage to recording at the studio, 

too: It was equipped with a Scully 12-
track recorder. "We took the tapes we 
had and went from 4-track to 12-track, 
because there were no 8-track ma-
chines," Kramer says. The console at the 
Record Plant was a custom Datamix 
board: "We ended up getting the same 
console for Electric Lady [the studio 
Hendrix built after the recording of Elec-
tric Ladylanct It wasn't a great con-
sole—it was a bit noisy—but it worked 
for our purposes, and the Record Plant 
room itself sounded good." Later that 
spring, the Record Plant acquired one of 
the first Ampex MM1000 16-track 
recorders, so the 12-track tapes were 
then dumped to the 16-track, giving 
Hendrix and Kramer even more room 
to play. 

At the Record Plant, Hendrix elimi-

THE MISTED IS REMOSTERED DOOM 
Lucky me—I just 
got my fourth 
copy of Electric 
Ladyland on CD. 
In the early days 
of compact discs, 
the double-album 
came out as a two-
CD set on Reprise 
Records. Then, the 
storage capacity of 
the medium im-
proved, so it was 
put out as a single 
CD. Years later, 
MCA acquired the 
rights to the entire 

Hendrix catalog, and they released 
new versions of the CDs, complete 
with extensive liner notes (yea!) and 
new artwork (sacrilege!). Last year, 
after years of legal wrangling, the 
Hendrix family regained control of 
Jimi's recorded legacy, and now 
MCA, assisted by Eddie Kramer, is 
releasing the four original Hendrix 
albums again. This time, everyone 
swears, mastering engineer George 
Marino of Sterling Sound had the 
best master tapes available. So what 
were the others, chopped liver? Well 
yes, sort of... 

"When Warners was still in the 
picture, prior to MCA, what they 
were actually using to make their 
CDs was EQ tape copies," Kramer 

Mastering engineer George Marino and Eddie Kramer at 

Electric Lady Studios. 

says. "Even the subsequent MCA re-
leases weren't much better. The 
basic problem here is that the origi-
nal flat masters were not used—ei-
ther they couldn't be found or they 
were ignored; we're not quite sure 
which. Second-, third- and some-
times even fourth-generation tape 
copies were used to make these 
CDs." 

An arduous search began for the 
true flat masters, and ultimately 
Kramer says about 85% of the mas-
ters for the songs on the four major 
studio albums were found and, sub-
sequently, transferred to both digital 
3348 and analog multitrack with SR. 
"It was great," Kramer says, "for 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 188 
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nated Mason's bass line and over-
dubbed his own. "Jimi was a fine bass 
player," Mitch Mitchell says, "one of 
the best, very Motown-style. He was a 
very busy bass player. 'All Along the 
Watchtower' is a classic example of 
Hendrix's bass playing; he just had 
that touch." 

Hendrix was never one to leave well 
enough alone, and during that spring, 
too, he replaced most of his guitar parts 
on the song, as his vision of the track 
continued to evolve. Kramer's approach 
to recording Hendrix's guitar was fairly 
straightforward—an Electro-Voice M160 
mic on the amp (Kramer also used the 
160 for Hendrix's vocals), another mic, 
such as a Neumann U67, placed more 
distantly in the room, and a 15 ¡Ps de-
layed EMT plate. The wonder of a track 
like "All Along the Watchtower" doesn't 
derive from any special recording tech-
niques, but rather from the extraordi-
nary textures Hendrix elicits from his 
axe by using different effects and play-
ing techniques—in this case, including 
wah-wah and that famous slinky but 
ethereal slide during the instrumental 
break. 

"A lot of people think that Jimi 
would come in and just fool around in 
the studio until he came up with some-
thing he liked, but the fact is he was al-
ways very prepared," Kramer says. "He 
really knew his way around the guitar, 
and he also knew his way around his 
own head and what music was in there. 

He'd say, `This is what I'm trying to get, 
this is what I'm looking for—paint me a 
green sound, man,' and I'd know what 
he meant. It was usually a quality of re-
verb or something. But we worked to-
gether so much it got to be sort of in-
stinctual." 

When it came time to mix "Watch-
tower," transferring it from the Ampex 
16-track to a Scully 2-track running at 15 
ips, a problem arose: The first mix was 
mysteriously lost, and Hendrix and 
Kramer ended up doing 15 mixes for 
the song, each a little different from the 
previous one, since their mixing style 
was to experiment with panning and 
such on-the-fly. Evidently, they ended 
up choosing the correct mix for the 
album—when the song was released as 
a single in early September (b/w "Burn-
ing of the Midnight Lamp"), it became 
Hendrix's biggest hit single ever in 
America, reaching Number 20. In Eng-
land, Jimi's adopted home, it peaked at 
Number 5. 

"I liked Jimi Hendrix's record of 
Matchtowed," Bob Dylan said, "and 
ever since he died, I've been doing it 
the same way [he did]. The meaning of 
the song didn't change like when some 
artists do other artist's songs. Strange, 
though, how when I sing it I always feel 
like it's a tribute to him in some kind of 
way." 

Hendrix's version of "All Along the 
Watchtower" is only one reason Electric 
Lady/and is widely regarded as one of 
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Electric Lady/and we found the 
original flat masters with Jimi's 
handwriting on them and all." 

For all the albums, "it was a slow, 
meticulous job working through the 
tapes song by song, making sure 
each track had the azimuth adjusted 
correctly," Kramer says. "The tapes 
were in perfect shape; there was no 
baking." The tapes from Olympic 
were mainly on BASF LR56 ("Those 
held up the best," Kramer notes) 
and some Agfa. The Record Plant 
and Electric Lady tapes were on 
mostly Ampex 406 and 407. 

"We used an Ampex ATR to 
play them," Kramer says, "and then 
it went into either Pultecs or the 
Sontec—we kept it all analog up 
until the last possible second. Then 
we put it through the George 
Massenburg A-to-D converters and 

into the Sonic Solutions to assem-
ble it. 

"We treated it with a tremendous 
amount of respect. You couldn't 
add too much EQ, so I tried to keep 
it as natural-sounding as possible. 
The best thing was when we A-B'd 
it with the original Warners CDs, 
and even the MCA ones, it was like 
lifting a veil from the front of the 
speakers because the bottom and 
the top end that came out was ex-
traordinary! Having the opportunity 
and privilege to listen to the work 
I'd done consecutively, there's a 
wonderful feeling of the way both 
the sound and the music grows and 
expands. There's a wonderful as-
cending line of completion. The 
sound gets bigger, fatter; his playing 
gets more and more full. When you 
hear them all back to back it's a ter-
rific journey." — BlairJackson 
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the greatest albums of the rock era. The 
album shot to Number One in America 
just a few weeks after its release in the 
fall of '68, and nearly 30 years later, it 
still sells briskly. As well it should: It's an 
entire double-album (now a single CD) 
full of "Classic Tracks," from "Voodoo 
Child" to "House Burning Down" to 
"Crosstown Traffic" to my personal 
fave—the long, spacy " 1983...(A Mer-
man I Should Turn to Be)." 

Hendrix called the album "expres-
sion music. That whole LP means so 
much; it wasn't just slopped together. 
Every little thing that you hear on 
there means something. It's not a little 
game that we're playing, trying to 

Belden 

poione 
Snake Cables... 

blow the public's mind and so forth. 
It's a thing that we really mean; it's an-
other part of us." 

In another interview later, Hendrix 
noted, "The Electric Lad yland album 
was good for the time we did it, but we 
really got about half of what we want to 
say in it. It would've taken about two 
more LPs. Now we're onto other things. 
Our next LP is going to be exactly the 
way we want it, or else." 

Of course we know the tragic ending 
of the story. Hendrix died September 
18, 1970, before he completed that next 
LP. Cry of Love was released posthu-
mously in March '71, and it contains 
many fine tunes and exciting hints of 
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new directions Jimi's music was head-
ing. (The remastered Cry of Love has 
been expanded to include several songs 
that Kramer says were meant to be on 
the album, and has also been renamed 
First Rays of the Rising Sun.) But for me, 
Electric Lady/and remains the definitive 
statement of this singular talent, and I 
still regard it as perhaps the electric gui-
tar's finest hour—or more accurately, its 
finest 75 minutes and 30 seconds. 

By the way, keep an eye out for an 
hour-long documentary on the making 
of Electric Lady/and, made by Isis Films 
in England, the same folks who put to-
gether the amazing film on the making 
of Sgt. Pepper, and one on the Grateful 
Dead's Anthem of the Sun and American 
Beauty LPs. Kramer says the film is filled 
with fascinating footage of Jimi and his 
cohorts at work in the studio. 

—FROM PAGE 182, COLLECTIVE SOUL 

Archilla realized fairly quickly, howev-
er, that good things were happening in 
the cabin. "It was pretty clear to me, but 
I was more concerned about the quali-
ty of the mixes," Roland says. "I didn't 
want this to be another Hints, Allega-
tions and Things Left Unsaid, an album 
recorded in a basement. I didn't want to 
be known as the band that puts demos 
out. Not that there's anything wrong 
with that, but I enjoy studios. I want to 
be in a studio. But it worked out fine, 
the quality was there, the vibe was 
there, so we just went with it." 

Located just outside of the group's 
hometown of Stockbridge, Georgia, the 
rented three-story cabin became "home" 
to Archilla and Mike Childers, who 
manned the computers during the ses-
sions. The band, who all still live 
around the town, stayed at home and 
came to the cabin originally to jam to-
gether, and then later to overdub their 
parts. In an upstairs bedroom, they set 
up a control room, complete with a 
Soundcraft Spirit, a pair of Genelec 
monitors Archilla bought for the project, 
a couple of Tascam DA-88s and a sys-
tem to run Pro Tools. The main floor— 
basically the dining room and kitchen 
area—is where the hand set up to play, 
and the bottom floor was for storage. 
Archilla and Roland used a variety of 
Focusrite, Summit, Manley, API and 
Lucas tube compressors and limiters to 
warm up the signal. They also used tra-
ditionally "warm" microphones like 
AKG C-12s and a wide variety of Neu-
manns, as well as the more standard 
Shure 57s. 
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Roland also purchased an 8-channel 
strip of Neve 1066 preamps for the ses-
sions, but he believes it was the three 
Focusrite Red compressors that had the 
most impact. "We had a pretty small 
budget, and I was just trying to give us 
many choices," he says. "We didn't 
know what would work best. The Fo-
cusrites win the most valuable player 
award for making this record." 

While all of the recording was done 
in the digital domain, the rest of the 
project was decidedly low-tech. In fact, 
during the first couple of sessions, they 
didn't have a talk-back system worked 
out, so Archilla would stomp his feet 
on the floor when he wanted the band 
to stop. After they tired of that, they set 
up an amp in the middle of the main 
room so Archilla could talk to the band 
that way. 

To further their minimalist efforts, 
Shane Evans stripped his drum kit 
down to its vital parts, which enabled 
Archilla to use only five microphones 
while tracking the drums. "I didn't 
mike the tom-toms, because it was so 
loud in that little space," he says. "I 
used a couple of tube mics in front of 
the drum kit and mics on the kick and 
snare, and an overhead mic. It was a 
very simple setup. We worked on get-
ting the drums to sound good in the 
space that they were in instead of try-
ing to mike every drum and get every 
little thing on tape," he says. In fact, he 
adds, at times they removed the toms 
altogether and Evans played just the hi-
hat, kick and snare drum. "It got down 
to just using what you needed to use. 
It kind of simplified the engineering 
process for me, because you didn't 
have to go do the extra things. You 
made it sound good in the room, you 
put a mic in there and that was it. You 
didn't have all the other gizmos to go 
through, so you didn't have to worry 
about it." 

Even the vocals and guitar tracks 
were recorded with relative simplicity. 
When it came time to record Roland's 
vocals, the team removed Evans' drum 
kit and put Roland in the same comer. 
The only problem was that the ceiling 
was slanted (and wood), so Archilla 
hung a sheet above the singer's head 
to muffle the ceiling reflection, and 
then enclosed him in two quilts to 
deaden the area. "That was my sound-
proof room," Roland recalls. "It was re-
ally hot, there was no ventilation, and I 
was in down quilts. I couldn't breathe." 
To isolate the sounds coming from the 
guitar amps, Archilla used an unused 
amp as a baffle. "If I needed to block 

off a space I would just roll over the 
Marshall stack instead of having a big 
professional wooden baffle," he ex-
plains. 

Bassist Will Turpin says that the 
low-key vibe of the sessions helped 
the band. "We didn't worry about 
soundproofing, we didn't worry about 
making it a 'studio.' We put a mic here 
and there, then we went upstairs to lis-
ten to the sound. We took our time 
and went for the feel." 

In the end, all but four of the tracks 
("Precious Declaration," "Full Circle," 
"Maybe" and "Giving") on Disciplined 
Breakdown were recorded at the cabin. 
Those four were cut at the House of 
Blues in Memphis. "We wanted to get 
the band in a different vibe," says 
Archilla. "It was getting a little claustro-
phobic in the cabin, and everybody 
was staying at home. We wanted to 
get 'em away from home and let 'em 
feel like they were really doing a 
record." Even in the larger studio, 
Archilla says, "We set everybody up in 
a really tight spot in the room so there 
was still the closeness that everybody 
was kind of used to. I tried not to 
change the overall sound too drastical-
ly; it was just the vibe of letting every-
body play together and turning the 
amps on." 

To keep the sound consistent with 
the cabin sessions, Archilla and 
Childers continued to use Pro Tools 
and DA-88s to record at the House of 
Blues. From Roland's perspective, 
however, the change in venue was 
quite dramatic: "We went from running 
up and down the stairs all the time to 
pressing buttons." 

After nearly a year of on-and-off 
recording sessions (Archilla estimates 
the actual tracking time was some-
where around five to six months), 
Archilla, Roland and Childers headed 
west to mix the record at Larrabee 
North. Archilla dumped various DATs 
to two half-inch 24-track machines, 
and they got to work. "We lived in the 
digital domain for a long time and then 
we moved into the rock world," 
Archilla says with a laugh. As they 
toiled over the SSL 9000 J, Roland was 
in another studio cutting additional 
vocal tracks. Still, Archilla says he was 
pleasantly surprised when he put the 
DATs up at Larrabee: "Tone-wise, I 
was really happy. It wasn't a major 
thing to go over and mix it. We were 
limited on a few things, so we were 
locked in the corner a couple times, 
but it wasn't anything a turn of a knob 
here or there couldn't take care of." 

-FROM PAGE 183, BEN VAUGHN 

to get. It's exciting, there's punch to it, 
and there's an edge to the uptempo 
stuff. 

"I got a really great acoustic guitar 
sound," he adds. "I think it's the best 
I've ever gotten. For me, when acoustic 
guitars sound too pretty it ruins every-
thing. You listen to Bob Dylan's first 
record—now that's an acoustic guitar 
sound. I like the way folk records used 
to sound more than rock records—they 
had a lot of midrange. And for some 
reason, recording acoustic guitar 
[Takamine EF-36] in that car with a 
Shure SM57, pretty much miked on the 
12th fret, got that sound." 

Vaughn and his Rambler vehicles 
have shared plenty of quality time, dri-
ving to and from various gigs, listening 
to rock 'n' roll via AM radio. Raised in 
the South Jersey town of Camden, 
Vaughn would travel to Philadelphia 
so he could hang around the famed 
songwriting team of Kenny Gamble 
and Leon Huff at Sigma Sound. Later, 
as a musician, Vaughn would drive up 
the New Jersey Turnpike to perform 
and record around New York City. 
After establishing a following, the Ben 
Vaughn Combo enjoyed frequent 
Rambler mileage around the country 
as well. And Vaughn has frequently 
made the pilgrimage to Nashville's 
Music Row to sharpen his songwriting 
skills, co-writing with the likes of Patty 
Loveless, Rodney Crowell and Bill 
Lloyd. 

As a frontman, he has released eight 
albums on a variety of independent and 
alternative labels including Restless, 
Enigma, Bar/None and, now, Rhino. As 
a producer, Vaughn has worked with 
surf music mavens Los Straitjackets, 
soul legend Arthur Alexander, rockabil-
ly master Charlie Feathers and alterna-
rockers Ween. But it is as the prolific 
singer/songwriter that Vaughn turns 
into the DIY engineer. Vaughn has re-
corded ideas into answering machines, 
a Walkman and even his 7-track tape 
deck, which lost track 2 when lightning 
struck his house. Lately, Vaughn has 
been writing and recording music for 
NBC's extraterrestrial sitcom Third Rock 
From the Sun. (Vaughn says he hasn't 
watched television in 20 years and that 
NBC producers appreciated his "alien 
approach.") 

Vaughn's Rambler '65 project started 
out as an artistic challenge brought on 
by the love of a car: "I've never owned 
anything but a Rambler," Vaughn ex-
plains. "It's a lifestyle, a commitment, 
when you decide you like something 
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like a Rambler. It's about beauty of de-
sign and engineering. To record in a 
Rambler was an artistic commitment I 
felt I had to make to myself at that 
point in my career and in my life. It 
might be hard to pull off, but I was 
gonna get it done whether it sucked or 
it was great." 

So with a never-say-die mentality 
and a fresh batch of songs, Vaughn set 
out to record his album in his Rambler. 
Equipment included two mics—the 
SM57 and an SM58—the Fostex M-80 
half-inch "7-track" tape machine and a 
Tascam M-208 8-channel mixing board 
propped on the front seat by a milk 
crate and a quart of Quaker State motor 
oil. "The car was in my driveway, and I 
ran a big extension cord out the win-
dow," Vaughn explains. "I would get up 
in the morning, make a cup of coffee, 
throw the extension cord out the win-
dow, plug in all the stuff and start 
recording. Some of the gear I would 
leave outside overnight, and I would 
put a tarp over the car. Some things I 
would bring in every day to my studio 
in my house." 

Vaughn sat in the back seat and sang 
and played guitar while tape rolled. In 
fact, Vaughn played every instrument 
(bass, harmonica, keyboards, maracas) 
on the album, except when he brought 
guest musician Mike Vogelmann to the 
back seat of his Rambler to track sitar for 
the song "Levitation." Vaughn's vocals 
and harmonica were miked with the 
SM58. Acoustic guitar and various live 
percussion were captured via the SM57. 
All other instruments were tracked 
directly. 

When it came time for electric guitar-
oriented songs with vocals, Vaughn was 
at an impasse, because he likes to sing 
and play his electric Fender Telecaster 
at the same time. The solution? "I put 
the [Fender Deluxe] amp in the trunk 
with the SM57 and closed the trunk for 
separation. Then the main problem was 
what to do with the guitar cable and the 
microphone cable. So I unscrewed the 
tail light and went in through there with 
the cables. And it worked." 

Vaughn used various guitar stomp 
boxes (including the very rare Mica 
Fuzz Machine) to process his vocals: "I 
sang through a compressor on a lot of 
stuff," he explains. "On one song ['Per-
petual Motion Machine], I went through 
a flanger foot pedal. It was one of those 
things that when I got the idea I just did 
it and moved on and didn't think about 
it until I went to mix it. Then I was 
amazed. I also sang through a RAT Dis-
tortion box to get that kind of sound 
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Dave Edmunds got on 'I Hear You 
Knockin'." 

Drums on Rambler '65 were fur-
nished by an Alesis HR-16 drum ma-
chine and Casio keyboard samples, but 
Vaughn also added live percussion via a 
Premier 10-inch snare drum, a 10-inch 
cymbal, maracas and tambourine. And 
on the song "The Only Way to Fly," 
Vaughn accompanied his vocals and 
guitar with the tasty use of brushes on 
the "kit" of snare and cymbal. 

For monitoring Vaughn used a Pan-
asonic 50-501 Receiver/Turntable, "the 
kind your mom would have, and two 
little Radio Shack speakers laid on the 
dashboard," he explains. "When I was 
playing direct, I would just blast [the 
playback] in the car and play along. 
Whenever I had a live mic on, I had 
to put the headphones on and go 
under." 

After having recorded an album en-
tirely in mono (Mono USA on Bar/None 
Records, which featured covers of AM 
radio gems), Vaughn accentuated the 
stereo sound when he mixed Rambler 
'65: "I did some obvious double-track-
ing of stuff and stereo panning," he 
notes. "It's a very stereo album. Ex-
tremely stereo, considering the alleged 
low-tech reputation of it. There's a lot 
of acoustic guitars that are doubled and 
panned left and right. I compressed the 
vocal to be spread across and present. 
I'd say I mixed in a week. I work real 
fast." 

Not really a certified knob-twister, 
Vaughn's get-it-done approach to engi-
neering is quite interesting. "I'm not an 
engineer," he says, "but I'm not clueless. 
To me it's part of the same thing of 
playing a gig or playing guitar—engi-
neering is a real tactile, very physical 
thing. I don't intellectualize about it; it's 
about making music. 

"It took me awhile to stop listening 
to engineers when they told me, 'No, 
no, no, that's out-of-tune,' or `No, no, 
no, that's distorted.' But that's an engi-
neer's job—they're always ready to pro-
tect you from yourself, which I appreci-
ate, but I grew tired of having to state 
my case for what I do," he says. "I final-
ly started working alone. Making rec-
ords my way. If a real engineer saw me 
working—the way I EQ and the way I 
compress—he would probably vomit. I 
probably sound like I have no idea 
what I'm doing until I've put things in 
the mix. Now, of course, some people 
may think, 'Oh, that will never get on 
the radio.' Luckily there's some crazy 
stuff out there, like Beck and the Dust 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 231 
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PRERECORDED MUSIC 

SALES NEARLY FLAT 

rhe Recording Industry Association 
of America has released its 1996 fig-
ures on shipments of prerecorded 
music products, confirming a con-
tinuing slowdown in market growth 
that began in 1995 after several 
years of steady increases. Overall 
unit shipments (net after returns) 
for 1996 edged up from 1.11 to 1.14 
billion, an increase of 2.2% over 
1995. The dollar value of those 
shipments (calculated at list price) 
rose just 1.7% to $ 12.5 billion. 

As usual, some configurations 
fared better than others in the re-
port, which is compiled based on 
direct data from RIAA member 
companies (who distribute 9.90/0 of 
the prerecorded music sold in the 
U.S.), as well as estimates (based on 
SoundScan retail sales data) of sales 
by non-members. CD singles, which 
have had an erratic growth history, 
posted the biggest gains of any for-
mat, continuing 1995's strongly pos-
itive pattern. Unit shipments in the 
format more than doubled to 43 
million, while dollar value, reflect-
ing lower prices, rose 66%. 

The maturing market for CD al-
bums followed last year's pattern as 
well, showing growth that, though 
well below the double-digit jumps 
of the format's adolescence, was 
still a respectable 7.7% in units (to 

• Reflects inclusions of discontinu.. • .9urotions not •ernized in the table 

• • Represents six month soles for Lrl,nrte singles (introduced on the second half of the s eor) 

779 million), with an accompany-
ing 5.9% rise in value. 

Prerecorded cassettes and cas-
sette singles, on the other hand, 
continued their fall from favor with 
the music consumer. Shipments of 
cassette albums dropped 17% to 
225 million, while singles slid 15% 
to 60 million. That's a big reversal 
from just four years earlier (1992), 
when combined album/singles 
shipments of cassettes exceeded 
those of CDs by 36 million. 

Things are looking up on the 
vinyl front, meanwhile, with vinyl 
singles having nearly arrested their 
decade-long decline. The 10 mil-
lion units shipped represented an 
erosion of just 1%. As for the LP/EP 
category, 2.9 million units may be 
a drop in the bucket for the overall 
market, but it translates into a ro-
bust 32% increase and makes 1996 
the strongest year for LPs since 
1991. Music video had a strong 
year as well, jumping 34% to 17 
million units and reaching a dollar 
value of $236 million, behind only 
CD albums and cassette albums. 

Commenting on the report, RIAA 
president Hilary Rosen noted that 
"consumers continue to buy prere-
corded music in record numbers. 
Two-percent growth is positive 
news." Rosen acknowledged, how-

BY PHILIP DE LANCIE 

ever, that "as an industry-both the 
creative side and the retail end-we 
need to discover what it will take 
to rekindle consumer interest." 

INFOTECH PREDICTS 

DVD-VIDEO ASCENSION 

AT MILLENNIUM 

EleLmmiL media market research 
and consulting firm InfoTech sees 
2000 as the year when DVD-Video 
will take off as an important con-
sumer format. In its newly issued 
DVD Assessment, 2nd Edition, Info 
Tech asserts that by that time 
"economies of scale derived from 
the rapid acceptance of DVD-ROM 
on the PC desktop will drive down 
the cost of shared components dra-

PROJECTED DVD-VIDEO, VIDEO CD AND 
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CCMPACT 

im SHOULD REFER TO 

THE WAY IT LOOKS, 

NOT THE WAY 

IT SOUNDS. 

As convenient as they are, compact discs can shrink the sound you've worked so hard to create. But now, thanks to the remarkable r 

High Definition Compatible Digital process, that won't happen. The HDCD process preserves the fullness and body of the original performa 

when you master for CD. Call us for more information, or ask a mastering engineer who has it. And let people hear PACIFI 

all of you. Available at Future Disc • Gateway Mastering • ,Georgetown Masters • Alasterdisk • Masterfonics • MasterMix • OceanView 

I I- 0 1CD 
Digital • Sony Music Studios, NY • Sterling Sound 

HDCD` and High Definition Compatible Digital" are registered tradernarks_of 
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matically, allowing DVD-Video players 
to reach mass-market price points in the 
$250 range," the point at which the 
units become an easy "upsell" to con-
ventional CD-Audio players. 

In the meantime, the company fore-
sees worldwide first-year sales of 
820,000 of the players, which are cur-
rently being introduced into the U.S. 
market at prices of $599 and up. More 
than 600 DVD-Video titles are expected 
to be available worldwide by the end of 
1997, increasing to more than 8,000 by 
the year 2000. Further information 
about the report is available from Info 
Tech at 802/763-2097. 

NEW NAME FOR BASF 

TAPE OPERATIONS 

KOHAP, the Korean chemicals group 
that recently acquired tape manufactur-
er BASF Magnetics, announced that it 
has changed the name of the German 
operation to EMTEC Magnetics (short 
for European Multimedia Technolo-
gies). The change will not affect the 
brand name on the tape products, 
which will continue to be marketed 
under the BASF label for five years. In 

the U.S., BASF professional audio, video 
and duplicator tape and related prod-
ucts are marketed and sold by JR Pro 
Sales of Valencia, Calif. 

MOM SESSIORS 
Digital Domain (Altamonte Springs, FL) 
announced a slew of 24-bit Sonic Solu-
tions projects, including mastering Colo-
nial Music of Brazil for Sony Classical 
Productions, remastering a bluegrass 
album by Phil Rosenthal for Sierra 
Records and mastering the new Rincon 
Ramblers release on Sage Arts 
Records.... The Shaming of the True is the 
title of a forthcoming posthumous re-
lease by deceased Sheryl Crow collabo-
rator Kevin Gilbert, mastered at San 
Francisco's Rocket Lab by Ken Lee and 
Paul Stubblebine. Rocket also reports 
work on releases by Machine Head, Jim 
Campilongo & the Ten Gallon Cats, Big 
Soul and Korea Girl...At M Works in 
Cambridge, MA, Jonathan Wyner mas-
tered Tonio K for Gadfly Records, as 
well as projects by Warner Bros. artist 
Jenifer Trynin and the Seattle Symphony 
Orchestra...DBS Digital Mastering Studio 
in Hoboken, NJ, reports mastering the 
re-release of the Raybeats' first album, 

Guitar Beat, for Bar/None Records. Also 
handled at the facility were albums by 
Tom Russell, The Wallmen, David 
Beaudry and Teodoro Reyes. 

11[1115 BITS 
Pacific Microsonics (Berkeley, CA) re-
ports that nine of this year's Grammy-
nominated recordings were mastered 
with the company's HDCD process and 
that HDCD co-inventor Keith Johnson 
was nominated for an engineering 
Grammy for his recording work on the 
Reference Recordings release Stravin-
sky...Optical Media International has 
spun off its CD Express Services divi-
sion into a separate corporate entity, CD 
Express, offering CD formatting, record-
ing and production services in Camp-
bell, CA...Philips Key Modules (San 
Jose, CA) is offering a six-page informa-
tional brochure about MPEG, describing 
MPEG1 and MPEG2 and detailing their 
suitability in various audio and video 
applications. The brochure is available 
free by calling 408/453-7373.. Sony Disc 
Manufacturing announced that VP Scott 
Bartlett has been elected to serve as a 
VP and executive committee member of 
the ITA. 

N OR T H EAST ER N D IGITAL 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMPACT DISC 
PREMASTERING 

AUDIO, CD-ROM, ENHANCED CD 
Sonic Solutions, NoNoise, 1630, CD- R 
508 -481 -9322 FAX 508 -624 -6437 
http://www.CDNDR.com 
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Eight hybrid/discrete mic preamps offer 
excellent audio quality, low noise and 
plenty of output power (60dB of gain). 

High and low shelving EQ controls 
at 1 2kHz and 80Hz, with 15dB of 
boost/cut Designed for smooth, 
truly musical tone adjustment. 

Two aux sends on each channel. 
Aux 1 is pre-fader for phones or 
monitor sends; Aux 2 is post-fader 
for effects. 

- Peak indicator on 
each channel. 

48V phantom power for use with Stereo Tape Inputs and 
high-quality condenser microphones. Outputs on phono jacks. 

' Line- level power input... 
no "wall wart" required. 

+4d8u Main Outputs 
and Monitor Outputs on Two stereo line-level 
balanced 114" TRS jack\. balanced channels. 

60mm linear fader 
on each channel. 

Master ection includes a dual 10-segment 
multicolored LED metering array, indicators 
for power and phantom power, level 
controls for Aux Return and Phones/ 
Monitor, a convenient front-panel phones 
jack, a 2-track monitoring switch and 
a 60mm Master Fader. 

morrermnummanemm ALF-515 

Aux Sends and Returns 
on balanced 1/4" TRS 
jacks. 

Inserts and balanced 
Line In connectors on 
each mono channel. 

True rackmount design. 
Only 3U standard rack 
spaces. 

Eight balanced XLR 
microphone inputs. 

The best feature of our new 
.mic preamp is the mixer. 

It may look like a mixer. But when we designed the 
Alesis Studio 121r, we implemented eiglifof the 
best-sounding microphone preamps available. In 
addition to high sonic quality and low noise; pur mic 
preamps provide more than enorigheain to really take 
advantage of digital recorders (like our AL)AT-XT"). 

Then we added EQ controls that bring ote..the best 
qualities of your audio sources. Big 60mm faders for 

precise control over every detail in your mix. Inserts 
on each channel, so you can record eight tracks and 
still have room left over for PA or broadcast. XLR 
inputs and phantom power so you can usé the Studio 
12R with any mic you choose. .. 

Check out the new Studio 12R at your Alesis Dealer. 
You won't find a more versatile or affordable mic 
preamp...or mixer, for that matter. 

emir§ 1112e 
MIXER / MICROPHONE PROAMPLIPIEIR 

• 

Alesis and ADAF are registered trademarks. Studio 12R and ADAT-XT are trademarks of AteSiS Corporation. 
For more information on the Alesis Studio 12R. see year Alesis Dealer or call svo-5,11.ESIS. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 800- -ALESIS alecorp@aJesis I.usa:carn 'vrww.alests.corn ALesis 
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The Gap Band in session at Lighthouse Recorders. Engineer Gerry 

Brown is in the center in a plain black T-shirt. 

Stopped at Lighthouse 
Recorders Inc. on Magnolia Blvd. in NoHo for a 

visit with Platinum engineer/producer Gerry Brown 
who was in recording with those archetypes of funk, 
the Gap Band. The hook? Well, besides the ones in the 
tunes. Brown (whose credits include production for 
Vanessa Williams, Brian McKnight and Brownstone 
and engineering for Tony Toni Toné, Kenny G and Se-
lena) began his career twenty years ago working with 
the Gap Band. " It's a fortuitous accident that we 
hooked up again," says Brown, "but sometimes things 
just happen magically. I was 17 when I started with 
them; they are one of the first bands I recorded, and it 
was almost 19 years ago to the day that I had my first 
hit with them, `Oops, Upside Your Head.' Being in the 
studio with them now brings back the feeling of those 
days: the hunger of recording and the hunger of the 
music. The Gap Band is really one of the originators of 
funk, along with Kool & the Gang and George Clinton 
and Parliament/Funkadelic; I learned a lot from them. 
And it's great to be back with [lead singer] Charlie Wil-
son. He's the identity, just an amazing vocalist; there 
are a lot of singers then and now who have tried to 
copy his style. His brother Robert is, of course, very 
known for his bass work. The legend goes that the 
five-string bass had to be invented to copy Robert's 
sound, because on 'Shake,' one of their earliest 
records, he had detuned his E string down almost a 
whole step and people couldn't figure out how he got 
that super-low bass note! The third member of the 
group is brother Ronnie, on trumpet and keys, who 
acts as the main producer. Also helping with produc-
tion on this record are Ronnie's sons Brian and Andre 

by Dan Daley 

Only in New York—We're not the finance and rock 
'n' roll capital of the world for nothing, ya know. 
Back in February, investors snapped up $55 million 
in bonds issued by a Manhattan brokerage firm 
backed by David Bowie's future royalty payments, the 
first of their kind in either industry. The interest rate 
isn't so hot-7.9 percent—but then, neither is Bowie's 
career lately. Risky, maybe, but asset-backed bonds 
are one of the hottest new instruments—financial, not 
musical—out there in the omnivorous capital mar-
kets. And not to be outdone, the Rolling Stones, who 
apparently like money more than each other these 
days, are reportedly mulling a similar move. (Bowie 
and the Stones share the same U.S. business manag-
er, Bill Zysblat.) Others thinking about going public 
on the Street instead of the tabloid racks: Pink Floyd 
and the estate of Elvis Presley. We've already seen 
half the pro audio industry go public in the last 24 
months, and Walter Yetnikof fishing in the public 
capital waters to fund independent record distribu-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 206 

John Storyk designed Dubway-CHBO Studios, shown here under 

construction, for Chris Bowman (left) and Al Houghton in New York City. —CONTINUED ON PAGE 210 
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In the mastering suite at Ground Zero's new facility (L fo R): mastering 

engineer Joe Lambert, studio manager Shawn Quinn 

and studio consultant Jimmy Biondolillo 

COAST 
FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 
by Evan Ambincler 

GROUND ZERO LAUNCHES NEW MASTERING AND 

RECORDING SPACE 

• 

si 

e 

Tucked away from the art galleries, cafes and boutiques of 
West Broadway lies Ground Zero Studio's new mastering 
and recording facility. Housed in a 5,200-sq.-ft., loft-like at-
mosphere, the new space is neighborhoods away from 
Ground Zero's former midtown-Manhattan location, and its 
acoustical and technological upgrades now enable the stu-
dio to provide high-end audio production services. 

The original Ground Zero opened in May 1993 to aug-
ment studio owner Ray McKenzie's independent label, 
Zero Hour Records. Although used initially as a project 
studio for overdubbing and mixing Zero Hour and outside 
recording artists, Ground Zero added mastering services 
and soon outgrew its space. "We needed a separate mas-
tering room in order to be a first-class mastering facility," 
explains Joe Lambert, Ground Zero's mastering engineer 
and former chief engineer of the original studio. 

So last year, McKenzie hired studio consultant Jimmy 
Biondolillo to locate a larger space in Manhattan and as-
semble a design team that included acoustician Tony Bon-
giovi and architect Michael Abate. Their first task was to 
build a mastering suite for Lambert, who Biondolillo refers 
to as Ground Zero's "artist-in-residence." "We wanted a 

room that felt like a living room because that's where most 
people listen to their music," lambert explains. "I wanted 
the desk to feel like a car so I could sit at the chair and do 
what I have to do without moving around too much from 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 204 

NASHVILLE SKYLINE 
by Dan Daley 

Steve Schott, general manager of the studio now known as 
The Manor at Cool Springs (it was formerly Cool Springs 
Recording, then Renaissance Recording), says the large, 
one-room facility should be open on June 1. Owned and 
financed by John Helvering, former husband, executive 
producer and manager of gospel great Sandi Patty, the stu-
dio will have a modified 64-stereo-input custom API con-
sole, previously located in Pinebrook Studios in Alexan-
dria, Ind., which was also owned by Helvering. The mods 
include retrofit with GML automation and surround mix-
ing and monitoring capabilities. The studio design by Steve 
Durr includes an 850-square-foot control room and a 
3,500-square-foot recording room with three iso booths. 

The opening will come nearly a year later than the orig-
inal estimate, a delay that Schott attributes to a combina-
tion of construction holdups (the studio is in an office 
complex), materials delays and some financial setbacks. 
However, during that year Nashville saw the arrival 
of two major new facilities—Starstruck and Ocean 
Way/Nashville—and the announcement of plans by Sound 
Kitchen owner Dino Elefante to expand that studio, which 
is much closer to The Manor's Cool Springs location, with 
several possible new tracking rooms. Schott counters that 
The Manor's size is intended to attract video shoot projects 
and live music broadcasts, and direct video truck hookups 
and T-1 lines are part of the installation, as is a Sonic So-
lutions system for posting and editing. In addition, Helver-
ing is co-owner of a record label and production compa-
ny located in the front part of the office complex; that and 
other alliances will provide the new facility with built-in 
clients, initially, Schott maintains. 

Speer Communications, which opened on Dickerson 
Road two years ago, also aimed at the broadcast and 

shooting stage market in Nashville, one that has not 

At Nashville's Recording Arts, new artist Kami Lyle mixed her debut release 

with producer/engineer Hugh Podghom. At right is studio owner Cori Toiz. 
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The MB-3X processes 
audio on three separate 
frequency bands producing 
very dense, yet transparent 
compression. Ideal for all 
demanding audio mastering. 
and production applications. 

Balanced, +4/-10 inputs and 
outputs on 1/4" TRS jacks. 
S/N>96dB, THD+N<0.05% 

U.S. List Price, $599.00 

For more information 
contact your nearest 
pro audio dealer or: 

Zodedowee 
11038 Mercantile Ave. 
Stanton, CA 90680, USA 
Phone/FAX (714) 901-9238 
email: Rocksonics@aoLcom 
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evolved as far as many had hoped by 
now, and Speer announced significant 
layoffs and cutbacks late last year. Schott 
says he is unaware of the source of 
Speer's problems, but that the Nashville 
market, in his view, has considerable 
untapped potential in those areas, and 
that the $2-million-plus studio's premise 
is based as much on those markets as 
on music recording. "We have to take it 
one day at a time," he says. "It's defi-
nitely been behind schedule, but it's on 
track now, and I'm very optimistic about 
what it can mean to Nashville's studio 
community." 

NAPRS celebrated its first anniversary 
in late February, bringing in a partially 
new slate of officers, including Robert 
De La Garza of Starstruck Studios for a 
two-year term, and Fred Bogert (Studio 
C), Grant Fowler (Love Shack), Cathy 
Marshall (Bennett House), Heather John-
son (Woodland Digital) and Lisa Roy 
(Studio A) for one-year terms. The other 
eight two-year term board members re-
mained for one more year of their 
founding terms, with Josef Nuyens of 
The Castle continuing as president of the 
organization. 

Speaking of organizations, the newly 
formed SPARS chapter in Nashville had its 
first gathering in February and named its 
own executive board. It includes Mas-
terfonics owner Glenn Meadows as pres-
ident; Lisa Roy of Studio A as executive 
director; Starstruck's Robert De La Garza 
as vice president of studios; Studer's Joe 
Bean as vice president of manufacturers; 
Masterfonics' Frank Wells as vice presi-
dent of technology; MCA Records' Jessie 
Noble as VP for record companies; Mid-
dle Tennessee State University associate 
professor of recording Chris Haseleu as 
VP of education; and Susan Henson of 
Henson Crafton Entertainment as VP of 
artist relations. Coming on as board 
members were David Preston of BMI, 
guitarist Brent Rowan, Sun Trust's Brian 
Williams, Sizmic Sound's Tom Davis, en-
gineer Steve Marcantonio, Emerald's An-
drew Kautz and Josef Nuyens of The 
Castle, among others. 

Rob Dennis, formerly with rental 
company Ears Audio, has opened his 
own rental company. Rack & Roll is lo-
cated on the Row, on Division Street, 
and Dennis says the company will be a 
comprehensive supplier of equipment, 
but specializing in digital multitrack 
decks and, he says, a level of service 
that reflects the way Nashville's studio 
market is changing. "Speed has become 
really important—getting the equipment 
there as quickly as possible," says Den-
nis. "The other really critical thing is a 

new level of service in which you don't 
just drop off a piece of gear; you stay 
with it until the people who are renting 
it know how it operates and they're 
comfortable with it." 

Nashville's rental operations have ex-
panded with the town's success in re-
cent years, and Dennis believes that 
there is more than enough business to 
go around for rental companies, based 
on the same trend that's fueling them 
nationally. "Studios are finding it harder 
and harder to justify laying out a lot of 
capital to make big-ticket item purchas-
es," he explains. "A 3348 costs over 
$150,000, and rates simply aren't going 
up. So the need for rentals of things like 
that is going up." 

Dennis has minimized his own capi-
tal outlays by essentially acting as a bro-
ker for some of the increasing number of 
digital and other types of multitrack.s that 
now populate Nashville, owned by stu-
dios and engineers. And, in keeping 
with the hospitality network that has 
long characterized the town, Dennis says 
he has already established good working 
relationships with the two largest rental 
companies in Nashville, Dreamhire and 
Underground Sound. "It's at the point in 
Nashville where there's enough business 
for all the rental companies," he says. 
"There's competition, but it's a very 
friendly sort of competition." 

-FROM PAGE 203, GROUND ZERO 

the room's 'sweet spot." 
To that end, they created a floating 

studio that blends pristine acoustics and 
an assortment of high-end digital and 
classic analog gear with a modern in-
dustrial, yet casual, look of blond wood 
and brushed steel. Based around a 4-
channel Sonic Solutions mastering sys-
tem with NoNoise and a Power Macin-
tosh 7100, the suite features a Muth 
Audio CM2040 mastering console, B&W 
801 reference monitors, which are pow-
ered by two McCormick DNA-1 mono 
block amplifiers, and a pair of self-pow-
ered Genelec 1031A near-field monitors. 
Lambert also has at his disposal Apogee 
DA 1000E and AD 1000 digital-to-analog 
and analog-to-digital converters, a Z Sys-
tems ZQ1M Mastering EQ with Apogee's 
UV 22 Dithering Processor built-in, a 
Mytek 603 Digital Meter, a TC Electron-
ic M5000, a Focusrite 315 Isomorphic 
EQ and 330 stereo compressor and lim-
iter, and two tube EQs from the original 
Motown Studios. "I love the Focusrite 
EQs and the Z Systems digital EQ, 
which is one of the first digital EQs that 
I really love the sound of," Lambert says. 
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A Z Systems Z88 digital patchbay con-
nects the entire digital signal path. 

Since the room opened in January, 
Lambert has mastered new releases 
from Zero Hour recording artists Shal-
low, Space Needle and Varnaline, as 
well as Arista Records' "Walk of Fame" 
compilation and new albums by Most 
Sordid Pies and Bethenia Rouse. How-
ever, mastering services are just the first 
step in the creation of a full-service, 
multimedia facility, according to studio 
manager Shawn Quinn. Ground Zero is 
in the process of building recording 
and multitrack mixing rooms, and plans 
to add video editing, audio-for-video 
and tape duplication suites over the 
next year. 

"The place looks very SoHo, very 
industrial," Lambert muses, "and the 
vibe is much more relaxed than in 
midtown." 

—FROM PAGE 202, NY METRO 

tion. Now if only we could convince 
former junk bond king Michael Milken 
to open a recording studio... 

Dubway Studio owner Al Houghton is 
one of the original tenants of what's been 
known for years as the Music Building on 
8th Avenue, where he produces and 
mixes lecords and demos in his small stu-
dio for acts including They Might Be Gi-
ants. Houghton enlisted fellow tenant 
Chris Bowman to help construct a new 
studio at a site on W. 26th Street. The two 
eventually decided to join forces in the fa-
cility, where Bowman will run his studio 
construction company, CHBO Inc., as 
well as his own studio. 

Design will be by John Storyk, with 
whom Bowman has built over 20 stu-
dios over the years, including JSM, Aural 
Fixation, Superdupe and QSI. The new 
facility will be known as Dubway-
CHBO, and to defray capital costs, part 
of the 5,000-square-foot space will be 
leased out to smaller pro audio opera-
tions, including a Storyk-designed MIDI 
room for composer Philip Goetz, and a 
commercial production space for an in-
dependent jingle composer and produc-
er. The main studio will have video links 
to other rooms, and it will be a combi-
nation private and for-hire facility. 

Sound On Sound celebrates its tenth 
anniversary in 1997. It's official on Au-
gust 15, but owner Dave Amlen's suc-
cess story is worth an early peek. One of 
the last of the breed that got into the 
business based on a love of music, 
Amlen recalls that when building in 
1986 and opening a year later, he dis-
covered that "It's true what they say: The 
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MASTER THE FUTURE 

stereophonic analog-to-digital conve e 

N ew 20-bit storage 
provides 16 times the 

resolution of older 16-bit media. 

That requires precise conversion 

for the most critical stage of 

digital recording. 

Following industrywide acclaim, 

our new AD122-96 meets and 

beats the new 96kHz and 

88.2kHz standards with a true 

24-bit digital audio stream and 

122 dB noise floor. 

The future is here: 

actual resolution with relentless 

attention to purity, infinitesimal 

quantization steps and rock-

bottom noise figures. 

With the AD122-96 you deliver 

the best possible sound for 

your clients - and those great 

masters will always be ready for 

future formats. 
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Also from dB Technologies... MODEL 3CPCPCPS 
DIGITAL OPTIMIZER 
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• The best sample rate conversion, dither and noise shaping available 
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first room takes forever; the second 
room goes in a couple of months." 
Sound On Sound started as a one-room 
facility catering to low-budget overdub 
work, Amlen recalls. What's remarkable 
is that Amlen was able to build the busi-
ness to a two-room, SSL-and-Neve facil-
ity catering to upscale tracking and mix-
ing clients during a decade that saw the 
overall studio business come under fire 
economically and conceptually, as the 
economy and project studios took their 
toll. Looking back, Amlen believes that 
the studio business was always subject 
to larger forces beyond this industry and 
even beyond the record industry itself. 

"We survived the stock market crash 
of 1987, and many people don't realize 
it but that event reshaped the way all 
businesses in the U.S. operate," he ob-
serves. "It certainly affected the studio 
business, nowhere more so than right 
here in New York. I'm heartened to see 
people like Ed Germano at Hit Factory 
and Simon at Right Track build their 
businesses so well during the same pe-
riod, and I'm especially happy that I 
was able to build this studio to the point 
where it entered the upper level of stu-
dios in New York. One of the reasons 
for that, though, is that I got into this a 
bit later than most other major studios. 
So as a result, I never knew what kinds 
of numbers studios had been seeing in 
the earlier days, and I came into it with 
far lower financial expectations. That 
enabled me to ride out the worst of 
what's happened in the last ten years." 

Amlen says the next decade is not 
likely to be much less tumultuous. Even 
as the New York studio community sta-
bilizes itself and builds, the next ten 
years will bring a lot of uncertainty re-
garding technology. "Ten years ago, 
people were saying that analog was 
dead," says Amlen. "Now you look and 
you see that analog is still the format of 
choice among upper-level studios. Iron-
ically, it was the smaller studios, the 
home studios, where digital made the 
biggest inroads. So in the future, the big 
questions are going to be, what will be 
the storage medium of choice? And 
when should you get into it? How long 
do you wait? Should you be an early 
adopter or should you wait for prices to 
fall and the market to make decisions? 
That's really what's going on here to a 
large extent—this has become a busi-
ness based more on marketing than ever 
before. The studios, the manufacturers, 
the equipment. It's largely marketing 
that helps differentiate one thing from 
another. That's certainly a big change 
from ten years ago." 
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It's been pearly a decade 
since we introduced our original 
S400. the fint dedicated studio 

reference amplifier ever offered 
to the professional recording 

community. And although our 
new High Resolution Control 

Room Amplifiers are the result of a slow, careful evolution from that first amp. we didn't totall re-design the circuits. We couldn't. Reason 
being. we couldn't make the straight wire much straighter. So we improved the quality of the wire, so to speak. 

One way we accomplished this was to literally upgrade any point-to-point wiring by utilizing Teflon Kimber Kable. And not just in the 

obvious audio input and output paths. hut even in tee power supply! According to conventional wisdom, no pro manufacturer in their right 
mind would consider such an expense practical. But while convention and practicality might work for the accountants, it doesn't do much for 
our engineer friends. After all, every little detail is a.contributing factor in the pursuit of clarity and definition. More important than our choice 
of exotic internal wiring was 
seeking out premium imported 

electronic components built to 
our audiophile specifications. 
First, we chose low ESR. fast-
recovery, over-sized, European 

' filter capacitors and custom-wound 

over-built toroidal transformers 
with a conservative duty cycle 
more than twice the industry 

standard. You can hear the 
resultant "stiffness" of the power 

supply and begin to understand 

why our power ratings seem so conservative. We also sought a better power MOSFET fie our output section. and went with hand-ntatched 

lateral MOSFETS imported from Europe. Although more costly, they measured better than their predecessors from the Far East. and more 
importantly, sounded better upon careful auditioning. 

NIGN RESOLUTION CONTROL ROOM AMPLIFIER 

•  Itenamermamme 

In keeping with our audiophile perspective, the new High Resolution Control Room Amplifiers were designed as dedicated mono blocks 
when operated in the parallel mode... halving distortion, doubling the damping factor and current delivery, while increasing low impedance drive 

capability. The flexibility afforded by parallel, series and stereo formats allows for no-compromise universal matching of the amplifiers to any 
speaker's current, voltage, damping, and impedance requirements. On a technical note, we still avoid the use of any global feedback in our 
amp circuitry. We have always believed that although high-feedback amplifiers can yield excellent numbers on the test bench, the forced, harsh 
sound they exhibit when run at the edge or whenever asked to reproduce a valid musical transient that exceeds their capability, renders such 

designs woefully inadequate for studio use... producing a cluttered, congested, lifeless sound. And remember, specifications generated in a laboratory can't 

quantify or in any way measure the subtleties and inner detail of complex music. In order to capture the nuance of timbre as well as the true 

dynamics of a live source, we have concentrated our efforts on providing an amplifier with extremely fast recovery time, superb square wave 
performance, and exceptionally stable, wide bandwidth response into reactive loads. (We don't expect studios to drive resistors with sine 
waves.) The new High Resolution Control Room Amplifiers' graceful clipping characteristics, benign, almost purely second harmonic distortion 

products, and inability to latch-up and throw out DC, guarantee very non-fatiguing musical reproduction and excellent voice coil protection 
under the most demanding studio conditions. 

professional audio 

275 Martin Avenue Highland, NY 12528 

TEL 914-691-6077 FAX 914-691-6822 

So we urge you to listen to one of our amps. Or talk to someone 

who has. We encourage an A/B evaluation with any other amplifier. 

Lay down a few tracks, mix 'em up, and see if a higher level of speed, 

detail and resolution doesn't make the job faster, easier, and more 

enjoyable. 

Oh yeah... and you have to admit they look gorgeous. 

True control room reference monitoring 
for those who can hear the difference 
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Euphonix has taken its new CS3000 
console on the road, and the caravan 
stopped in Manhattan on March 5 at the 
Harley Davidson Cafe. The console, 
which debuted at AES in November, was 
put through its paces, including a demo 
of what Euphonix calls "hyper-surround" 
mixing. The event was co-sponsored by 
Euphonix users in New York, including 
Sony Studios, National Film & Video, 
Photomag, Buzz and tomandandy. Ac-
cording to Rick Plushner, Euphonix's VP 
of sales, attendance was 160-plus peo-
ple. Euphonix did a similar unveiling of 
the CS3000 in London recently, and 
Plushner says that other city roll-out 
events were planned for the future. IM 

-FROM PAGE 202, LA. GRAPEVINE 

Wilson, who are both accomplished 
songwriters." 

The Gap Band's hits of the late '70s 
and early '80s, like "You Dropped a 
Bomb on Me" have struck a chord with 
a lot of today's featured artists and up-
and-comers, keeping the band contem-
porary. Lead singer Charlie is featured on 
several cuts on Snoop Doggy Dogg's lat-
est album, 7ha Doggfather, including the 
one called "Snoop's Upside Your Head." 

"The way I went about recording 
them," comments Brown, "is the way 
we used to record back then, using API 
and Neve 80 Series consoles for the 
tracking. We recorded basics on the 
Neve at The Hook, a cool room with a 
very nice microphone selection, and at 
House of Blues, which has an API con-
sole very reminiscent of the one we had 
at Total Experience Studios, where we 
cut our early hits. Now, here at the 
Lighthouse, we're working on the Stud-
er console. I'm really happy about that, 
because I've missed working here. I 
couldn't get in for the past four years be-
cause John Fogerty had it locked out!" 

Brown had a cool B3 sound going 
when I visited. Turns out he used a TLM 
170 on the top, and a Sennheiser 421 on 
the bottom, recording the tracks sepa-
rately. "I do record for stereo," he says, 
"top on one side, bottom on the other; it 
gives a depth to the track more than 
straight mono, but I don't pan it hard left 
and right. I've been doing all the rest of 
my keyboards in mono, because that 
way you can play with delays and make 
it more interesting. When you record a 
lot of sounds in stereo and then put 
everything far left and right, to me, you 
just don't have stereo anymore." 

One of Brown's favorite tools lately is 
his new Soundelux mic ("sounds like a 
hipper U47") that he's using on vocals. 
He's also got a mysterious piece of gear 
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...and you don't care. 
Your multitrack is a DA-38... 

We had you in mind when we created the DA-38, the 'Musician's Digital Multifrack Recorder." We gave it great 
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TURN YOUR MIR-90 INTO 
A MASTERING MACHINE! 

MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE with MIR-90 Capstan & Idler Assembly Modifications: 

• Smoother tape travel across the heads 

• Prevent improper head wear 

• High frequency tones lay down on tape without dB variation 

• Reduce component flutter from .034% to .005% @ 15 ips. 

• Improve transport stability 

• Accurate location readings 

Also note: Our exchange program reduces down time! 

Call 415.589-5206 for references, more specifications & information. 
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PRODUCE 
YOUR OWN 

AUDIOPHILE CASSETTES 
"I love products that work. 
After five years, with only 
head cleaning and degaussing, 
I've made over 100,000 great 
sounding tapes with my 
twelve KARA decks. 

If there were an audio dictionary, 
the KARA Duplication System 
would be used to help define 'work 
horse Y' 

Bob Nary, Owner 
DOC ROCK Digital Productions 

The KABA Duplication System is the 

most versatile, trouble free & cost 

effective duplication available. 
Call for your free production & 

specification report. 

A UDIO / R ESEARCH d D EVELOPMENT 

800- 231- TAPE • 415-883-5041 • KABAAUDIO.COM 

that he calls "The Array." In the tradition 
of famed jazz recordist Rudy Van 
Gelder, it's an unlabeled box. Inside 
Brown's is a bunch of '60s and '70s ef-
fects pedals and gadgets. I couldn't get 
him to divulge much of The Array's con-
tents, but he did let on that it includes 
WEM tape delays (predecessors to the 
Echoplex—who would have thought 
there was one!), the Electroharmonix 
Octave Multiplexer, and The Electric 
Mistress, a guitar gadget reissued by 
Electroharmonix that Jimi Hendrix re-
portedly used for deep flange settings. 

By the way, that Studer console in 
Lighthouse's Studio East? It's the only 
one in the United States, custom-made 
to the specifications of owner Eduardo 
Fayad. It's 62-in, and automated with 
GML moving faders. Studio East also 
features ten API 550A EQs, UREI LA2As, 
and the custom Lighthouse stereo mic 
preamp favored by David Foster and 
Humberto Gatica, which are also indi-
vidually made by Lighthouse for sale. 
And yes, John Fogerty was really locked 
out in East for four years! Luckily there 
are two 48-track rooms at Lighthouse; 
Studio West's console is an SSL 4000 E 
with G computer. Studio manager Mick-
ie Scott tells us that recent projects in at 
West have been Mint Condition, the 
Bee Gees, Rick Springfield, and a mix of 
an a capella track for Boyz II Men, with 
Joe Primeau engineering. 

Some interesting goings on at Holly-
wood's Sunset Sound and sister facility 
Sunset Sound Factory, which have be-
come hubs for L.A.'s progressive rock 
music scene. Sheryl Crow's eponymous 
album was recorded and mixed there, 
including the Grammy-winning (for Fe-
male Rock Vocal Performance) "If It 
Makes You Happy," as were some of 
Beck's Odelay album tracks. Regular 
clients T-Bone Burnett, Tom Rothrock 
and Rob Schnapf, Mitchell Froom and 
Tchad Blake keep the places hopping 
with their eclectic projects, and on the 
day I stopped in k.d. lang was working 
with producer Craig Street and engineer 
Dan Kopelson in Studio 3 on the API 
Sunset Sound/DeMedio console, while 
Alanis Morissette was remixing live con-
cert material with Biff Dawes on Studio 
2's Neve 8088. 

Other news: Sunset manager Craig 
Hubler informs us that they are now the 
exclusive North American distributor for 
the Alan Smart line of equipment, in-
cluding the popular "SSL clone" stereo 
compressor called the C-2, an improved 
model of the earlier C-1. "We got in-
volved when Alan decided to ramp up 
production and distribute on a larger 
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You make the music. And often you need 
to gate, mix, compress, ... process it. THAT 
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scale," says Hubler. "Having been the 
API distributor for many years, we had 
some experience in marketing audio 
components to the recording industry. 
We've been filling orders as fast as Alan 
can supply product; they're out the door 
the day they come in!" A Smart direct 
box is also available with a single rack-
space mic preamp in the works. 

Also, Sunset Sound is in the process 
of linking with Sunset Sound Factory, 
(located a half-mile away) over ISDN 
phone lines that are part of PacBel's 
Centrex system. Initially to be used for 
linking computers between the two lo-
cations, the 2-channel, 64-kilobit-per-
second system will be able to transmit 
high-quality audio as well as data, 
opening the door to recording and 
monitoring applications. 

Meanwhile, Record Plant may have 
set a new record: Twenty seven of the 
nominations for the 39th Annual Gram-
my Awards went to projects that liad 
been worked on at RP; the winning tab 
ended up at 12, including Record of the 
Year, Album of the Year, Song of the 
Year, Male and Female Pop Vocal Per-
formances, and Pop and R&B Albums. 
With all that success you'd think they 
could rest on their laurels for a while, 
but instead president Rose Mann-Cher-
ney tells us that the facility has pur-
chased an SSL 9000, with a second 9000 
purchase a very likely possibility. The 
first board will be installed in SSL 3, the 
large tracking and mix room, replacing 
the 72-in G Plus which will move to SSL 
2. The new board should be online by 
the time you read this. 

Maureen Drone y is Mix 's L.A. editor. 
Fax .your L.A. Imes to 818/346-3062 or 
e-mail to MsMDK@aol.com. 

SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 
NORTHEAST 
Jonatha Brooke mixed an upcoming 
MCA Cl) at Beartracks Recording in Suf-

fern, NY, with producer Alain Mallet, 
engineer Kevin Killen and assistant 
Steve Regina...Producer Daniel Lanois 
demo'd songs with Milla Jovovich for 
EMI in Studio B at Harold Dessau 
Recording in New York City. The ses-
sions were engineered by Scott Antho-
ny....Boy Wonder tracked new material 
with producer Tim O'Heir at Boston stu-
dio Fort Apache's Edmunds Street loca-
tion. The band moved to Fort Apache's 
Camp Street facility to mix... Marilyn 
Manson rolled into Boston's Sound 

Techniques in between live gigs, for a 
graveyard shift remixing session with 
engineer Sean Beavan...Tracking and 
overdubbing at New York City vintage 
gear emporium Sear Sound was folk 
wise guy Loudon Wainwright III. The 
sessions, for a Virgin Records release, 
were produced by John Leventhal and 
engineered by Joe Blaney. Tom Schick 
assisted...Sheffield Audio-Video Produc-
tions news: At the company's studio in 
Phoenix, MD, CBS/Sony artist Kimberly 
Scott worked on a new single with pro-
ducer Ernesto Phillips. The remote truck 
was recently in Atlanta recording The 
Wallflowers and Sheryl Crow for the 
Global Satellite Network. Also, after two 
years in development, the company's 
education branch, The Sheffield Insti-
tute for the Recording Arts, is now in 
full swing.. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
David Navarro and Chad Smith of the 

Red Hot Chili Peppers worked on a new 
project in Studio A at North Hollywood 
studio NRG Recording. The two co-pro-
duced with Dave Schiffman, and John 
Ewing Jr. assisted...David Kahne pro-
duced and mixed for Atlantic artists 
Sugar Ray at Scream Studios in Studio 
City. Producer Don Gehman was also in 
mixing the group Urna for Refuge/MCA. 
Doug Trantow assisted on both ses-
sions...Michael Jackson continued track-
ing and mixing at L.A.'s Record Plant in 
the SSL 1 and SSL 3 rooms with produc-
ers Brad Buxer and Bill Botrell, engineers 
Mick Guzauski, Matt Forger and Matt 
Carpenter. Jon Mooney and Paul DiCato 
assisted ... Australian artist Tina Arena 
tracked for Sony with producer Mick 
Jones and engineer Steve Gallagher at 
Brooklyn Recording in L.A.. . At Ocean 
Studios in Burbank, Virgin/Canada artists 
Blue Meanies tracked with producer 
Howard Benson and engineer Mark 
Dearnley...The Foo Fighters tracked for 
their new release at Grandmaster 
Recorders in Hollywood with producer 
Gil Norton and engineer Bradley 
Cook...L.A.'s Skip Saylor Recording liad 
ex-Bangle Suzanna Hoffs in mixing a sin-

gle for London/Polygram with producer 
Peter Koepke, engineer Femi Jiya and a.s-
sistant Jason Mauza...Dalvin Degrate 
mixed at Larrabee Studios in West Hol-
lywood for MCA with engineer Rob 
Chiarelli and assistant Jeff Griffen... 

NORTHWEST 
Recent sessions at Kerr/Macy Studios 
(Denver, CO) included Richie Furay 
(founding member of Buffalo Springfield 
and Poco) mixing his new record for 

Calvary Chapel Music with producers 
Randy Rigby and John Macy. The Nitty 
Gritty Dirt Band recorded their new self-
produced release for Rising Tide 
Records with John Macy engineer-
ing...At Michael Cooper Recording in 
Eugene, OR, Black Cricket Press artist 
Barb Stevens-Newcomb recorded and 
mixed her debut, The Daughters of Ishi-
shini, with engineer Michael Souther. 
The album won the American Library 
Association Notable Award, which rec-
ognizes the top national recordings for 
young people.. Sleep mixed a self-pro-
duced Polygram/London release with 
engineer Billy Anderson and assistant 
Adam Munoz at Different Fur Recording 
in San Francisco...The Dance Hall Crash-
ers tracked their sophmore album for 
MCA in the A and B rooms at Fantasy 
Studios in Berkeley, CA, with producer 
Stoker and engineer Frank Rinella... 

NORTH CENTRAL 

Producer/enginer Trina Shoemaker 
recorded Milwaukee's Citizen King at 
Smart Studios in Madison, WI. Producer 
Mark Haines was also in, twisting the 
knobs for cool jazzers the Ed Anders 
Quartet...The Smashing Pumpkins 
demo'd new songs at the Chicago 
Recording Co. with engineers Chris 
Shepard and Jeff Lane. The Smithereens 
were in recording a track with engineer 
Chris Steinmetz for a forthcoming Bruce 
Springsteen tribute album... 

SOUTHEAST 
At Nashville facility The Castle, John An-
derson tracked for Mercury Nashville 
with producer Keith Stegall and engi-
neer John Kelton, assisted by Paula Mon-
tondo...Antenna Studios in Brentwood, 
TN, is completing renovations to its en-
tire three-studio facility. ForeFront/EMI 
artist Geoff Moore was recently in track-
ing a self-produced release with co-pro-
clucer and studio owner Tedd T. and co-
producer Brent Milligan. Julian Kindred 
engineered.. Claudia Church over-
dubbed and mixed for a Warner Bros. 
release at The Sound Kitchen in 
Franklin, TN, with producer Rodney 
Crowell and engineer David Thoen-
er... Nashville's Sound Emporium had 
Waylon Jennings in tracking with the 
Old 97's for an Elektra release. John 
Croslin produced, and Rodney Good 
and Matt Andrews engineered...Ziggy 
Marley & the Melody Makers recorded 
their next Elektra release in Studio A at 
Criteria Recording in Miami with the 
production/engineering team of Steve 
Thompson and Mike Barbiero. Engineer 
Errol Brown mixed in a second room. 
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THE NEW STANDARD IN 
DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA 

If you work with digital audio, video or 

multimedia, you already know the 

importance of reliable, high quality recording 

media. At HHB, we've drawn on 20 years 

of professional recording 

experience to specify the highest possible levels 

of performance and long term security across the entire HHB 

Advanced Media Products range. It's therefore no surprise that HHB DAT Tape is 
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And as the random access formats of the future emerge, HHB is there already with a MiniDisc that 
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Chris Carroll and Scott Kieklak assisted 
on the sessions...At Doppler Studios in 
Atlanta, Columbia artist Xscape cut new 
tracks with So So Des Jermaine Dupri, 
engineer Phil Tann and assistant Mike 
Wilson.. Cinderella tracked and mixed a 
new single for their Mecury "Best of" 
collection at Project One Recording in 
Hendersonville, TN, with producer/en-
gineers Fred Coury and Martin Horen-
burg...Dr. Funkenstein George Clinton 
began working on a new self-produced 
album at Atlanta's Darp Studios with 
engineer Vaughn Wilson and assistant 
Rico Lumplcins...At the House of Blues 
Studios in Memphis, TN, the production 
team of Tom Tucker, Ricky Peter-
son and Paul Peterson were in track 
ing and mixing new artist Dan 
Bergman...QED/Sire artists Muscadine 
mixed four songs at Reflection Sound 
Studios (Charlotte, NC) with engineer 
Mark Williams. Reflection is the newest 
member of booking/service organization 
the World Studio Group...Shania Twain 
tracked for Mercury with producer Mutt 
Lang, engineer Jeff Balding and assistant 
Mark Hagen at Masterfonics in 
Nashville...The Freddy Jones Band 
tracked at Ardent Studios in Memphis, 
TN, with producer David Z and engineer 

Greg Archilla... 

SOUTHWEST 
Hawaiian recording artist Bruddah Walta 
cut a new self-produced CD at Sea-West 
Recording on the Big Island with co-
producers Rick Asher Keefer and Joe 
Miller. The studio added a new Roland 
VS-880 especially for the project.. Over 
at Audio Resource in Honolulu, Japan-
ese pop group Shang Shang Typhoon 
were in recording for Epic/Sony with 
engineer Kevin Moloney...Arlyn Studios 
in Austin, TX, had Soak in working on a 
self-produced release for Interscope 
with engineer Larry Greenhill... 

STUDIO NEWS 
Battcry Studio in Nashville finished some 
acoustic remodeling and also now 
boasts a newly expanded vintage con-
sole. The studio's Neve 8068 was joined 
to its "twin," acquired from A&M Stu-
dios. Both hoards were originally built 
for Media Sound Studios in New York 
City to the same specification. Now back 
together after 15 years, the consoles 
were married by "Rev." Fred Hill in 
a small private ceremony, and the new 
board features 64 channels of GML 
Moving Fader automation with Macin-

tosh front end... New York Studio de-
signer Francis Manzella reorganized his 
firm and changed its name to Francis 
Manzella Design Ltd. Recent projects for 
the firm include a new film mix control 
room for Manhattan Center Studios and 
new rooms for Mirror Image Studios and 
Plotkin Music Associates... New studio 
The Midway recently opened in Mon-
trose, CA. Geared to music production 
for albums, television and film, the facil-
ity is equipped with 32 tracks of 
ADAT and Mackie 32 and 24E con-
soles...Austin, TX, has a new studio— 
Blue World Music, situated on two acres 
of hill country. The facility features the 
first installation of the SSL G+ Special 
Edition console...Another new SSL went 
to L.A.'s Conway Recording. The studio 
installed a 72-input 9000 J in Studio 
C...Soundworks in Watertown, MA, 
added a Studer A827 recorder with 24 
channels of Dolby SR.. Clinton Record-
ing in New York City recently refur-
bished its illustrious Steinway D concert 
grand piano. Final adjustments to the 
piano (which has been played by leg-
ends such as Bill Evans, Glen Gould and 
Thelonius Monk) were made in Clin-
ton's Studio A, to ensure a tonal match 
between studio and instrument. al 

¿flow do 
you say 

EDICIÓN EN ESPAÑOL 

If you have audio prod-

ucts or services to sell in 

Latin America, Mix— Edición 

en Español is the only 

Spanish phrase you need to 

know. 

23,000 copies of Mix— 

Edición en Español are dis-

tributed bimonthly to live sound and 

recording professionals, aspiring ¡pros 

NANDEZ, 

in 
Spanish? 

and musicians throughout 

Central and South America, 

Spain and spanish-speaking 

regions of the U.S. 

Mix contract advertisers 

are eligible for special dis-

counts in Mix Edición en 

Español. Call DAN HER-

Director of advertising for 

ad rates and deadlines. 

For advertising and subscription information call 

(510) 653-3307 
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Alban Sales Professionals 
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Sweetwater Sound is a success story unlike any other 
in the music business. We have grown from a handful of 
employees to a staff of mare than one hundred in just 
over five years. We did this by working harder than our 
competitors to provide our customers with friendly, per-
sonalized service they couldn't find anywhere else and 
by making it our pri-
ority to be the indus-
try experts in the lat-
est audio and MIDI 
technology. 

Due to our in-
credible ongoing 
growth, we are once 
again conducting a 
nation-wide search 
for highly qualified 
sales professionals to 
add to our sales 
team, already consid-
ered to be the best in 
the industry. 

Are you tired of 
showing up day after 
day at a dead-end job 
that offers low pay, little chance for advancement, few 
challenges and even less job security? Are you currently 
working for another music (or hi-fi or computer) retailer 
and feel it's time for a change? Are you a factory repre-
sentative, store manager or studio owner who isn't feel-
ing fulfilled in your current job? If you answered " yes" 
to any of these questions, we want to hear from you! 

Here at Sweetwater, we provide every member of 
our sales team with all of the tools necessary for their 
success. We offer a salary structure that is unmatched in 

this industry. Plus, you also have the added benefit of living 
in a beautiful, smog-free community that has all the ''big 
t:ity" conveniences like an international airport, museums, a 
nationally recognized zoo and the largest shopping mall in 
the entire state. All of this with a low cost-of-living, an ex-
cellent school system and several universities within min-

utes of Sweetwater 
We won't kid you, this 

isn't an easy job. Our list 
of requirements is long. 
We need experienced pro-
fessionals with outstand-
ing communication skills, 
expert, wide ranging 
product knowledge and 
the desire to ascend to the 
top of their chosen profes-
sion. Our current sales 
staff includes Grammy 
winners, live sound: re-
cording and mastering en-
gineers, college profes-
sors, national broadcast 
engineers, manufacturer's 
national sales managers 

and reps, and former ¡tore owners. The demands are high, 
but the rewards and benefits are even greater. If you " know 
your stuff" and can discuss a wide variety of music-related 
topics with clients ranging from home hobbyists to top-level 
pros, we want to hear from you! 

Don't waste another day being frustrated with your cur-
rent job and wondering what a career at Sweetwater might 
be like. Call Jeff Radke, Vice President of Sales to discuss 
opportunities with the winning team today! Al! inquiries will, 
of course, be completely confidential. 

(219) 432-8176 

THE ULTIMATE MUSIC RETAILER! 

- 5335 BASS ROAD 
FT. WAYNE, IN 46808 
FAX (219) 432-1758 
"personnel@ 
sweetwater.coni" 

Only one team wins 
the World Series. 
Only one team can 
take home the 
Super Bowl trophy. 

And only one 
company was 
recognized for three 
consecutive years by 
INC. magazine as 
being the nation's 
fastest-growing 
music retailer! 

Do you want to 
earn the kind of 
money and finally 
gain the respect you 
really deserve? 

You've worked hard 
to take your game 
to the next level 
and now its time 
for you to discover 
how much fun this 
business can be. 

Come and join the 
winning team at 
Sweetwater Sound! 



• STUDIO S HOWCASE • 

Record Plant Remote 
109 Pinecliff Loke Dr. 

West Milford, NJ 07480 
(201) 728-8114; Fox (201) 728-8017 

Record Plant Remote has been an in-
dustry leader in location recording for 
over 20 years. We've kept abreast of 
new developments in audio technol-
ogy without sacrificing our sonic in-
tegrity. Some of our recent clients in-
clude MTV, Aerosinith, Elton John, 
Michael Bolton, Spin Doctors, R.E.M., 
Live, Meatloaf, Wynton Marsalis, 
John Mellencamp, Keith Richards, 
Chuck Berry, Guns N' Roses, Whitney 
Houston, Pavarotti. INXS, James Taylor, 
Ernmylou Harris, Shawn Colvin, Billy 
Ray Cyrus, Mary Chapin Carpenter, 
Trisha Yearwœd and Harry C,onnick 
Jr. Our reputation speaks for itself! 

Love loft 
Studios 

Loveloft Studios 
85 6th Ave. Suite B 

Brooklyn, NY 11217-2855 
(718) 622-0779; Fax (718) 399-1414 

e-mail: loveloh@ool.com 
141p://members.aolscom/loveloft. 

Just 15 minutes from the Village by 
train or car, Loveloft is situated in 
beautiful Park Slope. 24-track digital 
via Pm Tools 4.0 & DA-88 will be im-
portant tools in making the quality 
pop/rock, alt/rock or R&B masters 
the labels expect. Clients with 
ADATs can still work with us—ask 
about a free digital transfer! Two-inch 
is possible too! Our producers want 
to work with you to make your pro-
ject a success, so ask about sym, deals 
and packages that include shopping 
your work to the industry. When 
the mix is done, we've just begun! 

HARBORSOUND 
180a CENTRAL STREET 
SAUGUS, MASS 01906 

(617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 

Harbor Sound 
Studios 
180a Central Street 
Saugus, MA 01906 

(617) 231-0095; Fox (617) 231-0295 

Harbor Sound Studios. Beautiful 
tracking facility designed and built 
by Acoustech, featuring custom 
Neve console (1073/1066), Studer 
A800 MkIII, Pultec, Teletronix, 
Genelec, vintage mics and the 
latest in new gear. Second room 
to feature Neve 8108 console and 
AMS Audiofile for mix and over-
dub. Located 10 minutes from 
Boston and 15 minutes to Cape 
Ann beaches. One minute from 
U.S. Route 1. 

LFR 
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Infinity Studios 
27 Cobek Court 

Brooklyn, NY 11223 
(718) 339-1336; Fax (718) 339-1424 

The only Neve VR60 with Flying 
Faders and Recall in NYC outside 
of Manhattan. Newly renovated 
control room. 24- or 48-track re-
cording on new Studer A-827s or 
ADAT digital formats, at low block 
rates. Studio B, refurbished Harri-
son Raven console. MIDI suite for 
pre-production work. Mackie 8-Bus 
32-input console. ADATs. "All-in" 
lockout. All three rooms for one 
low price! Program in the MIDI 
suite. Cut tracks in Studio B, mix 
on the Neve in Studio A! We'll 
even supply the transportation 
from any midtown location! 

The ClubHouse 
Box 373 

Germantown, NY 12526 
(518) 537-6305; Fax (518) 537-5829 

The ClubHouse recently installed 
a Neve 8058 MkII mixing desk. 
Vintage Neumann tube micro-
phones and Telefunken pream-
plifiers have been added to the 
collection. Our large studio is 
50'x25'x20: and the smaller room 
is a more intimate 19'x16'x8: 
Located on the scenic Hudson 
River only two hours north of 
New York City, The ClubHouse 
provides a large selection of fine 
equipment in a relaxed country 
setting. 

Sound/ Mirror 
76 Green Street 

Boston, MA 02130-2271 
(617) 522-1412; Fax (617) 524-8377 

We are a fully digital location 
recording, post-production and 
CD-mastering company special-
izing in acoustic music. We do 
extensive field recording around 
the world and have been in-
volved in complete recording 
projects for nearly every major 
record label over the past 20 
years. Full location recording 
with PCM-9000; post-production 
with Sonic Solutions, Lexicon 
Opus and Sony DAE-3000 and 
more. Your recording may be 
our next Grammy nominee. 
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• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Soundhouse 
Recording 
7023 15th Ave N.W. 

Seattle, WA 98117-5502 

(206) 784-4848; Fax (206) 784-2604 
httpnwvffl.KMFDhtegm/Soundhouse.html 

Designed by Chips Davis and 
Frank Hubach Associates, Sound-
house is a cozy, built-from-the-
ground-up, analog and digital 
recording facility. Home to a 
vintage 40-input Trident 80B, a 
Studer A827 24-track and the 
finest in outboard gear. The live 
room features hardwood floors 
and an impressive microphone 
collection. Clients include: David 
Sylvian, KMFDM, ruby, Skinny 
Puppy, Pigface, Sweet 75 and 
more. 

Gallery 
Recording Studios 

132 West 22nd Street, 6th Floor 
New York, NY 10011 

(212) 366-6640; Fax (212) 727-7187 
e-mail: gallery@bbhinc.com 

It's a recording studio and an ait gallery! 
A beautifully designed new, spacious 
facility with outstanding acoustics, 
based in the heart of Manhattan. The 
best in vintage/modern gear and an in-
spiring atmosphere enhanced by ever-
changing exhibits of striking modern 
artwork. Built to spoil the most de-
manding engineer, producer or musi-
cian. Some names: 148-in Trident 90 
console with moving faders, Studer 
827s, Lexicon, Quested, Pro Tools, 
DA-88s, Focusrite, Neve, Summit, 
Pultec, TC, Neumann, Steinway. 

The Hook Studios 
12623 Sherman Way, Suite B 

North Hollywood, CA 91605 

(818) 759-4665; Fax (818) 759-0268 

"The best overdub facility in LA." 

With a focus on vocals and over-
dubs, The Hook is a facility dedi-
cated to serving one client. Our 
goal is to provide a no-compro-
mise microphone choice for each 
vocalist and instrumentalist. We 
feature a Neve 8068, a Studer 
A827, and 50 microphones in-
cluding AKG C-12s, C-24s, Neu-
mann U47s, U67s, M-249s, SM-2s, 
582s; Schoeps C-22 is, Telefunlcen 
Elam 250, 251. We are confident 
that we can meet your needs. 

The Saltmine 
945 E. Juanita Ave., Suite 104 

Mesa AZ 85204 

(602)545-7850; Fax (602) 545-8140 
http://wkwe.primenet.com/-saltmine 

Fifteen min. from Phx. Sky Harbor 
Airport, The Saltmine is the coolest 
tracking/overdub facility in Ari-
zona...We feature a classic discrete 
NEVE console w/36 33114 mod-
ules and 8 33314A compressors; 
a STUDER A827 24-track and 40 
tracks of ADAT; Pro Tools, a dozen 
synths, samplers, vintage tube mie 
pre's and mies and outboard gear 
galore!!! We tune up a sick collec-
tion of 40 CLASSIC GUITARS and 
VINTAGE AMPS in a comfortable 
"LIVE VIBE" atmosphere for the 
band, producer or label on a budget. 
CLASSIC & MODERN RECORDING. 

MIAD 
ke'adle 

Quad Recording 
Studios 
723 7th Ave 

New York, NY 10019 

(212) 730-1035; Fax (212) 730-1083 

http://semet.quadstudios.com 

Quad Recording Studios, located in 
the heart of midtown Manhattan, 
now has two SSL J9000 Series con-
soles in two completely renovated 
studios that are great for tracking and 
mixing. Quad is a six-floor facility 
with four world-class SSL moms and a 
fifth on its way. Clients are welcomed 
with a competent and friendly staff 
and enjoy our studio because of its 
relaxed and creative atmosphere. 
Some of our recent clients include 
Metallica, Pat Metheney, Jon Bon 
Jovi, larry C,oyell, David Kahne, Yoko 
Ono, David Morales and Bob Rock. 

Troposphere Studios 
One Naylon Place 

Livingston, NJ 07039 

(201) 994-2990; Fax ( 201) 994-2965 

http://www.garden.net/users/troposphent 

e-mail: tropospherestudiosegarden.net 

Conveniently located in northeast 
NJ, just 20 miles outside of NYC, 
Troposphere Studios offers its clients 
a huge, 7,000 sq.-ft., acoustically tuned 
facility designed for tracking, mixing 
and film or video lockup. We feature 
an SSL 4048 G Plus Series console 
with lots of new and vinatge outboard 
gear to satisfy every artist, manager 
and producer. Spacious iso booths 
offer comfort to the performer, and a 
I 5,000 sq.-ft. warehouse can easily 
be adapted as a live room. In short, 
Troposphere is one of a kind. Call for 
a brochure and information. 

FOR STUDIO ADVERTISING, CONTACT SHAWN LANGWELL AT ( 310)1653-3307 - 2' 



"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE. • • 
lb 

8( 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX ( 24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

PRO CASSETTE DECKS 

TASCAM 
202 mxlIl / 302 

Provides high-fidelity sound reproduction and a wide fre-
quency response, as wel as a host of features to help 
you easily dub, edit, record or playback using 1 or2 cas-
settes. 
• Dual Auto Reverse, Normal and high-speed dubbing. 
• 4-second autospacer. 
• Dolby HX Pro' extends high frequency performance 
and minimizes distortion. 
• Auto sensing forNormal, Metal and Cr02 tape. 
• Functions like Intro Check, Computerized Program 
Search, Blank Scan and One Program quickly find the 
beginning of tracks you want. 

302 Advanced Features— 
The 302 is 2 independent decks, each with their own set 
of RCA connectors, transport control keys, auto-reverse, 
and noise reducing functions. 
• Individual/simultaneous record capability—both decks 
• Cascade and Control I/O let you link up to 10 additional 
machines for multiple dubbing or long record and play-
back. 

112m11/112Rmx11 

A classic "no frills" production workhorse. the 112 MK II 
is a 2-head, cost effective deck for musicians and pro-
duction studios. Extremely rugged and reliable, the 112 
MN II is ideal for production mastering and mixdown. It 
also features a parallel port for external control and an 
optional balanced connector kit means it is flexible 
enough to integrate into any production studio. 
112R MKII Advanced Features— 
• Three-head transport with separate high-performance 
record and playback heads. 
• Precision FG servo direct drive capstan motors. 
• Hysteresis Tension Servo Control ( HTSC)Vietuawe elim-
inates wow and flutter by maintaining consistent back 
tension on the tape all through the reel. 
• Auto Reverse mode plays or records in both directions. 
• Continuous Reverse mode allows you to loop the 
tape during playback up to 5 times, or record in both 
directions. 

HEADPHONES 

The ?sdte9dphone of 
choice in the recording 
industry. A highly accurate 
dynamic transducer and an 
acoustically tuned venting structure 
produce a naturally open sound. 
• Integrated semi-open air design. 
• Circumaural pads for long sessions. 
• Steel cable, self-adjusting headband 
• 15Hz-20kHz, 6000 

gin•ZENININEISER' 

HD 265/HD580 
The HD-265 is a closed dynamic stereo 
HiFi/professional headphone offering high 
level background noise attenuation for 
domestic listening and professional 
monitoring applications. 
The HD 580 is a top class open 
dynamic stereo HiFi/professional 
headphone that can be connect-
ed directly to DAT, OCC, CD and 
other pro players. The 
advanced design of the 
diaphragm avoids resonant fre-
quenciesmaking it an ideal 
choice for the professional 
recording engineer. 

Mint. 

CDR6 1 5 / CDR620 Compact Disc Recorder 
Both next-generation stand-alone write-once CD recorders they =lià  

offer built-in sample rate conversion, CD/DAT/MD/DCC sub-
code conversion, and adjustable dB level sensing. 
Additional features include adjustable fade in/fade out, 
record mute time, and analog level automatic track incr-
menting. A 9-pin parallel ( GPI) port and heaphone output 

' with level control are also included. 

CDR620 Additional Features— 
• SCSI-II Port • XLR (AES/EBU) Digital In/Out and Digital cascading 
• 2x speed recording • Index Recording and playing 

, • Del eatable copy prohibit and emphasis' 
,. • 34 key, 2-way wired remote (RC620) • 

• Ayai lable on COR61S w/oplIonal Wired Remote (RC620) 

PMD Series 
Portable Professional Cassette Recorders 
The world standard for field recordinti, the PMD line is also the value leader. They 
all feature RCA I,ne input/outputs, 1/4-web headphone jack, built-in speaker, pause control, 
audible cue and review, tape counter, full auto shut-off and low battery indicator. 

• All models except the PMD-
430 have 1/2 speed play-
back/record camability. With 
1/2 speed playback, musi-
cians can slow down com-
plicated passages for analy-
sis. At 1/2 speed the pitch 
is lowered by exactly one 
octave so the notes are still 
musically correct. 
• By recording at 112 speed, a 
three hour meeting can be 
recorded on a single tape. A 
built-in mic ana automatic 
level control make operation 
simple, and built-ia speaker 
makes transcription conve-
nient. 
• Three standard ' D' cell bat-
teries provide up tr• 7-1/2 
hours of operation and the 
optional R8430 recharge-
able battery delivers up to 
5-1/2 hours. 

General 
Stereo/Mono 
Heads 

Inputs/Outputs 

P610-101 
Mono 
2 

PIAD-201 
Mono 
2 

PMD-221 
Mono 

 3 

P160-222 
Mono 
3 

P610-430 
Stereo 
3 

Mc Inpt.! 
_ 
1/4-inch Miniplug_ Miniplu_g 1/4-inch 

Conches, Me Built-In Built-In Built-In 
_Mini/XLR 

Built-In 
_ 

— 
Remote Tack — Yes Yes Yes 

_ 
— 

MoCuwr Tel Jack — Yes Yes Yes — 
External Speaker Jack — Yes Yes Yes — 

Recoil Controls 
VU Mdra — 1 1 1 2 (Illuminated) 
2-Spekd Recording Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Dolby El IiiRldbx NR --- — — — — - Yes 
Me Atten.abon — 0..10/113..2001 0.-10dB. -200E1 Or-10d8. -20dE1 0..15dB..30dB 
Ambient Noise Cont. — Yes Yes Yes 
MPX Fiber 

Lu Manual Ovni Control 
— 
— 

— 
Yes 

— 
Yes 

— 
Yes 

Yes 
— 

Limiter 
_ 

— Yes Yes Yes Yes 
ALC Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Peak Indicator — — Yes Yes — 

Playback Controls 
Pitch Control :20% :20% :20% :20% :6% 
Bias Fie Adi — Yes 
Tone Corsn). Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Merno-y lewInd — — Yes Yes 

— 
Yes 

ACC2000/4000 
Cassette Duplicators 
Designed for high performance and high production. Telex duplicators otter 
easy maintenance arid operation. The ACC2000 is a 2-channel monaural 
duplicator, the ACC4000 is a 4-channel sHreo duplicator. Each produces 
3 copies from a c.asette master at 160 normal speed and with addi-
tional copy modules you can duplicate up to 27 copies of a C-60 origi-
nal in under two minutes. And they copy both sides at once! 

ACC2000XL / ACC,4000XL 
The XL Series feature "Extended Lite" cassette heads for increased performance and wear characteris-
tics.They also offer improvements in wow and flutter, frequency response. S/N ratio and bias. 

Easy Maintenance: 
• Slanted work surface and "heads-up" cas-
sette platform pievant oxide build up ou the 
heads and makes cassette loading and 
unloading easier. 
• 3 point tape guidance system elimina:e, 
skew problems i:na prevent unnecessirn 
wear and tear on the tape head mechanism. 
• Audio and bias along with head adjustments 
are made easily trom the top of the unit A 
switch on the back engages the head and 
pinch roller for convenient cleaning. 

Telex 

Fingertip Operation 
• Individual rotary audio level controls, 'Pear LEO indicators 
• Side A or A/8 select button 
• Stop all tapes instantly, at any point during the copy or rewind 
cycle. 
• Short tape indicators alert you if a tape stops before the origi-
nal does, identifying incomplete copies caused by jam or short. 
• Automatic or manual selection of rewind and copy operation: 
—Rewinds tapes to the beginning or end automatically (AUTO 
mode) or manually. 
—In AUTO mode the copy button activates the entire 
rewind/copy/rewind sequence. In manual mode, it starts copying 
immediately. 

Telex Copyette EH Series Duplicators 
The Copyette series produce high quality, low cost cassettes in large quantities at approximately 1611 normal speed. 
The 2 versions are capable of duplicating either 1 or 3 cassettes at a time. Available in both mono and stereo. 

Stereo Copyette 1•2•1 
Weighing only 8 lbs. (3.6 kg). this unit has a durable. 

impact rasistant housing 
and includes a removable 

pow% cord, carrying 
handle and protective 

cover. Optical, 
non-reflective 

end-of -tape sens-
ing system pro-

vides gentle tape 
handling. 

Stereo Copyette 1•2•3 
This duplicator copies both sides of three cassettes at 
once, yet it's as small as 
the 1.2.1. It weighs only 
12 pounds (5.4 kg) 
and includes a hard 
cover to protect 
the unit while 
not in use. It 
uses all DC 
Servo motors for 
the ultimate in reliability. 

MICROPHONES 

C414B/ULS 
A reputation for flawless perfor-
mance and uncommon flexibility 
in the most demanding studio 
and concert sound applications. 
• Dual 1' Gold-sputtered 
diaphrams. 
• Flat on-axis response. 
• 126dB dynamic range. 
• Switchable 10dB and 20dB pad. 
• 20Hz-20kHz. 

Studio Condenser Mics 
The "bench mark" for cost and performanca. the Equi 
series of microphones incorporate a unique servo 
design and exceptional flexi-
bility to provide extraordi-
nary ballistic capability and 
exceptional transient 
response. 

E-300 
A multi-patterned side 
address mic that combines 
vintage capsule design with 
advanced head-amp elec-
tronics, the E-300 has an 
unusually wide frequency 
response of 10 Hz to 20 
kHz and an exceptional 
dynamic range of 137 dB. 
Also extremely low self 
noise of 11dB. Ideal for the most critical applicatioi 

Shown 
optional 
ZM-1 
Shocknn 

Unique powering of all mico is accomplished with a 
pair of rechargeable nicad 9-volt batteries in combin 
fion with 48-volt phantom power This overcomes 
inherent current limiting associated with most phan-
tom power supplies and can supply 10X the current 

E-200/E-100 
The first member of the Equitek family. the E-200 is a 
a dual capsule side address multi-pattern condenser 
but with lower specifications than the E-300. The E-I 
uses the same electronics as the E-200, but with onlf 
one of the same capsules in a supercardioid pattern. 
• Frequency response of 10 Hz to 18 kHz. 
• Dynamic range of 137 dB • Low self noise of 16 dl 

audio-technica. 
AT4033 

Cardioid Capacitor Microphon 
The AT4033 is a transformerless, studio microphone 
designed for use in the most demanding apptcations 
• Gold-plated, aged-diaphragm'. condenser element a 
internal baffle plate to increase S/N ratio which, cou 
with low-noise transformerless electronics, makes t 
AT4033 ideal for critical digital recordings. 
• Dynamic range is 123 dB without built-in attenuator 
• Accepts up to 140 dB SPL without distortion above 
T.H.D. A built-in switchable 10 dB ( nominal) pad 
increases it to 150 dB. 
• Internal open-cell foam windscreen. 
• Integral 80 Hz hi-pass filter for easy 
switching from a flat frequency 
response to a low-end roll-off. 

AT4050/CM5 
The AT4050 multi-pattern condenser 
expands upon the AT4033 to set the stan-
dard for studio performance mics. 
• 2 capacitor elements. 
• Cardioid. Omnidirectional, and Figure 8 polar 
pattern settings. 
• Vapor-deposits of pure gold on specially-contour' 
large diaphragms are aged through 5 steps to en: 
optimum characteristics over years of use. 
Transformerless circuitry results in exceptional tr. 
oient response and clean output even under entre 
ly high SPL conditions. 
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PROCESSING 

BEHRINGER  
MDX 1200 Autocom 

.1.. 

fttack/Release times, with Intelligent Program 
fetection. 
Joise gate, switchable Soft Knee/Hard Knee char-
icteristics for varied sound pressure levels. 
fright, illuminated LEDs show gain reduction. 

MIDX 2100 Composer 

negrated auto/manual compressor, expander 8 peak 
miter. 
ompresses " musically' in dynamic range without any 
udible "pumping" or " breathing". 
iflack 8 release times are controlled automatically or 
tanually. 
iteractive Gain Control ( IGC) combines a clipper and 
eak limiter for distortion-free limitation on signal peaks. 
ervo-balanced inputs and outputs are switchable 
etween +4dB and - 10d8. 

APHEX 
107 Tubessence 
2 Channel Mic Preamp 

e 107 delivers outstanding sonic performance, as well 
a great degree of ¡yesence, detail, openness and 
age. 
independent channels with front panel XLR inputs 

1p to 64dB of gain available 
OdB pad with red LED indicator, 2 LED input meter 
all 48V phantom power with red LED indicator 
ow cut filter with red LED indicator: 80Hz, 
2dB/octave 
'olarity inversion switch with LED indicator 
ficlividual channel remote mute capability 
iwitchable +4d8/-10dB output with 1/f IRS phone 
icks 

IBESSENCE combines the best attributes of both tube 
d solid state circuitry to provide performance 
'matched by conventional designs. The solid state 
int end is transformerless and only high end capaci-
rs are used in the signal path. The tube circuit 
marts the sonic characteristics of tubes without the 
tremely high voltages, heat, fragility, and short life 
an of conventional tube circuitry. 

109 Tubessence 
Parametric EQ 

Aphex 109 is an extremely versatile and high pert or-
nce parametric vacuum tube E0 with unique features. 
:ibility and sound. 
rut for "warming up" digital signals. 
se tube circuitry in the output stage. 
ual (stereo) 2 band or mono 4 band ED configuration 
ffers flexibility from general sweetening to critical 
foblem solving. 
perates in the ED flat mode yet still passes signal 
'rough the Tubessence vacuum tube stage. 
'5 octave to 2 octave bandwidth ad¡ustment. 
witchable -10dBV/+4dBu operating level. 

t.c.electronics 
Wizard M2000 

Studio Effects Processor 

3 M2000 features a "Dual Engine" architecture that 
'mito multiple effects and 6 different routing modes. 
ire are 250 factory programs including revert), pitch 
ay, chorus, flange, phase, E0, de-essing, compres-
n, limiting, expansion, gating and stereo enhance-
nt. The M2000 also features 20-bit AID conversion. 
S/EBU and S/PDIF digital inputs/outputs, "Wizard" 
p menus. 16-bit dithering tools, Tap and MIDI tempo 
des and single page parameter editing. 

HIGH-END MIC PRE-AMPS 

• Focusnte 
Red 1 / Red 8 Mic Pre-amps 

data dit • Alt • •illt • 
r. 

• 

/ 

The Focusntc Red Series is instantly recognized by leading engineers worldwide for its fidelity, musicality, pre 
cision and * intro'. The Red1 is a 4 channel mic pre while the Red 8 has 2 channels. Both are ultra-high quali-
ty for use in digital recordings, and with high-quality ribbon, valve, and condenser microphones. 
Each channel offers— 
• Phantom power 8 Phase revere. • Low noise floor with high gam bandwidth. 
• Warm, and crystal-clear. • Mic gain has 66d8 range 
• Easy-to-read, accurate illuminated VU meters. 

V\-- ISA 215 Dual Mono Mic-Pre & EQ 

Engineers, producers and musicians worldwide are familiar with the legendary ISA 110 mic pre/E0 that forms the 
heart of the Focusrite Studio Console. Frequent requeas for a 19 rack unit with the same circuitry have led to 
the development of this high-quality studio device. 
• 2-independant mic pre-amp 8 ED. 
• Microphone inputs feature unable gain and switchaole phantom power. 
• Independent HF and LF shelving sections. 
• Overlapping Upper and Lower /did ED w/variable bandwidth. 
• lndependant High and Low pass filters. 
• Integrated PSU 
• Large, easy to use control knobs and switches. 

Focusrite Green Range 

NOW AVAILABLE! 

ALESIS 
3630 Compressor RMS/Peak 2Ch.Comp/Limiter/Gate 

IMO 

The 3630 is a dual-channel compressor that offers Rath, Threshold, Attack and Decay coi-trois to handle the tough-
est signals. It also offers a choice between RMS and Peak compression styles, plus Hard and Soft Knee dynamic 
curves for 'very appiication Iron. subtle gain control to in-your-face punch. Ideal for use in applications from studio 
recording and mixing to live sound reinforcement and broadcast. 

M-EQ 230 Dual 113 Octave/Precision Equalizer 

Used extensively un recording swims since 1989, the M-E0 230 provides 2 independent 40- band 1/3 octave graphic 
Rtsin a single rack space. Covering every band from 25 Hz to 20 kHz in 1/3 octave increments the M-E0 230 is ideal 
for tuning the monitors in your project studio or even f;etting the most out of a home stereo setup 

Mid iVerto 4 2 Ch. Parallel Processor w/Auto Level Sensing 
1110 III Q IM 11111 
CB 0 111111111le 

The MidiVerb 4 extends Alesis' line of affordable professional multi-effects processing. It provides the sonic quality 
and programming nower requied for studio recording and live sound reinforcement at al affordable price. 

• Wide variety of dense, nature-sounding reverbs. rich 
chorus and flange versatile delay, rotating speaker 
simulation, pitch deft, panning and more. 
• Auto Level Sensing feature automatically sets your 
input signal to the optimum level to take advantage 01 
the Midkerb 4's wide dynamic range. 

• 18-bit oversampling digital converters add to the excel-
lent audio fidelity, with a resulting 20 kHz frequency 
response and a dynamic ronge over SOdB. 
• 128 preset and 128 user-editable programs. 
• Mono or Stereo single effects, dual-mono effects, and 
multi-chain configurations for 2 or 3 effects at once. 

QuadraVerb 2 2 Ch. Master Effects w/Digital I/O 

Ma 1111 
Alesis' most powedul signal pi ocessor, the OuadraVeb 2 offers the amazing audio fidekty of a high-end dedicated 
vocal reverb while providing powerful multi-effects capabilities. 
• 300 programs (1d0 preset and 200 user-editable) , • 5 seconds sampling, triggerd pan, and surround sound 
• Octal Processing allows use of up to 8 effects simula- encoding are also built in. 
neously in any order. Choose between over 50 differ- • Selectable -10 dB and +4,1B levels, servo-balanced TAS 
cot effects types for each black, including reverb, inputs and outputs. 
delay, chorus, flange, rotary speaker, pitch shift, graph- • ADAT Digital Interface alltiws you to work entirely in 
ic and parametric ED, overdrver and more, the digital between the and an ADAT XT 

MIDI 

OPCODE 
0  Studio 5 LX 

Macintosh MIDI 

Interface 
• 

+I Uttlin5, 

The Studio 5 LX is arguably the most advanced MIDI 
interface on the market today. It incorporates a MIDI 
patchbay, MIDI processor, and SMPTE synchronizer with 
it's interface functions, all in a 2 rack space unit. 
• 15 lndependant MIDI ins and outs. 
• SMPTE reads and writes all formats— 24, 
25/29.97/29.97DF/and 30. 
• Network multple units, 240 MIDI channels each. 
• 128 patches, unlimited virtual instrument controls. 
• 2 assignable footswitch inputs, 1 controller input. 
• 8% speed when used with OMS. 
• Internal power supply. 

Studio 3 le 4 MIDI Interfaces, 
and Vision sequncing software 

also available. 

Mark of the Unicorn products now available. 

PROCESSING 

,11C01‘14 

4200A, 4400 & 4700 
L-C Series 1/3 Octave Active Equalizers 

\stDRe.dç, 
instruments 

• The 4200A (active, cut only graphic EQ) and 4400 
(active graphic E0) provide 28 1/3-octave filters on 
I.S.O. centers from 31.5 Hz to 16kHz. Hand-tuned 
inductor/capacitor ( L-C) resonant circuits provide the 
ultimate in performance and reliability. 
• Better than 108 dB signal-to-noise ratio with no degra-
dation even when fitters are used. 
• Continuously adjustable high and low-pass filters bane-
limit unwanted subsonic and ultrasonic noise. 
• 3 outputs and powered accessory crossover socket 
facilitate distribution and level control to three subsys-
tems. ( Bi-amp or tri-amp operation with optional 2-way 
and 3-way plug-in crossover networks. 
• The 4200A has a - 15 dB control range. the 4400 has a 
:10 control range. 

The 4700 is similar in specifications to the 4200A/4400 
E0s, the difference is that all functions of the 4700 are 
digitally controlled. 

DSP 5024 
Digital Signal Processor 

• 2 input, 4 output signal processor with 107 dB of 
dynamic range. 
• Crossover can be configured as 2-way, 3-way. 4-way or 
dual 2-way. 
• Adjustments can be performed in frequency 1Hz steps, 
slope (6. 12. 18. 24 dB/oct.), shape ( Butterworth, 
Bessel. Linkwitz-Riley). 
• Parametric filters include boost, cut, high pass. low 
pass, rising shelf and falling shelf, adjustable in 1 Hz 
steps, 1/10 dB steps and bandwidth from 1/70th octave 
to 4.8 octaves. 
• Delay up to 680 ms on each output. 
• Ten non-volatile memories and presets with password 
security 
• Remote preset select interface includes PA422. 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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FOR ORDERS CALL: or FAX 24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
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ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

STUDIO MONITORS 

UHL 
Control 5 
Compact Control 

Monitor Loudspeaker 

The Control 5 is a high performance, wide range control 
monitor for use as the primary sound source in a variety 
of applications. It's smooth, extended frequency 
response combines with wide dynamic capability to pro-
vide acoustic performance that's ideal for recording stu-
dios. AN control rooms 8 remote trucks. 
• 6-1/2" low frequency driver provides solid, powerful 
bass response to 50 Hz and a pure titanium 1" dome 
handles high frequency response to 20 kHz. 
• Magnetically shielded foe use near video monitors. 
• Choice of black, gray or white finish. 
• A host of mounting systems including ceiling, rack and 
tripod allow positioning in exactly the right spot. 

4200 Series 
Near-Field Monitors 
  The 4200 Series near field 

nonitors come in 
6.5(4206) and the 8" 
(4208). Both offer excep-
tional sonic performance. 
setting the standard for 
today's multi-purpose stu-
dio environment . 
• Multi-Radial baffle directs 
te axial output for opti-
mum summing at 
approximately 3 to 5 ft. 
• Curved surface of the ABS 
baffle virtually eliminates 
baffle diffraction distortion. 

• Superb imaging and greatly [educed phase distortion. 
• Vertical alignment of the transducers across the baffle 
center produces natural mirror-imaging. 
• Pure titanium diaphragm high requency transducer 
provides smooth, extended response. 
• Magnetically shielded for use near video monitors. 

6208 
Near- Field Monitors 

An internally hi-amplified near held studio monitor, the 
6208 provides excellent reference in a small, portable 
package. It combines optin zed electronics with an 8'. 
two-way speaker system on a Multi- Radial baffle that 
aligns acoustic centers of hiçh and low frequency trans-
ducers. The transducers are magnetically shielded to 
allow safe placement near sensitive equipment such as 
tape recorders and video monitors. 
• XLR or 1/4' inputs are compatib'e with both -10 dbV 
and +4 dBu nominal operating levels. 
• 2.6 kHz electronic crossover with discrete circuitry. 
• Low feedback design, with no slew rate limiting and 
extremely low distortion. 
• 8', low frequency transducer delivers a long, linear 
excursion resulting in a smooth extended bass output 
with low power compression. It is coupled to a one 
inch titanium diaphragm, high frequency transducer 
with patented 'diamond patterr surround' exhibiting 
flat response, +/-2 db from crossover point to 20 kHz. 

MIXING BOARDS 

BEHRINGER 

I 
 f•-• 

CR-1604 VLZ 
16-Channel Mic/Line Mixer 
A hands-down choice for many major touring groups and 
studio session players as well as broadcast and sound 
contracting. The CR-1604 VLZ features everything you would 
expect from a larger console, and then some! 
• 24 line, 7 AUX, 3-band EC/ w/ mid sweep, 10-segment 
LED output meter. 
• 90 dB S/N and 108 dB dynamic range. 
•16 studio-grade, phantom powered mic preamps. 
• AFL/PFL solo 8. mute w/ overload and signal indicators. 

EURODESK 
MX 8000 

24 Channel 8-bus Console 
• 4_8input channels with dedicated EQ. Mute, Pan, 8 Level. 
• Channel, Subgroup, and Mix insert points. 
• Direct Outputs, 24 balanced tape ins/outs. 
• 4 band EO with sweeps. 
• 6 Aux sends, 6 stirreo Aux returns re/extensive routing. 
• Optional MB-8000 Meter-bridge. 
• Optional Cyberrrix automation software for Windows. 

• Rear panel features 1/4-inch/ 
XLR connectors, inserts on every channel. and RCA 
tape inputs/outçuts. 
Rotary I/O "pod' allows3 different positions far r.et-up. 

MS1202VLZ and MS14021/LZ IN STOCK! 
The new MS- 1202. 1402 and 1604 all Include VEZ (Very Low Impedance) circuitry at critical signal path 
points. Developed for Mackie's acclaimed iteus console series, VLZ effectively reduces thermal noise and 
minimizes crosstalk by raising current and decreasing resistance 

M-1600 
16/24 Channel 
8-bus Console 
Great for modular Digital 
Multitrack setups and hard disk 
recording, the M-1600 is part of 
Tascam's next generation series 
of recording consoles. It fea-
tures multiple option for inputs 
and outputs and uses the same, easy to 
install 0-sob connectors as Tascam's more expensive 
console, all in a compact design. 

• XLR Mic inputs w/phantom power on 8 channels. 
• Signal present/overload indicators on each channel. 
• Balanced/Unbalanced tape returns and Balanced 
Group/Direct outputs using 0-sob connectors. 
• TRS Balanced Line Inputs on all channels. 

• 3-band EO with sweepable 
mido. 
• 5 Aux sends (1 stereo) 
• 4 assingable aux returrs. 
• Perfect for Lse with DA-88 and ACAT setups. 

Di ¡tal Multi-Track Recorders 

TASCAM DA-88 
• Hi-8mm tape format 
• ATF system ensures no tracking errors or syn-
chronization loss on up to 16 cascaded decks 
• 16-bd D/A, selectable 44.1 or 48KHz . 
• Flat 20Hz to 20KHz. 92dB dynamic range 
• Seamless Punch-in and out, for programmable 
digital crossfade and insert. 
• Individual track delay for special effects and timing 
correction. 

=..g1 . co 1 1 1 1 
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SONY* 
PCM-800 Digital 8-Track In Stock! 

ALESIS adat xt 
S-VHS DIGITAL 

The ADAT-XT sets the standard in modular 
digital multitrack recording. The ADAT-XT 
operates up to four times faster than the 
original ADAT and offers an intelligent soft-
ware-controlled tape transport as well as 
provides onboard digital editing and flexible 
autolocation. 
• IncludesLRC remote control with transport and locate 
functions 
• Advanced transport software continuously monitors 
autolocation performance. 

• 56- pin [LCD connector operates at +4dB and • 10(19 
• Built-in electronic patchbay 
• Flawless copy/paste digital edits between macnirtes Or 
within a single urct 

STUDIO MONITORS 

ALEsis 
Monitor 1 

Near Field Reference Monitors 
• 6.5" low frequency driver provides excellent image ai 
transient reproduction, powerful bass, and smooth, 
extended high frequency detail. 
• Exclusive SuperPort speaker venting technology slim 
nates the "choking" effect of port turbulence for sold 
high-power bass transients and extended low frequei 
cy response. 

Monitor Two 
Mid Field Studio Reference Monitor 

Today's popular 
music demands more 
bass at louder vol-
umes than a small 
near field monitor 
can possibly pro-
duce, the Monitor 2 
delivers. 
• 10" three way 
speaker design with a unique asymmetrical crossover 
maintain the same accurate tonal balance and imagist 
of the Monitor One—but with a much larger sound fiel 
• 5" mid frequency driver offers exceptional mid 
frequency detail 
• 1" silk dome high frequency driver delivers a broad t 
natural frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz. 
• Covered in a non-slip rubber finish, the Monitor Two 
comes in a mirror imaged pair for mixing accuracy. 

Point Seven 
• Shielded reference monitor. 
• Front ported venting system for 

•(,  Now ' great bass response. 

Moue • 50 watts 
RMS-

. 100 watts 
peak 421 451. 

• 85Hz-27kHz, +3dB. 
• 2kHz crossover for accurate 
phase and a wide 'sweet spot' 
for mixing. 
• Accurate flat sound reproduc-
tion. 
• Great for studio and multi-
media applications. 

PBM Series II 
Near-field Reference Monitor 

The PBM ll Series is the industry standard for referen 
monitors providing true dynamic capability and real 
world accuracy. 

PBM 5 Ill 
• Custom 5" injection-molded bass driver 
• Woofer blends seamlessly with the aie polymide si 
dome ferro-fluid cooled tweeter providing extended 
bandwidth 

PBM 6.5 II 
• 6.5" lowfrequency driver and 3/4" tweeter 
• Fully radiused and ported cabinet design reduces re, 
nance and diffraction while providing deep linear 
extended bass. 

PBM 8 II 
• High tech 1" soft dome tweeter and 8" driver capabl 
of powerful bass extension under high SPL demand 
• Hard wired crossover features true hi-wire capabilit 
• Full cross- braced matrix medite structure virtually 
eliminates cabinet resonance as a factor. 
• Ensures precise low frequency tuning by incorporati 
a large diameter port featuring laminar air flow at hi 
er port velocities. 
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PORTABLE DAT RECORDERS 

TASCAM 
DA-P1 

• Rotary 2 head desig, 
and 2 direct 
drive motors. 
• XLR mic/ line 
inputs 
(w/phantom power) 
• Analog and S/PDIF (RCA (digital I/ 
• 32/44.1/48kHz sample rates & SCMS-free recording. 
• Built in MIC limiter and 20d8 pad 
• IRS jack w/ level control for monitoring 
• Includes shoulder belt. AC adapter, & battery  

11111Mlb 
PDR1 000/PDR1 000TC 

• 4 head Direct Drive transport 
• Balanced XLR mic and line analog inputs and two RCA 
analog fine outputs. Digital inputs and outputs include 
S/PDIF consumer (RCA) and AES/IBU XLR 
• Left/Right channel mic input attencation selector(OdB/-
30d8) 
• 48v phantom power. limiter 8. internal speaker. 
• Illuminated LCD display shows clack and counter, peak 

level metering, margin display, battery status. ID num-
ber, tape source status and machine status. 
• Nickel Metal Hydride battery powers the PDR1000 for 
two hours. AC Adapter/charger induced. 

PDR1000TC Additional Features: 
• All standard SMPTE/E8U time codes are supported, 
including 24, 25, 29.97 (drop frane and non-drop 
frame) and 30 fps. 
• External sync to video, field sync and word sync. 

STUDIO DAT RECORDERS 

Fostex 
D-25/D-30 

• Pro DAT master recorder featuring confidence monitor-
ing and insert editing with a 4-head transport. 
• Sync functions include the ability to chase sync to a 
master timecode. Resolves to 1AtDRDNIDEO/DAT 
frame signal WORD. 
• Independent left/right recording. 
• Scrub from tape or buffer, Jog/ Shuttle 1/2X to 16X 
• SMPTE/EBU TC generator/reader 
• On board chase/lock sync, RS-422 slot. 
• 4-head 4-motor transport. 
• 16 MBit RAM bufferforinstant Start 8. Edits. 

D-30 Additional Features: 
• Large, high resolution backlit LCD display which shows 

all parameters at a glance 
• Intuitive menus from 10 dedicated soft keys 
• 2/ RS-422 ports for added flexiBility. 

FOSTEX D-15 TimeCode BAT 
NOW AVAILABLE! 

Panasonic. 
SV-3800/SV-4100 

• 
• - , - • • 

The SV-3800/5V-4100 feature highly accurate and reliable 
transport mechanisms with sea-ch seeds up to 4000 normai 
Both use 20-bit D/A converters to s.disfy the highest profes-
sional expectations. The SY-4100 features instant start, pro-
gram and cue assignment. enh.trice.l system diagnostics, multi-
ple digital interfaces and more 

IRoland 
A-90EX Mastee Controller for tha Next Century 

The A-90EX is an 88-note weighted master controller with the best keyboard action currently on the mar-
ket—bar none. It offers incredibly realistic piano sounds, powerful controller capabrnties and 'virtual* program-
mable buttons which can be configured to operate your software and other devices. The A-90EX combines the 
majestic sound of a concert crane the expressive action of a fine acoustic keybcarn and the comprehensive 
MIDI functions of a master controller—all in a portable stage unit. 

Keyboard Controls 
• Master Volume Seden and Global Transpose featur 
allow you to senil control ccrnmands to your entire 
MIDI setJp without changing the balance between con-
nected units. 
• Sequencer Control Section lots you control song selec-
tion, tempo and other parameters quickly. 
• The keyboard can be split into eight zones and features 
20 different controls and connectors. 

Superb Sound 
• 2 types of stereo-sampled grand pianos various 
acoustrc and electric pianos- ( including a great classic 
Rhodes). 

JV-2080 

• 128 patches selected from Rolando extensive "JV" and 
"JD" series library. 
• 64-voice polyphony. Eden in effects 

Extensive Performance Configurations 
• Stores up to 64 Performances.(128 w/optional M-512E 
card) which may consst of up to 4 preset Patches 
along with various user-configurable parameters such 
as zone, effects. and MCI channel. 

88 Key Keyboard 
• Proprietary 88-note hammer-action, velocity sensitive 
keyboard w/aftertoucli °Wert the natural resistance and 
rebound of an acoustr piano and control of a synth. 

64-Voice Synthesizer Module 

lit
Roland resets th-e standard with the intredi-

Sly expand.;ble JV-2080 64-Voice 
!Synthesizer Module. This amazingly 
powerful eackage offers unprecedent-

ed expandability, digital signal process-
:rig, and rema-kable operational ease, all housed in a 2-unit racd-mount design 

Features 
• 64-Voice polyphony / 16-part multitimbral capability. 
• 8 slots for SR-JV80 series expansion boards. 
• 3 independent affects sets plus independent 
reverb/delay anti chorus. 

• 64-Voice polyphonyrt 6-part multitimbral capability. 
• NEW patch finder and Phrase Preview functions for 
easy access to the higo selection of patches. 
• Large backlit graphic dÈplay 
• Compatable with that V-1080. XP-50, and XP-80. 

NEW SR-.1V80-10 "BASS & DRUMS" EXPANSION  BOARD NOW AVAILABLE! 

DM-800 
Digital Audio Workstation 

A cempact, stand-atone multi-track ha-d-disk recorder that provides 
an amazing array of features at an anbelievably low price. Used music 
production, post production and broadcast. it performs all digital mix-
ing operations from audio recording and editing to rotation track-
bouncing and final mixdown. It suppc-ts SMPTE and MTC and fea-
fur-s a built-in Sample Rate Resolver for sync with any time code. 

.47. VS-880 
MOW* 

The VS-8811 V-Studio Digitai Workstation, is now even more vers MI with the release of the 
VS-880 V-Xpanded. This new vvrsion incorporates powerful additional functions that allow you to 

get the most out of the VS 880's incredilbe creattie potential. 

Digital Studio Workstation 

NEW FEATURES 
Mixer Section 

• Auto Mixing F Lichen records and plays back song data 
n realtime including fader movements and panning 
positions. Na external sequencer is required. 
• Easy recording with an inserted effect in "INPU1-
TRACK" mode.' 
• Process the naster output with a specific inserted 
effect such as total compression.• 
• Scene change by MIDI grogram change messare. 

Recorder Section 
• Simultaneoun playback it 6 tracks in MASTER MODE 
recording. 
• Digital output with copyprotection. 

Effects Section' 
-10 additionaleffect algoirthms (30 total) including 
Voice Transformer, Mic Simulator, 19-band Vocoder, 
Hum Canceler, Lo-Fi Sound Processor, Space Cnorus. 
Reverb 2, 4-hand Pararrethc E0. 10-band Grapic E0. 
and Vocal Cancellor. 
• 100 additional preset ettects patches. 
• Effect change by MIDI program change message. 
• Effect edit So MIDI cony& change message. 

And More... 
• Additionally, over 20 powerful and convenient features 

in editing/sync se. hens have been added 
The functions marked • require the optional VS8F-1 

Effect Expansion Board 
---

VS-880-51 SYSTEM EXPANSION KIT 
Current owner: of the VS-880 now entoy unprece-

dented support tram Roland with the release of this 
System Expansior K t. Supplied on a ZIP diskand 
including a new owner's manual, the VS-880-Si will 
provide current version users with all of the benefits of 
the VS-880 V-Xpandad at a fraction of the cost. 

HARD DISK RECORDING 

ATTENTION MAC ERS— 

PROTOOLS PROJIECT, 
AUDIOMEDIA III, 
MASTERLIST CD, 
& POWERMIX CAE 

NOW  AVAILABLE!] 

SOUNDSCAPE 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD. 

SSHRD-1 
Hard Disk 
Recorder/ 

Editor 

A professional Multitrack Digital Audio Workstation 
for the PC, the SSHDR1 combines the highest quality 
processing hardware with easy-to-use Windows-based 
software for the most complete and-affordable solution 
for high quality digital audio recording and editing on 
the PC. The SSHDR1 has over 50 powerJ1 editing tools 
and is expandable from 8 to 128 frocks, with up to 32 
inputs and 64 outputs. Ideal for a wide hinge of applica-
tions ranging from, recording music in goject studios 
with an 8 track system, to multiple Jnit 32, 48 and 64 
track systems used by major TV and filo; studios for 
audio post productionlinked to video. 
• All audio processing, disk handlirp and sync. is carneo 
out by the powerful DSP in the hadware, so any PC 
can be used. Even a 386!!! 
• Up to 64 virtual tracks all with Move, t:opy. Trim, Slip 
Solo, Repeat, Delete, Cut, Glue .. dit functions. 
• Solo/Multi-track audio scrubbing 999 named markers 
• Realtime fade In/Out (8 selectablc curves). 
• Automated Punch In/Out, Volume contouring. 
• All SMPTE formats, including 29.97 and 29.97 DF. 
• AV file support w/full sync. (Reg Video forWin.V1.1) 
• Optional EDL File support w/full auto conform via RS422 
• Volume and Pan controls. assignable tader grouping. 
• Reverse/Phase Invert/Compute tempo 
• Optional Time Module features Time stretch/Time con--
pression Pitch shift and Sample rate conversion. 
• 8 physical output channels. selectable for each PAR 
• Non-destructive sample- resolution editing. 
• Cycle record mode with stacked TAKES and pre-roll 

(like analog multi-track tape recrerders) 
• AND MUCH MORE... 

Fcstex 
DMT-8 VL 

, The latest in the Fostex HD recording 
eig family, the DMT-8 VL truely brings the 

familiarity of th' i personal multi-trac to 
the digital domain. 

• 18 bit ND, 20 bit D/A conversion. 
• 8 channel mixer. CH. 10/2 feature both mic 8. line few] 
• 2 band ED and 2 AUX sends per channel 
• Cut/Copy/Move/Paste within single Cr multiple tracks 
• Scrub from tape or buffer, Jogr-Shuttle 1/28 to 168. 
• Built-in MIDI Sync., 6 memory rocatons. 
• Dual function Jog/Shuttle wheel provides digital •scr .b 
without pitch change. 
• Divide the drive into 5 seperate reels' each with 
its own timing information 
• NO COMPRESSION! 

Minimum Shipping USA (Ex. opt AN & HI) $7.110, up to 3 lbs. Add 60C isr each additional lb. For ins. add 40c per $100. Ci 1997 138H Peat:, Video. Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices valid sublet to supplier prices. 
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A revolutionary new microphone 
auditioning toot on CD-ROM! 

Allen Sides has recorded and mixed 
sessions for dozens of world-class 
artists such as Ry Cooder, Count 

Basie, Ray Charles, Sinead 
O'Connor and Brian Setzer. 

David Schwartz, producer of this 
CD-ROM project, is the founder and 

former editor- in- chief of Mix. 

BE A MICROPHONE EXPERT! 

Allen Sides' 
Microphone Cabinet 

FROM CARDINAL BUSINESS MEDIA 

also publishers of 

MIX', ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN' and MIX BOOKSHELF 

Mix 

"The Microphone Cabinet 

is now a required refer-

ence tool for all of our 

classes. It really shows 

students the importance 

of subtle differences 

between mics, but best 

of all, I can secretly use 

it too!" 

David Gibson 

Founder and Chief Administrator 

California Recording Institute 

'What a great educational 

tool! My students can 

now learn the technical 

specifications and the 

sonic characteristics of 

microphones which nor-

mally aren't available to 

them. With studio time in 

such demand, it's a great 

way to get to know the 

mics before going into 

the studio." 

Wesley Bulla 

Coordinator of Recording Studio 

Curriculum 

Belmont University 

"Hey, I got the CD-ROM 

and it's great! Finally, 

you get a chance to look 

in a top engineer/produc-

er's toolbox without hav-

ing to buy all of the 

tools." 

David Miles Huber 

Author and musician 

This unique, fully interactive CD-ROM lines up the top classic and contemporary professional microphones for a series of audio com-
parison tests on dozens of instruments.The disc features: 

• A " Selector Cabinet" of bath popular and classic mics for recording each inst,ument. 
• 16-bit Red Book audio samples of the selected mics and instruments. 
• Allen Sides' "Tips" for getting the best sound from each microphone. 
• A high-resolution color photograph of each microphone and the mic placement setup for each ènst-ument. 
• Complete specifications for each microphone. 
• A color photograph and description of each musical instrument. 
• A " Microphone Basics" section by noted author John Woram. 

• A directory of the microphone manufacturers. 

This amazing disc features tests of 66 mics and 33 different instruments. The microphones were chosen from the world-renowned col-

lection at Sides' Ocean Way/Record One studios n Los Angeles. Sort by microphone to check out the best instruments for each, or sort 
by instrument to see which mics you should use. Item MC) $69.95 plus $9.95 shipping and handing. 

800.233.9604 



-FROM PAGE 16, WIRE WE ALL HEW 

quasi-mono (twisted and deformed) 
audio on a carrier that mocked me by 
turning on my stereo light and crashing 
my (now) AC3 decoder. It was Corn-
cast, my beloved cable provider! Now 
this brings up an interesting question. 
Since Comcast is (thankfully) con-
strained to operating only within my 
local area, why didn't any of you read-
ers ever bother to drop a line telling 
me that your stereo TV was, in fact, 
stereo and that I was unfairly attacking 
the poor friendly folks who bring you 
my MTV? And I admit that I actually 
watch MTV, whenever a friend has a 
new release in rotation. 

And then there's the issue of video 
quality. With DSS, you trade in that old 
dusty, distorted, noisy, clipped-yet-
overmodulated, unstable analog RF 
cable-fed image for a rock-solid, noise-
less, ghostless image with a crap-shoot 
of compression artifacts. I say this be-
cause the actual image quality changes 
as a function of such variables as how 
creative the tech was when he made 
optimization decisions while doing the 
multipass conditioning and compres-
sion for the feature films, how noisy 
the image was before conversion and 
how many bits per second are actually 
allocated to your image at any given 
time. You see, the resolution of your 
movie might suddenly drop when lots 
of data-intensive action is going on on 
the other channels! Yes, folks, DSS 
robs Peter to pay Paul, and at some 
point or other, each of us has to be 
Peter. There is a finite amount of data 
that the birds can pipeline, and the al-
location for each channel is dynamic! 
Lots o' sports on the other channels; 
sparkly green squares on your movie. 
No sports, no live events (they use 
massive data, as there is no time to 
precondition them to lower their data 
demands), and your movie is actually 
stunning. 

All in all, though, I feel it's usually a 
great trade. You can actually read the 
credits at the end of a film, red stays in-
side the lines, and you can tell a Seat 
from a Les Paul. The MPEG artifacts do 
come and bite you in the easy chair 
from time to time (the system can't deal 
with fade-ins or flash bulbs), but all in 
all it is great fun. If you can get the de-
coded converted analog image safely 
from the DSS receiver over to your 
NTSC TV. And this "If," friends, is how 
I return from the second "How DSS 
Works" side trip to the topic at hand: 

how to properly discipline your wire. 
I chose the Sony DSS system, and 

the owner's manual says there are three 
ways to get video to your TV: RF (no lo 
contesto), composite video (twisted), 
and S-video (literally untwisted). It says 
that RF is the worst, composite is pretty 
good and S-video is the best. No sur-
prises here. I chose S-video. It bit. Al-
though it was certainly delivering 
higher detail than composite, it had its 
own problems. In fact, I would go so 
far as to say that in some ways the com-
posite feed looked nicer. What a disap-
pointment. Then I remembered that 
years ago when I set up the video mon-
itor system in my studio, I was again 
disappointed by the same mediocre S-

DSS robs Peter 

to pay Paul, 

and at some point 

or other, each of us 

has to be Peter. 

video performance. And I guess most 
people feel the same, because every 
year it gets harder and harder to buy 
gear with comprehensive S-video I/O. 
I have an audio rule that simply 

states: "Wire Superimposes Unaccept-
able Constraints, Killing Sound." Now 
for those of you who have either never 
been secret agents trained to extract 
hidden messages from bodies of text, 
or who have not yet figured out that I 
often bury such messages in my 
columns, take another look at my rule. 
Okay, still didn't get it? Wire...now take 
the first letter of each word. 

Basically, all shielded wire is a low-
pass filter. The schematic for the most 
common type of lowpass filter is a se-
ries resistor with a capacitor to ground. 
Is this not in fact the true nature of 
wire? It has a running series resistance, 
and because the conductor is inside of 
and very close to the grounded shield, 
it is also one nice long capacitor. So 
without even getting into exotic factors 
such as termination reflections, garbage 
induction, crosstalk, ground loop cur-
rents, nonlinear transmission properties 
(distortion) as a function of oxygen 
present while the copper was being 
formed, and time/frequency disruption 
from skin effect, wire sucks up high 
frequencies. It just ain't flat. 
I have come to believe that the skin 

effect as it applies to audio basically 
seems to be not only real, but a major 
area of hope for long-distance signal 
integrity. And since my studio is 
equipped with high-quality wire, incor-
porating every skin effect trick there is, 
I thought I would try real good S-video 
wire, hoping for video improvement 
similar to what I have experienced 
from top-end audio wire. After all, the 
higher the frequencies involved, the 
more skin effect matters. 
I found that for short runs of a 

meter or less, super-good wire does a 
nice job of minimizing transmission 
loss to an acceptable level. And for 
long runs, say seven meters or so, the 
difference in good and cheap S-video 
wire is even more pronounced. The 
good super S-video wire yields fair re-
sults, while the cheap S-video stuff de-
livers an unusably bad image. In fact, 
most consumer-grade S-video wire pro-
duces a worse overall subjective image 
than regular composite video wire on 
runs of seven meters or more. Too 
true. Too bad. 

Why? Because even though S-
video's separation of luminance and 
chroma allows for a superior image by 
avoiding the separation filter (among 
other things), it is less tolerant of longer 
runs than good ol' composite. In fact, 
S-video feeds clearly degenerate after 
as little as one meter, while composite 
happily muddles along in the placid 
bliss of mediocrity for ten meters or 
more (personification of modulated 
voltage notwithstanding). So what's a 
poor boy to do? 

Well, for me the answer revealed it-
self as I was trying to find an S-video 
distribution amp for my living room 
projection system. A local tweezy AV 
boutique turned me on to TRIBU-
TARIES/Gordon J. Gow Technologies 
Inc. in Florida. It turns out that they 
make super-tweezy S-video cable 
(along with most other types of audio 
wire) and an active S-video distribution 
amp that had some "special features 
that I might like." 
I got TRIBUTARIES' Very Best Silver 

wire for my short feeds, and I put one 
of their line amps on the sending end 
of every S-video feed more than three 
feet long. I also got seven meters of 
their Very Best Silver wire and their 
Pretty Good Wire to experiment with 
the long run. I will tell you right now 
that the real good wire clearly outper-
formed the pretty good wire (which 
dramatically outperformed the wire I 
could buy at my local Radio Shack). No 
comparison. But since seven meters of 
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the real good wire costs about the same 
as a small Harley, and the guy at TRIB-
UTARIES told me to try their line amp 
feeding the less expensive wire, I did. 

The line amp, called the S-video 
Compensator, is 1 in, 3 out, with two 
of the outs having very interesting con-
trols and one just actively buffered so 
that you can feed another amp for 
even more fan-out. So now wire goes 
beyond wire—it has it's own adjustable 
line driver. Each of the two main out-
puts has Narrow Band Cable Compen-
sation (HF EQ), Broad Band Cable 
Compensation (midrange EQ), Lumi-

I have an audio rule 

that simply states: 

"Wire Superimposes 

Unacceptable 

Constraints, 

Killing Sound." 

nance, and Chroma levels. Mmmm. 
This might actually be enough to fix 
the problems with line transmission of 
S-video, I thought to myself. And it 
seems that it is. 

By following the rather sparse in-
structions that tell you how to set this 
thing up, you can get pretty flashy 
video. But by not following the sheet, I 
was able to get very impressive long-
cable performance and the type of 
image that I like: crisp, with a bit less 
edginess than most people seem to 
prefer. The single most important fac-
tor for me, and the reason that I now 
use this gear, is that I have control over 
the ratio of luminance and chroma lev-
els. I don't have anything else that lets 
me do this. No more faded colors 
when using S-video! 
I also put one on my videodisc 

player and set it up just for that 5-meter 
feed. This is what has been missing in 
my studio and living room for many 
years now. Now it looks like I'm ready 
to sit back and catch a few of the 80 
movies offered by DSS tonight, so this 
column is done. Don't call me for ten 
hours or so. Thanks. 

SSC wishes to thank the many who 
cared enough to send their concern 
and support after the bike crash. A cou-
ple more surgeries are in the future, but 
he still thinks lee isfun and even funny. 

UPDATED ETIL1011 

The Studio Business Book 
This updated edition of 
the informative, wide-ranging 
guide presents all you need 
to know about: 

U Writing a business plan 

U Gelling funding 

U Buying equipment 

U Determining expenses 
and rates 

J Bidding on projects 

U Developing new income 
and contacts 

J Advertising and PR 

U Scheduling 

U Managing, hiring, and firing 
personnel 

U And more 

Fax (908) 225-1562 
International orders call (908) 417-9575 
Mail to Mix Bookshelf: 
c/o Whitehurst & Clark Inc, 
100 Newfield Avenue, 
Edison, NJ 08837-3817 

Revised Ed. by Jim Mandell 

If you need 
in-depth, detailed, 
specific information 
on all aspects of 
putting together 
and managing 
a recording studio, 
then this book is for 
you! 

You can 
order it right now 
from the 
Mix Bookshelf 
catalog: 
(#1319 for $34.95) 

plus S&H 

Call (800) 233-9604 
from the U.S. and Canada 

MIXBOOKS 
Internet - http://www.mixbookshelf.com 

Available from your local 
41 book or music retailer 

exclusively through: 
Hal Leonard Corp. 
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sShowBiz Expo 
The Evolution 

ShowBiz Expo West in LA 
Los Angeles Convention Center 

June 13 - 15, 1997 

ShowBiz Expo Canada 
MTCC, Toronto 

September 5 - 6, 1997 

o" ProductIon 

ShowBiz Expo NY 
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center 

September 25 - 27, 1997 

ShowBiz Expo Australia 
Melbourne Exhibition Centre 
November 13 - 15, 1997 

Find all the latest tools, techniques, technologies and services from 
pre- to post-production at the ShowBiz Expo Events — The only events 

that cover the entire spectrum of entertainment production. 
You can't afford not to be there. 

Find out how you can be a part of ShowBiz Expo. 
Call 800-B40-568B. 

01997 Reed ExhIbrUon Convenes code - 617 
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-FROM PAGE 24, SUMMER READING 

called me and asked, 'How do I turn 
this damn thing off?" And closer to 
home, I learned from the book that 
Vladimir Ussachevsky and Otto Luen-
ing's concert of tape music at New 
York's Museum of Modern Art, which 
was the first American electronic-music 
concert aimed at the general public and 
is regarded by many as the birthday of 
electronic music in this country, took 
place the same night I was born. 

Second on my between-the-covers 
hit parade is a must-read for anyone 
who thinks that the current technology 
wars between AT&T and MCI, AOL and 
CompuServe, Alesis and TEAC, or Mi-
crosoft and just about everybody, are 
anything new. Corporate bullying, im-
possible R&D crash programs, lying to 
the press, using the courts to drive the 
competition out of business, turning 
government regulation on its head, and 
all of the other favorite corporate strate-
gies we think are unique to the ruthless 
'80s and '90s were every bit as popular 
70 years ago, if not more so. That's one 
of the major lessons of Tube: The In-
vention of Television, written by father-
and-son team David E. and Marshall 
Jon Fisher, and published by Counter-
point, a small but very impressive 
Washington, D.C. house. 

You may have seen the recent PBS 
documentary on this subject (David 
Fisher was one of the talking heads in 
the program), in which case you know 
about Idaho farm boy Philo T. Farns-
worth, the engineer who was as 
responsible as anyone for the develop-
ment of the medium, but who 20 years 
later was so totally obscure he could 
stump the panel on "I've Got a Secret." 
Like Edison and Bell, Farnsworth was 
the epitome of the lone inventor as the 
spirit of American technological genius. 
He got the inspiration for the scanning 
electron gun at age 14 while mowing a 
hayfield, and he told his high school 
chemistry teacher in 1922 that someday 
everyone in America would own a tele-
vision tube. 

Edison and Bell, however, didn't 
have RCA and David Samoff, a figure 
who makes Bill Gates look like Beaver 
Cleaver, to contend with. Unwilling to 
let his company use any technology 
owned by others, Samoff first tried to 
buy Farnsworth off, then spent the next 
decade systematically screwing him, 
stealing his patents, keeping his 
achievements out of the press and tying 
him up in lawsuits—which RCA ulti-

mately lost, though they had the desired 
effect. By 1940, Farnsworth had lost 
control of his company and was (ironi-
cally for a Mormon) an alcoholic. With-
in a few years he developed a drug 
habit, his house had burned down, and 
his company was absorbed by and 
vanished. He lived until 1971 but never 
again did anything that brought any 
success. 

"General" Samoff (the title was es-
sentially honorary, but he insisted that 
everyone address him by it) wouldn't 
let anything stand in his way. In 1935 
he pulled the plug on his company's 
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development of FM radio, partly be-
cause he didn't want to obsolete all of 
RCA's AM radios and partly so he could 
use the spectrum (and the transmitting 
towers atop the Empire State Building) 
for television. Major Edwin Armstrong, 
the inventor of FM, tried to sue his own 
employer for not supporting his baby, 
and eventually committed suicide. 

Samoff struck again 15 years later in 
the battle over color, which started 
when a sequential-image system using 
a spinning disk designed by CBS's Peter 
Goldmark (whose other major inven-
tion was the long-playing record) was 
approved by the FCC. Because the sys-
tem was incompatible with RCA's exist-
ing black-and-white sets, Samoff fought 
it tooth and nail and developed his own 
system, far inferior in quality to CBS's 
but compatible with older sets. CBS had 
trouble getting its manufacturing off the 
ground because of the Korean War, 
while RCA made sure their mono-
chrome sets flooded the marketplace. 
After a couple of years, the FCC, not 
wanting to obsolete the millions of sets 
now in use, caved in and reversed its 
decision. The problems with RCA's 
color system would still give viewers 
headaches for 20 years—I have fond 

memories of playing hooky and going 
to a friend's house to watch Do You 
Trust Your Wee, starring a green Johnny 
Carson. 

The Fishers paint sympathetic pic-
tures of Farnsworth and other figures 
like eccentric Scotsman John Logie 
Baird, who in fact built the world's 
first working television (his previous, 
unsuccessful inventions included 
pneumatic boots and a glass razor), 
but they don't take sides; they let us 
know that RCA, mostly in the person 
of engineer Vladimir Zworykin, really 
did contribute a tremendous amount 
to television's development. And they 
tell us that there's a lot more to the 
saga than just Farnsworth and Sarnoff. 
Besides Baird's work, there was re-
search going on in Germany, France, 
Japan and Russia, most of which 
ground to a halt when World War II 
broke out. The Germans, for example, 
had invented videoconferencing in 
1940 but never went into production, 
while the Japanese had a home-grown 
television system that they hoped to 
use to broadcast the 1940 Olympics in 
Tokyo, but they were too busy fighting 
in China to make it happen. (They 
would win a different television war, 
but that was much later.) 

If you follow any of today's format 
and platform wars, in any medium, the 
stories the Fishers tell will seem painful-
ly familiar. They even offer a preview 
of the next TV war, in an even-handed 
chapter on the death of HDTV and the 
birth of digital television. Digital tech-
nology, they warn us, may not make 
television any better—it just may make 
more channels available to today's 
broadcasters. "Radio and television con-
tributed nothing to world harmony." 
they warn, "and neither will digital TV. 
Only human beings can do that." 

By humanizing the people behind 
the technology, and showing us the ex-
citement and the heartbreak that ac-
companied nearly every step in the 
development of the new medium, the 
Fishers have brought to life a crucial 
part of our history—recent enough that 
there are still many alive who were 
around when it all started, but already 
largely forgotten in this age of constant 
media chum. There are lessons here for 
all of us, and we'd better start learning 
them. 

Next month: Gravikords, Wurlies, 
Pyrophones and Tom Waits. 

Paul D. Lehrman, composer, writer, 
educator and iconoclast, only watch-
es television when he's working. 
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—FROM PAGE 80, RING AROUND MANHATTAN 

created an instant control room, com-
plete with an API 2432 console. The rau-
cously decorated space has become a 
favorite of producers such as Jack Dou-
glas and jazz and regional rock acts. The 
recently revivified Patti Smith cut her 
most recent record there. "The business 
is definitely coming here from New 
York," says Cicala, who came back to 
the New York area several years ago 
after stints in California, South America 
and Nashville. "This is not a producer's 
or engineer's room," he says of the cav-
ernous, frat house-like space. "We didn't 
spend the money on aesthetics; we 
spent it on things like microphones." 
The studio goes for $ 1,000 per day. Ci-
cala, whose engineering and producing 
talents assisted performers like Alice 
Cooper, Paul Simon and John Lennon, 
also acts as a draw for the facility (his 
services are extra). "The New York stu-
dio scene has become so expensive, it's 
scaring a lot of people," he says. "Not 
the major labels, but the indies, who are 
providing a lot of the recording business 
these days. This is being operated just 
like Record Plant was, but not with a 
$150,000 monthly overhead." 

Showplace Studios, in Dover, offers 
an Amek Mozart with Supertrue au-
tomation and analog Studer and Otani 
decks. Forty-five minutes from Manhat-
tan, the studio, which charges $750 per 
day, has attracted post-alternative acts 
like Henry Rollins Band, a clientele 
based to a large degree on the relation-
ships built by owner/chief engineer Ben 
Elliott, says studio manager Jess Mul-
vaney, who also sings the praises of en-
gineer Michael Wooding. "Everything is 
word of mouth when it comes to New 
Jersey," he says. 

"With the recent addition of a Studer 
A800 MkII, we have become a 48-track 
studio," he continues. "We also have 
one of the largest collections of vintage 
gear anywhere in the world. This, plus 
our large, versatile tracking room, at-
tracts clients from all over who seek any 
sound, such as producer/engineers 
Jason Corsaro, Andy Wallace and Joe 
Barresi." 

The regional scene around New 
York is diverse, as healthy as can be ex-
pected given the times, and—most im-
portantly—incredibly hardy. It could be 
that they draw their strength from the 
fact that, at any minute, they can leave 
the bucolic studio environments for the 
city and grab a slice of any kind of life 
they want. Or, as is the case most days, 
just a slice of pizza. You have to have 
your priorities in order. 

=MA:I'EST 

—FROM PAGE 139, WESTLAICF: AUDIO Lc 675 

of test CDs: old jazz releases, in-your-
face rock and funk tunes, solo piano. 
percussion and full orchestral works. 
The quality of the recordings varied 
from cruddy to marvelous, and the 6.75s 
hid nothing. Another bonus was that 
after extended mixing sessions, I experi-
enced no ear fatigue and felt that I could 
actually monitor successfully at moder-
ate volumes for several hours. 

In addition to optional heavy-duty 
multistrand hookup cables, Westlake of-
fers other choices: A magnetically 
shielded version of the speakers is 
available for those working near com-
puter and video displays. Also, West-
lake recommends its Super Duper 
Speaker Muffs ($85/pair), removable 3-
inch sculpted foam "frames" that essen-
tially extend the area of the front 
speaker baffle. In console-top applica-
tions, the foam edge extending from the 
bottom of the monitor may partially 
block sightlines to your meter bridge. 
However, I found the SDSMs make an 
audible difference and are worth the 
extra bucks, improving the stereo image 
and apparent bass response. Speaking 
of bass, subwoofers for the Lc series arc 
being developed and should be avail-
able in the coming months. 

Studio monitors rarely include much 
in the way of documentation, but West-
lake should be commended for the 
6.75's thorough manual. This includes 
a survey of characteristics in an opti-
mum set-up as well as acoustical con-
siderations to ponder. The booklet 
winds up with an unusual word of cau-
tion on monitoring at high SPLs. This 
message can't be said enough and it's 
laudable that Westlake mentions 
it here. 

With the Lc 6.75 speaker system, 
Westlake Audio provides a truly hand-
crafted monitor to the professional stu-
dio community at a reasonable price. 
Accurate and smooth, with a trans-
parency found in monitors costing 
much more, the Lc 6.75s represent an 
exciting direction for the company. The 
Lc 6.75s also have a big brother, the Lc 
8.1, which is said to improve on the Lc 
6.75. If my experience is any indication, 
seek them both out. They're worth a 
serious listen. 

Westlake Audio, 2696 Lavery Court, 
Unit 18, Newbury Park, CA 91320; 
805/499-3686; fax 805/498-2571. 

Alex Artaud is editor-in-chief ofMix— 
Edición en Español. 
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-FROM PAGE 176, METALL1CA 

hie; it will terrify you, leave you speech-
less. If you start putting microphones 
with the wrong pattern into that envi-
ronment, you're done. Pick the right 
one with the right pattern and you'll 
help yourself get around some of that 
noise. 
Care to reveal any trade secrets on 
miking the drum kit? I noticed you're 
using underhead cymbal mics. Was 
that a choice driven by aesthetics or 
performance? 
Hughes: I did that for two reasons. One, 
there was so much guitar across the 
overheads, they simply weren't usable, 
and two, the drummer just wouldn't 
have it any other way. We picked eight 
Shure SM98As for the underheads and 
used two more for the hi-hats. Toms 
are Beta 56s, snare bottom is an SM81. 
Snare tops one and two each received 
an SM57, and we use SM9lAs in the 
kick drums. 
Please explain the logic behind the six 
loudspeaker hangs. 
Hughes: It goes like this: There's one 
hang over each comer of the stage and 
two in the center. The two in the center 
are pulled back to mechanically pro-
vide time offset correction. Because our 
stage is five feet high, it's almost point-
less to put anything on the ground. You 
can't put a horn in someone's face, after 
all. If the stage were seven feet tall it 
would be over their heads, but at five 
feet, it's literally in-your-face. 
With six hangs and a stereo console, 
how do you split between right and left? 
Hughes: There's eight matrixes on the 
Midas XL4, so I have left and right at 
my end of the stage, center, then left 
and right again at the other end. It 
counts off left, right, left, right all the 
way around, so you actually have 
stereo. I'm in the worst place to listen, 

because I can't hear the other side. I'd 
need a platform constructed out in the 
seating area if I wanted to even try to 
hear everything, and that would just kill 
too many seats. So I stay on the floor. 
To keep tabs on the areas I can't hear; 
my sound crew serves as my ears. They 
constantly walk the venue and report 
back on how it sounds. Sometimes I 
even walk the floor myself during the 
show if its a problem venue. 
We mentioned effects earlier with re-
gard to vocals. Perhaps that topic war-
rants further investigation... 
Hughes: I excite the tom-toms to give 
them the attack they need with BBE862 
Sonic Maximizers across the subgroup. 
Then there's the usual complement of 
reverbs and whatnot: a Klark-Teknik 
780, Eventide H3000se multi-effects 
unit, Yamaha SPX990, Korg SRV3000 
and an ancient Yamaha REV1. 
Isn't the REV1 about the size of a dish-
washer? 
Hughes: It is a bit large. I use it quite a 
bit in the studio, but I don't know if it's 
going to survive out here. I'll give it as 
much of a go as I can and see if it'll last. 
What is your basic philosophy on the 
use of effects? 
Hughes: I don't go for mega-effects. I 
think it's more important to work on the 
source sound. The tributes come later. 
In a lot of these rooms, if you can actu-
ally use them effectively, well good 
luck...Effects tend to go off the wall in 
places where acoustics are had. You 
aren't going to discern that extra 0.2 mil-
liseconds on the snare drum in a room 
that has nine seconds of reverb anyway. 
This music doesn't ask for effects. It asks 
for energy, EQ and power. And we have 
power. Three hundred fifty kilowatts 
worth to be exact. When you hear it, it's 
like staring into the mouth of a lion...• 

Greg DeTogne is a freelance writer 
based in the Chicago area. 

The P.A. setup: Four musicians, 

two stages and 140 speakers 

—FROM PAGE 158, MERLE HAGGARD 

SM98As for snare and toms, a foam-
mounted SM91 for kick, SM8ls for over-
heads and hi-hat, and SM58s on lead 
and backing vocals. "I've tried all kinds 
of microphones on Merle's vocal," 
McGill explains, "and the way he likes 
to use the microphone, using the entire 
spectrum of the mic during his show, 
we found the SM58 is best to get all the 
different pitches and tones that he uses." 

The one really new piece of gear 
being used on this tour is Haggard's 
guitar: the Fender Merle Haggard Tough 
Dog issue, which will make its official 
debut at this summer's NAMM show in 
Nashville. But, of course, in order to 
sound like Merle Haggard, you have to 
be able to play and sing like Merle Hag-
gard, and he's one-of-a-kind. 

"I just try to keep Merle's vocal above 
everything," McGill says, "because that's 
what people are here for. A lot of times 
that's hard in a boomy room, because 
the stage volume alone will wash out a 
lot of the front of house, so I'll just bring 
everything else down as much as I can, 
and bring Merle's vocal up. Also, some-
times he'll back off of the microphone, 
and it'll thin out, so I have to fight that 
once in a while—to keep his vocal in 
front without bringing up the volume 
too much. There's a mixture of people 
at these shows, but we normally have 
an older crowd out there, so we have to 
keep the volume down to where it's 
comfortable for people." 

At the Maritime Hall show, Haggard 
and The Strangers played mainly Hag-
gard classics, such as "Mama Tried," 
"Swinging Doors," "Silver Wings" and "I 
Think I'll Just Stay Here and Drink," a 
song the crowd took pretty seriously. 
Haggard generously surrendered lead 
vocals a few times, though, for the 
Manuel brothers to shine on a couple of 
Cajun tunes, and for Bonnie Owens to 
sing "Have I Told You Lately That I Love 
You." It was a treat for country music 
fans—not many hard core country acts 
come to urban San Francisco—and it 
was a gift in more ways than one: All 
proceeds were going to pay medical bills 
for the great Rose Maddox, who is cur-
rently hospitalized with cancer. Haggard 
kept the mood light, though, by joking 
that it was much better than giving 
money to him, because he'd just end up 
passing it on to the IRS and "the law." 

After that gig, the tour was headed 
north and then back east. The Maritime 
Hall, meanwhile, would prepare for 
March visits from Willie Nelson and Way-
Ion Jennings—further hope for country 
music fans with the "Nashville Rash." al 
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-FROM PAGE 196, BEN VAUGHN 

Brothers. This way of working is not as 
radical as it used to be." 

By proving an artistic point—that 
you can record a CD in the back seat 
of your car—Vaughn managed to pro-
duce some pretty soulful, catchy tunes 
in his Rambler '65. "It works, and it 
makes great music, and that's really 
what it's all about. `By any means nec-
essary," Vaughn stresses. "I know Mal-
colm X wasn't talking about recording 
in a car when he said that. But, my 
feeling is if you're slowing me down, 
get out of my way, because I want to 
finish this record, by any means neces-
sary. If a trash can lid sounds right, 
then that's the right instrument. Get the 
job done. Make sure the spirit of what 
you intended is intact. It doesn't work 
for everyone. It's not gonna work for 
Kenny G." 

-FROM PAGE 183, A HIP HOP SAMPLE 

all the parts put together, that's when 
it works." 

Grama says the studio's break came 
when DJ Premiere started using the 
rooms about five years ago and then 
mentioning it when he played his 
remixes on the radio. It attracted other 
DJs, including Evil D, Tony Touch and 
Red Alert, bringing in the hip hop 
crews just as dance was getting old. 

While D&D remains home to estab-
lished acts and producers, it also func-
tions as a starting point for many new 
artists. Typical sessions are short and go 
for between $85 and $100 per hour, in-
cluding an engineer, for five-hour min-
imums. "With three rooms, we often do 
as many as eight sessions a day in 
here," says Grama. "They're not spend-
ing three weeks getting a hi-hat sound." 

Grama has a crew of freelance engi-
neers, many of whom trained at the stu-
dio. Both Grama and leading New York 
hip hop engineer Tony Maserati— 
whose credits include Mary J. Blige, No-
torious B.I.G. and Heavy D—note that 
many black hip hop engineers come in 
and want to be producers or artists, not 
engineers. "They choose a different 
path through the music," says Maserati. 

Maserati says one way that hip hop 
differentiates itself from dance is the 
slower tempos, with 94 beats per minute 
being a fast hip hop track, while 125 has 
been the dance standard for years. "Hip 
hop comes from the early sampling days 
of New Jack back in the '80s; there's not 
really many parallels to dance in it," he 
says. "But the samples can come from 

all over time. Right now, a lot of sam-
ples from '70s-era records are hot. Those 
are all over Mary J. Blige's last record. 
[Producers] Trackmasters and [Sean] 
Puffy [Combs, who recently opened his 
own SSL-equipped facility, Daddy's 
House] are heavily into Barry White and 
Isaac Hayes samples. The way to look at 
it is that samples are an allusion to what 
the artist is trying to depict in the lyric of 
the song. But certain samples are cool 
and others are not, and that can change 
from month to month." 

At 138c11), a typical hip hop session 
starts with an MPC 60 or the MPC 3000 
as the source for sequencing samples 
and drum loops. How much is sampled 
depends on a combination of creativity 
and economics—i.e., how much of the 
record the artist is willing to give up for 
the sample (see sidebar). Maserati says 
the trend recently has been going away 
from samples, for either creative or eco-
nomic reasons. Sometimes the sequenc-
ing is done offline at a producer's or 
artist's home studio, usually on the Akai, 
sometimes on a DA-88, a favorite 
modus operandi of Trackmaster's Poke. 
Stevie J from Puff's Bad Boy camp will 
come in with just a few loops and build 
from there. Puff himself will often start 

more organically, playing acoustic gui-
tar and piano and sampling it to the 
MPC, Maserati says. Linear tape formats 
are used, but generally after the se-
quencing has been done. 

"One of the differences is that in hip 
hop, the programmer is part of the 
group; in dance, they use live horns a 
lot and bring in outside programmers," 
says Maserati, citing Devante Swing, 
member of and producer for Jodeci— 
he also writes and programs their 
records. 

The MPC 1200 and other low-reso-
lution boxes are still favorites. Maserati 
says that he never looks for distortion, 
but does try to achieve grittiness, using 
more conventional outboard gear. " I'll 
put an occasional telephone EQ on a 
vocal, or else push the vocal real hard 
through an LA-2A to get the tubes to 
hum," he explains. "But you never go 
for a real rock-style, Nine Inch Nails 
distorted vocal. Like any genre, there 
are parameters you have to stay within. 
Hip hop wants the heavy bottom and 
the steady groove, but you also have 
the rap, so you have to be able to 
sculpt frequency holes in the bottom 
and the groove to let the vocal and 
other key instruments through." • 

CMG THE SAMPLE 
In the wake of dozens of lawsuits 
over the past several years—most 
notably Grand Upright Music vs. 
WarnerBros. Records, which helped 
establish clearer definitions—several 
companies have sprung up to deal 
with the legalities of sampling. Sam-
ple Clearance Ltd., formed in 1992, is 
owned by two New York attorneys, 
Eric Weissman and Danny Rubin, 
and provides sample-clearance ser-
vices to both individual artists and 
producers, as well as to major music 
corporations, including EMI Music 
and Capitol Records. 

"Once someone submits a re-
quest, we find the publishers [of the 
song being sampled]," explains 
Weissman, who previously worked 
on legal licensing at SBK Records 
and EMI Music Publishing in New 
York. "Requests do get turned down 
occasionally, but usually they're ap-
proved. There's no set fee or sched-
ule; it's more like negotiating a sync 
license what is the demand for the 

sample and how much of it is being 
used and who and how popular is 
the artist all goes into it." 

Clearances can cost the artist 
anywhere from 10% on up of a 
song's publishing and mechanical 
royalties. If the sample is continu-
ously looped over a rap track, it can 
run to 50% or more, and sometimes 
a royalty advance is requested. 

What length of sample consti-
tutes infringement? Weissman says 
there is no set law and that all such 
alleged infringements have to be 
tested according to the doctrine of 
"substantial similarity," a concept 
that dates back to the 1976 flap over 
George Harrison's use of the tune to 
The Chiffons' "He's So Fine" on his 
record "My Sweet Lord." "The 
smartest thing is to do your clear-
ances in advance of the record's re-
lease," advises Weissman. "If you 
wait, you could be hit with much 
higher costs for a sample." 

—Dan Daley 
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RAnDorn ACCESS rnEpiù 
FOR INFO CALL (415) 389-1959 

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-684-8071 C.: 
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AUDIO CASSETTE • CD AUDIO • CD ROM 

Your Fans Will Be 
Impressed 

SAS is a Full Service House for high quality Audio 

Cassette Duplication and Compact Disc 

Replication from a single reference' copy to 

several thousand copies, combining competitive 

pricing. superior quality and quick turn-around 

on all orders with responsive service. 

Your Standard Pre-Recorded Audio Cassette has 
never matched your CD sound quality until you 
listen to your Cassette after we've reproduced it by 
incorporating the latest DIGITAL technology pro-
cessing, combined with State-of-the-Art Amplifier 
Circuitry and the most Advanced Manufacturing and 
Quality Assurance techniques. 

(800) 727-7181 
Call today for your FREE Catalog or just simply to a). 

!inure duplication requirements. 
cn 

DU/a Delivery & Satisfaction tig ti 

GUARANTEED! 

SAS Industries. Inc. 
(800) 955-7271 
VA Sales Office 

Fax: 804-525-3575 

Manufacturing Facility 
Centrally Located in 

I.;ntis. MO 

AUDIO CASSETTE • CD AUDIO • CD ROM 
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CIRCLE AD NUMBER 262 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

ÍPROTAPEj NORTHWEST 

QIUEENSRYCHE 
Some of 

PEARL JAM our 
clients SOUNDGARDEN 

ALICE IN CHAINS 

BLANK TAPE 
AND MEDIA 
FOR AUDIO, 
VIDEO AND 

DATA STORAGE. 
EVERY MAJOR 
BRAND AND 
FORMAT. 

TOLL FREE: 800-331-6107 or (206) 441-8273 

2412 2nd Ave.. Seattle, WA 981 21 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 264 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

1-800-999 HAVE 
4 2 8 3 

Call for our 

NEW 
CATALOG 

HAVE, Inc. Dept. MX2 
Hudson, NY 12534 

500 1•COLOR CHROME CASSETTES $595 REORDER: $385 
INCLUDES: 1000 1-COLOR INSERTS (SOO extra for reorder) d COMPOSITE HMS 
FROM YOUR CAMERA-READY ART • NOREICO 808 • UP TO 22 MINUTES PER SIDE 

1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTES $899 REORDER: $750 
INCLUDES: 2000 4-COLOR INSERTS ( 1000 extra for reorder) FROM YOUR 
PRINT-READY FILM (in Rainbo's specs)* NORELCO BOX • UP TO 22 MINUTES PER SIDE 

!tes,e 

500 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTE SINGLES $529 REORDER: $215' 
1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTE SINGLES t 770.  REORDER: $500' 

INCLUDES: 2000 4- COLOR 0-CARDS FROM YOUR PRINT-READY FILM (in floinbo's specs) • 
UP TO 8 MINUTES PER SIDE llcig trim 0-cards from stock 

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER • TEST CASSETTE • APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE • SHRINK-WRAP) 

IN-HOUSE CD, VINYL & CASSETTE REPLICATING & PACKAGING — ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley Street, Santa M.,nica, GI 90404 • ( 310) 829-3476 • fax ( 310) 828-8761 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 265 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

NEW PATENTED 

ANT1-JAM SELF-CLEANING 
ENDLESS LOOP 

CHEATING YOURSELF? 
Most likely you are - If you're not producing 
"ON HOLD" teiephone tapes. BIG PROFITS 
being made, just ask AT&T falheir monthly 
prices. Call o- fax for HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new "ANTI-JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer Lead Program. 

MANN ENDLESS CASSEITE INDUSTRIES 
3700 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415) 221-2000 
FAX: (800) 683-7569 or (415) 387-2425 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 2660N PRODUCT INFO CARD 

empire re 
1000 Cov4plefe CD's 

Includes. CDR, 70 min. CD, 2 colors on disc, layout, film, full color 
four page booklet & tray card, jewelbox, assembly and .lirinkv, rap. 

, Call toll fruo isir : i frec full color broshirc & ,arnplc 
.,.•-: , 
- 

VISA 

1-800-305-DISC 
2635 Delaware Avenuc • f3uffalo, • 14216 
Phone: (716) 871-347 • Fax: ( 71( ,71 9(7 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 263 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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MARKETPLACE 

PC88 controller with 32 voice expansion 
board — 205 additional sounds, 32 note 
additional polyphony digital multi-effects 
and GM capability. At 1996 pricing! 

1-800-4331M 
Hours: Monday-Friday 
8am-5:30pm CST 

E-Mail'direcrepop.flash.net 

leelffiegr 

(-;1_ 11Qle) 
In r 

DIRECT SOCC' 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 268 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Medie Librar:,-

Job Trar'rine 

A complete relational 
management program 
developed for the specific 
work flow of today's 
recording and post 
facilities. Multi-platform 
and networkable 
for Windows ° 95/NT 
and Macintosh. 

For A Full Functioning Demo, 
Call 1-800-969-6380 Or Download At MN% %1 111C.00 

Great software! 

It doe' ; everything 

I need and more. 

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 269 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

REDCO AUDIO 
• AUDIO/ VIDEO CABLES & CON NECTORS 

1730 STATE ST., BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605 

fLliveurresic 
EZZION 

Master Distributor 

11106111111 
Stocking Master Distributor 

(203) 384-0834 

SALES (800) 572-7280 

FAX (203) 384-1239 

rbauclio@aol.com 

We would like to 
announce our 

new division 

Redco Precision 

Manufacturing. 

We design custom 
sheet metal products 
from simple panels to 
involved enclosures 

and fixtures. 

WEMWTOAAMEDURAMTIIM 

GET IT atsre  
Dont trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 
Internet: prgmus@aol.com Avail. VISA & 

Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 

FAX: (813) 251-6050 

Toll Free: (ROO) 421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
4-color Pkgs, Printed Inserts, Chnn 
Tape, from your DAT or CDr & Film 

500 CD'S 
500 CASS 
1000 CD'S 
1000 CASS 
500 CD'S + 500 CASS 
1000 CD'S + 500 CASS 

$990.00 
$610.00 

$1375.00 
$905.00 

$1600.00 
$1985.00 

CIRCLE » NUMBER 271 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Design, Print and Apply 
CD Labels for '79" 

F4ae.:s, efITO/ 
JEWEL CASE 
INSERTS TOO! 

1 Create your own artwork 
On Your Computer with 
NEATO' Templates. 

2 Print on Any Laser or 
InkJet using NEATO 
pressure sensitive labels. 

3 Using the NEATO Label 
Device, apply labels... 
PERFECTLY EVERY TIME! 

Kit Includes: 
• The Amazing NEATO CD Label Applicator 
• Set of Assorted Labels and Inserts 
• CD-FACE including Design Software (Mac/PC) 
and Background Art for Labels and Inserts 
• Disc and Jewel Case Templates for Popular 
Graphics Programs ( Mac/PC) 

NEATOu.c 
250 Dodge Ave • East Haven, CT 06512 
800-984-98006 203-466-5170 • Fax 203-466-5178 
Europe: +44 (0)990 561571 • Fax +44 (0)181 932 0480 

See us at: http:11www.neato.com 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 272 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 

true 
3-•;¡,Wâi' 

VISA/MC/AMEX 

The Wireless Connection 
A Service of Hi-lech Audio. 

The Shure UHF microphone system is now 
available. Finally, a UHF wireless mic with the 
right features, the right capsules (SM5 8, 
Beta 58, SM87, Beta 87) and the right price, 
for rental or purchase. Call us. 

tr (415) 742-9166 
Reducing audio stress since 1983. 

HITECH 
AUDIO 

CIRCLE AD MUMMER 270 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD CIRCLE AD NUMBER 273 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 
valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you bay wisely; mail-order consumers 
have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well 
as various state !clue. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertisements. 
For complete information on prices and deadlines. call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

Acoustic Foam, Sound Barrier, 
Floor Floaters, Diffusors 81 Morel 

C STUDIOFOAM SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 
With all the time & money you've invested o sound, why let too many room reflec-
tions ruin it We have a wide variety of products to solve virtually ANY acoustical 
problem. Studiofoam's proprietary anechoic wedges titi flutter & slap echo so well 
you'll be amazed at how good your place can sound! It's the perfect choice for 

control rooms, studios. iso. booths or wherever hard, reflective surfaces are ng cousproblems. Available in 1", 2. 3 & e thicknesses in 2'x2' or Tx4' sheets & 9 
colors from mild to wild. New item: Sunburst' Broadband Absorbers. Gorgeous 
to look at, they perform like a dream and are a great way to get a lot of absorption 
without a lot of surface coverage. Check into 'em today! 

BASS TRAPS 
Room boundaries, especially where two walls come together and 
meet the ceiling, can boost the apparent amount of bass in your room 
by 9dB! This is one of the reasons the million dollar room guys' 
build studios out of square and install lots of bass trapping. Trouble 
W. most of us don't have the floor space or money to do it the way 
they do. The perfect solution? LENRD Bass Traps from Auralex! 
They're unbelievably effective, easy to install, super affordable (you 
get 16 lineal feet of LENRDs for under $200 delivered!) & in stock for 
immediate shipping. Industry veterans love 'em & so will you! 

Users: James Taylor ' Clint Black . JR. NBC Sports ( summer games facilities). Berklee College 0f Music • AT&T. 
NASA' Sony • Shure ' ABC Radio Network • NPR • Ford • ShowCo . Kodak • Warner Bros . 20th Century Fox . Universal 
Studios • Maury Pouch Show • Ensonng • Community • Nadu • KC Royals • Gen I Dynamics. Toshiba • Dennis DeYoung 
)Styx). Mara Lindsay (P. Revere & The Raiders). Baldwin • Skid Row. fetid . Paramount • Mike Wanchic (J MelNromp) 
• Rockwell • US Gov t • Opryland • Caw • Pat Duke Voice of McDonalds & Miller Brewing). Martin Marietta • Manley 
Labs • D Ervastillidice of Sports on Foe. Folks Who Do Work For Microsoft Disney. ABC News&ports. NBC News. 
ESPN. Foe Television Late Show al D Letterman Cellular One Texas Instruments Stevie Nicks The Outfield. Kurzweil 
Turner Broadcasting. Walitart. Sports on Fox Coke Taco Bell Levis Mattel Apple Records 7LIP Why not pm ern, 

Auralex • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 48038 . e-mail auralex@auralex.com 
www.auralex.com • Info 317-842-2600 • Fax 24 Hrs. 317-842-2760 

1-800-95-WEDGE 
gi7Z11 

Mileete 

111E-
SILENT 

F. 
OR 

5.411•• 

58 Norelue St, Nceturnpon. MAOIOSO 

(800) 583.7174 
silent@crockercom • http://www.croaer.cong-silent/ 

Acousboon Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 

Isolation Hangers • AS.C. Tube Traps 

Silence Wallcovering • VVhisperVVedge 

Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Hush-Foam 

R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

.11forclable, Studio Design 
.11)Cgft'ut 1 .\l \\ 1111 

L‘ICIISIVC 5111(110/,k0USIICS EXIX'ÉCIIC 

*NEW CONSMUCT1ONS & NPROU.11E\TS * 
*11i0.1F(ITS ( 11: .I. SIZES* 

\ IIG \ COl SI I ( 
(330) 887-5693 (800) 723-0647 

STUDIO DESIGN 
CONTROL ROOMS & STUDIOS 

SYSTEMS • TURNKEY PROJECTS 
%Wit ITECTURAL ACOUSTICS 

ROSATI ACOUSTICS 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN & CONSULTING 

18 YEARS • BOSTON, MA 

617-423-5546 • 800-423-5505  

TUBE TRAP-
-STUDIO ACOUSTICS-

BASS TRAPS, WALL PANELS 

CORNER PANELS, STUDIO TRAPS 

ALSO, USED SHOW STOCK 

1-800-ASC-TURE 

nil your Olio Classified 
5 1 0 • 6 5 3 - 8 1 7 1 

Business 
Opportunities 

THRIVING STUDIO FOR SALE IN BRANSON, MISSOURI!! 

2,400-Sq.-Ft. multiroom, multitrack studio with established 
celebrity and country music star clientele. Branson, the Country 
Music Show Capital of the world is located in the heart of the 
beautiful Ozark mountains and lakes in southwest Missouri and 
features a low- crime, family- oriented lifestyle. Studio features 
include a beautiful and functional buildout with lounge, recep-
tion, lots of ISO areas, an "A room, partially completed "B" room 
and a prod./digital editing suite. The equipment package includes 
automation, great mics and outboard gear. Flexible long lease 
in place. Total package is $275k. Build out only is $100k. Serious 
inquiries only. Call (417) 337-8600 or fax to (417) 337-5939. PO 
Box 1733, Branson Missouri 65616. 

HOME STUDIO FOR SALE 
Soundproofed penthouse condo. 
Great views, indoor garage, 
24- hr. security, indoor/outdoor 
pool, gym/ sauna-$210k. Amek 
Magnum, Otan i MX-70, JBLs & 
more, all in mint cond. West-
chester County, NY. (914) 993-
0489. 

•: 

Multimedia facility in L.A. 
Neve/Studer 

Great mics & live room 
Gorgeous control room! 

Soundstage--Mac/PC stations 
4,000 sq. ft. Turn-Key 

Operation 
(818) 993-4179 

Highly Regarded L.A. Recording 
Studio—Acquirer or Joint Venture 
Partner Sought. Operating earnings, 
$1.2M plus. Qualified Parties 
Contact: Jesse @ (310) 445-
1777. 

RECORDING STUDIO REAL 
ESTATE FOR SALE OR LEASE. 
Jersey City, NJ. 2 stories, 7,700 
s/f muttiroom facility, fully renovated. 
2 ctrl. rooms, 2 rec. rooms, 5 
offices, multi-zone HVAC, 10 car lot. 
10 min. NYC, house on property. 
De Ruggiero Rltrs, (201) 617-
7111. 

SOUND EFFECTS 
WANTED 

Company looking for original 
SFX in the following categories: 

extreme weather, animals, sports, 
European, cartoon & 

other. Leave message @ 
(415) 459-7743 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $800,000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-0270 
(NL3). 

Busy S.F. 24+ track studio 
for sale. $ 100,000. Estab-
lished 20+ years. Serious 
inquiries only. 

(415) 584-3874. 

Music Business Opportunity 
Beautifully built & functioning 
recording facility in Boston area. 
2 studios, prod. room, kitchen, 
office & spacious recep/lounge. 
Have long lease; will sell fully 
equipped or as build out. Serious 
inquiries only. PO Box 187, 
Somerville MA 02143. 

Employment 
Offered 

MIDI/ASST. ENGINEER 
Commercial recording studio 
is seeking a person proficient 
with Performer and Vision to 
do programming and general 
asst. engineer duties. Please 
fax your resume and cover 
letter to (212) 575-4799 Attn: 
Studio Manager. 

Need Ace Tech. Asst. w/exp. in 
circuit design, prod. eng., proto-
typing, resource & parts sleuthing, 
technical writing, test design and 
QC, trblshooting & repair. Send 
resume and salary req. to: LR 
Baggs, 483 North Frontage Rd., 
Nipomo, CA 93444. 
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WANTED: Sales & Service Manager 
Chicago- area, solid, hi- tech audio/video supplies catalog co. seeks a 
hands-on sales/service-oriented professional to develop and manage 

our staff into a superior customer- oriented service & sales team. 
Requires proven call center training, leadership & team-building skills, 

analytical abilities, excellent oral/written communication skills. This 
position works in concert with Marketing & Operations and reports direct-

ly to the President. Computer literacy required. Min. 3 yrs sales mgmt. exp. 
Excellent base salary & incentive pkg. Send resume to: Mix Classifieds, 

PO Box 8845/DJ, Emeryville, CA 94608. 

\.\ your EMPLOYMENT AD and reach the 

qualified music professionals who read MiX 

(510) 653-8171 

Equipment Financing 

MI DORM LOaSIN 

Fast, Easy Qualification To Apply or Request 
No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call 
True Lease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. 

ow COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

DIRECT LENDERS 
SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

No Down Payment 
Application Only For Up To $50,000 

New 8Z Used Equipment 

CALL: ( 800) 626 - LFCI 

VISIT OUR W EB SITE: http://www.lfci.net 
APPLICATIONS, Q UALIFICATIONS, THE LEASE PROCESS 

ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $10,000 CREDIT CARD / LEASE 

E ui ment Frnancin 
* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

to apply or request information contactlohn McMindes 

1-800-477 LEASE 

MERICOM 
LEASING, INC. 

Equipment Insurance 

$ 50.000 ot Gear tor 5500 a year 

S 100 000 of Gear tor only $710, 

SI.000 Deoucebie! 

A• Plated Naeonal Company, 

Seoul Coverage anth Fe. Excluvoest 

WorIgenoe Coverage , 

Irreneolate Coverage roe, Creot Canil 

(800) 800-5880 

errz AGENCE 
150 W Colorado Oled. Ste. 2.213 

Paaaaena. CA 91105 

Equipment 
for Sale 

impummulmm. 

ve SOUnCk 

thinkii% 

Digital Audio: 
It's What We Do! 
digideBigri 

Down Town Sound 
Looking for the newest equipment 
for your recording studio? We 
carry Soundcraft, Panasonic, JBL 
Pro, Ramsa, TC Electronic, Shure, 
Audio-Technica, Hafler, dbx, Lex-
icon, Rane, KRK, Mackie, Beyer 
Dynamics, Fishman, AKG, Fostex, 
and many more top brands. Call 
or Fax us for price quotes and 
information. 

Down Town Sound 
290 West Water Street 
Toms River, NJ 08753 

(800) 836-5555 Fax (908) 349-0475 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component-level upgrades for 
mixing consoles, tape machines, 
mics & all outboard gear. Also, 
high-speed high-quality mic preamps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 346-2308 
http://home.earthlink.netb-jwiliams3/ 

NY Studios For Sale $50-$100k; 
Neve 542 12x2, $5k;SSL Screen-
sound, $20k; 2 BVU 850 w/ 
tbc, $ 10k; Ikegami ITC730A 
camera 15xzoomlens, $1k; Otani 
MX5050 w/ctc, $2k; (2) Kepex II, 
$350; Tascam 34 4tr r/r, $600; 
Emulator Il w/Ilb, $850; (212) 
691-0633. 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 

of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 

inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 

All work guaranteed 

We can redo the following diaphragms: 
U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 

SM2, KM54, KM56, KM84, CMV563 
& many more! 

We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 
Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 

Custom Racking 

Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy & Trade Equipment 

ec.110 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

Sony DAT Closeout Prices! 

le • PC M-2600 (4 motor 
Was Id '171 

e 
kit ki 19 NENA ' g 

Now $1099! g 
• PCM-2700A 14 motor. 4 head, "B" stork, g 
Was $2100 

Now $1499! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAY Recorder Service Specialists 

(610) 353-2400 

VT-2 Dual Channel 
Vacuum Tube 

Microphone Preamplifier 

FEARN é 
610-793-2526 

Fa> 610 73 - 1479 
P 0. BOX 57 • POCOPSON, PA • 19366 

www clwtearn corn 

MASTERPIECE AUDIO 
For the Best Selecton of New 
Professional AudioNideo Gear, 

Media & Accessories. 
Phone: (888)776-2835 
Fax: (860) 354-9057 

www.masterpieceaudio.com 

NEVE FOR SALE 

1081, 1073 modules 
ATR 1021/2" 2 track 

CALL Mike (516) 489-6177 

MCI-536 C console, 3210's, 
plasma display and 2 Hardy mic-
preamp upgrades, expanded 
patchbay with mic pre patching 
with Automation, $18,500, obo. 

Call (305) 947-6841 

SSL 4000 G Ultimation, Total 
Recall, 52-Chan, custom 8' frame 
w/compact center section, E EQ, 
remote patchbay, redundant p.s., 
ext. keybd, spare module, post-
fader direct outs, G plus specs, 
great cond. Effanel Music (212) 
807-1100. 

Amek Einstein SuperE 80 inputs 
Supertrue PB, $35k; 9098 mic/EQ, 
$1.5k; Neve 20x8 Line Mixer, $3k; 
33609c, $3.2k; Soundcraft 2400, 
$8k; Dolby SP 24, $2k; U87, $1.6k; 
Roland DM 80, $6k. Tel: (847) 249-
3467. 

Vintage API Console 
40 input, 48 monitor, 16 bus, 10 EFX 
return. Bunt in 1979. Comp. refurbished 
by Brent Averill. Neve Flying Faders on 
40 inputs & 16 buses. 40 550A EQs. 
1,000 point TT bay & spares. 88 inputs 
in mix mode, $250k. (805) 969-1399. 
fax: 969-2949. Email: CC@Christo-
phercross.com. 

CiM/WebeVe 
STUDIO FURNITURE 
Mixetation /02R 

• 

Custom Design 
and 
Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.332.2607 
Outskio U.S. 415.332.3392 
WWW.OAINPAX.0091 P 0 ilex IPSO SousAIIIA, CA AIM 

Avenel, tor 
&B laming, 
11•Bus Nikon. & 
Bxodook 

VINTAGE USED 
CONSOLES: API 40 in/48 monitor, 10 fx, Neve FF auto, call*SSL 
4056E/G/TR, call*Neve 8128 48 in*Neve 8108 56 in, call*Neve 
8108 48fr. 32 in w/auto, call*Neve 8048 32 fr w/24 1064, $75k* 
Neve 8058 24 31102, 8/1883 , $75k*Trident TSM 40fr. 36 in., 
$36k*CAD Maxcom 56 in., calrOtari Concept 1 w/auto. 32 in., 
$39k*Neotek 11 20 in., call*TAC Scorpion 11 28x12, $5,550' 
24 TRACKS: Studer a80, 800, 827, 820 call for listings. Otan MX80, 
$14.5k*Otari MTR9011, $18.5k*Sony APR24, $18.5k*Sony JH 24, 
$$13.51e3MM79, call*Sony 3324S digital call*2-TRACKS: Ampex 
ATR 102 1/4' & 1/2, call*MICROPHONES: Neumann U87, 67, 
47, M49, call*AKG, C12, 24, 414, 451, Senn. 421, 441 call' 
REVERBS:EMT 250 digital, call*Lexicon PCM70, 200, 300, 480L, 
call' AMSRMX16, $5k*AMSDMX1580S delay, $4.5k *MONITORS: 
Sony 2/15" w/horn, call*Urei 813B, call*Genelec and Quested 
monitors, call*COMPRESSORS: UREI 1176, 1178, LA2A, LA3A, 
LA4, call*Neve 3114a, 2254e, etc., call* 

WE BUY AND SELL VINTAGE NEVE AND API MODULES 
WE BUY USED LEXICON, EVENTIDE, NEUMANN, AKG, 

TELEFUNKEN, FAIRCHILD, UREI, etc. 
NEW EQUIPMENT IN STOCK-MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

HARBORSOUNI) 
UP GEN.. STREET & VIDEO 
SAPUS PASS Olt« 

Ph: (617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 
. . 

0 
• • 

$989 Single w/p.s. $1659 Two channel w/p.s. 

VINTAGE NEVE3405 PREAAIPS with D.1. (PRE FROM NE VE 1081 EQ) 

;749 Single w/p.s. $1249 Two channel w/p.s. 

VINTAGE APf ' PREAMPS with D.I. (MADE FROM API 312 CARDS) 

$1349 Two channel w/p.s. ;499 Plug-in module 

POWERED RACKS FOR VINTAGE API" PRFAMPS AND EQ'S 
$499 6-Module portable $539 6-Module rock mt $799 11-Module rock mt 

rele41411444a1 
E r4 11" E Ft F. 12 ISES 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 
818 784.2046 FAX 818 784.0750 

WWW brentaverill com 

REMOTE CONTROLS FOR 

DENON 
r(12_18axite 

DN-951FA DN-961FA DN-650F 

AIMIstaimmtle. 
DN-720R DN-770R DN-790R 

Mini Disc Recorders and Players 
ON-980F DN-981F ON-99014 

DN-995R DN-1100R 

tee
10 Key Hot Start Remotes 

for MIn1Dise Players 

1 ._"«.1....... Wrecomm Inc. #.. 1691 King James Drive 
,‘Ip Pittsburgh, PA 15297 
I Ph (412)389-0770 

MUM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES•D.A.T.•MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 

Orders (800) 334-8187 
Info (309) 346-3161 
Fax (309) 346-6431 

www.dpc.net/-milamaud 
e-mail:milamaud@dpc.net 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: 
(212) 929-9082. 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
super clean used, as well as new 
products from Tascam, Alesis, 
Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, 
Genelec, Lexicon, Fostex, 
Yamaha, Korg, and hundreds 
more. Discount pricing and 
Worldwide Delivery! 66 years in 
business. Trade-ins welcome. Visit 
our new 22,500-sq.-ft. location. 
Call, write or fax us today for price 
quotes and details. Also, find 
us on the Internet at sales@ 
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today! Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (860) 442-9600. (860) 442-
0463/fax. 

The AIVIFbEX 
Source 

Ph
ot
o 
co
ur
te
sy
 o

f 
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• ATR100 sales & restoration services 
• 1/2' two-track mastering conversion 

featuring Flux Magnetics heads 
• HDV-2 modular tube electronics and 

transformerless I/O for ATR100 
• Transports upgraded for better-than-

new performance and reliability 
• MM1200 service and upgrades 

Call Michael Spitz at 415-574-1165 
Fax 415-574-2064 

)1111 1-i="1 SERVICE COMPANY 
ANIPMX SPECIALISTS 

ASTROMAN London-Los Angeles-www. 
SELECTED vintage lk recent recording equipment 

NEUMANN-STUDER A800 / 827-TELEFUNKEN-SIEMEN8 
HEM NEVE-PAIRCHILD- ECHMILLER-TUBES /CAPSULES 

> WEB81TE UPDATED DAILY < 

http:/ /www.oneastroman.com 
FAX : USA 213-477 2108 

E-MAIL: feedbackooneastroman.com 
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The RACKIT"" System 
Modular, stackable oak units 
hold all recording formats 

New: Racks with mounting rails! 

Free mail-order brochure 
please mention Mix) 

Per Madsen Design 
i) 822-4883 • PO. Box 882464 
Kan Francisco. CA 94188 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SOUS AM) 81115 NUS)FY.21.171WEVT SINCE 1982 

TOM CA Fike, SOI wine.smermosoff VERY RINKNIECES 
ANIARLUST TOM IADEINISEDEOUIPENT FAEE ON» DATABASE 

nIELARGESTUSEDEQUIPMEYTIENGS IN THEWORID 
(310) 459.2743 OR FAX (310) 4544043 

(30314498322 OR FAX (3M) 4494658 

(l110,01391solcom) a (1)80104186410necom) 

Now Internet Listings 
httpliwww.risionwork.romloceanaudio 

SAVE ON QUALITY! 

The award-winning AD-500E 

Now you can own Apogee 
quality at an incredible price! 
For a limited time only, we are 
offering brand new AD-500E 
18-bit AID converters, with 
table-top PSU, for just $1695. 
Quantities are limited: don't 
miss this unique opportunity! 
Contact us for full details. 

The digital masters. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

tel 310/915.1000 fax 310/391-6262 
info@apogeedigital.com 

http://www.apogeedigital.com/ 

Professional 
Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

Premier Dealers for: 

AKG • ADL • API 

Aphex • Audiomate 

Avalon • Beyer 

Bruel & Kiaer • BSS 

Calrec - Chord 

Electronics • Coles 

Daking • dbx • DDA 

Drawmer • Dynacord 

Dynaudio Acoustics 

E- Mu • Eventide 

Focusrite • Fostex 

GML • Groove Tubes 

Hafler - KR.K • K/T 

Lexicon • Mackie 

Manley • Microtech 

Gefell • Milab • Neotek 

Otani • Quested 

Rode • Sennheiser 

Soundcraft • Shep 

Shure • Soundtracs 

Tcrinoy • TC Electronic 

Tasccrn • Timeline 

T L Audio • Trident 

Tube Tech • Uptown 

Vac Roc • White 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

da.audio@internetMCI.com 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES 

$10.99 (24") 

3-Yr Warranty! Qty Discounts 

REAN 96 pt TT BAYS 

(615) 366-5964 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

Soundcraft SM12 40x14 
Monitor Console 1 year old, excellent 
condition, new 1/2 ATA roadcase 
with doghouse, 2 PSUs, $16k (404) 
355-7943. Jay Rabbitt or Stu 
Hirsch, In Concert Productions 
Inc. Atlanta. 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. 
PRO ALDIO SALES AND ERlICES 
"Good Sound is die Absence of Bad Sound" 

I .800.FOR.XLAY 
7054 SO. 2300 EAST • SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84121 

VOICE 801 94 AUDIO • FAX 80 I 942 3136 

HOMEPAGE http//www klay corn 

Sony MXP-3036 Console 
features original patchbay along 
with 288 additional patch points. 
Upgraded with JL Cooper auto-
mation. Serious inquiries only! 
Contact: Mix Classifieds, PO 
Box 8845-RBT, Emeryville, CA 
94608. 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

81115 
NEW, USED AND VINTAGE EQUIPMENT 'ALES 
• REPAIR. REFURBISHING AND MAINTENANCE 

• NEVE CONSOLE ResroamioN Sinamisrs 
• WIRING & CABLING SYSTEMS. Siam INSTALLATION 
• MICROPHONE REPAIR AND RESTORATION SERVICE 

• CUSTOM RACK SYSTEMS FOR VINTAGE MODULES 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS 
API &SOB $ 1049 • API 32x24 USK • NEVE V-III 48FF $ 150K • ND/E 8108 

$75K • NESS VR60 FF 5285x • SSL 4080GAILt 5350e • SSL 4056G 

$185« • AMU MOZART RN56VD $125K • Soar MX133036 $38x • 

Tsioste 808 30x24 wlE0 $35x • NEOTEK ELAN 40-os $23« • NEOTEK 

ELITE 40-CHL 556k • Soukocierr DC2020 CALL • TUBE-TECH LCA-2B 
CALL • MANLEY Vite-Mu CA11 • TC ELECTRONIC M2000 MOO • 

SOUNDSCAPE WORKSTATIONS • DYNAMO ACOLGTICS BM15 $1495 • 

MACKE 32.8 - IN erocx • UREI LA-4 $1600 Pa. • UREI LA-3e$2400ps 

UREI 1176, 1178 CALL • E-Mu SP1200 $1750 NEW • Rom NT2 $659 

SHEP/NEVE 1073 52K • Nest 1073 $2800 • AKG C12 VR $3500 • AKG 

C12 Slit • NE1X.Ww U47. U48. M49, 1.167, KM54, KM56-CALL • ANS 

RMX16 $4.5K • EVENTIDE H3000DSE $2500 • Lux PCM60, PCM70 

PCM80. PCM90 PCM42. 480L-CALL • TELEFUNKEN V72 RACK SYSTEMS 

FROM $2K • CALL FOR UPDATED STOCK LIST OR TO UST YOUR GEAR 4 SALE 

dynaudio acoustics® 

Specialists in high end active 
and passive monitoring 
systems for recording 
studios, post-production 
surround & mastering. The 
ultimate in high resolution low 
distortion monitohng systems. 

see us online at www Proaucliodesign corn 

Professional Audio Design, Inc. 
tel 617 982-2600 fax 617 982-2610 

357 Liberty St Rockland, MA 02370 I, 

SrilDiaLT_EI1 = C MU fie= 
WORLD-CLASS QUALITY—COMPETITIVE PRICING 

SALES*SERVICE'INSTALLATION'CONSULTATION'LEASING 

AKG AMEK/Langley API Audio-Technica Avalon Behringer Beyer 
B&K Brainstorm Bryston Calrec Canare Demeter Digidesign Dolby 
Drawmer Dynaudio Equi=Tech Eventide Fairlight Focusrite Fostex 
Genelec Hailer KRK Lexicon Mackie Manley Microtech-Gefell 
Mogami MAL Neutrik NTI Otani Pro-Co RODE Sonex Sony-Pro 
Soundfield Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio TC Electronic 

TimeLine TL Audio Tube-Trap Tube-Tech Vac-Rac 4000 
Yamaha 02R Z Systems and many more. 

AUTHORIZED SERVICE 
AMEK/Langley ODA Fostex Mackie MCI Otan Soundcraft Tascam 

9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 
PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 

GET SMART! 

The New Alan Smart Stereo Compressor 
Now available in the U.S. exclusively from: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (213) 469-1186 

• Sales ( 800) 446-7677 • 

UPGRADE YOUR VOCALS 
with Variable Acoustic Compression' 
You choose 1 or 2 screens 8 distance between screens 
ner List: Viestlakc SIAM, Simi Music. MCA Music, 
Masterfonies, Paisley Park, I:W.), ,% 141r. hi, Broadcast... 

• 6 or 3.5 inch diameter screens 5.32. 
• with gooseneck & mic clamp $54' teLESsr, 
• washable, replaceable screens •rio., ea" VOICE SCREENS 
• money hack guarantee ihipping PO Box 1014. New Patti, NY 12561 
call. tau or write for FREE brochure (800) 252-1503 or (914) 255-3367 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 
Visa/MasterCard 

http://www.micshop.com 

How BIG is Yours? 
HARD DRIVES Digital Audio 

Specialists! 
CD RECORDERS 

MEMORY CHIPS 

SOUND CARDS 
Ella 015C 
(954) 749-0555 MIDI SOFTWARE 

http://www.bigdisc.com 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality recording 
equipment 

` Buy, Sell & Trade 

Consoles*Tape Machines*Mics 

*Outboard*Vintage*Tube*Classic 

Quality & Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Now Available! Audio 

Technologies Tubelink-ALL 
Tube Compressor/Limiter 

Tel: (508)744-2001 

MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

http://odysseyprosound.com 

ball and socket 
positioning w/ 

rnie thread 

de 41 

3 
position 
screen 
holder 

WESTERN VINTAGE 
MICROPHONES 

RUSSIAN VALVE (VINTAGE) 
LOMO 19A4...$500/set 

LOMO 19A9...$600/set 
LOMO 19A19.$700/set 
FET (MODERN) 
OCTAVA MK-012.$180 

from RUSSIA 

T/FX 011 (7095) 299-1161 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otan i Cl 4032, Yamaha 02R, 
API 1200 rack system, Dynaudio 
Monitors, Alesis ADAT, Tascam 
DA-88, Sony PCM800, Otani 
Radar 24TK, Pro Tools III, All 
Digidesign Plug- Ins, Mackie 
8- Bus, Apogee AD1000, Lexi-
con PCM80/90, TC Elec. M5000, 
CD Recorders, API, GML, ADL, 
Summit, Focusrite, Demeter, 
Lucas, TL Audio, Neumann, AKG, 
Microtech, RODE, B&K, Genelec, 
Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602)267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

tired of tape-based automation ?? 
interested in a low-cost alternative ?? 

comer, tape bayed autornanon in MIDI automaton., the 

ARMS 1"1 to MIDI-CONVERTER 

only $1495.00 
10 da, inane, back guarantee 

Yaorr gunymall011 on any yanuentet and unleash the FM, Of 

disk-based computer automation 

wort> . nn 114( I. MAIlltIWIN, anal Sot ND NORKSNIIP coraaaes 

tion,11,11-11,712,,N1,,, 1,721s. 1122 r..,1',721,464 1115 

Alesis X2, 24/8 Console 
w/Sweepable Q on EQ, 

Stand, PS, Warranty. New 
for $4,000, OBO. 
(206) 624-2424. 

Trident 806/30x24x24, 54-input with 
all sends and EQ on each chan. 
Bought new in 1991. A re- issue 
model made after 80C was in pro-
duction 3 yrs. Quiet, solid pots and 
switches, looks great, this is the one. 
24-chan. Mega mix incl., $40k (213) 
461-2070. 

Neve 8128 32-ch recording 
console newly recapped, $55k; 
Neumann TLM 170 anniversary; 
2 Ampex ATA 124s w/large parts 

kit; 2 ATR 104s; 2 ATR 102s 
(407) 933-2796 

TRUE STEREO•'  
Rent the amazing Sound Field 
ST 250 stereo mic and hear 
what you've been missing. 
(415) 742-9166 

Hi-Tech Audio 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 235-1 

V72's FROM SONIC BOOM! 
As seen on the cover of MIX 3/97 

Modified Pair in box w 48v. 
S1.465+Shipping. SONIC 

BOOM PHONE: 14151642-8586 
FAX: 14151642-8589 

96-pt., 'TT-BALANCED PATCH-
BAYS. Switchcraft D1634B. 
Not the cheaper imitations. For 
a limited time, available at AVR 
for $ 239 ( cash price only). 
Quantity pricing upon request. 
Call ( 617) 924-0660 or (860) 
289-9475. 

absolutely the best available 

STUDIO AIR PURIFIER 
dust*smoke*odors*static 

protect your investment 
please your clients 

BREATHE CLEAN FRESH AIR 
rilliel•r1.1 rat 1.1.S.30 aIi telet;VISA/MC 

NFITURALRIR 888-295-7199 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818)222-2248 

DATRAX 
Originator In DAT tape storage systems 

800 
-9-

DATRAX 
Malrse 

[ SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 232  

MARQUETTE 
AUDIO LAB 5 
* RECORDING EQUIPMENT * 

s-72. V-76, NF:VF:, AUDIX.I.ANGEVIN. 

M1CS, PREAMPS, COMPILMTRS MORI: 

phone/fax (510) 264-1144 1°1.10 pst 

MAJOR STUDIO SALE 
Sony V05800 3/4" VCR w/rack 
mount, 100 hours, $2,328; Sony 
PVM1271Q 12" Pro Video Mon-
itor, 100 hours, $399; UREI 539 
Graphic EQ's, $499; Valley 
People Kepex Ils & MaxiQ's, 
$210; Dolby A (Cat 22) cards, 
$225; Studio Technologies AN2 
Stereo Simulator, $360, plus 
more gear in superb shape. For 
a complete listing call (802) 862-
5184 from your fax machine. 
Questions? (802) 658-1270, 
Ext 201. 

AUDIO' WORLD 
INC. 

!`"Tbe .Best Gear On Earth" 

New, Used & Vintage 
MICS,PREAMPS 
COMPRESSORS 
CONSOLES, 
RECORDERS 
& MORE! 
NEVE 

NEUMANN 
TELEFUNKEN 

LEXICON, SSL, STUDER, 
ADL & Much More! 

Now In Stock: ADL 200G DI 

We Buy Gear 
We Rack Modules 

  Call or Fax 

• Sales. (818) 884-8400 or (310) 275-4277 
Fax: (818) 340-4331 

AVR SYSTEMS LK 

AUDIO VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEMS 
Your aotrce for Professional Audio and Video 

equipment new and used. 

1USE.150 Cere-A_R_ 
HUNDREDS OF QUAUTY USED AUDIO, 

VIDEO AND MUSICAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE'. 

'WE Rs/Y, TRADE AND LIST YOUR ITEMS FOR FREE' 

'OVER 100 UNES OF "NEW" 
PRODUCTS' 

BOSTON HARTFORD 
(617) 924-0660 (860) 289-9473 

372 MAIN. ST. WATERTOWN, MA 02172 
TEL (617) 924-0660 FAX (617) 924-0497 

CONNECTICUT ( 860) 289-9475 FAX (860) 291-9760 

SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
Dallas, Texas 

We Sell the MAJOR BRANDS 
of NEW A USED 

SOUND EQUIPMENT os Used by 
TOURING SOUND COMPANIES 

and %SIM MUSIC VENUES 

We Have WHAT YOU WANT 
at DISCOUNT PRICES 

Our SALES ENGINEERS ore 
EXPERIENCED SOUNDMEN and 

can RELATE TO YOUR NEEDS 

If you are a SOUNDMAN, get 
on our MAILING LIST for your 

SPECIAL DEALS 

Call Today and Find Out Why We 

Are #1 In Sound System Sales 

WIN 

CID 
actions 

CIE 
800-203-5611 

1214)351-5373 • Fes 214/351-6752 
Web Page: httpj/www.  

E-rneibsrostprodaleeol.eorn 

THE SOUNDMAN'S CONNECTION 
SINCE 1973 

Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, U73, 
Telefunken Tubes UF14, EF14, 
EF804S, AC 701. Neumann mics, 
many more; for actual list, 
call Christian ( 212) 674-5712 
or Akzent Audiotechnik. Germany. 
0049 (0)721-373622. Fax 
3 73 6 1 1. 

SONY 3324 
Digital 24 Track 

MINT!!! 
1,000 HOURS. $17,500 

Call Jackie (201) 420-7848 

PROFES HOUSI 

prices from! 

'7Itr to1,8118" 

CAll 

800-427-5898 hifik-AltGesY 
Outsde U.S.573.345-55413. For 573.9 .:5-2769 
661 • Rt 3. Por 4374-5 • °sacs Ficadi I/0 657,57.7 
V, v., argosysunso1c scrn 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724 ,1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOutto 
PERFORMANCE SERINO 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 

SravdARd & CUSTOM ModEts A"clees 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2331 

Every major brand of every-
thing. Millions of dollars of 
musical gear in stock. ALTO 
MUSIC. Guitars, recording, 

keyboards, amplifiers, drums, 
pro sound, new & used. One 
of the largest selections in the 
country. We ship everywhere! 
(914) 692-6922•680 At. 211 
East Middletown, NY 10940 
Ask for Uncle Freddy—He loves ya! 
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1 Coles 4038 RCA 44s & 77s 

(800) 7982:121) 

Call Wes Dooley 

Used Cadac A type Console 
44x8x10 plus 6 auxes and 2 ef-
fects, power supplies and flight 

cases, one of the finest-sounding 
boards ever! Excellent condition 
Photos available on our web 

page!, $ 16k; Masque Sound & 
Recording (800) 307-8666 x32/ 

Fax (201) 939-4704, 
www.masque-sound.com/ 

DIRECT SOURCE 
AUDIO & KEYBOARDS 

For Great Prices 

and Service call 

(800) 433-1664 

e-mail:directeflash.net 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 235 

Roland DM-80 8-Track Digital Audio 
Workstation with Track Manager 
Software. IN GREAT CONDITION!!! 
Package deal includes Mac-
intosh Quadra 800 computer, 
and two external 1.2 gigabyte 
hard drives for storage. Price 
$5k. Contact: Paul Turner at (610) 
668-2858 or email: PTP@Paul 
TurnerProd .COM 

In-Ear Monitoring 
• Systems Sales E Rentals 

• Professional Custom Ear Molds 

Leabody Systems 

1-800-532-2849 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
FREE CATALOGUE 

1 (800) 346-4638 
I. II( 16) 263-8326. NY 

(516) 563-1390, Fax 
Custom or stock sizes. 

Our prices can't be beat! 

Discount Distributors 

Neumann M5Os matched min 
pair available for trade. WANT 
ED Pultec EQP 1A-3, Neumann 
U47s with M7 diaphrams, Elan 251, 
RCA KU3 10001, McIntosh M160 
amps, RCA boom stands, Altec/ 
Peerless 4665 plug-in transformers. 
(212) 274-0432. 

SINGERS REMOVE . VOCALS 

Unlimited Backgrounds"' 
From Standard Tapes. Records. Er CDs 

with the Thompson Vocal Eliminator". t 
Call for Free Demo Tape. it "-
Internet http Itsound.co 
LT Sound, Dept IsIS-1 

7988 LT ParkAay 
Lithonia, GA 30058 Air 

24 Hour Demo/Info tag 
line (770)482-2485 • 24 8 

Best Vocal Eliminator', Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

Mitsubishi X880 32- Channel 
Digital tape recorder. Assignable 
factory digital ins and outs. 
Immaculate condition. Home 
use. Almost no hours. Dolby XP 
Rack with model PS3 power 
supply. Like new. David Carol 
custom wiring harness. Call 
(310) 550-7559. 

NS-10M TWEETER 
* PROTECTORS! * 
Male yow PIS1011tweets virtually blow-tip proof! 
5Minute installation! Protect you pair for less than 
the cost of replacing just 1 blown tweeter! 549/ 
+g ad' LISS). Call Auralex @ 1•800.95-YIEDGE 

NEVE 8108 PARTS FOR SALE. 
Also, complete NECAM ' 96 
system, NECAM 1 system. 8108 
modules and many assorted 
parts. Call for prices and specifics. 
MAD DOG STUDIOS. (818) 557-
0100. 

Our Task Force Prouides The Finest 
In Pro Audio Equipment! 

• Major Brands • New, Used Si Vintage 

• Huge Inventories • Studio Liquidation 

• Authorized Dealer • We Buy Gear 

Ille're Here To Serve You! 
Tel. 818.887.6600 Fax 818.887.4700 

VINTAGE KING AUDIO 
IN STOCK! STUDER A800 mkIII/A827, MCIJH116-24 , NEUMANN 
U47/U48/M49/U64/U67/U87/SM69/tube-fet/M269/KM53-56/256; 
AKG C12/C24/C28; Scheopps 221b; Sony C38; B+K Senn. 
421; Calrec 32x4 (pq-15 portable); NEVE BCM10/8036/1066/ 
1073/1074/2074/1079/33114/33115/1271/1272/2254/32264/3360; 
API 550/550a/325/25 ch mic-pre/ lunch box, BEATLE tube 
boards: 12x4/8x2/6x1; V72/V76; FOCUSRITE Red 2/ISA 
2 new; ALAN SMART SSL new; TUBETECH comp; CAL-REC 
pq 14-15/1161/AM 6-17; AUDIX 35102/ am 6-17: PCM 70; EMT 
240; DOLBY XP/SR; SSL, Amek; Calrec 64-ch UA8000; TAC 
Scorpion; Shep. 

BUY-SELL-TRADE! 
(313) 965-0645p• (313) 964-3338t•Vkaudio@ix.netcom.com 

SOUNDTRONICS WIRELESS 

Studer Dyaxis Post:Trio 

Dyaxis Ili DAW w/digital video. 
All options plus CPU, monitors, 

drives and console. 
$56k/B0. Call! 
(612)373-2220. 

Hard Disk Sales 87'Sl°085°919°0,1s5831 

Recording F 770-599-6469 

• ec•c° rrl viWW.rnissjorlr 

.* . 

*11 fr.tior r. "' 

SSL Console 4000E 
with G automation 

Installed 1986. upgraded late 1989 
input/output modules. 8 stereo in; 
modules, 64 inputs, producer's de 
TT patchbay on right side. Black Ei 
VU meters. Great history with mi 
ills, perfectly m , 
Greenberg 13' 

STUDIO LIQUIDATION 
SALE! 

Amek, Lexicon, Meyer, Eventide, 
Digidesign, Alesis, Mackie, 

Neumann, Crest, AKG & more. 

(505) 246-8041 

For Sale: 32-track mobile recording 
studio. 34' truck designed for remote 
events. IV-compatible, has monitors 
and video inputs. Serious inquiries 
only. 

(512) 255-4136 
email: benro@eden.com 

Check Oul 
MIX Online 

http://www. mixmag . corn 

1 
Equipment 
Rentals 

Equipment 
Wanted 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANNI 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

Instruction 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
*TRAIN AT HOME 
Ea y riome.S udy prectIcel Ire, mg In 
Mu 1,- track Recording Joss our su ces . tul 
no long gredu tes or Ludic] your own sludro 

Career Guidance Drplorna Accredded 

fliff IlleORMAI1011: 

.iudlo Institute of .tmerica 
nses U.:415154.e San Franosco CA 

Film Scoring 
Recording 
Engineer 
No 
experience 
required! 
On-the4ob-training 
in local major 
Recording Studios 
Pal lime. nights. weekends - 

Free wdeo and brochure tell how 

1-800/295-4433 
Ask about our Record Label! 
1,11. //••••• sea con/musiclar 

YOUR WEST COAST ALTERNATIVE 
SPECIALIZING IN 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE RENTAL 
ON-LOCATION TECHNICAL SERVICES 

CONSULTING & SALES 

200 N. Orchard Drive • Burbank, CA 91506 

818/848-8670 • 800/869-6801 
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Instruction 

MUSIC INDUSTRY 

STUDIES 
TAUGHT ONLINE THROUGH 

THE INTERNET 
University of Colorado at Denver. 

Office of Extended Studies 
Cotrses taught online by 
nationally known industry 

professionals. Courses in music 
business, legal issues, 

independent, record production, 
publicity, promotion and more. 

Call (303) 556-2735 
or visit our web site at 

http //www cuonline edu 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 338-1373. 

ThunderBird 
RECORDING 

SCHOOL 

Extensive Training in the 
Recording Arts 

Hands-on, Apprentice-
Style Programs 

Limited Enrollment 

Call for Video & Brochure 

1-800-914-8004 

Maintenance 
Services itc 
Repairs 

Minteneme Cot« 

Experts on DA-88, ADAT, 
XT, RD-8, CX-8, and DA-38. 

Fast 1-2 day turn cround. Inige parts 
stock and reasonable rates. 
Example: DA-88 head replacement 
$595 includes labor. Ott techs have 
repcsired oven 2000 ADAT.  

655 Dubois St. San Rafael, CA 94901 

80o-918-3300 / 415-485-6048 
www.studo-maint.com 

Free return shipping. 
Warrcnty for 50 txcnds 

MIX Classified Dept. 
e-mail address 

boycemr@cardinal.com 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and models 

• Experienced, factory-trained tech'. 

•Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls. parts 

"The DAT doctor is in.'" 

':-NXT 
GENERATION.. 

201 -579-4849 Fax 201-579-6021 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

1.113•22:1. 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

Machine 
Service 

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 
Warranty Service on Most Brands 

Over 2000 Machines Serviced! ( 

UPS Pickup Service Available 

Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DA T Recorder Service Specialists 

(610) 353-2400 
A  A A   

VINTAGE GEAR REPAIR 
Tubes, Transistors, (yes even 
Cs), Mic pre's, limiters, amps, 
consoles, tape machines. We 

repair & restore it all! 
Field service too! 

retrospecTTROUBLE REPORT 
Ph: (914) 688-7329 

Bismeaux ADAT Repair 
Receive a complete cleaning and alignment 
and replacement of the idler wheel for only 
$70. This service fixes 90% of ADAT problems. 
2-3 day turnaround Guaranteed for 60 days 
Factory Authorized non-warranty repairs 

512-444-2088 
4023 Manchaca Rd Austin TX 78704 

Midwest Digital Services Inc. 
(Chicagoland Area) 

Premium DAT Service 
Sony Pro Specialists since 1985 
Authorized by Sony & Tascam 

Phone: (708) 448-7539 
Fax: (708) 448-7678 

Subsrriplion 
(luestions? 

Call (800) 843-4086 

1000 CD'S A'S' LOW AS $999 

Recording 
Services 

CDs from.1 to a million • 

Low prices • fast, friendly service 

Everything included, no hidden charges 
Mastering. Sound Enhancement 

847-945-6160 
Big Dreams Studio 

REAL-TIME DUPLICATION 
BLOWOUT SALE! 

300 Chrome (up to 45-min.) Full 
color insert, imprint, shrink, boxes 
$599.991+ship. We'll beat any price! 
ACCURATE AUDIO LABS INC. 
(800)801-7884. 

MASTERK(i with A CAIATAL 

CO & CO-ROM Manufachuing 
CD REPLICATION. 

CO BOOKLET PRINTING... 

Orlando. FL ( 800) 344-4361 / 6/TAL 
http://www.digido.com /MAN ' 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233 

Express CDs 
Next day CD-Rs as 

low as $16 with labels 

Order as few as 200 retail 
ready CDs wkolor inserts 

CD Mastering • Digital Editing 

DB Plus Digiud. SERViCES, Inc. 
2O sî WA SUITE, NEW Yoe, NY 10101 
(TED 212 397 4099 Wuxi 212 397 2107 

IPJ lirA° 01:1 

BIG HEAD 
PRODUCTIONS 

Complete Digital Ming 
Remix Studio 

• Digital Mastering 
• Graphic Design 8 Printing 
• Complete Packaging 
• Remixes (Club, house 
Techno. Acid. etc) 
• Free Consulting 
•Fast Turnaround 
• State of the Art Gear 

CD'S & 
CASSETTES 
1000 CD's 
starling at 

$999 

Let us omdfx• the 
ULTIMATE REMIX 
of your emerr rrarr, 

24 Hr. 
502-584-4779 1-800-882-0753 

EUROPADISK specializes in full service 

compact disc replication. Everything is 

done in-house, on-site for guaranteed quality 

and cost efficiency. Major credit card accepted. For 

a free catalog or estimate. call: 800-455-8555, ext.30 

*CD-Audio *CD ROM *Vinyl •Cassette 

3 

t's 
'6 
i• 

//*), 
.6 Seth_ 

" -‘v/CE 
*614-c• 44TED 

111 
COMPLETE SERVICES: replicating • mastering • pressing • graphics • fulfillment 

Discs With No Risks. 

75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013. (2121-226-4401, ext.30 FAX (212) 966-0456 • 

DIGITAL IVIASTERING 

-ePHICS 
Or O'S 

TION 
PLICATftr 

LICATION 

AI Free Full Color Catalog Toll Free 1,888.88XTRAX 
OUTSIDE fHE USA (713) 237.8638 
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Affordable single copy CDs 
starting at $20. 

$5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL (800) 850-5423 
FAX (800) 203-1725 
Contact us on the Internet al 

461.453wwa.corn. Visit our Web Page 
at http://www.beaches.net/46P 

Sound Restoration/ 
CEDAR Processing 
78, LP, Acetate, Open Reel 

Transfers/Reasonable Rates 

Allen Lowe Archive And Sound Service 

60 Hillside Ave. South Portland, Me 04106 

Phone:207-741 - 2846 Fax:207-741 - 2847 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

AAPEX 
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full- service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll-free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1 - 245-6000 
t eat cry Crise S.,- 8 FREE CAI 

SONY 
(W 120 59 
Die124 io9 9 
T.129 
L 756 h 
baiL 
12685 

TAPE WORLD 220 WRING SI eon AL ROOT T., • 
OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SNIPPING Mi 8- 5 

SONS41206 43 
NB 127 349 
HI In 599 
DCC 699 
DO I 9, 69 
VCST12D 5.99 

RECORDING 
DUPUCA'TING 
SUPPLIES 

TDK AMPEX 3M 
ARCM® BASF MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to- Reel Tapes 
C- O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd, Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX (415)389-7446 

Visit our web site: http://www.arcal.com 

Media 
we rid 

RETAIL READY CD PKGS 

500CD $989 • 1000CD $1489 

TOLL FREE 1-888-793-8569 

:All T. dl fr,Li 

1 - 8 (X)• 
We'll brut Ally tkÍV -

1'14646., ,77 ,,1 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE  pg. 234 1 

577-0089 

1630 transfers 

cd repl ication = 

individual cds 

multi - media 

digital noise 

reduction and 

restoration 

. ENCKIEr4 OOP 

(-a) e 

REUABLE 
"ON HOLD" 
TAPEr/PLAYERS 

*MADE IN USA 
CALL OR FA% FOR 
SAMPLE TAP( 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST, SF, CA 94118 

TEL: (415)221-2000 FAX ( 800)583-7569 

SEE OUR AD  IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2341 

CD & CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 
FEATURING THE SCUTHWEST'S FIRST Li ONLY DIGITAL BIN 
CASSETTE SYSTEM & LARGEST REAL TIME CASSETTE FACILITY! 

PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN e BLANK CASSETTES • MASTERING 8, EDITING • ONE-OFF CD-RS 

PACKAGES AVAILABLE! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND/TAPEMASTERS 

1.800.880_0073  

"OUR 30TH YEAR OF FAST GUARANTEED SERVICE _ 
FREE CATALOG cs 4111 Irtl AYENLIE • MICK iff.11219 Tze 

USTOM LENGTHS FROM 
ip AUDIO PRODUCTS  1 126 MINUTES 
LENGTH 

C.10 C-10 C-30 C-40 . C-50 . C- 60 .C-70 . C-80 . C490 

... 

CD- RS, HI- 8, 

MINI DISKS, p' MASTERING TAPE 
A- OAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS', 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 

NORELCO, SOFT POLY BOXES. 

VIDEO BOXES & SLEEVES .4 

t. SINGLE & DOUBLE CD BOX; 

DCC, MOD, 00524: 
AND 

001.0I.0 .27.32 37 41 . 46.51 57 63 60 

r 

100 PIECE 

MINIMUM 

.25.30.35 _ a9 44 49.53 . se 63 *TDIK 

....a - 127 32 as 44 47 52 67 70 
" el BASF &A. 

.06.06. 30 . 36.47 . 56.65 .69..80.87 . 84 

AMPEX 
IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
• CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS & 1- CARD • , maxE II 

IN NYC 718-435-7322.800-22 1_6578.24 HOUR FAX 718.853.29 
FREE LABELS WITH EVERY CASSETTE ORDER 

ROUND EDGE OR STANDARD NORELCO BOXES 50 . 12 EACH 

o audio.com 
andolaudio@aol.com 

an 

Bulk CD's Includes: 2 color on CD. Glass Master 
Jewel Box, Assembly & Overwrap! 

Quantity 300 
Unit Price 2.25 

500 1000 
1.59 1.35 

Retail Ready CD & Cassette Packages 
Commercial Graphic Artists 
Fast Turnaround www.canadisc.com 

CANAD/SC 1-800-579-7010 

Check Out the Marketplace Section for New Equipment, 

Duplication Services, Maintenance—You Name It! 
• STARTS ON PAGE 232 

1140MPACT DISC eft CASSETTE 
HEALEYdisc 

Manufactufling 

Ir1icricIiII 

pc:2c icocage-s 

COMPLETE FULL COLOR COMPACT DISC PACKAGES: 

500 CD's $ 1164 1000 CD's $ 1664. 
CD Package includes; color 4 page 

glass mastering, jewel box shrin 
9 ;; drJ) tri.ric.tid, 2,, or Dr1 CD printing, pre- master & 

not include film or typesetting 

4. 1111110...., 
Package includes: master, on cassette printing, set-up, 

Norelco 808•rn O or typesetting. 

American Clients: No Tax... No Duty... No Problem! 
Combination Packages and CD ROM Available! 

TOLL FREE 1-800-835-1362 
Professional Mastering Available at Affordable Rates! 

MAY 199Z mDc 243 



Records Tapes 
CD Services 

MANUFACTURERS CIF 

CDs and CASSETTES 
CD Replication FREE CATALOG 
and Cassette Duplication PAGE 
Professional Service 

800-2811-11551 C C r, eQ 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233  

.300 Ces $750 
500 Ces Ser<S0 
MASTERING P. DESIGN AVAILABLE 

800—DIGIDOC 

CDs e et» 
. 11 

FAX your Mix Classified 

(510) 653-8171 

Your #1 
Choice, 
CD REPLICATION 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
MASTERING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 

MARTIN 
a...MI.11111M 

1-800-553-8906 
1 - 2 0 - 2 8 5 - 2 6 4 2 

1219 Westlake Ave. N. Suite 218-A, Seattle WA 98109 

Factory 
Direct 
Prices! 

SOO COMPACT DISCS 

$1295 
FREE CD PROOF! 

includes glass master, 1 page book 
and tray card in Full color, 2 color CD 
imprint, assembled and wrapped 
1000 CDS $1795 

iced on product.", r DAT and plate ready folm Freight charges arc additional 

f .% ALL THE 

PRO'rAPE BLANK TAPE 

\NORTHWEST, Imu 
COULD 

800-331-6107 EVER 

206-441-TAPE NEED 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234 

Our CD 8à Cuss's are 

11111111 [11:1:1à1. 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 295 

Good Vibrations— RJR Digital 

OUR CD PRICES INCLUDE ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING 
• SONIC 51 SUM MASTERING iCALL FOR REFERENCES, 

• COMPLETE TYPESETTING 0002 CUSTOM DEPON 
• FILM SEPARATIONS AND COLOR MATCH PRINT PRO, Ir 

• PRINTING Of VI BI-FOLD BROCHURE WITH 4rT) TRAY 

• REPLICATION. FABRICATION. OVERWRAP 

1000 CDs - $2175 retail ready! 
httpWwww.diabloweb.com/goodvibrations 

11-60(6828-6517. 619-267-0307 FAX 619-267-1339 

lndie Label Service 
$439.00 
500 CrO2cassettes 

Rmnil.Reody horn your master w11,1, is,, ;,[ Alde 1-Cards 
CDs & (mites In quannnes liorn 100 100,000 

1 . ede Ate." es me, 
1  ‘see SamAdeliyeet 

. F. tOO.45r.64a5J 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233 

KYRIC Corporation 
23 Years of Excellence 

300 CDs for $695 
1000 CDs for $850 
Ready in 7 Working Days 

1-800-221-0503 

THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 

NIGH BIAS BULK-BLANK AUDIO TAPES 
UNBOXED-UNLABELED 

191004 
ewe< 
PRO-SA 
Colmar 

IllaXBil 
Xl. II 

I BASF 
abeam& 
PLUS 

118ASF 
MOW 
SIJKI 

C-10 24 t 25 t 25 t 28 t 
C-15 26 t 27 t 30 6 311 
C-20 28 t 301 31 t 356 
C-30 33 t 361 35 t 45 c 
C-44 40 t 456 42 t 58 t 
C-62 47 t 50 t 50 t 68 it 
C-00 566 680 651 85 4 
C-92 621 75 t 72 c 87 c 
C-100 701 834 76 t 95 e 

FULL UNE OF RECORDING 
AND DUPUCATING SUPPUES 

DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
CUSTOM LABELS AND J-CARDS 

ALL LENGTHS AVAILABLE - 1 MINUTE TO 126 MINUTES 

...FROM THE COMPANY YOU KNOW AND TRUST 

Brooklyn, New York 11232 Rs Cebo, Puerto Rico 00735 (01 764 5th Avenue, 145 bum Pinero Ave., 

In NYC Tel (718) 369-8273 —  In Puerto Rico Tel: 

24 Hour Fax (718) 369-8275 Notional Recording Superbes Inc. 180918 88-2316 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

CDs • CASSETTES • VINYL 

I C 

MANUFACTURING 

SERVICES 

• Best Price! 

• Best Service! 

• Fastest 
Turnaround! 

• example: 1000 CDs, 2 color label, 
jewel box, 4 page full color insert, 
all mastering, assembly & poly wrap 

$1499.00 (no sales tax anywhere in USA) 
• from client supplied film & CD ready master 
Manufacturing for the independent music industry since 1986. 

1-800-NIMS-4CDS (1-800-667-4237) 

CD-ROM Graphic Design 
CD-Audio Printing 
CD-I 

- 
Interactive 

Slides 
Mixed Mode 
CD-ROM 
Audio 8 Video Bulk CD's Floppy Disk 
Cassettes  

600 
Toll Free 1-88B-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

CD Sonic Tel (617) 424-0670 
Fax (617) 424.0657 

DRT Mastering 
You will have the big, high-impact 
major-label sound that sells discs... 

or the work is free! Custom signal 
chains. First class results. Outrageous 
replication prices. Free brochure. 
800-884-2576 wynx.artmaxtxrins comae/an 

CLASSIFIEDS 
0 WORM! 0 

Phone: (800) 544-5530 

Fax: (510) 653-8171 

E-mail: 
boycernr@ca rd ¡ na I.corn 
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- 

VIVO Tee 
lefflaineeice 

- 

WE DO IT MU Package - COMPLETE RILL COLOR CD PKG, 
500 CD's: $1 299.°° 
CD package ;ncludes: Graphic design, film, 

color/page booklet / color CD Label, 

all mastering, jewel box, shrink wrapping, 

graphic Insertion. 

500 CD's: '999.0° 
CD package includes: Color / page booklet, 
/ color CD Label, all mastering, jewel box, 

shrink wrapping, graphic insertion. 
Film supplied by digit. 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 
DIGITAL EDITING & MASTERING 

ESP 

1-800-i27-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 14228 
(716) 691-7631 • FAX (716) 691.7732 

SOO CD's & 500 Poster 
Complete Retail Ready 
•Graphic Design Included 

300 CD Singles 
'Glass muter 2 Cofer CD Label Meth, lad. 

41111\I—M 4C110 
41:110WP IIMIIM 

glogallog C.,asscrte 
CCO-R orle 
Selcfters 
1-Stelres 

0.5,9.. services 
Captor., r brochure 

DUPLICATION ,-,swe *COMPAQ DISCS 
'°E CASST1ES 

*VIDEOS 
elt 1 -800-365-TAPE '77% 

II lean Serving the Iturld 8 2 7 3 

EASED PRO 
AudioNideo Corporation 

www eastcopro corn 

FREE 
COLOR 
CATALOG 

•Complete Graphic Design, 
Printing & Packaging 
.500 CD Pkg's 
•Blank Tapes & Accessories 
•100% Guaranteed 

UPCOMING DEADLINES 

lune 15— Au gust Issue 
July 15 — Septesalser Issue 
MIX Classifieds (800> 544-5530 

10 CPs • $155 
FROM YOUR PAT, CASSETTE OR CO 

CD COPIES $12.50 EACH 

rt (morn Access 
1-800-68445071 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 294 

THE WAI1F,11(1US17 
Studio Sales a ServiceS 

CD & Cassette Packages 
1000 color CDs from $1.899 

CDRs • DATs ADATs • RU9I2 
Custom Graphics 

Blank cassettes ( BASF, TDK, MaxelD 
Behringer Equipment 
Warehouse prices 

Call 
800-DUD-TAPE • 800-483-8273 

http:/AwAv.Warehouse-Studlo.com 
Visa MasterCara • Discover 

2071-20mx Emerson St,JaceonvIlle, FL 32207 
901-399-0424 fax 904498-9683 

PROTOSOUND 
Compact Disc & 

Audio Cassette Mfg. 

(802) 453-3334 
Fax: (802) 453-3343 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 293 

1,000 CD S 

$1,199! 
3 colors on disc printing 

exact pricing 
(no ± 10%) 

super fast turnaround 

highest quality (above red book standard) 
other packages also available 

* from cust.supplied booklets and film 

1-888-347-2634 

0.01 1000 Color CD Package $2.150.00 

pege 1000 B/W CD Package $1750.00 
300 B/W Cassettes S495.00 

100 B/W Promo Cassettes $250.00 1 
%ca.. 757-363-9292 

VA. Beach. VA. 

On as 0.. 

Déred rom 

FREE! 
GUIDE TO 
MASTER TAPE 
PREPARATION 
Find out how to 
prepare your audio 
master for error-free 
manufacturing. A must 
for recording artists and 
studio engineers. 

1-?. 95-- ame 
DISC MAKERS 

1-800-468-9353 • Irttplhvww.distmakers.com 

Special Effects 

STAR LIGHT AND MAGIC 
STAGE LIGHTING • PYROTECHNICS 

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR 
. FREE CATALOG! 
•**.:%e,1 SPECIAL EFFECTS 

W/SMORE FIRES 

GREAT PRICES • FRIENDLY SERVICE 

1-800-275-4800 

Studios 

24 TRACK 2" STUDIO 
4 Sale Hollywood Dwntwn Loc. top 
gear including (2) 24 track Otani 
recorders, top outboard gear, mics 
+ keyboards great loc., $2k/mo. rent 
prime Hollywood commercial prop-
erty, Otan Mx-80 low hr., $19k (310) 
719-9292. 

COUNTRY ESTATE/RECORDING 
STUDIO, 185 spectacular view 
acres, 4,000-sq.-ft. home, huge 
pond, caretaker qtrs., barn/ 
shop, all util. Mendocino County, 
2 hrs. North of San Francisco, 
$690,000. John, (707) 463-3915, 
Broker. 

LOS ANGELES 
LOCAL BURBANK 

RECORDING STUDIO 
Long-established. Over 

3,300 sq. ft. Quality construction 
Prime location; great access 

Gregg Adler/Agent 
(818) 380-1212 

FOR SALE 
Studio with separate home 
Beautiful New England local. 
Perfect for home business. 

Designed by Acoustech. Bring 
your equip & move in. $279,000. 
For complete details & photos, 
(508) 774-2582. Won't Last. 
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Studios 

200-Acre Ranch in S.W. Oregon. 
Remote Valley, river running 
through it. 5- room recording 
studio, 2,000 sq. feet., 60-foot 
waterfalls. Perfect artist retreat 
residence. 5- bedroom house, 
huge, all rooms fully wired, barn, 
$575k; (541) 572-4901. 

Transfer 
Services 

Ehill. MAT 
audio transfers video layback 

h0///: F0/1/1dI 
TO: .. 1111' F0/1/1ilt 

VISA MC AMEX 
a Toy Specialists service 

212-333-2206 
outside NY 800-445-3330 

Video Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 

VIDEO wfTC FOR LOCKUP. 
Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Controls. 
SONY VP- 5000, 5600, 5800, 
5850, BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 
9850. Four-Month Warranty. (212) 
580-9551 or (212) 206-1475. 
Fax: (212) 929-9082. Michael 
Temmer. 

Miscellaneous 

NEW FREE 
CATALOG 
Audio/Video/Data 

Cables & Tapes! 

HAVE, Inc. Dept. roxi 

1-800-999-HAVE (4283) 

MASTERING - MANUFACTURING • PRINTING 

Dlel-ROM 
CD-AUDIO- CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 
COMPLETE PACKAGES • CD-ROM STRIKE-OFFS • GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 

CD-ROM PRODUCTION & ARCHIVING • 1 TO 200 DISCS DUPLICATED OVERNIGHT 

EE 
(800) 815-3444 

(212) 730-2111 
www.digirom.corn 

130 Wat 4.2m3 .Stratopt IV•ovv York-, IVY" 10030 

TOTAL CD, CD-ROM, E- CO & CASSETTE PRODUCTION 
• 

nor trot corkorE 
oCii n t. FL. IC C. 

330 WEST 58th ST, NY, NY 10019 

Grammy® Award Quality at an Affordable Price 

Feel the "Power of Excellence" 
call for POWER PLAY 

the DIGITAL FORCE Sampler 
and Studio Reference Disc 

2 1 2 3 3 3 - 5 9 5 3 
digitalforce@morebbs.com 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530•FAX ( 510) 653-8171 

111X MARKETPLACE 

Don't you deserve 
a little recogdon? 

• 
• 
• 
• 
•  

Special 
Announcement! 
Marketplace 
now features 

Product Information 
response numbers! 

• 
•  
e 

Marketplace For rates & deadlines call Robin Boyce-Trubitt (800) 544-5530 Begins on page 232 
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—FROM PAGE 154, 20-B1T ADATs 

or within a system, and internal trim 
pots for precisely matching operating 
levels (±5 dB) to your console. System 
status, locator information and meter-
ing are on two large fluorescent dis-
plays, with double the space of that 
provided on the Alesis XT. 

An LRC mini-remote is included with 
the machines. For those requiring more, 
an optional Controller Autolocator Desk-
top Interface (CADI) can control up to 
eight ADATs (64 tracks) with access to 
all controls, track aiming and sync func-
tions. Unlike the BRC control, CADI 
does not house all the system synchro-
nization circuitry. Communicating to any 
Type II deck via a single RJ-45 Ethernet-
style cable (up to 300 meters), CADI 
merely acts as the interface telling the 
system what to do. The real power is in 
the ADAT itself. Also on the RJ-45 bus is 
display information for the redesigned 
32-track optional meter bridge, which 
like the new ADATs, also provides a 
choice of metering modes (including a 

THE NEW FORMAT INCLUDES A DEDICATED 
TIMECODE TRACK AS WELL AS AN ANALOG 

AUXILIARY TRACK FOR CUEING OR 
OTHER PURPOSES. 

high-res 0.2dB/division setting) as well 
as en-or/interpolation indicators. 

Behind its silver-colored faceplate, 
the Studer V-Eight is substantially dif-
ferent from the Alesis Meridian. The V-
Eight employs 24-bit A/D converters 
from Studer's D827 MCH and a parallel 
port for 9-pin control via the Sony P2 
standard. For field listening or machine 
room applications, the deck also has a 
front panel 8x2 monitor mixer, with 
headphone out and a cascade function 
for monitoring multiple machines. The 
V-Eight will retail at about 10% more 
than the Meridian. 

Priced at less than $7,000 (about 
double the cost of an Alesis XT), Merid-

ian brings the cost of a 24-track, 20-bit 
digital recorder below that of a new 
analog 24-track. Combined with some 
of the new 20-bit workstations on the 
market, a variety of useful options 
(CADI, meter bridge, AES interfacing, 
rack slider kit, etc.) and an existing base 
of 100,000 machines, the ADAT Type II 
format should provide new choices for 
large and small studios alike. 

Alesis Corp., 3630 Holdrege Av-
enue, Los Angeles, CA 90016; 310/841-
2272; fax 310/836-9192; Web site: 
www.alesis.com. 

Studer Professional Audio, 1449 
Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37210; 
615/391-3399; fax 615/259-4452. 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: $100 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $100 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on a 
per-insertion basis. 

Display rate: $130 per inch (1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column 
widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 
cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should be 
underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to 
poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not liable for the 
contents of advertisements. 

The small print: 

Send coupon 

payment to: 

No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce-Trubitt, 6400 Hollis St., *12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 
or (510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. e-mail: boycemecardinal.com. Payment must be included with copy: check, 
Visa, MasterCard or American Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 
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J Video Equipment 
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FEEDBACK 
FOR THE RECORD 
I would like to thank Mix and Dan Da-
ley for the "Producer's Desk" article in 
the February 1997 issue. I am extremely 
pleased to be chosen for this recogni-
tion, especially in such a renowned 
publication as Mix. However, in the in-
terest of clarity I wish to amend one 
portion of the interview. During the 
making of Mariah Carey's first record, I 
was in no way responsible for the hir-
ing of musicians. That aspect was han-
dled by Rhett Lawrence and the people 
at Sony (then CBS). My opinion was so-
licited on the subject of certain musi-
cians, and often players I supported 
were used. My comments were only in-
tended to convey an appreciation for 
being included in that process, not to 
imply that it was an area under my con-
trol. Thank you for the opportunity to 
clarify this point. 

Patrick Dillett 

20/20 HINDSIGHT 
As a 20/20 reference monitor user, it is 
my pleasure to say that I love them to 
death and that I could not have asked 
for a better-sounding powered system 
in that price range. So the one and only 
question I ask is: "Why in the hell were 
the on/off buttons put on the back?!" af-
ter each session in the studio, I literally 
have to climb on top of the mixing 
board to turn them off (and on for that 
matter) because of limited space. In my 
book, I would have given Event Elec-
tronics a perfect " 10" instead of a 9'A if 
they had put the on/off buttons on the 
front. 

Alfonso.Sanchez@ncalkaiperm .otg 

NOTHING BUT STAR WARS 
Larry Blake's article in the February is-
sue on Ben Bum and the remastering of 
the Star Wars Trilogy was informative, 
exciting and, above all, proved to me 
that I wasn't crazy after all. When Burn 
described the different mixes that the 
first film went through, it answered 
years of questions that I had but never 
knew where to direct. I distinctly re-
member differences in dialog and 
sound effects from the original theatri-
cal release to the subsequent home 
video versions, including the Threepio 

line Bum mentions. 
Along with that line (which wasn't 

even in the THX remaster) was another 
line of dialog that I don't remember be-
ing in any video release—a line a 
stormtrooper yells out while chasing 
Han Solo and Chewbacca: "Close the 
blast doors!" which sets up the humor 
in the scene when Han and Chewie 
narrowly escape and another trooper 
calls out "Open the blast doors, open 
the blast doors!" I wonder if Bum ever 
received calls from pay phones in Man-
hattan about that one. As strange as it 
may sound, I wanted to cheer out loud 
when I heard that line—missing for 
years—and the audience laughed 
heartily, which was the intent in the 
scene. The only other differences I no-
ticed were certain creature sounds in 
the cantina scene and various bits of 
Chewbacca growls that were in or out, 
depending on the home video version. 
As a matter of fact, one of my sources 
that backs up the discrepancies is the 
original album called The Story of Star 
Wars, narrated by Roscoe Lee Browne 
(and yes, the "Close the blast door" line 
is on that release). 
Now the Special Editions are finished 

(as I write this, The Empire Strikes Back 
hits theaters in a matter of days), and 
once again the team at Lucasfdm has re-
defined the movie-going experience 
both visually and aurally. I'm very 
pleased that they didn't decide to start 
from scratch on the sound elements in 
the films—something that Bum can do 
as he prepares for the new Trilogy. 

Dane Eric Petersen 
dep0008@jove.acs.unt.edu 

WHATEVER TURNS YOU ON 
I wait patiently with bated breath for 
every issue of Mix magazine to show 
up at my P.O. Box. In my younger 
days, it would be a copy of Playboy or 
Penthouse (or the occasional Hustler), 
but now that I'm older I swear I get the 
same type of arousal when that copy of 
Mix arrives. Don't change a damn thing. 
I'm sick and tired of everybody slam-
ming Stephen St.Croix, and I'm not 
even a Mac user; if you get rid of him, 
I'm canceling my subscription. Plus, the 
article "Level Practices" by Bob (God) 

Katz in your March 1997 issue was 
worth its weight in gold. 

Also, I sometimes wonder who your 
magazine is geared toward. I mean, I 
drool over serious words such as "SSL 
w/VU + Ultimatopeo" and "Neve w/fly-
ing Whatchamacallits" (usually I'm say-
ing to myself, "What the hell is that? It 
sure sounds expensive"), but much of 
your advertising seems to be geared to-
ward us poor guys (with Mackie 8-bus-
es and ADATs, etc.), although I realize 
that technically that line is getting small-
er. Anyway, excuse my rambling (I'm 
getting drunk on homebrew and pizza) 
and don't change a damn thing or I'm 
canceling my subscription. Seriously, 
keep up the good work. 

Todd from Seattle 

MEET YOUR MAKER 
I really enjoy your magazine. It's taken 
me light years along my audio and 
recording path. I'd like to see more arti-
cles on some of the interesting people 
behind the high-end equipment, such 
as a bio of Rupert Neve, the workshop 
of James Demeter, what's behind the 
scenes at D.W. Feam, Anthony DeMaria 
Labs and Manley, to name a few. Those 
of us who got into this business only a 
few years ago see the pictures of the 
products and we read the reviews, but I 
think the really neat part of the better, 
more hand-made equipment is the peo-
ple behind them and the workshop en-
vironment the equipment comes from, 
as opposed to the mass-produced, ro-
botic circuit board-assembled pieces. I 
have my share of those, too, and many 
of them are good, but it's the people 
behind the technology, just as it's the 
people behind the music, the micro-
phone and the mixing desk that make 
our business mean something. I'd like 
to meet more of them through your 
magazine! Keep up the great work. 

Elliot James, Wateree Studio, Atlanta 
ejames@concentric.net 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. *12, Emeryville, CA 94608; fax 

(510) 653-5142; or mixeditorial 

@cardinal.com 
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true 4—bus d L/PFLIR swept mid eq • 16 mic prea 

MORE BUSES, MORE PREAMPS, MORE Ell, MORE 
FEATURES. INTRODUCING THE NEW CR1G114-V1.1 

Five years of user input, new materials, new technologies and the soul of our 8•Bus...we packed a lot in for just : 1199*. 

mud control on the 
charm* strip! 60d5   
total mic gain; -1045. 
"virtuahpad" forgine 
¡inputs. AUX 

:6 AUX SENDS per cln 
Aux! &2 switch-able 
pre/post. Post-faden '  
Aux 34/5-6   
selectable via shift 
switch. 

HI EU. -15d0 elelving 
at 12kHz. 5 

SWEERABLE 
MIDRANGE. Wide, 
musical peaking Ea 
with 100Hz to SkHz 
range. _4- 1545 range.. t. 

LO EU. 15d0 shelving 
at 50Hz. 

LOW OUT FILTER is 
a must for live sourd 
and acoustic 
(microphone) 
recorcnng. Sharp, 
1t3d5hoctave Ck 75Hz 
high-pass filter lets 
you add Lo shelving 
Ea to vocals withoat 
boosting undesirable 
mic tmumps, stage. 
rumire, wind Noise, 
P-pops, etc. --

PAN control with 
cons--ant loudness to 
main zain stereo 
perspective. MUTE 

MUTE switch. - 
MUTE El OVERLOAD 
LEO. — 
-20d0 SIGNAL 
PRESENT LI, SOLO LEO. 
SOLD. In-place AFL — 
or PFL. 

BUS ASSIGN for Subs 

61:061 FADERS with — 
beftua log taper, 
special lip seal & tong-
life wiper mazerial, 

T," 16 The original CR-1604 
defined the modern 
compact mixer. Now 
we've "raised the 
standard" by adding over 
20 new features like true 
4-bus design, our famous 
mic preamps on every 
channel, flexible routing 
and monitoring, and 
swept mid Ell — for just 
100* more than the 
original CR-I604. Call 
for a free 40- page 
brochure. 

5-WAY PHYSICAL 
CONFIGURATION via 
our famous rotating 
input/output "pod." 
In minutes you can 
switch the CR1604-VLZ 
between ultra-compact 
b-rack space configuration 
with pod to back., 
rackmount jacks-to-tope 
or tabletop/jacks-to-top 0. 
Optional RotoPod-VL2 
bracket places input/output 
jacks on same plane as the 
controls (tabletop 0 or 
rackmount 0). 

—  MONO OUTPUT(teall 
unbal.)has separate 
level control. 

—  RCA TAPE inputs F7° , 
and outputs-
(unbalanced). 

- Separate CONTROL 
ROM OUTPUT 
(balfunbal.). 

DIRECT OUTPUTS 
(bal./unbal.) 
channels1-8. 

SUBMASTER 
OUTPUTS (MI ./ unbal.). 

Pm-fader INSERT 
on every ch. 

16 STUDIO-GRADE MIC PREAMPS VIZ (Very Law Impedance) 
means the new CR1504-112 actually r CIRCUITRY developed for our .5•13us 
costs p100 less than our classic consoles, further reduces noise and 
CR-1604 &XLR10 extender combination! crosstalk in critical signal path areas. 

i 

AUX SENO 1 6 2 MASTERS. — 
Stereo AUX RETURNS 162 with 20d5 gain 

above Unity for boosting weak effects. 

EFFECTS TO MONITORS controls fold Aux 
Return 1 & 2 back into Aux Sends 1 & 2 so 

that on-stage performers can hear effects. —  
AUX SEND 162 SOLO switches with LE05.— 

Stereo AUX RETURNS 3 6 4. — 
Aux Return 3 ASSIGN SWITCHES to 
Main Mix, Subs 1 & 2 or Subs 3 & 4. r 

Aux Return 4 ASSIGN to Control Rm/Phones.--J 
CONTROL ROOM/PHONES level control. 

TAPE INPUT LEVEL control and 
TAPE TO MAIN MIX switch. 

7  SWITCHING MATRIX. r 
This fantastic -I ' 

0 - 'lledeLgte- creative feature 
lets you 

route any combination of Tape, Subs1 & 2, 
Subs 3 & 4 or Main Mix to Control Room/ 

Phones bus. Lets you create custom 
headphone or broadcast mixes, monitor 2-
track output or route a cue/click track to 

phones, create a second stereo main output 
with its own level control & more (covered in 

• the extensive manual). 

Global SOLD level control. 
GlobaFARIPFL SOLO switch. — 

SUB ASSIGN 
to Left or Right Main Mix 

* Suggested U.S. retail; 
higher in Canada. 

©1996 MACK& DESIGNS INC 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

orwg.,4.2 

SOLID 
STEa 
main 
chassis. 

SEALED 

4. MAIN 
MIX 

A., FADER. 
le  w BNC lamp 

socket. 

Global 
AUX 
RETUR44 
SOLO 

NI with LED. 

LEO 
METERS 

ASSIGh1C44.18« 
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Most Tour Sound Systems 
Take Years to Become Classics. 
Some Are Just Born That Way. 

- 

Introducing the Revolutionary 'effluite& 
New HLA Series Loudspeakers. 
Once in a great while, an idea comes alon that 
can be considered truly revolutionary. ell. is 
once- in-a-great-while-time again. Introducing the 
HLA Series and its centerpiece. the 4895 Three-
Way -- a metamorphosis in tour sound technology 
from JBL Professional. 

At the heart of the series are two DCD drivers. 
a 10" and a 14-, which offer the ultimate in 
performance at as little as 7 lbs. per driver. 
This is accomplished with a new 
Neodymium magnet design and new 
voice coil topology which vastly 
reduce the need for steel. Dual Coil 
Drive was chosen because it has two 
magnetic gaps and two voice coils in 
each driver. This doubles their 
power-handling capabilities. 

To provide each listener with better 
quality sound, JBL engineers 
designed a new, three-way 
MultiBand VVaveguidé . powered 
by the two DCD drivers in a 
composite magazine with a large 
format compression driver.The 
composite magazine gives the 
drivers the rear compression 
load required to balance the 
acoustic resistance furnished by the 
waveguide. To minimize distortion. 
Optimized Aperture technology is used to 

supply the longer path length required for precise 
pattern control. 7c make the most of this increased 
efficiency, we then placed the entire system in our 
patented SpaceFrame enclosure, which allows it to 
be easily tilted and aimed to give :he audience even 
coverage with minimal overlap. 

To keep pace with this extended performance, 
the H_A Series also features our powerful 4897 

Subwoofer, which has an innovative composite 
enclosure made of carbon fiber and aluminum 

and new port technology. The net result 
is 3dB more output than any other 18" 
system in existence and dimensions 
conveniently equal to the 4895. 

Put all its remarkable components 
together and the HLA Series represents a 

radical departure from any professional 
sound reinforcement system currently 

in use -- one that offers unparalleled 
flexibility, ease of setup and the 
most seamlessly uniform coverage 
ever With this revolutionary, not 
just evolutionary, new tour sound 
system. JBL has given a whole new 
meaning to the already universally 
respected "JBL Loaded-. If profes-

sional sound matters to you, write 
to JBL Professional or visit our website 

at jblpro.com. A change for the better 
never sounded so good. 

4895 Three-Way 

Series 

PROFESSIONAL 

el -Me Balance 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge, CA 91329 

www.jblpro.com 

H A Harman International Company 
• JBL 




